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Abhinavagupta

commentary on the Pariitrfsika Tantra,
and it is one of the most profound
texts, not only of non-dualist Kashmir
Saivism, but of Indian philosophy and
mysticism in general. The present
work attempts to make this difficult
text accessible, by culling out the
important themes and offering an
interpretation. The main focus is on
the understanding of the Absolute
(Anuttara) and the ways to realize it.
The central theme of mantra also leads
to a mysticism of language with its
philosophical implications. All these
reflections and practices are inscribed
in the theory that "everything is
related to the totality", "every part
contains the whole of reality" (sarvam
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Foreword
This study by Bettina Baumer is important and welcome because it deals with
what may well be considered as the very core

metaphysically and mystically -

of Abhinavagupta's teaching, and of what he still can tell and teach us. Its
importance is, of course and foremost, due to the fact that it deals with a work by
Abhinavagupta who

as Bettina Baumer forcefully says in her introduction

is

undoubtedly one of the most remarkable, "extraordinary," thinkers of India perhaps the most exceptional one by the breadth of his interests and talents, his
acumen and profoundness. He was also a master of Sanskrit

a Sanskrit sometimes

difficult to decipher, because both of an idiosyncratic style and of the subtlety of
the thought it expresses

and Sanskrit has the pride of place in the

ParatrIsikavivaraI).a (PTV) several of whose main conceptions bearing on linguistic
phonetic elements: phonemes, syllables

(vaf1Ja, ak$ara), or mantras. Typically Indian,

indeed, in this respect, was Abhinavagupta. For no other culture than the Indian
•

one has given the same importat;lce to speech or language
Sanskrit

here in the form of

speculating endlessly during centuries on its constitutive elements, its

organisation, uses and powers. Not by chance did the first ever systematic
could say scientific

one

description of a language, Pa1)ini's graImnar, appear in India.

Such metaphysical-linguistic speculations (linked to ritual) are essential in the

PTV, more. than half of the thirty-six stanzas of the ParatrIsika (PT) concerning the

anuttara, to liberation, is the spiritual
mental, cum bodily and ritual, experience and mastery of a mantra, the hrdayabfja
SAUIf. Very typically Tantric (we may note) are the PT and the vivara1J.a in this

subject. For the PT, the path to the Supreme,

global approach; for if the condition aimed at b y the adept is spiritual,
transcendental, it is experienced, 'lived,' mentally and corporally by an incarnate
person, living in this world, an adept or devotee performing rites. These are not
mere accessory concrete. elements to a purely spiritual quest. The quest, surely, is
spiritual

and this is the fundamental aspect which is the theme of this

hermeneutical study. But it is the quest of a human being, not of a purely spiritual

•

,
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entity. Hence the importance of concrete elements, linguistic or ritual, uttered,
visualised, or both intellectually and bodily acted out
when they are

mantras,

the linguistic elements,

being themselves ritually "extracted," then animated and

put into action by rites which, being Tantric, consist as much in mental visualisations
as in actions. What takes place is the transformative total experience of a living
being.
One might, in this connection, note that what the Goddess asks for in the first
•

stanza of the PT is how

khecarisamata is

to attain: how to penetrate, that is, in kha,

in the central mystical void within the heart. This is a spiritual, mystical, process.
But, in early Tantras such as the Brahmayamala/Picumata, one meets Khecarls,
which are a class of YoginIs moving in the space who can bestow supernatural
powers. Later, the Krama tradition saw the creation of the world as being due to
four forms of Uivine power imagined as swirling wheels of energy

(sakticakra)

•

whose movements create and animate not only the cosmos but also the senses and

khecari, a conception taken
over by Abhinavagupta as appears in the gloss on khecarisamatam of the PTV (pp.39
H. of the Kashmir Series edition). If khecari can be in a state of equilibrium (samata),
the mind of human beings, the highest of these being

she is nevertheless made up of the senses and their objects. She is characterised by
"the

fluctuations

of

passion,

anger,

kamakrodhi1dirupataya vai$amyetJa lak$yate).

and

so

forth"

(saiva khecari

Her equilibrium therefore is charged

with power. It is not a peaceful calm, but the intensity of dominated power. This is
what a Tantric adept is looking for. The Tantric liberated person is a

siddha:

transcending this world but also dominating it. Abhinavagupta, when he is described
as a living person (apocryphally, of course, but not without plausibility), is not shown
as an ascetic world-renouncing sadhu, but on the contrary as enjoying many worldly
pleasures. He was an aesthetician; an aesthete too, we may presume. The world of
Tantra is a world of passion. Passions dominated, of course, but passions made use
of to reach what is beyond them, but includes them. The Tantric case as a way of life
is a case of particular, extreme, intensity. In this respect it differs from other traditions
which are also ways of life. We may also note here in passing that all philosophies are
ways of life, as was underlined by Pierre Hadot (who I was happy to see quoted in
the introduction).1

1 Pierre Hadot taught classical philosophy in the College de France during several years. He
died in April 2010, aged 88.

•

FOREWORD I ix
Am I here contradicting the main theme of this excellent book? Of course, not!
I merely take the opportunity of this preface to evoke some aspects of the Tantric

domain I happened to study. My approach differs from Bettina Baumer's more on
details or orientation than on essentials. Ours is an old friendship. I have known
•

Bettina Baumer when she was still a young scholar. We worked together for some
time in a research unit of the CNRS. We have remained friends and colleagues ever
since, exploring, each in his/her own way, the same domain, treading in some
respects the same not always easy path. We have both worked with Swami
Lakshman Joo, I however much more briefly than Bettina, never being as near to

him as she was and still is. My somewhat different approach to some problems
does not prevent me from fully appreciating the present work. We differ but
sometimes converge: this is the case here. Her hermeneutical approach of the PTV
is, I feel, very fruitful both in setting out and clarifying Abhinavagupta's meaning,
and in bringing out what it can still say to us. In this respect, her approach will
prove very useful. I confess to being all the more ready to conmlend this approach,
and the fact that it concerns Abhinavagupta's thought, because Indian philosophers
of today seem to be either fascinated by Sankara's

advaita as if it were the acme

of

Indian philosophical thought, which, whatever its merits, I believe it is not, or,
when they develop a philosophical stance of their own, to be mere epigones of the
analytical thought the British have inherited from Vienna

a less 'philosophical'
..

form of thought being hard to iplagine.

To come back to the PTV, Abhinavagupta's emphasis on gnosis, on the intensity
of immersion, on the absorption in the Supreme, is not to be doubted. The ultimate
teaching of the PTV is clearly the transcending of ritual (to use the title of the last
chapter of this book). One may perhaps ask oneself whether Abhinavagupta wasn't,
in this respect, overemphasising this aspect of the PT's teaching. This is possible,
but all the less certain since already such earlier Tantras as the Jayarathayamala, to
which Abhinavagupta often refers, notably in the Tantraloka, prescribe the adept
to respect, in the social field, the rules of the

varr;iisramadharma.

He had all the

more reasons to do so since in his time Tantra had ceased being the practice of
small transgressive ascetic groups (were they ever those of larger groups? in spite
of its pervasion of the Hindu world, Tantra was always a matter of active minorities),
but were the secret private practice of well-established, socially conservative

.
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grhasthas2. (Tantra was never socially transgressive

quite the contrary). As such

it has survived during centuries, marked innumerable aspects of Indian culture,
however, in the particular case of the Trika, remaining only as a metaphysical system
(mystical, too), its ritual aspect having disappeared. Tantric rites and practices
went on surviving and survive, sometimes very actively, but in other traditions, for
other cults, among other groups, in other centres (or countries). We go on reading
the Tantraloka, but nobody would dream (or be able, and still less qu�lified for)
performing the rites described in the thirty odd chapters of this text which follow
•

the first five where Abhinavagupta (as we are reminded here) proclaimed the equal
usefulness and uselessness of ritual practice.
But, ritual being transcended, what remains, on the metaphysical and the
mystical plane, expounded in several passages of, the PTV, is precisely that which
can say something to us, be of some

essential!

translating and interpreting this text over

1000

use in this present world. By

years of history into a completely

different context is surely hazardous. It is a difficult work, where subtlety, 'acribie,'
empathy are needed

and are found here. Baumer's "double

adhiktira,"

as she

calls it: to have worked with Swami Lakshman Joo in "a unique personal union"
and to be well trained in European Indology, made her specially apt for this work.
In her introduction, Bettina Baumer hopes that her "intercultural work in
hermeneutic" on the PTV will not only make this text accessible but also have its
relevance for our present world: she has, I believe, perfectly succeeded in doing
so.
Paris, November

Andre Padoux

20, 2010

•

2. Jayaratha, commenting the Tantraloka 4.24, quotes the formula: anta� kaulo bahi� saivo
lokacare tu vaidika� which sums up the behaviour of the grhastha Brahmin follower of the

Trika.
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Introduction
etadguhyam mahaguhyam
(Tell me) This secret, this great (non)secret.
THE Pari1trrsikil Tantta belongs to the highest class of Tantras or revealed scriptures
of the non-dualist Saivism of Kashmir. The text has attracted the attention of the
greatest philosopher of the school, Abhinavagupta. Along with the Malinrvijayottara

Tantra and the Vijiillna Bhairava (on which he did not write a separate commentary)
he accepted them as authority in the field of spiritual practice and mystical
realisation. The reason is that they approach the ultimate Reality in an attitude of
"supreme non-dualism " (paramadvaita), which transcends not only the dualism
of the Saiva Siddhanta scriptures, but also their reliance on the performance of
ritual for attaining liberation.1 To give only an t:!xample of this attitude from the
.

Malinrvijayottara Tantra:

•

,

In (the practice of) this Tantra there is neither purity nor its absence;
no concern for what may be eaten and so forth; neither dualistic
observance nor its rejection; neither such (rituals) as linga worship
nor their abandonment; neither (the rule of) owning nothing nor its
opposite. . . . Everything (may be) enjoined or forbidden in this
scripture. This is strictly ruled in it, 0 Empress of the Gods, that
the meditator, striving with all his strength, should fix his awareness
firmly on Reality. H e may adopt whatever form of p ra c tice
18.74-79
enables him to achieve that.
These texts propound as their final position "an eI)lightened Saiva consciousness
which enjoys a perfect freedom of practice by embracing and transcending all the
•

•

1 In spite of the fact, as examined by A. Sanderson, that the MVT as such does not contain an
Advaita doctrine: The Doctrine of the Malinrvijayottara Tantra. R. Torella (in: The
[§varapratyabhijiiakarika of Utpaladevt:l, p. XXI) defines paramadvaita as�/such an elevated
viewpoint that it does not fear what is different from itself. . . .
"

•

•

.
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Saiva systems. . . . " (Sanderson

2005: 106). These Tantras, in different ways, believe
in the sudden enlightenment of what Abhinavagupta calls anupaya in his
Tantraloka, the "no-means, " "the pathless path. "2

The Text and the Commentary
The Pariitrzsika, frequently called Pariitrirhsika, is a short Tantra containing 36 verses, 3
which claims to be a part of the Rudrayamala Tantra (v.37 ityetad rudrayamalam).
The Yamala Tantras are an important group of Tantras of the Vidyap1tha, most of
which still await publication, but the claim of two short and in themselves complete
Tantras, the Pariitrzsika and the Vijfiana Bhairava, to belong to a larger Rudrayamala
does not seem to be justified: the style of these two Tantras is very different, and
even without being a part

or even the essence4

of a larger Tantra, they retain

a very high status of spiritual authority in the tradition. This claim may only reflect
the desire of the redactors to enhance their authority by inserting them in the
class of Yamala Tantras.5 Thus the expression ityetad rudrayamalam may only refer
to the state of union of Rudra and Rudra (Siva-Sakti) as the end-result of the
Tantra and its practice. 6 The name Pariitrirhsikii, indicating a text of

30 verses, is

misleading, because it contains 35, 36 or 37 verses. It may have gained popularity
only because of its familiar sound. Abhinavagupta makes it clear that the real name
is Pariitrzsika: "(The Tantra relating to) The Supreme (para) Goddess (zsikii) of the
Three (tri)." Thus the name itself indicates that it is a scripture of the Trika whose
central Divinity is Para. It is best to quote Abhinavagupta's own interpretation
when he states the abhidheya or subject matter of the text:
•

Now, we are going to describe the abhidheya or subject matter. TrfSfka
is a compound word. T his is its analysis: " the fSika of the three"
(tisrJam lsikii) . "Of the three" means "of iccha (will), jfiana (knowledge),
kriya (activity)." The three are also designated by such other words
2. TA IT.

3. 37 in the edition of Jaideva Singh, depending on the arrangement of the manuscripts.
4. Cf. Vijftana Bhairava v. 162 .
•

5. The published Rudrayamala is a different text and its style is quite different from both these
short Tantras: Rudrayamalam (Uttaratantram), Parts I and 11, ed. S. Malaviya, Delhi:
Chaukhamba Sanskrit Pratishthan, 1999.
6. PT v.37, VBh v.l62.
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as S($ti, s thiti, sarhhilra
creation, maintenance, dissolution
or
udyoga, avabhilsa and carva1Jil. [sikil means [svarf, the Goddess who
governs and controls the three, i.e. icchil, jiiana and kriya (Saktis) or
S($ti, sthiti and sarhhara, or udyoga, avabhilsa, and carva1Ja. It should be
borne in mind that fsana or governance or control in this context
means "being non-different or identical with that which is to be
governed or controlled." Therefore, the revered goddess para sakti
(i.e. the supreme divine Consciousness) who at once transcends
this division of three (viz. S($ti, sthiti, sarhhilra, etc.) and is identical
with it is the abhidheya or subject matter of the book, and because of
its connexion with para, the title (lit. name) of this Sastra is Trfsika.
Another reading of trfsika, given by venerable teachers is trirhsaka,
and owing to the similarity of words, they give the following
etymology:
That which speaks out (kayati) the three saktis or "powers" is trirhsaka.
The word trirhsakil derived from its connexion with thirty (trirhsat)
verses is not correct. Even thus, it is not the number of verses but
only the sense of trirhsaka, that should be adopted.
pp. 17-187
Thus some of the different triads of Trika are implied in the title:
•

para - parilpara - apara: Supreme - supreme-cum-non-supreme non-supreme
.

iccha
srsti
0 . .

#

jiiilna - kriyil : th� Energies of Will - Knowledge. Activity
sthiti - sarhhara : emanation - sustenance - dissolution

Another important name of the Tantra is Anuttarasatra: the concise statement or
•

aphorism relating to the Absolute,S and Trikasiltra, the essence or aphorism of the
Trika. That the PariitrfsikiI occupied a very high place among the scriptures of the
Trika is testified also by the number of commentaries, and, as we shall see later, by

7. Page numbers without any other reference refer to Jaideva Singh's translation . B.N. Pandit,

in his Kasmfrasaivadarsanabrhatko$a� (vol. Ill, pp. 375-76) expresses his surprise that scholars
continue using the title Pariltrirhsikii when Abhinavagupta himself has made it clear that it
is not correct: ascaryametad yadevarh vidhe 'bhinavaguptfye vyakhyane vidyamane 'pi

vidvarhso granthasyasya, svakalpitameva tannama vyavaharanti yannirastamacarye1J.a
spa$tam! p. 375.
8. Abhinavagupta refers to earlier teachers /commentators who have given this title: trirhsikii
canuttarasutra iti gurava�, p. 102 J.S. (Jaideva Singh has taken anuttara- here as an adjective:
"unsurpassable Sutra", p. 267, but it is more than that).

•

•

•
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its influence beyond Kashmir, its place of origin. Its age is uncertain, but in any
case it already enjoyed a high reputation in the eighth-ninth centuries. It may not
be wrong to place the text in the seventh century or earlier.9
There have been commentaries pre-dating Abhinavagupta which unfortunately
have not survived. We find the names of authors Bhavabhuti and Kalyat:\a.lO
Abhinavagupta criticises earlier commentators and rejects their interpretation, but
he relies on the Vivrti by Somananda, the author of the Sivadr$# and founder of
the Pratyabhijfia philosophy. This commentary in its entirety has also not survived.
We can only reconstruct some of his interpretations on the basis of the fragments
quoted by Abhinavagupta, who always refers to his predecessor (guru of Utpaladeva,
his own paramaguru) with the greatest respect. Only here and there does he differ
from his interpretation.

I

.

I have written this work after (fully) reflecting on the doctrine of
Somananda which has spontaneously entered my heart which
shares the pure state of truth taught by my guru.
- Summary verse 18, p . 272
A late and brief commentary by Rajanaka Lak1?mlrama alias La sakaka
(eighteenth-nineteenth centuries) shows that by his time a part of the oral
transmission has been lost. His commentary

is ignorant of . . . the true character of the text as instruction in the
worship of, and meditation on, the Mantra of the Trika's Para,
wrongly taking the Mantra to be the Aghora . . . Mantra of
Svacchandabhairava, thus assimilating the text to the Svacchanda-based
cult of that deity. . . .u
T he Pariitrfsikii Vivaral'Ja is one of the most mature and difficult works by
Abhinavagupta on the Trika, in the following chronological order:12

9. Cf. A. Sanderson, Textual Traditions . . . , p. 212.
10. Cf. Tantraloka XIII .l49.
11. A. Sanderson, The Saiva Exegesis of Kashmir, p. 379.
12. Cf. A. Sanderson in Samarasya, p. 124, note 88, where he gives the arguments for this
sequence. "That the ParatrfsikiivivaralJl1 was written before the Tantraloka is shown by TA
9.313. There Abhinavagupta says that he has explained at length his assertion that each
reality level contains all those above it in his treatise on the Anuttara (anuttaraprakriyayam),
�
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Malinrvijayavarttika
Paratrrsika Vivarana,

Commentary on the Malinrvijayottara Tantra,

Tantraloka

"Light on the Tantras" (or: "Illumination of the

•

,

•

Tantras"), the most exhaustive and original work, and

Tantrasara

a short version of the Tantraloka

Abhinavagupta left the task of exegesis of other important Tantras of the tradition,
namely the Svacchanda Tantra and the Netra Tantra, to his most gifted disciple
and prolific writer, K�emaraja, whose commentaries on these Tantras are of
,

invaluable merit. Unfortunately his conunentary on the Vijiiiina Bhairava remained
incomplete.

The Tantra
As with all Saivagamas, the Tantra is revealed in the form of a dialogue between
the DeVl and Bhairava. This dialogue form has been given a non-dualistic
interpretation in the context of the Advaita Bhairavagamas

it starts from

different kinds of relationship (sambandha). Since the commentary wiil go into
great detail of every aspect of this dialogue, it is not necessary to elucidate it in this

that is to say, in his treatise on the Paratrfsilal. For Anuttara in this sense sef e.g. PTV, p. 282
'
(KED, p. 276), 1. 26; MW, 1.917 (qnuttara yaga�); MW, 1.1120b (anuttaro naya�). The work to
which he refers is his Partltrzsilalvivara 1Jll and the passage in question is PTV, p. 231, 1. 28 p.
234, 1. 13 (KED, pp. 137-43). The priority of the Partltrfsilalvivara1J.a is also indicated by the
fact that Abhinavagupta reports in that work that he writes for the benefit of his disciple
Karl).a (p. 284, vv. 7-10 [KED, pp. 279-80]), who, with Mandra, also requested the
Malinfvijayavarttika (1.11), whereas in the Tantraloka he tells us (TA, 37.65) that Karl).a is
dead. The Malinfvijayavarttika too was written before the Tantraloka since the latter refers
to the former's account of the Siva canon at 37.30 (mayaitat srotasam rapam anuttarapa dad
dhruvtlt I arabhya vistare1J.oktam malinzslokavarttike). That the Malinzvijayavarttika was
written before the Paratrzsikavivara1J.a is very strongly indicated by Abhinavagupta's
statement in the latter (p. 198 [KED, p. 36], 1. 10) that he has already expounded at length in
another work the subject of the state of absolute potential's "non-circumscription by past
and future" (kalobhayapariccheda�) . For this topic is treated at length in the
Malinfvijayavarttika, 1.52-158 and nowhere else in his surviving works.
That the Pratyabhijna works were written after the exegesis of the Malinzvijayottara is
established by a citation from the Tantrastlra in [pVV; vo1. 2, p. 203, 11.14.18 and by a reference
to works "such as the Tantraloka and Tantrasara in [PV, vo1. 2, p. 214, 1.9."

•
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introduction. However, although the Tantra opens with a question from the Goddess
in a verse containing the essence of the Tantra, and Bhairava reveals it in the form
of answer, th� dialogue is not brought to a conclusion at the end, as is the case in
the Vijfiana Bhairava. There the DevI reappears at the end and expresses her full
satisfaction with the answer given by Bhairava, and hence she merges with Him.13
The Pariitrfsikii ends without such a dramatic conclusion.
.

The intense question of the DevI covers two and a half verses. From' verse 3cd
begins the answer by Bhairava with an address to the Goddess. From verse 5 to 9ab
Bhairava expounds the tattvas in the order of creation (sr$ti) and relates them to
the elements of speech or the phonemes of the alphabet, the basis of all mantras.
In verses 9cd-ll he reveals the central mantra of Para, "the seed of the heart,
hrdayabfja," "the heart of the God of gods," in ,encoded form, followed by the
powers of the mantra and the fruit attained by its practice (vv. 12-20); and the
substitution of ritual by gnosis (21-24). The surruning up starts from v. 25, followed
by the ritual practice of the mantra (sr$#bija or hrdayabija SAUJ:I) in verses 26-35.
The result or phalasruti of this practice is stated to be the state of omniscience in
verses 36-3Z
=

There are other possible arrangements in structuring the text. In the course of
the analysis we shall come to further details.
Verses

1 -4

treat of anuttara: the Absolute

5- 9

treat of uttara : the manifestation and reflection in the
elements of language and the levels of Reality (tattvas)
•

10-18

the mantra SAUl:l: hrdayabfja

19-20ab

knowledge higher than ritual

21-24

the three Saktis

25-26

knowledge higher than ritual

27-35

ritual practice of the mantra (vidhi)

36-37

phalasruti: fruit of the practice

A broad division of the text in two sections (even called grantha, texts) is given by
Abhinavagupta as:
13. VBh v. 162-64.

•
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1. bimba: verses 1-4
2. pratibimba: verses 5-37

•

The bimba section contains the description of the nature of the Absolute
(anuttara-svarapa), the principal theme of the text; the pratibimba section describes
the expansion in manifestation, being a reflection of the Absolute in language and
in creation (sr�ti), including the ritual associated. Again, in short, the first section
relates to anuttara, the second to uttara, or to kaulika vidhi, the order of universal
expansion of the Absolute.14
•

Before moving on to the second section (starting from v. 5 of the Tantra),
Abhinavagupta gives a kind of surnmary of the question and relates it to Trika: The
question of the Devl in one and a half verses starting with anuttaram relates to
Siva. The second part of her question (v. 2) starting with hrdayastha tu ya sakti�
relates to Sakti. Then the question arises about the third element of Trika, Nara
(atra yadi e�a trikarthabhiprayeIJa vyakhya tat nara vi�ayaprasnaprasa1iga�, p. 32, 1.
21). This seems to be an introduction to the second part: pratibimba or uttara,
which contains every aspect of Nara. But the alternative is that the two questions
concern Yamala, i.e. "Siva and Sakti whose connection is known as yamala so that
a separate question about each could be justified" (p. 82).
Abhinavagupta
,

Abhinavagupta is one of the most extraordinary figures, not only in the domain of
Indian philosophy, but also in a universal context, comprising aesthetics,
philosophy, Tantra and mysticism all in one. Therefore his importance cannot only
be assessed in the context of Sanskrit literature. It is high time that his genius got
duly recognised beyond the area of his origin and language. For this we need
translations of his works and studies which make him accessible outside the
. .
Kas
, Sanskrit and Indian contexts.
•

This is not the place to give an exposition of his life and work,ls but a few
introductory remarks may be necessary, especially in view of the fact that he is so
little known, even in India. It is mainly his works on aesthetics and poetics which
14. Cf. text p. 33, tr. pp. 83-84.
15. Cf. R.c. Pandey, Abhinavagupta.
•

•

•
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have been received and acknowledged: his Abhinavabharatr or conunentary on the
Natyasastra, and his Dhvanyaloka Locana, the cOImnentary on Anandavardhana's
Dhvanyaloka. His aesthetic theory, based on the Natyasastra, has become an
indispensable method to apply, not only in drama and poetry, but in all fields of
the arts, especially music.16
There are few authors, even in the Indian tradition, who, like Abhinavagupta,
combine such an enormous range of subjects and fields with the depth of mystical
experience and philosophical insight. All these areas of knowledge are not diverse,
but are interconnected within a consistent cosmology and soteriology, based on
the Saivagamas. But whatever subject Abhinavagupta touches, it has the fragrance
of his own personal experience and understanding. He is thus a perfect example
how allegiance to the tradition, be it the Agamic revelation or the lineage of teachers
(sampradaya), does not stifle original thought, but rather nourishes it.
The final part of the text itself, i.e. the concluding verses of the VivaraIJa, will
provide us the personal touch of the author, his biography, his indebtedness to his
parents and teachers, and love for his disciples and pupils.
To get a taste of his own evaluation of the different fields of knowledge and
works we may quote one of the moving verses in which he sums up hi� career:
I have cleansed myself first by bathing fully in grammar, I have
collected the flowers of discerning wisdom that grow in that wish
granting creeper of insightful imagination which grows out of the
roots of good reasoning, and worshipped the Lord of my heart with
them; I have enjoyed the benefits of such beautiful great literature
and poetry as can be compared with liquor made out of the essence
of Arnbrosia; and now, in the company of my beloved lady: discourse
on divine non-duality, I am going to repose.17

And he concludes his mangala verses by hinting at the different Tantric traditions
which he masters:
16. Cf. his chapters on musicology in the Natyasastra, ed. and tr. by Prem Lata Sharma (in way
of publication). Cf. my article: "Light and Reflection. The Metaphysical Background of
Aesthetics in Kashmir Saivism", in: Aesthetic Theories and Forms in In dian Tradition, ed.
Kapila Vatsyayan and D.P. Chattopadhyaya, New Delhi, 2008 (Centre for Studies in
Civilization), pp. 127-47.
17. Sanskrit Benedictory verse 5 to the IPW, tr. by Arindam Chakrabarti, in: 5amarasya, p. 27.

•
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I praise the immortal, infinite Absolute (anuttara), Aghora, the one
who governs the wheel of the twelve Energies ( = 12 Kalls), who is
the first initiator for removing mental dullness.
- IPW mangala v. 6

His south-Indian ascetic disciple Madhuraja who composed an eulogy on his guru,
Guruniithapariimarsa,18 mentions the following Tantric schools of which he was a
master:
siddhanta-vama-bhairava-yiimala-kaula-trika-ekaVfriilJiim ,
abhinavagupta� srimiiniiciiryapade sthito jayati "
- v. 20

It is interesting to note that he mentions the Ekavlra after Kaula and Trika,
namely the tradition of Trika to which our present text belongs. In the verse
immediately following he praises Abhinavagupta, comparing him with other
authors:
abhinavaguptanathalikhitarh likhitarh hrdaye ,
taditarasiistrakaralikhitarh likhitarh salile "
- v. 21 ab
Whatever Abhinavagupta has written, it is written on the
heart,
What other authors of texts have written is (as if) written on
water.
•

His relation to the different Tantric traditions which he received and practised
will be dealt with later, also in the context of his paying respect to his gurus.
Whatever knowledge he has received from a number of teachers of different
traditions, ' he never fails to acknowledge that he has attained his enlightenment
from Sambhunatha, his guru in Kula/Kaula and Trika traditions.
The dating of Abhinavagupta's works has already been established, but it may
be mentioned here as well, as summarised by A. Sanderson:

18. Cf. V. Raghavan, Abhinavagupta and His Works, critical edn., of the Guruniitha Pariimarsa,
pp. 3-16.

•
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To determine the chronology of the Kashmirian Saiva literature in
its most creative phase we have only three precise dates, found in
concluding verses at the end of three of Abhinavagupta's works.
These report that his Kramastotra was completed in [40]66 ( =CE 991),
his
Bhairavastotra
in
[40]68
( =CE
993),
and
his
IsvarapratyabhijfiilVivrttivimarsinf in [40]90 ( =CE 1015).19

It may be possible, therefore, to date his Vivara1J. a around the turn of the
millennium.
•

Vivarana
•

At the beginning of his lsvarapratyabhijna Vivrttivimarsinf Abhinavagupta elaborates
on the different levels of root-text and corrunentaries. This passage throws light on
the relationship between Siltra and Vivara1J.a in the Paratrfsika Vivara1J.a, since he
calls the Tantra a Siltra, and his commentary Vivara1J.a. In the context of the
Isvarapratyabhijna he calls Utpaladeva's Karikas Satra, not formally, but as being
the condensed base text. The Sutras are followed by the author's own Vrtti and
then Vivrtti (the latter lost in its entirety), and by Abhinavagupta's Vimarsinf. In
summary:
I

In the Siltra the author's heart opens up (siltre sphuraddhrdaya . . . , p. 16), in
the Vrtti the essence of what has blossomed forth/opened up is exposed (arthan
sphuritasara), and in the vivrtti it is manifested in order to reach the understanding
of all people (vivrttau tu vyakta sarvajanagocaratarh gata�). Then he relates these
stages to the levels of manifestation of the Word (vac):
•

At the level of the reality of the Supreme Word the universe exists
without any distinction / separation. The nature of pasyantf (the
visionary) hints at differentiation (asutritabhedam is consciously used
to contain the essence or S u tra); at the level of madhyama (the
intermediary) differentiation becomes unfolded (unmflita, opens, is
disclosed), and at the level of vaikharf (the expressed word)
differentiation becomes clearly manifest in the form of separate acts
(p. 16)
of reflection (bhinnaparamrsyamanarupataya).

This is possible because they are coming down from paravak. In the context of the
Karikas, R. Torella says: liOn the supreme plane the essence of the doctrine still lies
19. Sanderson, Saiva Exegesis, p. 411.
,
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in the consciousness of its author, Utpala,deva, undivided from Siva, and is given
the name of "heart, " precisely because of its quintessential nature. "20

In the case of

the Tantra, there is, of course, no distinction between paravak and Siva.
Thus, Torella continues, at the level of Satra "the author reveals his undivided
•

supreme heart, taking place in the nature of intuitive insight (pratibha) . . . .

In this

way the awakening of the self, resting in the heart of the guru, becomes gradually
clear in the form of Sl1tras. "21 Again he defines the different steps of unfolding of
a text, leading up to VivaraIJa: "Satra is that which "threads " meaning "; Vrtti is
the turning around of the very subject matter of the Satra; "Vivrtti is the VivaraIJa

(

=

uncovering) of the hidden meaning of a text which is as if covered by the heap

of dust consisting in the doubt of other opinions, which is removed by it " (p.
The definition of VivaraIJa is hence clear

17).

its function consists in removing the

coverings (avaraIJatvam) which enclose the real meaning of the text or the Satra.
At the same time a VivaraIJa shares the function of Vivrtti in the sense of disclosing
the meaning for the understanding of all readers/listeners.
What is the purpose of this excursus on the definitions of different levels of a
text and its interpretations?
Abhinavagupta calls the Tantra which he comments upon a Sutra, more so,

Anuttarasutra, the essence of the Absolute, as we shall notice at the end of the
commentary, although it does hot have a human author as do the Karikas of
Utpaladeva. He consciously calls his commentary VivaraIJa, keeping the above
definition in mind.

In

a modest sense it is that which removes the obstacles and

coverings, in a broader sense it expands the insight of the Tantra understood as a

Satra. Similarly as in the case of the [s varapratyabhijfla, the VivaraIJa (resp.
Vimarsinr) is a further step of interpretation after the Vivrtti by Somananda on the
Pariitrfsika. In both cases, the entire Vivrtti is not available any more, and it can be
reconstrued only on the basis of the fragments quoted.
Among the extant works of Abhinavagupta the VivaraIJa stands unique in that
it is a direct cOITunentary on the Tantra. In the case of the Malinfvijayottara, his

20. R. Torella, "A Fragment of Utpaladeva's Isvarapratyabhijfi.a-vivrtti", in: East and

West 38 (1988), p. 138.

21.

. . . evam tltmasambodho guruhrdaya visrtlnta� satrtldi�u krameIJa sphutrbhata� . . . ,
pp. 16-1Z

•
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proclaimed central scripture of the Trika, we have the Varttika which expands on
various themes of the Tantra, without even quoting it for the most part,22 and the
Tantraloka, which is a Sastra or a paddhati
based mainly, but not exclusively, on
the Malinfvijayottara, not in the form of a conunentary. Therefore, his conunentarial
ess to the urtext and originality of interpretation,
genius, his combination of fai
can be seen only in the Vivara1Ja in relation to the Pariltrfsikii.
•

What has doubtlessly contributed to Abhinavagupta's predilection for this
Tantra is the very first word in the question of the DevI: Anuttara. And in fact, this
is also the only work23 which is wholly focused on the concept of Anuttara. This
uniqueness of the Vivara1Ja will be observed throughout the text.
Anuttaraprakriya

I

Abhinavagupta refers to his own work in his Tantraloka as Anuttaraprakriya:24
"The treatise/the method relating to the Unsurpassable/ Absolute" (IX.313). Not
only do we know from this auto-quotation the sequence of his works, namely that
the Tantraloka has been composed after the Vivara1Ja, but the title given by him is
.
icant in two ways:

1. That the entire purport of the Pariltrfsikii is related to Anuttara; and
2. Prakriya is more than a method or procedure, it has a very specific meaning.
The title of the present work is one possible translation of Anuttaraprakriya,
taking prakriya in the sense of hermeneutics, which is true, as we shall see in the
first part: "Hermeneutics. of the Absolute." But prakriya is obvioasly more than a
linguistic or philosophical elaboration of the idea or "concept" of anuttara, it is
very much a practical approach, be it by way of ritual or yoga.
•

The Svacchanda Tantra contains the oft-quoted phrase: na prakriyaparam jfianam
22. Cf. Hanneder, Abhinavagupta's Philosophy of Revelation.
23. Apart from his Stotra Anuttarti$tika (given in Appendix). A. Sanderson also doubts
Abhinavagupta's authorship, cf. The Saiva Exegesis of Kashmir, p. 381. It is quoted by
Jayaratha on the Tantraloka.

24. Interestingly, Jayaratha explains this title by: srf-paratrfsikavivara1Jildavityartha�, vo!. IV, p.

1883, implying that there are other texts by Abhinavagupta which could receive the same
title.
•
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(XI.199), "There is no knowledge higher than prakriya (knowledge)." We have to
look at the context to understand the implications. The Tantra speaks of the levels
of reality or categories, the tattvas and the various worlds, within which there are
manifold scriptures:
evam sr�tani tattvani jfianani ca varanane I
tattvair etairjagatsarvam visr�tam sacaracaram 11

•

bhuvanani vicitrani sataso 'tha sahasrasah I
tattvabhyantarasamsthani sastra1Ji vividhani ca 11
•

•

,

vijfianam kuhalam silpam siddhisandohalak�a1Jam I
- SvT XI.l95-197

-

The various Sastras contain different branches of knowledge, including ritual and
philosophical, magic and the arts. And all this is to be understood in the context of
the categories of existence or levels of reality, the 36 tattvas. But the means or
method of attaining this knowledge through the tattvas is initiation: prakriya
sivadrk�a ca tattvairetairhi labhyate (XI.198). And there is no liberation other than
by initiation:
nasti drksasamo moksah
na vidya matrka para I
na prakriyaparam jfian,am
nasti yogastvalak�yaka� 11
- SvT XI.l99
•

•

•

I<1;;emaraja makes it clear that prakriya knowledge alone, the pre-condition of which
is sivadrk�a, leads to liberation. Compared to this all other categories of knowledge
are inferior.. This is also with reference to other schools and systems enumerated
before.25 �emaraja COImnents on yoga: "That is no yoga when the supreme goal is
not known, which is the abode of repose. Even if it is known, it is considered
limited yoga in this system (iha), it is no yoga in the elucidation of the Unsurpassable,
for here only that is called supreme yoga which can unite (with the Absolute)."
(. . . iha anuttaracarcayamayoga eveti yojanikokta� parayoga� eveti iha yoga�). Here
•

25. Cf. XI.173-82, mentioning, e.g. logic, hetusastra, vadajalpa, laukika, pancaratram, vaidikam,
bauddham, arahatam (= Jaina), sarhkhya, yoga, etc.

•

•
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anuttara-carca refers to the Advaita system. And the Tantra sums up: tatsarvarh
kathitarh devi sivajiianamahodadhau, "all this has been explained in the great ocean
of Siva knowledge." �emaraja explains this simile thus: "Because the sivajnana is
deep and it is the resting place of all the rivers of knowledge, and because it is the
cause of obtaining all spiritual treasures,26 therefore, it is (like) a great ocean." (on
SvT XI.200 ab)

•

This understanding of prakriya has to be kept in mind when Abhinavagupta
calls his Vivara1Ja commentary Anuttaraprakriya, implying also the integration
and-transcendence of all the tattvas.

In the context of the "Way of Space," desadhvan, Abhinavagupta quotes this
phrase of the Svacchanda in his Tantraloka:
I

That "path" (adhvan) should be examined by which the yogi, by a
unifying contemplation on the order of the prakriya alone, attains
TA VII1.527
shortly the state of Bhairava.

And Jayaratha explains prakriyakrama as follows:
The order of prakriya means the station following the sequence
starting from Kalagni up to Anasrita (Siva), as they arise sequentially.
"He should contemplate" means, by the reflection " I am all" the
yogi attains the state of repose in his own Self (sviltmavisrantimayatam),
and quickly realises the identity with Supreme Consciousness.
- Tantraloka, vol. IV, p. 1354

In verse 11 Abhinavagupta quotes the Svacchanda:
Having considered that Sivahood is attained in this way, (the Lord
has said) in the Svacchanda Tantra: "there is no knowledge higher than
TA VIII.l1
prakriya."

Quoting the Trisira�sastra (=Trisirobhairava Tantra) he explicitly states that prakriya
26. samastasampatsamavaptihetutvat: this refers to Utpaladeva, IPK I.l.

2J. tatradhvaivam nirilpyo 'yam

yatastatprakriyakhyam I
anusamdadhadeva drag
yogi bhairavatiim vrajet 11 TA VIII. 5.
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implies the integration of the 36 tattvas in consciousness.28 In conclusion he says:
(The yogf) who directs all things, elements, beings (states), worlds,
etc. in unity with (his own) consciousness in an act of undivided
awareness, he is (himself) Bhairava, the Supreme Lord
(Paramesvara). 29

•

The reference to the Svacchanda Tantra and to Abhinavagupta's use of it in the
context of adhvaprakriya and deSii d hvan may suffice to show the technical
implications of prakriya when applied to the Vivara1Ja, as will be clear in the course
.
of interpretation of the text.
Abhinavagupta's Method

Whatever text or subject matter he deals with, Abhinavagupta does it with intense
awareness of the methodology, and using all the tools at his disposal: from granunar
to etymology to logic, to all the principles of scriptural hermeneutics, literary
criticism, poetics, etc. He used not only traditional methods of interpretation, but
he was also a keen observer of the phenomenological and psychological states and
applies appropriate methods to bridge the gap between theology and everyday
experience. In the present Vivara1Ja we find such an employ ment of a
phenomenological method, for example, in the fields of language and of sexuality.
He perceptively narrates the development of language in a child, for instance, and
relates it to the levels of the Word (vac). We shall find many such examples of
subtle psychological observations.
•

•

Abhinavagupta's hermeneutical genius has been well expressed by Arindam
Chakrabarti, in relation to the Isvarapratyabhijfia Vivrttivimarsinf:
Anyohe who has wrestled with the complex argumentation, the
mixing of esoteric meditation techniques with conceptual logical
subtlety, the relentless play of hermeneutic imagination, the amazing
28. trisirahsasane bodho

•

•

malamadhyagrakalpita� I
sattrirhsattattvasarhrambhah
smrtirbheda vikalpana 11 TA of VII1.12-15 ab.
•

•

•

29. sarhvidekiitmatanfta-bhatabhiivapuradika�

I

avyavacchinnasarhvittir-bhairava� paramesvara� 11 TA VIII. 15 cd-16ab.

•
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width of erudition and incisiveness of psychological observations
would know that it is anything but the work of a tired retiring intellect.30

•

•

There are two basic principles which Abhinavagupta applies to the exegesis of
an A gama: One is the need to discover internal coherence and consistency,
called ekavakyata. This implies, on the one hand, establishing the connections
between the different parts of the Tantra and to see their interrelatedness. The
second principle of exegesis is to discover and describe the inexhaustible store
of meaning contained 'in a sacred text. Therefore he calls his root-text a Satra,
as we have seen, and calls a Sutra "that which gives scope to manifold senses"
(p. 267 tr.). That these several meanings cannot be arbitrary but have to be in
consonance with the first principle is clear. And these multiple meanings also
follow a certain methodological pattern, based' on Sanskrit grammar, semantics,
and principles of logic and philosophy. The Pariitrfsikii Vivara1J.ll is one of the most
important works by Abhinavagupta on philosophy of language, and hence he
justifies every interpretation of a word, a root, a syllable, in the light of his insight
into the many layers of meaning, and the four dimensions of the Word (vac).
The highest concentration of language is the mantra, especially the bfjamantra,
and in the Pariitrfsika, the one seed-syllable called hrdayabfja, "the seed of the
heart": SAUI:I. But we shall come to this in the course of the interpretation. Within
the frame of the exegesis of the Tantra, Abhinavagupta follows the rules of
composing a Sastra. The four elements of a Sastra or anubandhacatu�taya are: (1)
prayojana: the purpose or aim for which it is composed; (2) the adhikiirf: who is
qualified and able to study the Sastra; (3) abhidheya: the subject matter, related to
the title; and (4) sambandha: the connection or internal relationship.31
Abhinavagupta provides a survey of these four elements, giving them an original
interpretation, as may be expected from him.32 Just as he states these elements of
.
a Sastra at the be '
g, so does he come to the conclusion at the end. Jaideva
Singh summarised the logical structure as follows:
•

The whole book may be regarded as a complete five-membered
syllogism according to Nyaya-Sastra. The first verse, viz. 11anuttaram
30. In: Slimarasya, op. cit., p. 28.
31. Cf. J.S. tr. pp. 19-20 (Notes).

32. Cf. tr. pp. 16-19, Skt. p. 6-Z

•
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katham deva . . . vrajet" is the pratijiitl or introduction of the topic. The
intervening verses constitute the hetu (logical reason), udilharaIJa
(example) and upanaya (application). The 35th and 36th verses constitute
the nigamana (conclusion).33
The Vivara1J.a is a prose text, but as it is the tradition with any Sastra or commentary,
it is framed by mmigalaslokas or benedictory verses, and concluded by summary
and autobiographical verses. Both reveal a very personal touch of the author and
his relationship with his teachers, his ancestors, parents, relatives and disciples.
Especially the concluding verses throw light on the spiritUal situation of his time
also

in a way not very different from our twenty-first century with its confusing

claims of gurus exploiting disciples !34 And apart from these introductory and
concluding verses, in the middle of the work, at important moments of transition,
Abhinavagupta inserts sununary verses.35 However, some of the sununary verses
are in Pralqt, which have not been translated.36
The Pariitrfsika Vivara1Ja is perhaps the best example for Abhinavagupta's genius
in explaining every word of the Tantra in its multiple meanings and verbal roots,
the ultimate example being the sixteen meanings of the word anuttara.

Addressees of the Vivarcu;ta: Prayojana and Adhikara
•

•

As a part of the prayojana orn purpose for which a work is composed, the question
is asked, whom it is composed for.

In

most orthodox Sanskrit texts this refers to

the adhikiirin, the persons who are entitled, qualified or authorised to study the
text. Here, too, Abhinavagupta goes his own original ways. There are three levels
on which he responds to this question:

33. Jaidev.a Singh, note, p. 270.

•

-

34. Cf. concluding verses 14-16.
35. E.g., pp.

22, 32 (in Prakrt), 72-74,

99-100 mostly introduced by: ayam ti1tparyartha� or

sarhk$epartha�.

36. R. Gnoli notes in his introduction to the PTV (pp_ XXX111-

that this kind of Kashmiri
Apabhramsa is no longer understood by any Kashmiri pru;t<;iit and that the passages in
question are very corrupt and can therefore not be emended. Similar summary verses in
Prakrt in the Tantrasara are accompanied by a Sanskrit chiiya which is not the case in the
Vivara1Ja. He also states that this language is quite different from the Prakft or Old Kashmiri
of the Mahiiruzya PrakiiSa (studied by Grierson). Just as the other scholars dealing with this
difficult text, I may also be excused for ignoring the Prakft passages.
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One is a very personal and biographical one. In other works too he admits that
they have been written on the request and insistence of his disciples, who are
every time named and described. In the concluding verses of the Pariltrfsika VivaraIJa
Abhinavagupta mentions with great affection three disciples for whom he has
very specially composed this commentary:

•

. . . Karr:ta who is a brahmar:ta, very well understands the mystery of
'
the manifestation and maintenance of the world, who delights in
the meditation and reflection on and worship of S iva, who even in
boyhood and youth, abandoning attachment to objects of sense,
has resorted to unwavering reflection which eradicates
transmigratory existence.
My own brother, Manoratha Gupta by name, having a longing for
the Supreme Self, is engrossed in the Saiva Sastras, who, in order to
destroy transmigratory existence, is eager to examine the entire range
of Sastras and Tantras in order to attain the supreme status of Siva.
There is also another person, named Ramadeva, who is devoted to
Saiva Sastras, who is well-versed in grammar (pada), Mrmarhsa (vakya)
and Nyaya (pramii'Ja), and who brings about veritable adornment to
his birth in the highest caste (Le. brahmar:ta).
May that which I have written with heart full for the good and
delight of all these serve as a guide for all for the attainment of (the
nature of) Siva.
concluding verses 6-9, p. 271

Even more, he mentions Karr:ta's parents, specially his mother Vatsalika, "whose
mind is filled with an limer disposition towards spiritual matters and expands
with delight by the worship of S iva" (concluding verse 5, tr. pp. 270 f.).
This personal touch is very characteristic of the author. Further, Abhinavagupta
mentions two levels of spiritual qualification in the last of the mangalaslokas (v. 5):
nijaSi$yavibodhaya prabuddhasmaraIJaya ca I
mayabhinavaguptena sramo 'yam kriyate manak 11
For enlightening my own disciples, and for reminding the already
enlightened ones (of their enlightenment), I, Abhinavagupta, am
making some effort (in writing this commentary) .
•

These two functions are important, for even those who have already reached a
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stage of enlightenment need to be established in their state by an ever deeper
knowledge and understanding. Even for them such a text is not superfluous.
In the course of the Vivara1J.a he will frequently come back to the spiritual
requirements for understanding this work and putting it into practice. But, contrary
to the usual exclusive adhikara mentioned in most Sastras, he totally rejects any
social conditions for reading the Sastra and practising its injunctions. This, he
says, is supported by the Tantras/ Agarnas:
In Trika Sastras, this very activity almost without any curb is worship.
All things are available for the fulfilment of this worship. The course
of knowledge has been described in detail. Regarding the castes brahmaDas, etc.
there is no fixed principle, for the caste
distinction is artificial. The specification that brahmaDas alone are
entitled for instruction can convince only the silly herd. This has
been conclusively clarified in detail by the Lord in "Mukutasarhhita."
In Trika, it is established without any effort at proving.
p . 223

In one of his efforts at stopping hirnself from going into greater detail he mentions
those recipients who are really qualified and able to enjoy the commentary:
So enough of elaboration of a topic which can appeal to the hearts
of only a few people who have received the teaching from a guru,
who are of refined taste, who are well-read (lit., who have heard
from the learned people a great deal), and who. have been purified
p . 74
by the descent of the supreme grace.
,

The conditions mentioned are important, they imply the living tradition. The text
has only meaning in the context of receiving it from a guru, which is again related to
the purification by para§aktiptlta, grace of the supreme order. Being learned or well
read (bahusruta) has to be balanced by internal purification which cannot be the
result of one's effort, but can be brought about only by saktipiita. (Skt., p. 28)
In a beautiful poetic way he summarises the spiritual purpose of composing
the commentary:
iti sivarasarh piiturh ye$arh pipasati manasarh
satatamasivadhvarhse saktarh sivena nivesitam I
hrdayagaganagranthirh te$arh vidarayiturh hathad
. abhinava imarh prasnavyakhyarh vyadhattrikatattvagam 11

- Skt. p. 21

•
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Abhinava has composed this commentary on the question (of the
DevI) which reveals the essence of Trika, for cutting asunder
forcefully the knot (obstructing) the ether of the heart of those whose
mind thirsts to drink the nectar of S iva, (whose mind) has been
penetrated by S iva, and which is ever engaged in destroying the
tr. on page 63 (modified)
evil (asiva).

•

The purpose (prayojana) as well as the recipients (adhikarin) of the commentary
could not be stated more forcefully. Besides, by calling his Vivara1Ja a prasnavyi1khyi1, Abhinavagupta states implicitly that the question of the DevI contains
the entire essence of the text (trikatattva).
The Context: The Place of the Tex t in the Tradition
I

This introduction is not the place to give a survey of the various Tantric schools of
Saivism in Kashmir, for which I refer to the work by Alexis Sanderson.37 And yet
we have to situate the text of the Tantra and Abhinavagupta's interpretation in the
context where it originated, and continued to be of significance till the present
day, whether or not there have been interruptions in the tradition.38 At the outset
it has to be made clear that whatever distinctions are made between the different
streams of the tradition, coming down from the revelation by the five faces/mouths
of Siva,39 they are not to be treated as mutually exclusive, there are not only conmlOn
elements, but also cross-currents and mutual inclusions. Hence the term "sects"
with regard to these schools or sampradayas has to be avoided.40 Kashmir has been
the place of origin of various Tantras/ Agamas, not only of Saivism, but also
Paficaratra (Vai�Dava) and Sakta. The general broad division within the Saiva
'57. Especially his articles : Saivism and the Tantric Traditions; Mat:\<;lala and Agamic Identity
in the Trika of Kashmir; Meaning in Tantric Ritual; The Saiva Exegesis of Kashmir (see
Bibliography).
38. For this question see A. Sanderson, Swami Lakshman Joo and His Place in the Kashmirian
Saiva Tradition, in: Samvidullasah.
•

39. See J. Hanneder, Abhinavagupta's Philosophy of Revelation; M. Dyczkowski, The Canon
of the Saivagamas.
40. Cf. A. Eschmann on the question and criticism of the term "sect" in the context of Indian
religious traditions, in: "Religion, Reaction and Change: The Role of Sects in Hinduism",
in Religion and Development in Asian Societies, Colombo, 1974, pp. 143-5Z
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•

revelation is that between the Siddhanta, the orthodox and "Veda-congruent"
tradition of Saivism, and the Mantramarga of the "Left" with its various texts and
traditions, comprising the Kula/Kaula, Trika, Krama, including the YoginI cult
and the KalIkula which are more Sakta in nature. Among the more popular Tantric
traditions in Kashmir, to this day, are the cults of Svacchanda Bhairava or Aghora,
tesvara Bhairava or Netranatha, based
based on the Svacchanda Tantra, and of
on the Netra Tantra or Mrtyujit (Overcoming Death). These two cults put more
emphasis on the aspects of Siva as Bhairava, whereas other Tantras, belonging to
the Vidyap1tha, emphasise the feminine or Sakti aspect. Sanderson draws an
interesting conclusion from his analy sis of these schools, namely the S aiva
Siddhanta, Mantrap1tha, Yamala Tantras and Trika Tantras (in ascending order):
As we ascend through these levels, from the MantrapItha to the
Yamala Tantras and thence to the Trika and the KalI cult, we find
that the feminine rises stage by stage from subordination to complete
autonomy.u

•

It is generally accepted in the non-dualist or Advaita Saiva traditions that the
revelation of the Saiva-Siddhanta Tantras/ Agamas represents a base of "COImnon"
revelation (samanya), which is more ritual-oriented and dualistic/pluralistic in its
philosophy, as compared to the different traditions of the "left" (vama), which are
more esoteric, with a tendency �o interiorise ritual, and with a non-dualistic
philosophy, hence vise$a. Thus there is a sense of inclusivity in the order of ascent
through the levels of esoterically / spiritually "higher" traditions. They accept the
"lower" levels of Saiva revelation also in the sense that they do not deny that their
followers attain liberation through initiation (dfk$a) and regular ritual practice
(samayacara) at the time of death. However, the higher the revelation, the more
stress is put on knowledge over ritual, and primacy of non-dualism (between the
soul, the world and the Divine) not only in philosophy, but also in practice: hence
paramadvaita, an inclusive, not exclusive non-dualism, and advaitacara, "the practice
of non-dualism," which includes the reversion of orthodox rules and prescriptions.
Their ideal is liberation-in-life (jfvanmukti), which means a recognition of one's
own divine nature (fsvarapratyabhijfia, svarupaprathana), or union with S iva/
Bhairava in a state of complete penetration (samavesa). The system which had
•

41

Saivism and the Tiintric Traditions, p. 669.

•
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the greatest capacity of absorbing the other schools, and which had the most
prominent exponent who contributed to this integration in Abhinavagupta, is
Trika: the "triadic," "trinitarian" school. It comprises several triads, as we shall
see later:

•

The three goddesses: para
parapara
apara
Sakti
the three metaphysical categories: S iva
the three Divine Energies: iccha
jftana
kriyii
and other related triads .

Nara

This school has to be viewed at three historical levels: the early phase with its three
goddesses, symbolically represented on lotuses on points of the trident or trisula:
This trident is superimposed in imaginatiop along the central vertical
axis of the worshipper's body so that the trifurcation rises through
a space of twelve fingers breadth above his head, the whole from its
base at the level of his navel to this stmunit being identified with the
series of cosmic levels from gross matter to the Absolute. The central
goddess, Para, is white, beautiful and benevolentY
Para has two aspects, for she is worshipped both as one of the three
and as their sum and source. In this higher aspect she is called
Matrsadbhava (essence of the Mothers), the sununit of the hierarchy
of the female powers which populate the cult of yoginfs. Later, all
this would be interpreted along more metaphysical and mystical
lines. Matrsadbhava was read as Essence of (All) Conscious Beings
([pra-]matr-) and the three goddesses were contemplated as the three
fundamental constituent powers of a universe which was
consciousness only. Para was the p ower of the subject-element
(pramiifr), Apara that of the object-element (prameya) and Parapara
art. cit., p. 674
that of the cognitive field or medium (prama1J.a).
•

The Tantras of the Trika comprise the Siddhayogesvarfmata, the Tantrasadbhava,
the Malinfvijayottara Tantra, and the present Paratrfsika. The first two are
unpublished, but they are available in manuscripts from Nepal. The
Malinfvijayottara forms the basis for the most encompassing works of
Abhinavagupta's Tantric exegesis, the Tantraloka, Malinfvijayavarttika, and the
Tantrasara.
42. A. Sanderson, Saivism and the Tantric Traditions, p. 673.

•
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The Trika has been combined with various other Tantric schools: the KalIkrama
or Kallkula (Sanderson, p. 678), and the Kaula in the Eastern Transmission or
Piirvalnnaya (ibid., p. 681). The Kaula tradition goes back to the siddhas, and to the
pervasive mythical-historical Siddha Matsyendranatha (or Macchandanath), who
brought this esoteric tradition down to earth (avataraka). His veneration and
recognition transcends the borders of Saivism and of the Indian subcontinent,
since he is equally known in Tibet and in Tantric Buddhism. It is important to
mention him here, because Abhinavagupta also pays obeisance to this founder of
the Kaula Tantric Yoga as one of the Masters, however r�mote the latter may have
been historically.
The Kaula tradition of the Trika saw itself as essentialising Tantric
practice. In this spirit it offered a much condensed form of the
liturgy followed in the Tantra system, emphasising spontaneity and
intensity of immersion (tanmayrbhava, samavesa) over elaborate ritual.
Thus the usual preliminary purification (snana), the internal worship
(antaryaga) which always precedes the external in Tantric rites and
the offering in the sacrificial fire (homa), which follow and repeat
the worship of the deities, may all be discarded as superfluous.
Moreover, the worshipper may advance from an initial stage in which
he worships the full Kaula pantheon until eventually he worships
only the central Kulesvara.
Ibid., pp. 681 -82
,

Another tradition which has entered the whole stream is the Krama, lit.
"Sequence" :43
A much more elaborate or rather better documented Kaula system
of KalI worship is found in the literature of the Krama. The
o�tstanding characteristic of this tradition is that it worships a
sequential rather than a simply concentric pantheon. A series of
sets of deities (cakras) is worshipped in a fixed sequence as the phases
(krama) of the cyclical pulse of cognition (samvit) . These phases are
Emission (sr�tikrama), Maintenance of the emitted (sthitikrama) (also
called Incarnation (ava tarakrama), Retraction of the emitted
(samharakrama) and the Nameless fourth (anakhyakrama), also called
the Phase of the Kalls (kalrkrama), in which all trace of the preceding
43. Cf. N. Rastogi, The Krama Tantricism of Kashmir.

•
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process is dissolved into liberated and all-pervading consciousness.
. . . External worship is greatly simplified and looked upon as inferior
to worship in the mind, it being understood that the order of worship
(pujilkrama) is no more than a reflection of the ever-present order of
Ibid., pp. 683-84
cognition itself (samvitkrama).

•

Apart from the form of the Trika worshipping the three goddesses (and eventually
a fourth one above them, e.g. Kalasalilkarl?i.J.:1I), there is a higher esoteric ·tradition
in masculine or feminine or also
of Trika centred on the Supreme, Absolute
neuter form: Anuttara. Hence it is called Anuttara Trika, the Ultima te,
Unsurpassable, or also Ekavfra "(the tradition of spiritual) heroes,"44 or Parakrama.
It is Parakrama because the entire process (krama) is centred on the main Divinity:
Para, the Supreme (f.). We shall see in the context ,of the Tantra that Para is at the
same time the Supreme Word (paravak). This highest form of Trika is that "of the
Paratrirhsika [sic!], in which the worship of the liberationist is fully aniconic, resting
entirely on the mantra and subjective contemplation."45 We shall come to the spread
of this esoteric tradition beyond Kashmir, especially in south India.
The present text, Paratrfsika, belongs to this tradition of Anuttara Trika, but, as
the very first verse will reveal, it is related also to the Kaula tradition (kaulikasiddhi
is the spiritual power aimed at in verse 1). The final phase of the Trika culminates
in the great synthesis of the non-dualistic Saiva thinkers and exegetes of Kashmir,
foremost in Abhinavagupta. It is Abhinavagupta who places the Trika at the highest
level of all the other revelations. In the words of A. Sanderson: "His purpose is to
formulate a position for the Trika that enables its followers to see it not merely as
the highest revelation but as that which pervades and validates all others."46 This
"highest revelation within the Trika itself [found in MVT chapter 18] transcends
transcendence by propagating the position that all forIllS of Saiva practice, including
that of the Siddhanta, are equally valid provided they are informed by the non
dualistic awareness enjoined here" (Ibid., p. 124).
•

44. Ekavfra because it is practised by siddluls who are "solitary heroes", without a female
parb\er (dan) or yoginf.
45. A. Sanderson, "The Visualization of the Deities of the Trika", in: A. Padoux (ed.), Images
Divines, p. 80. In more recent publications Professor Sanderson has also adopted the correct
spelling of the text as Pariltrfsika.

46. The Saiva Exegesis of Kashmir, p. 376.
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The non-dualism of the school has been established in the tradition starting
with the Sivasutras revealed to Vasugupta in the eighth century, followed by his
Spandakarika which expounds the "doctrine of vibration" of consciousness.47 Hence
follows the line of masters of the Spanda and the Pratyabhijna School: starting
from Somananda (ninth-early tenth century) with his Sivadr$ti, "the Vision of
Siva," who had also authored the (now lost) commentary on which Abhinavagupta
bases his Vivaratla on the Paratrfsika.48 Hence the interpretation is based on such
philosophical foundations as the non-dualism of Consciousness
(sarhvidadvayavada), and of the doctrine of Recogniti,on (pratyabhijiia). It is
Somananda's disciple Utpaladeva, who had not only sy stematised the philosophy
of Pratyabhijna in his Isvarapratyabhijiia Karika and in his Siddhitrayf, but was also
a mystic of non-dualistic bhakti, as could be seen in his great hymn collection, the
Sivastotravalr.49 Utpaladeva's disciple in Pratyabhijna, Lak�mal!agupta, was the
direct teacher of Abhinavagupta, but he left no work. It was again Abhinavagupta's
task to compose two extensive commentaries on Utpaladeva's Karikas (called
"Sutras," as we have earlier noted), the Isvarapratyabhijiia Vimarsitlf and
Vivrtivimarsitlf on the (mostly lost) Vivrti.50 This line of the tradition
without
has been continued by Abhinavagupta's pupil
mentioning the other schools
K�emaraja, a prolific commentator on the Tantras and also an original author
(especially of the Pratyabhijiiahrdaya, "The Heart of Recognition") Although he
has not cOIlunented on the Partltrfsika or Vivaratla, he has composed a brief text
sUIIunarising it : the Parapravesika. He did not write a cOIIunentary on his teacher's
Tantraloka, a task that was accomplished in the thirteenth century by Rajanaka
Jayaratha. It was K�emaraja's pupil Yogaraja who wrote a commentary on
Abhinavagupta's Paramarthasara.
This brief survey of the works belonging to Trika and Pratyabhijna traditions
was necessary for situating the Vivaratla in its historical and philosophical context.
47. Also attributed to his disciple Kallata.
48. Cf. PTV concluding verse 18, p. 105.
49. The three siddhis of Utpaladeva are: Ajaqapramiitrsiddhi, Isvarasiddhi, Sambandhasiddhi.
Cf. A. Sanderson, The Saiva Exegesis of Kashmir, p. 129. I have tried to connect these two
sides of his work in my Introduction to Sivastotriivalr of Utpaladeva, Exposition by Swami
Lakshman Joo, pp. 1-18.

SO. Fragments have been found and published by R. Torella (see Bibliography).

•

•
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••

The position of this commentary in Abhinavagupta's works on the Trika has already
been stated.

Helmeneuties and Tantrie Ex egesis
Hermeneutics is derived from Hermes, the Greek God, the divine messenger. Besides
all its philosophical refinements and intricacies, it is first of all a method which
"transports" a text from one context to another, which "carries over" the meaning
and reflects on the perils and transformations which may happen on the way. It is
more than a matter of translation, more than exegesis, but it includes these
. .
cant beyond its original context. India
indispensable means to make a text si
has developed several methods which are essential elements of hermeneutics, from
the gralIunatical analysis to Vakyasastra, Kavyasastra, MImarilsa, etc.
Translating and interpreting a text over a thousand years of history into a
•

completely different historical, cultural, social, psychological, religious, spiritual
context is a task which requires a conscious effort, ideally taking into account ' all
these factors which have shaped the original text in the first instance, and which
shape our understanding of it today. Even if this exercise is taking place in an
Indian context, it is nevertheless an intercultural exercise, starting from the very
language in which this hermeneutics is expressed, which is already shaped by
another culture and philosophy or theology. It is obvious that the present study
cannot do justice to all these connected methodological issues, I can only make an
attempt while remaining conscious of the implications.
A messenger

like Bermes

has to be at home in both worlds51 between

which he mediates. He has to move to and fro, but also at some point remain stable
like a bridge, so that others can cross over from one side to the other. This is the
aim of the present hermeneutical exercise: to make a text and a tradition accessible
beyond its historical and linguistic context, which means, first of all, discovering
its relevance for our present world of the twenty-first century, with its
unprecedented contradictions between (material, technological) progress and
(human, ethical and spiritual) regress.
•

51. Cf. �gveda X.36 where the munis are said to be "at home in both seas, the east and the west"
(v. 5).
•
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But hermeneutics in the present work refers to two levels of interpretation: the
first one is Abhinavagupta's own hermeneutics in relation to the Tantra, there
being at least three centuries between the text and the commentary, and the second,
the translations into European languages (and into modem Hindi), and the present
exposition.

•

The role of hermeneutics is essential for the tradition itself and its survivaL
Emst Steinkellner writes in the context of Buddhist Tantras:
Religious contents, beliefs, are subject to history. They stagnate and
die as soon as they become unresponsive to new needs and questions
arising in the societies harbouring them, but they also lose their
religious value when they deviate from tradition by such changes.
Hermeneutics52 works against such deviation. Its methods have been
established in order to separate, via an act of interpretation, the
various forms of religious contents within a tradition in such a way
that the unity with revelation is preserved in each case and that
freedom is created at the same time for a rational foundation of the
differences. While the possibilities of change in this way guarantees
the survival of a religious tradition, it is hermeneutics which
guarantees the continuity of this tradition as such.53

•

His reflections on Tantristic hermeneutics apply to our text as wellt since there is
the need, on the one side, to preserve the tradition, and on the other to find suitable
meth,ods to keep it alive by reinterpreting it. Eivind Kahrs says with regard to
"trustworthy" methods of interpretation:
When people share a belief system, then assurance of a change in
belief cannot come from outside the system, nor can something
inside it produce support except when it can be shown to rest on
something independently trustworthy. To some extent such a
trustworthy entity exists in the Indian tradition in the form of
established and widely accepted methods of interpretation. 54
,

52. I.e. the study of those methodological principles which rule over the interpretation and
explanation of revelatory texts.
53. Ernst Steinkellner, "Remarks on Tantristic Hermeneutics", in Csoma de Koros Memorial
Symposium, ed. L. Ligeti, Budapest (Akademiai Kiado) 1978, pp. 445-46.

54. Indian Semantic Analysis, The Nirvacana Tradition, Cambridge University Press, 1998, p. 7.

•
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In relation to sacred texts the exegetical possibilities are multiple. A. Sanderson
describes them as follows:

•

This style of exegesis governed by possibility rather than probability
is more appropriate to the texts of scripture, which as divine
revelation are not thought to be tied to the semantic 1irnits that restrain
human beings when they attempt to convey their meaning to others
in ordinary or p oetic utterances. Whereas human statements ·are
assumed to be unitary, however complex, a scriptural passage may
be treated without apology as conveying simultaneously as many
me anings as are possible within the limits set by the exegete's beliefs
and the generous disciplines of traditional text-analysis. 55

This description applies eminently to the Vivaratza, as we shall see.
The Problem of Translation

What terminology are we going to adopt when translating some of the central and
esoteric terms of the text and the cOImnentary? Every translator had to face the
same question, and there is no universal solution to it. We have got used to translating
certain concepts of Indian philosophy in a particular way, with some variations,
but do these translations realiy convey the various levels of meaning? In the eyes
of a non-Sanskrit knowing reader, are they not sometimes more misleading than
helpful?
The concept of cit/caitanya/sarhvit is a classic example. First of all, the three
terms are not strictly synonyms, but they have been uniformly translated by
"consciousness," sometimes with the adjective "pure" or "absolute." Ernst Ffulinger
has devoted a chapter in his book T he Touch of Sakti to the question: "Is cit
Consciousness?"56 His conclusion, after going through arguments of the
philosophical implications of "consciousness," " Bewusstsein," in Western
philosophy, leads to the suggestion to leave such terms untranslated. But this does
not solve the question of cormnunicability
after all, the reader has the right to
connect to the meaning without every time looking at the Glossary.
•

The problem of cit raises the question of the East-West understanding or
55. A. Sanderson, in: Samarasya, p. 141, and see also his footnote 123.
56. E. Ffulinger, The Touch of Sakti, pp. 40-53.
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misunderstanding of the term "consciousness": Western philosophy and psychology
definitely understands it as individual consciousness. Indian philosophy definitely
understands cit as universal
you cannot speak of the cit of a certain person,
although the person possesses, participates in cit (depending on the philosophical
system, dualist, non-dualist, etc.). An intermediary solution is certainly to translate
the term, maybe to capitalise it, and put the Sanskrit in brackets.
The specific terms of Trika and Pratyabhij:na. present even more problems: to
give only the example of prakasa-vimarsa, the basic conceptual pair of its
metaphysics. They are usually translated as "Light (of Consciousness)" and
"Reflection," or "reflective awareness," etc.57
Muller-Ortega combines the two terms as "self-reflecting illumination,"58 and
translates them separately as "primordial light" and "self-apprehension" or
"self-referential capacity" (ibid., p. 96) . Padoux translates vimarsa as "self
representation" or "creative self-awareness of consciousness."59 Torella's translation
is both balanced and intelligible: "light" and "reflective awareness."60
Sanderson, on whose critical and extensive work I rely heavily, has chosen the
terms "manifestation" for prakasa, and, in his earlier work "self-cognition" for
vimarsa (1988: 695), in his later articles he renders vimarsa by "representation."61
Even though I agree with most of his interpretations, I find it difficult to accept
the translation of these crucial 'terms, basically because of their implications in
Western philosophy.62 "Representation" has more the connotations of vikalpa.
Prakasa is more the source of manifestation than manifestation itself. The
symbolic value of "light" in all philosophical and spiritual traditions makes this

•

'57. L. Silbum translates in French mostly as "lumiere consciente" and "prise de conscience."
58. The Triadic Heart of Siva, p. 95.

59. Vac, Index, p. 458.
60. Cf. The Isvarapratyabhijnakiirikii, tr. of IPK I. 5.10-11, et al., p. 118.

•

61. Cf. 2005 (in Samarasya), pp. 93-94.
•

62. Cf. also the criticism by Isabelle Ratie in her article on "Othemess in the Pratyabhijftii
. philosophy" Uournal of Indian Philosophy, 2007), where she gives a survey of the different
translations with a similar criticism of the term "representation" for vimarsa. See her
discussion on prakaSa and vimarsa, pp. 18-20.

•
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literal translation more meaningful than any interpretation. Of course, it has to be
kept in mind that praklisa stands for Siva as the source of illumination, and vimarsa
for Sakti as his self-reflective awareness. Both, in the texts and in the usage in the
living tradition, vimarsa also refers to "meditation" as the self-reflection of
consciousness. 63
David P. Lawrence translates prakllSa as "awareness," and vimarSa by "recognitive
'
apprehension,"64 but this raises the same problem regarding prakllSa.
•

Mark Dyczkowski defines it as follows:
Absolute consciousness understood as the unchanging ontological
ground of all appearing is termed prakasa. As the creative awareness
of its own Being, the absolute is called vimarsa.
I

Praktlsa .and vimarsa

the Divine Light of consciousness and the
reflective awareness this Light has of its own nature
together
constitute the all-embracing fullness (purIJata) of consciousness.65

The matter becomes more complicated when we deal with Tantric concepts which
are both, specific to the tradition and symbolic, multi-layered. This concerns the
central terms contained in the very first verse: kaulika and the related complex
kula, kaula, and khecarf (and their compounds kaulikasiddhi and khecarf-samata) .
How to bring out the complexity of these concepts in one or even more words?
Muller-Ortega has coined the term "Embodied Cosmos."
This complex baggage of meaning borne by the term kula presents a
problem for its translation as well as the translation of its related
forms, kaula, kaulinf, kaulika and kaulikf. Clearly, the term group simply
does not generate the rich resonance and wide range of applicability
that is intended by kula. We may posit as a primary translation
something like "embodied Cosmos. " It is clear that the Kaula
tradition teaches the primary importance of the body as the essential
tool of stldhana. In an important sense, following the logic just
outlined, the Cosmos is the body.
•

•

•

•

63. In the living tradition comparable to what RamClDa Mahar�i calls atma-vicara, more in the
Vedantic sense: self-reflection.
64. Remarks on Abhinavagupta's use of the analogy of reflection, p. 586.

65. The Doctrine of Vibration, p. 59.
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Abhinavagupta comments: Thus the body should be seen as full of
all the paths, filled with varied operations of time, and seat of all
the movements of time and of space. The body seen in this way is in
itself composed of all the divinities, and thus must be made an object
of contemplation, of adoration and of the rites of fulfilment. He
who penetrates in the body achieves liberation.

He continues by saying that,
"the mantra is the instrument by which one comes to perceive the divinities
within the body."66 Thus the body, like the cosmos, can be seen as a separate
unit of manifestation, which is composed of many different parts, all of
which are interrelated by the presence of the divine within it.67

Unless one enters into the spirit of the kulalkaula tradition, the neologism
"Embodied Cosmos" will not help the reader to understand the implications. For,
as in the case of consciousness, the body also carries such different connotations
in the non-dualist Tantras. Many of the misunderstandings regarding the sexual
aspect of these Tantras are precisely based on a limited understanding of "body."
These remarks on the untranslatability of the specific terms and concepts of
Trika only intend to state the problem, and to remain aware of the implications,
they cannot solve the difficulties involved.
•

The State of Scholarship on the Paratrisika Vivara1,la

After the first edition in the "Kashmir Series of Texts and Studies" (1918) the
PariitrfSikii Vivara1Ja has received the attention of the pioneer scholar on
Abhinavagupta, K.c. Pandey.68 The text has obviously been taught to the last Acarya
of Kashmir Saivism in Kashmir, Swarm Lakshman J00 Raina, by his Saivasastraguru,
Pandit Maheshvar Razdan. Having also access to manuscripts, Swarm Lakshman
Joo made amendments in the faulty text of the "Kashmir Series of Texts and Studies,"
and he taught the text to various scholars in Hindi, Kashmiri and English. Two of
his disciples prepared annotated translations: in Hindi by Nilkanth Gurtoo, in
English by Jaideva Singh.69 Raniero Gnoli prepared independently an edition with
66. Quote from TA XIII.6-Z

•

61. P.E. Muller-Ortega, The Triadic Heart of Siva, pp. 59-60.
,

68. See Abhinavagupta, pp. 44f.

69. See Bibliography.

•
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an Italian translation along with an introduction and critical notes. All these editions
and translations will be taken into account in the present study. But the text is so
terse and intense that it requires an exhaustive conunentary to be understood and
elucidated. The Malinrvijayottara Tantra, the other most authoritative Tantra of
Trika, has received such a detailed treatment by Prof. Alexis Sanderson7o and by
his student Somadeva Vasudeva.71 Prof. Sanderson, in his extensive work on the
history and the textual traditions of the different schools of Kashmir Saivism, has
placed the text in its context, to which we will refer later.
V. Raghavan, in his study on "Abhinavagupta and his Works,"7l has given several
important references to the Vivara1;la in the context of Abhinavagupta's works,
without having gone into the content. It is Andre Padoux who has given an
interpretation of the central themes of the Paratrrsika Vivara1;la in relation to the
Word (vac) and mantra in his illuminating work: Vac. The Concept of the Word in
Selected Hindu Tantras.73 Another central concept has been dealt with by Paul
Muller-Ortega: the theme of the heart, however based on the short conunentary
on the ParatrrSika� the Laghuv[tti, which was assumed to be equally by
Abhinavagupta. Although the theme of the heart is very much related, there are
some fundamental differences between the two cOImnentaries.

All the authors and works mentioned have contributed to making the
importance of the Tantra and its Vivara1;la known, and to situate it in the entire
corpus of Abhinavagupta's works. But they still leave the desideratum of a
comprehensive analysis and exegesis of this extraordinary text. The present work
is an attempt at an interpretation, and I can only subscribe to the words of R.
Gnoli, justi . g his study and translation:
What has attracted me in this work was not only its difficulty, due
to internal and external causes, that is to say, the abstrusiveness of
the arguments which are sometimes only hinted at, and which seem
to expect in the reader a deep knowledge of the school. . . . The
world is full of difficult texts which it is better to let them rest in the

70. The Doctrine of the Miilinrvijayottaratantra.
71. The Yoga of the Miilinrvijayottaratantra.

72. See Bibliography.
73 See Bibliography.

,
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archives, for the curiosity and enjoyment of a few and waiting for
better times to come. But the truth is that many pages of this
commentary are, in my opinion, among the most beautiful and
interesting of the philosophical literature in Sanskrit, written in a
language which is occasionally redundant, but always lively and
powerful, which reveals the immediacy of the experience and the
depth of an original thought attempting to find a way among the
limitations of language, sometimes with difficulty.74 (emphasis mine)

In fact, Gnoli's Introduction is the only attempt so far75 for an understanding of
the entire text, apart from the thematic studies by A. Padoux and P. Muller-Ortega
(the latter conditioned by the Laghuvrtti). Hence there is the need for a detailed
study and interpretation, going into the major themes and sub-themes of both,
Tantra and Vivara1Ja, with the hope to throw light on the depth of thought and
experience expressed therein. In this too, I follow the suggestion of R. Gnoli: .
•

I realised that certain obscurities remained. But I am confident . . .
that this effort of mine can at least be useful to those who, after me,
will devote themselves to the study of this text, and that this volt!me,
with all its imperfections, will however remain a point of reference
for more exhaustive and perfect future studies.76
.

The Authorship of the LaghuVflti

•

The short commentary on the Paratrfsika, the Laghuv[tti, also called
Anuttaratattvavimarsinf, has been ascribed to Abhinavagupta by the colophon.
The author says that he follows the interpretation by Utpala. This attribution has
been accepted by all the scholars who have written on Abhinavagupta, and who
have translated and studied the text: K.c. Pandey, A. Padoux, R. Gnoli, P. Muller
Ortega.77 However, they could not help but notice some important variants in the
text of the Tantra, and marked differences in the style of the cOIrunentary and in

74. Tr. from the Italian, pp. Xll-XIV of his Introduzione.
75. Within the limits of 22 pages.

76. Introduzione, p. xxxiv, translated from Italian.
77. See Bibliography for their translations.

•

•
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certain interpretations.78 This is not the place to go into a detailed comparison of
the two versions79 and of the two cOImnentaries. One example of a variant in the
text may suffice, which occurs in the very first verse: Instead of sadya� (immediately),
as in the text cOImnented upon in the VivaraIJa, the Laghuvrtti text has svata� (of
its own, spontaneously). And Abhinavagupta gives much importance to the word
sadya� in the VivaralJa. A. Sanderson is the first scholar who has raised a doubt
as to the authorship of the Laghuvrtti and its place of origin. Based on several
so
arguments he has located the text as of south Indian origin.
Since the arguments advanced for placing the text in south India are the same,
I may be allowed to quote his reference to another text, the
Isvarapratyabhijftavimarsinrvyakhya:81
,

That the Isvarapratyabhijflavimarsinfvyakhya is south-Indian is strongly
suggested by its citing sources that though rooted in the traditions
of Kashmirian S aiva non-dualism ( 1 ) were not known in Kashmir
before modern times, (2) have been transmitted only in south-Indian
manuscripts, and (3) have received commentaries from and been
cited only by authors who are south-Indian . . . . A case in point is
the Paratrirhsikalaghuvrtti . . . . This is attributed to Abhinavagupta by
its colophon, and that attribution has been accepted without
question by modern scholars. But there are good reasons to conclude
that the attribution is spurious. In addition to the three criteria for
doubt just stated it (4) shows a redaction of the Paratrfsika (Paratrirhsika)
that deviates from that adopted by Abhinavagupta in the
Paratrfsikavivara1Jfl, a much longer commentary on this text that is
certainly his, (5) deviates from the views and approach of that
commentary, and (6) lacks the hallmarks of Abhinavagupta's style
and, in my estimate, his intellectual brilliance.82
•

78. Cf. A. Padoux, lA Paratrfsikalaghuvrtti de Abhinavagupta, p. 9, about the weaknesses of the
text also pp. 15-16.
79. See Appendix.
SO. Cf. also V. Raghavan, Abhinavagupta and His Works, p. 1Z where he is listing three MSS, all

from south India (Madras, Tanjore, Trivandrum). Not a single Sarada Ms has been found so
far.

81. A. Sanderson, "A Commentary on the Opening Verses", in Samarasya, p. 142, footnote 124.

82. Cf. also his remarks in "The Saiva Exegesis of Kashmir", p. 379.

•
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The fact that the only manuscript on whose basis the text was published in the
KSTS was brought by Swami Lakshman Joo from south India (Madras?) in 1936 is
a further proof for the convincing arguments of Professor Sanderson.83
Pandita, in his Kasmfra S aivadarsanabrhatko�a� (Encyclopaedia of Kasmira
Saivism) has independently come to the same conclusion.84 He gives eight reasons
why this work cannot be by the great Acarya Abhinavagupta, some being the same
as Sanderson's arguments (different readings of the Tantra, style, lack of depth,
etc.). The only difference is that he did not have the reasons for giving a south
.
Indian origin of the text.
RN.

.

Apart from other differences, it should be surprising that the two main
hermeneutical schemes of the Vivara1;la are totally absent from the Laghuvrtti,
namely the four levels of vac, and the doctrine of sarvaril sarviitmakam.
The Spread of Anuttara Trika I Parakrama

Without going into historical details it is necessary at least to refer to the influence
of the Pariitrfsika, the "root text" (A. Sanderson) of the Parakrama, in other parts
of India and on the whole development of Sakti worship to this day. In spite of its
highly esoteric nature and its origin in Kashmir, the Tantra, its central Deity Para
and Her seminal mantra has pervaded large parts of the spiritual landscape of the
subcontinent.
•

•

It is worth noting the fact that K1?emaraj a, the foremost disciple of
Abhinavagupta, composed a very brief and simplified version of the PariitrfSika in
his Parapravesika, "Entrance into the Para (meditation/realisation of)," which shows
that the intention was to popularise the Tantra and to make its secret doctrine
accessible . to practitioners who were not able to study and absorb the difficult
Vivara1;la, intended for advanced disciples. In this abbreviation he gives a condensed
explanation of the thirty-six tattvas and quotes one verse of the PariitrfsikiI:· yatha
nyagrodhabfjastha� . . . (v. 25), introducing the central mantra: hrdayabfja, "the
seed of the heart" (SAVI;I). He stresses the import of the Tantra which leads to
83. See Introduction to the KSTS edition of the Laghuvrtti.
84. kenapyarvaCfnena pa1JQitena viracita kapi tfkii ya tenacaryabhinavaguptakrteti prakhyapitii
mahiitmyavardhanarthamasya� . . . (Pariitrfsikiilaghuvrtti�), 2005, pp. 375-76.

•
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jfvanmukti by knowledge of and absorption in the mantra, without the necessity
of ritual initiation, while living a life in the world.ss

•

It is precisely by the mantra (SAUI:I) that the meditation of Para can be
recognised, beyond ritual and iconic worship. And "It is this system, known
variously as the Anuttara, Ekavira or Parakrama, which appears to have been the
most enduring and influential."86 Madhuraja, the ascetic disciple of Abhinavagupta
from Madurai in the far south, ascribes his enlightenment to the Parakrama: he
has mastered the universe, being overwhelmed (a-kranta) by the tradition of Para
due to which he has realised the imperishable non-duality of the Lord.87 Since he
has attained enlightenment from his guru, Abhinavagupta, it is also clear that he
received from him the initiation into the (mantra of) Para. While enumerating the
different schools of which Abhinavagupta was � master, he mentions ekavfra as
the last, i.e. the culmination of his knowledge.BB Madhuraja's disciple Varadarajal
Kr�:r:tadasa says of him that he has "attained sudden penetration into the totality of
the thirty-six tattvas through the Parakrama."89
No wonder that the tradition travelled to the south, where Cidambaram was
already a centre of Mahartha or Krama and Sivadvaita.90 Not only in the Tamil
country, Parakrama was received in Maharashtra, where the influence of non
dualist Saivism was already known, as in the highly mystical work of Jnanesvara
85. Idr$O-rh hrdayabfjarh tattvato yo veda sarrulvisati ca sa paramarthato dik$ita� prar,zan dharayan
laukikavad vartarrulno jfvanmukta eva bhavati / conclusion.
86. A. Sanderson, "The Vis�alization of the Deities of the Trika", p. 80.
� saktitrayaikasara1Je parakrantavisvadikcakre

I

madhuraje mayi jfvati anasvararh nunamfsvaradvaitam 11

KSTS edn. v. 40, p. 6.

88. Cf. GurunathaparamarSa 18 (v. 20 in V. Raghavan's edition):

siddhanta-bhairava-yamala-kaula-trika-ekavfranam
abhinavagupta� srfman acaryapada sthito jayati 11

I

In Sanderson's translation: "The glorious Abhinavagupta reigns victorious, for he is the
ultimate human authority for all who know the Siddhanta, the Vama, the Bhairava, the
Yamala, the Kaula, the Trika or/and the EkavIra." (art. cit. p. 80, note 191).
89. Sivasutra Varttika 212-14, tr. by A. Sanderson, art. cit. p. 80.
90. Cf. Maharthamanjarf by Mahesvarananda (twelfth century) . Cf. L. Silburn, La

Mahiirthamanjarf de Mahesvarananda.
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(Jiiandeva), Amrtanubhava (or Anubhavamrta), "The Experience of Immortal
Nectar"91 in Maharashtra in the thirteenth century. The great Sanskrit scholars
who developed the Sakta tradition of goddess Lalita, Umanandanatha (author of
Nityotsava), Aparajitanandanatha (author of Saubhagyodaya) and the famous
Bhaskararaya Makhin of Banaras (author of the Lalitiisahasranamabha�ya), etc. were
also Maharashtrians. The Parakrama thus merged with the cult of Lalita
TripurasundarI, "the most influential and widespread of the Tantric traditions in
medieval and modem India,"92 which became more dominant in the south.93
A connection with the tradition of Para and her mantra was also discovered in
Orissa.94 In a Paippalada Atharvavedic ritual manual, mostly concerned with magic,
one section is dedicated to Muktimahamantra and parajapavidhi, the rule for reciting
the mantra of Para which has the sole purpose of leading to liberation. Here the
mantra is not in coded form but expressed directly.95 I refer to A. Sanderson's
detailed presentation of the texts and their analysis.96
My purpose in this introduction is not to enter into a historical discussion on
the relation between the Parakrama of the Partltrfsika and the Srlvidya tradition.
What we have to note here is the fact that the Anuttara Trika or Parakrama has not
remained limited to Kashmir, but has pervaded the subcontinent, from west to
east and mainly to the south, where the Srlvidya tradition has taken over the
worship and meditation of Para. ,
•

•

91. Sri Jnandev's Anubhavamrut, The Immortal Experience of Being, tr. from Marathi by Dilip
Chitre, New Delhi, Sahitya Akademi, 1996. In his introduction the translator recognises the
indebtedness of JfUindev to (so-called) "Kashmir Saivism" (cf. pp. 7-12).

92. A. Sanderson, Meaning in Tantric Ritual, p. 4Z
•

93. Cf. Annette Wilke, "A New Theology of Bliss: 'Vedantisation' of Tantra and 'Tantrisation'
of Advaita Vedanta in the Lalitatrisatibha!?ya", in Samarasya, pp. 149-75.
94. Cf. A. Sanderson, Atharvavedins in Tantric Territory, for texts and details.
95. Cf. Paippaladavasadi$atkarmapaddhati, pp. 89-1Ol.
96. Sanderson raises the two points: (1) whether the mantra (SAUJ:I) has been received from the
Kashmirian version of the Tantra or from south India, and (2) that the Atharvavedic manuals
describe a ritual and yogic procedure to practise the mantra which is not found in Kashmir
and in the Vivara'l)a. However, the root text remains the PT and the revelation it contains of
the "seed of the heart", the mantra SAUJ:I.

•

•
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My Approach

The conditions and prerequisites attached to reading the text and practising it
(adhikara) apply in greater measure if one has to conunent on it. Apart from the
qualities mentioned for the adhikiirin one has to fulfil two qualifications: (a) to
understand the tradition from within, without which no understanding in the
real sense would be possible; and (b) to see the text from a hermeneutical distance
'
a
which allows new insights. Every conunentary is also contribution to continuing
the tradition: sam-pra-dii means precisely to pass it on, which is not a static but a
dynamic process.
presenting themselves at the
Apart from the obstacles
inner and outer
time of composing a text (which will be discussed in the context of the mangalas[okas), there is another difficulty. Abhinavagupta states it beautifully at the
beginning of his Isvarapratyabhijiiii VivrtivimarSinf. Before undertaking such a
stupendous task as of composing a commentary:
,

Initially one should suppress identification with the body and the
this is the "bowing down" [that
other levels of the individual self
characterises homage]
and so enter the state of immersion
(samtivesa�) in which one realises the supremacy of the nature of
Paramesvara . . . . During this [immersion] the universe too is one
with this true self, being nothing in its ultimate reality but undivided
and autonomous consciousness. So [while the state continues] what
can impede whom, and where? Thereafter, when one is producing
the text, one has to focus on the individual self, since otherwise one
would be incapable of composing the treatise, which can be
accomplished only if it is brought down to the level of articulate
speech. But [then] the hinderers have no power [to impede one],
because one's inner force, which [now] blazes [more] intensely
under the influence of the greater power of the impression of that
state of immersion, has inspired one to abandon one's [earlier] faith
in the state of differentiation.97

In other words, one has first to rise to the level of insight and inspiration (pratibha)
which alone can make one capable of understanding the text and to elucidate its
meaning, but then one has to descend to the level of vaikharf (the "gross" word),
CJ7. IPVV, vol. 1, p. 18, tr. A. Sanderson in Samarasya, pp. 91-92.
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and hence from universal consciousness to individual consciousness. "Descending"
is sometimes as difficult as "ascending," but what remains is the "impression of
the state of absorption, union or immersion," samavesa samskara. It is that
impression which not only protects from further hindrances, but which assures
an approach to the text which is in congruence with its purport.
In this sense I am laying my cards on the table by acknowledging my double
adhikara: One is my initiation into Trika and Pratyabhijfia by its last Master, Swami
Lakshman Joo of Kashmir, a unique personal union of saint and scholar, who was
also the teacher of all important scholars on non-dual Saivism of Kashmir;98 the
second is my training in European Indology. Even then it is unavoidable that there
are knots in the text that I have not been able to solve.
The choice before me was to write a scholarly commentary which would be
meaningful and accessible only to specialists, or to try to open up the text for the
understanding of readers interested in the philosophy and spirituality of the
tradition of non-dualist Kashmir Saivism. Although there is no absolute separation
between the two ways of presenting a text, I have chosen the second option which
tries to give a key to this difficult text which should also lead to the cit-camatkara,
or the wonder and joy of consciousness, inherent in every conscious being.99
I may add a biographical as well as geographical personal note: The south
Indian commentary on the Pariitrfsika, the Tatparyatfka,l00 praises Siva as dwelling
in four sacred places, which are the four centres for the tradition of the Trika or
Anuttara Trika. Apart from Kashmir, its place of origin, these are given as KMI (=
98. Lilian Silburn, Jaideva Singh, Andre Padoux, Alexis Sanderson, Mark Dyczkowski, and
others besides the Kashmiri scholars. Cf. the revealing article by Prof. A. Sanderson in

Samvidullasah .
•

99. I find an ideal model for such an enterprise in the philosopher Pierre Hadot, a great
specialist on Plotinus, who has presented him in a way which makes the reading an exercise
in joyful spiritual understanding: Pierre Hadot, Plotin ou la simplicite du regard (Plotinus
or the simplicity of the look), Paris (Gallimard), 1997.

100. Also called Pariltrfsikiltiltparyadfpikil (ed. Shri Krishnananda Sagara, Varanasi, 1987). This is
a verse summary of the l.J:zghuvrtti, both being of south-Indian origin. Verse 3 reads:

srfmatkailasa-kasmfra-kilsf-vyaghrapurf-sthitam I
trikarthadarsinam vande devam somamsabhasanam 11
•

•

•

•

•
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Varanasi}, Kailasa (in Tibet) and Cidambaram (in Tamil Nadu). These four sacred
centres happen to be among the most important places in my life in India and in
my spiritual pilgrimage and search for understanding the Indian tradition. In
Kashmir I have found access to the living tradition by being accepted as disciple of
Swami Lakshman JOO101 and experiencing the depth and beauty of this spirituality
in his person and teaching. KMI is my home since forty years. Kailasa was the most
important pilgrimage in my life which I could undertake in 1 99 8 . 102 And
Cidambaram, the south-Indian centre of Trika, has been an inspiring place of
research, teaching and enjoying its ritual and artistic traditions. I believe that
spirituality is not separated from geography. 103
In the end I may repeat the words of Abhinavagupta by substituting his name
for Somananda, when he says at the end of his work:
•

.

tattattvanirmalasthitivibhiigihrdaye svayam pravi$tamiva I
srz abhinavaguptamatam vimarsya mayii nibaddhamidam 11104
I have written this work after reflecting and meditating on the
thought of Abhinavagupta that has spontaneously entered my heart
which shares the same pure state of truth.

Text Editions and TransIa:tions Used

Preparing a critical edition of the Partltrfsika Vivara1J.a (PT V) was not possible within
the scope and time limit of this project, but it is planned for the future, on the basis
of the Mss obtained and printed editions (see Bibliography). For the purpose of
this study I am primarily. following the text edition and translation by Jaideva
Singh. In case of important variants or doubts I refer to R. Gnoli's edition and
translation, as well as N.K. Gurtoo's Hindi translation. I therefore quote the page

101. Cf. Bettina Baumer, "The Power of Pure Awareness", in Samvidullasah.
•

102. Cf. Siimarasya, Lokayiitrii, pp. xvii-xxii, and B. Imhasly, A Journey to Mount Kailash, pp. 17-22.
103. Cf. my paper presented at a seminar in Srinagar, Centre for Kaslunir Studies: "From Regional
Identity to Universal Consciousness: The Case of Abhinavagupta" (November 2006, to be
published).
104. PTV concluding verse 18, changing Somananda to Abhinavagupta.
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numbers of Jaideva Singh's edition and translation.lOs Where I change or modify
his translation, it is indicated as such. Wherever I felt it necessary I made my own
translation. The first edition in the "Kashmir Series of Texts and Studies" is so
faulty that I do not use it, since it has already been corrected by the two, respectively
three editions mentioned.
•

The text published by Jaideva Singh is not a critical edition in the sense of
giving variants from Mss, but it is based on the corrections by Swami Lakshman
Joo. These, in turn, are based on the corrections by his teacher Pandit Maheshvar
Razdan (or Rajanaka Mahesvara), one of the leading pandits of the Research
Department of the Kashmir State, which brought out the "Kashmir Series of Texts
and Studies." He had access to the Mss of the Pariitrfsika Vivarana in the Research
Department which he used for his corrections. In his turn, Swami Lakshman J00
was in possession of some Sarada Mss which he used, in addition, to prepare the
corrected version which he taught to Jaideva Singh and Nilkanth GurtoO. 106 These
Mss are now in possession of the "Ishvar Ashram Trust" in New Delhi, but copies
were not made available for comparing or editing.
•

,

The references to the Sanskrit text (Skt. with page numbers) are given from
the edition of Jaideva Singh.
The purpose of the extensive quotations is that the reader need not go to the
book (Jaideva Singh's translation) for the references.
I am aware of the limitations of this approach because of the difficulties of the
text.
•

•

•

105. It is by and large correct but in many cases, specially in the latter part, he makes additions
which are not in the text. I therefore preferred to give a more literal translation.
106. Oral information received from Prabha Devi who attended all the teachings of the PTVby
Swami Lakshman Joo.

•

•
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e Entrance Gates
Mangalaslokas
Bened ictory Verses .
THE structure of the text can be compared with a temple structure, and approaching
a sacred text to approaching a temple. The first act of the pilgrim or devotee is to
remove his or her shoes, not merely as a sign of respect, but of baring oneself of
egoistic thoughts in order to encounter the Deity with a free mind. While
approaching a sacred text, this act implies a hermeneutic epoche, an act of openness
and surrender. The author of a COIlunentary enters his text through the entrance
gates or gopurams of the benedictory verses or mailgalaslokas.
To carry this metaphor further, the devotee passes through various gates and
courtyards or prakaras, before entering the main temple, worshipping deities inside
shrines, and finally entering the garbhagrha or sanctum. Before offering worship
in the innermost sanctum, he admires the outer spire or sikhara. We may compare
the text with a temple constructed around the same time, the BrhadIsvara at Tanjore,
whose spire comprises storeys representing the 36 tattvas of Saiva cosmology. This
corresponds t9 the cosmology contained in the Tantra, both implying the universal
radiation of the innermost Deity: in the temple the immense sivaliilga, proportionate
to the entire structure. In the Tantra the deity enshrined in the centre is present in
the form of the bfjamantra, hence also called hrdayabfja, "seed of the heart."
This metaphor also shows the parallel between the external worship in Saiva
Siddhanta, and the purely internal worship in Trika, where "it is the numtras rather
than the iconic forms which may be associated with them that are the essential
embodiments of the deities in Tantric worship. There are cults of aniconic mantras
but not of icons which are not mantras."l
•

•

1 A. Sanderson, Meaning in Tilntric RitUi11, with reference to Tantraloka 2Z1-13, p. 21.

,

•
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•

The traditional way of entering a sacred text is through the benedictory verses
or mangalaslokas, which, according to Kavyasastra, have the functions of seeking
blessing from one's chosen divinity (asirvada), offering salutation or adoration to
the divinity (namaskiira), and /or providing a hint at the content of the text
(vastunirdesa).2 The function of these verses is said to remove the obstacles that
are likely to present themselves both in composing the text and in studying it and
realising its content. The main obstacles being distractions, these verses express
and invite to a meditation, focusing the mind on the chief objective of the text.3
.
The first mangalasloka is so si
icant for Abhinavagupta's Tantric works that
he has used it at the beginning of each of his texts on Trika: the Tantriiloka,
Tantrasara (shorter version of the first), and the Miilinfvijayaviirttika.
Chronologically, according to Sanderson, the Pariifrfsikii Vivara1Ja would have been
composed after the Miilinfvijayaviirttika, and before the Tantriiloka, but considering
the choice of words this first mangala appears most fitting for the Pariitrfsika
especially the prominent position given to the heart (hrdaya) and to the Absolute
(anuttara), central themes of the Tantra and its exegesis by Abhinavagupta.

-

Verse 1
vimalakalasrayabhinavasr$timaha jananf
bharitatanus ca pancamukhaguptarucir janaka� I
tadubhayayamalasphuritabhavavisargamayam
hrdayam anuttaramrtakulam mama samsphuratat 11 1 11

•

May my heart shine forth, embodying the bliss of the ultimate, (for
it is) one with the state of absolute potential made manifest in the
fusion of these two, the "Mother" grounded in pure representation,
radiant in ever new genesis, and the "father," all-enfolding
(Bhairava), who maintains the light (of . consciousness) through his
five faces (formed from the emissions reduced through the fusion
of these two, my mother Vimala, whose greatest joy was in my birth,
and my father (Nara)Simhagupta, (when both were) all-embracing
(in their union)).
tr. A. Sanderson4
•

2. Cf. Dat:lQ.in, Kavyadarsa 1.14.
3. Cf. Jayaratha on Tantraloka I.1.
4. In Samarasya. If no name of a translator is mentioned, the translation is mine, p. 89.
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•

Before coming to an interpretation, we may see some other translations and analyse
the verse literally. Jaideva Singh translates as follows (leaving out the brackets):
May my heart, whose very nature is manifestation bursting into
view by the union of both (viz. Siva and S akti), which is the very
emblem of supreme immortality be fully flourished.
- First interpretation

In the second interpretation he renders:
May my heart which is full of the supreme quintessence of reality,
and which is the product of the exuberance of emotion due to the
mating of both (i.e. my father and mother) expand in supreme
consciousness. The mother is one whose name is constituted by the
letters Vimala and whose delight consisted in giving birth to
Abhinava. The father is one whose glory is known by the appellation
Simhagupta and who is complete in himself.
pp. 1-2
•

•

We can see the difficulty in combining the two meanings in a single translation .
J. Hanneder has simplified it in a single translation, which of course is in need of
an interpretation.
The mother is resplendent (mahas) with the ever new creation that
rests on the immaculate power,
and the father, whose form is full, has hidden his desire in his five
faces.
May my heart which is the emission of vibrancy from the couple
and [therefore] full of the supreme nectar shine.s
•

R. Gnoli gives a poetic version in his Italian translation of the Tantraloka:
Na:turato dell' emissione vibrata splendente
il padre, dal corpo
a causa dell'unione dei due
pieno e dalla luce adornata
di cinque volti, e la madre, gloriosa
della creazione novissima basata
deh vibri, deh splenda,
sulla parte piu pura di luna
immortale famiglia senza superiore, il mio cuore!6
5. J. Hanneder, Abhiriavagupta's Philosophy of Revelation, p. 59.

6. Luce dei Tantra, p. 3.

•

•
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In my German translation of the Tantrasara I had also to use two versions in order
to bring out the double meaning:
Moge mein Herz, das die Ganzheit
des transzendenten, unsterblichen Nektars in sich enthalt,
bestehend aus der Schopferkraft,
die der Vereinigung der beiden ( Siva und S akti) entspringt,
sich voll offnen.
(Die beiden:) Die Mutter ( S akti) ist der Ursprung der makellosen
Energie,
erfiillt mit der (immer) neuen Schopfung;
der Vater ( Siva), der in sich vollkommen ist,
offenbart sich in runf Gesichtern.7
,

Since A. Sanderson has published an exhaustive commentary on the opening verses
of the Tantrasara, it is difficult to add any new interpretation to this condensed
verse, which is all the more important to understand, since Abhinavagupta has
given it such a prominent place in his major works. We may first dissolve it into its
components, before coming to Sanderson's interpretation.
Vimala-kala-tisraya : the support of the pure energy (of the moon), kala means here
amakala, the 17th phase of the moon, which, in Tantric symbolism, is the
transcendent phase beyond the 16 kalas representing fullness .
Vimala is also the name of Abhinavagupta's mother.
abhinava-s!$fi-maha : the joy in the new creation
with the double meaning, the
joy in the birth of Abhinava (related to the mother).
,

jananf : the Sakti as the universal Mother, or the mother of Abhinava .
bharita-tanus : whose body, i.e. whose nature is full, complete.
pancamukha-gupta-rucir : whose glory (or desire) is hidden in his five faces.
Pancamukha refers to the five energies : cid-ananda-iccha-jnana-kriya
(consciousness-bliss-will-knowledge-activity), which both hide and reveal
the glory of Siva. The five faces also refer to SadMiva.

7. Abhinavagupta, Wege ins Licht, p. 78.
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Paficamukha has another meaning, i.e. sirhha (lion), and together with gupta
it refers to the name of Abhinavagupta's father (Nara)Sirilhagupta.
janaka� : Father, as noted by Sanderson, Siva is never addressed as father in this
tradition, and the double meaning referring to Abhinavagupta's parents is
strongly hinted at by the use of this conmlOn expression.
tad-ubhaya-Yiimala : the union of these two (the Sakti or universal Mother, and
Siva / Bhairava), at the human level the union of the parents of
Abhinavagupta.
•

sphurita-bhiiva-visargamayam : which consists in creativity in a state of vibrancy.
The root sphur occurs twice in the verse, "to shine, to sparkle, to vibrate, to
be manifest," etc.; here sphurita is an adjective, but the verb coming at the
end provides a strong accent on the pulsating, radiant, unfolding vibrancy:
sarhsphuratiit. It implies the joyful dynamism of manifestation (vikiisa).
One of the central terms which hints at the entire following text of the
Pariitr'fsikii is visarga, emission, with the implied meaning in grammar, where
the two dots stand for the unfolding of the single bindu into Siva and Sakti,
.
the be ·
g of creation. Visarga, creativity, takes place at the core of reality,
and it is a threefold emission: cosmic, bodily, and in language .
..

-mayam: consisting of, full of creativity.
hrdayam : the subject of the sentence comes in the last line as the key to the whole
verse: it is the Heart which is to unfold and to be illumined or to shine
forth. Here the central theme of the Heart is stated which will be developed
in the Tantra and VivaraIJa at different levels . The Heart is certainly more
central to the Pariitr'fsikii Vivarana than to the other texts where the same
mangala occurs . Is it possible that Abhinavagupta composed this verse
primarily for the Pariitr'fsikii?
•

anuttara-amrta-kulam : here we have again the central concepts of Trika and Kula
- anuttara, although appearing as an adjective (in this compound) of hrdaya,
is the foremost theme of the Pariitr'fsikii Vivarana, and it occurs in the three
mangala verses in three different meanings.
•

•

This compound qualifying hrdaya can be translated as: the totality (kulam)
of the immortal nectar (amrta) of the Absolute (anuttara).

•

•

•
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•

If

kula is taken to mean body, then the heart would be qualified by "a body

born of the nectar of the Absolute."

mama : "mine"

not as the individual heart of the author, but "belonging to the

universal I" (see Sanderson's comment).

samsphuratat : may it flourish, shine, unfold, manifest.
The prefix

sam is significant, because it relates to the two (y'amala), the

Mother or Sakti, and the Father or Siva, whose coming together in creativity
brings about the desired enlightenment and/or creation.
Jayaratha, in his commentary on the
of this verse (on

Tantraloka gives three distinct meanings

TA I.1 ): one according to Trika, the second according to Krama,
I

and the third related to the birth of the author from the union of his parents,
Vimala and Narasirilhagupta, his own name occurring in the first line in its double
meaning: Abhinava. Sanderson disagrees with Jayaratha, and he maintains that
the verse basically contains only one statement, with one explicit and another
implicit meaning.s "The principal meaning is an invocation of that reality embodied
in the fusion of Bhairava and the goddess" (p. 139). The prime intention of the
verse is a "prayer for enlightenment" (Sanderson, p.

90): "May my heart expand as

the totality of the bliss of the Absolute" (another translation of

hrdayam

anuttaramrtakulam mama samsphuratat).
"In accomplishing this preparative function it also encapsulates the teaching
that is to follow. For the fusion of the deities that it invokes is the Trika's ultimate
reality; and it characterises this fusion in terms that provide a brief but potent
definition of that ultimate, namely, that it is, as we shall see, the undifferentiated
essence of consciousness containing all reality, both inner and outer, in a state of
absolute potentiaL Indeed, it is precisely because the fusion of the deities is this
ultimate that the verse could be believed to have the desired effect. For it expresses
our author's irmnersing himself in his true identity and thereby achieving for a
moment the state of enlightenment which alone can inspire and sustain a work
that will expound the nature of that state and the means by which it may be
realised. For the more sublime that goal of a pious endeavour the greater the
resistance of the hindering powers; and when that goal is to bestow enlightenment

8. In Siimtlrasya, p. 136.
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through the recognition of ultimate reality, nothing less than the impression left
by the direct experience of that reality can protect against distraction by the
contrary impulses that will obscure it in the course of the conceptualisation into
which the author must descend for the benefit of his readers." (Sanderson, p. 90).
"My heart" (mama hrdayam) could be understood as an individual prayer of the
author, but Jayaratha (in his commentary on the same verse) immediately identifies
it with iitman, i.e. the self and heart of all beings. "Benedictory verses are always
altruistic in intention," and the "my" has to be understood in an inclusive sense (cf.
Sanderson, p. 92). "My heart," then, is not Abhinavagupta's' heart as opposed to that
of others who are yet to be enlightened but rather the core of his being which is the
core of all beings. Or we may say that "my heart," mama hrdayam, is intended to
mean "the heart of the 1 that is the innermost awareness that animates all
manifestation . . . . (Therefore it would mean) "May my heart shine forth in its fullness
(for us all)." For within Abhinavagupta's Saivi:sm "we" can only mean the plurality
of "Ts projected by and in the one 'I'." (Sanderson, p. 93).
•

'

',"

The second reference to the biographical meaning of Abhinavagupta's birth
from the union of his parents has to be seen in the context of the Kaula rituaL His
parents fulfilled the condition of Kaula union "being that both should be inunersed
in awareness of themselves as Siva and his consort (Sakti)" (Sanderson, p. 99). The
child born from such a union is called yoginrbhil, "born from a yoginf," which
applies to Abhinavagupta, and "the body of one conceived in such a union is the
receptacle of enlightenment even before birth" (ibid., p. 100). It is this identity of
the author which makes him eminently qualified for composing a text which aims
at enlightening others, his disciples and readers.
Another analysis of the first mangala is possible and meaningful as well in relation
to the Pariltrfsilal: The first line (pada) describes the Mother, and it contains the ad
jective abhinava. The second line relates to the Father and contains the word -gupta.
It is in the third line that the union of both occurs, and ubhaya may also refer to the
combination of abhinava and gupta, thus the word-play establishes the name of the
author, even though this is not his primary concern. If abhinava is related to the
Mother, She is the Partl§akti who constantly manifests and gives birth to the creation
(sr$ti), and gupta is the Father, i.e. Bhairava, because he is engaged in sarhhara
(absorption, dissolution) and in hiding his self (tirodhana). 'Ihis is again expressed in

•
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Abhinavagupta's exegesis of the satra: etad guhyam mahaguhyam (v. 2), which he
analyses as "this secret (mystery), this great non-secret," where the first refers to
Bhairava, the second to the manifested Sakti.

•

The third line contains the word with which the Tantra ends: yamalam: ityetad
rudrayamalam (v. 37), "this (i.e. the whole revelation of the Tantra) is the union of
Rudra and Rudra." This pair or union is also hinted at by the term visarga (mayam)
in the third line, implying the two dots representing Siva and Sakti .
Spiritually or from the point of view of yoga, the Heart can only flourish or be
illumined if that union (yamala) takes place in the very body (kulam) of the author
or yogf: the two energies pra1Ja and apana entering the middle path (madhyanaqt)
and becoming one.
,

Verse 2
yasyam antarvisvam etad vibhati
bahyabhasam bhasamanam visr�tau I
k�obhe k�f1Je 'nuttarayam sthitau tam
vande devfm svatmasamvittim ekam 11 2 11
I bow to that One Goddess in the form of Self-consciousness,

in whom this universe that appears as an external objective existence
in the state of manifestation, shines,
on the disappearance of agitation,
in the state of the Unsurpassable Reality.
•

If the first verse was a prayer for enlightenment, the second and third express
not a Deity distanced from one's
adoration, homage (namaskara), to the Goddess
self, but, in the spirit of Advaita, She who is the very Self-consciousness. She is both,
containing the entire external manifestation in Herself (bahyabhasa) as well as the
innermost Consciousness (svatmasamvitti). The stress put on to eka clearly indicates
the tradition of Anuttara Trika, worshipping the One Goddess, Para. This is not only
an expression of veneration, but Abhinavagupta immediately clarifies also the
condition which makes it possible for everyone to enter the state of the Unsurpassable,
Absolute Reality: as soon as the agitation or confusion ceases (k�obhe k�f1Je). This
reminds one of the frequently quoted verse of the Spanda Karika:

•
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yada k$obha� pralfyeta tada syiit paramarh padam,
When the agitation disappears, the highest state appears.
-

SpKA 1.9

The root bhii occurs thrice, and abhiisa in Trika has no association with the idea of
illusory appearance, it is rather the entire manifestation which shines within the
Supreme Consciousness Herself.
The word anuttara occurs in all the three opening verses, and it hints at the
content of the Tantra (hence vastunirdesa), but in this verse it qualifies sthiti: not a
concept but a state of being. The aim of the text is not an intellectual understanding
of anuttara (which is anyhow impossible, as Abhinavagupta's commentary on the
word with 16 meanings will show), it is to arrive at a state "which has nothing
beyond it." And this happens, following the Spanda Kiirika and the present verse,
the moment agitation, confusion ceases. The purpose of a spiritual text consists
also in removing that mental agitation causing an obstacle to insight.
,

Verse 3
narasaktiSiviitmakarh trikarh
hrdaye ya vinidhaya bhasayet I
. praIJamami param anuttaram
nijabhasarh pratibhacamatkrtim 11 3 11

•

•

•

Homage to the Supreme Goddess Absolute,
the wonder of intuitive insight,
self-radiant,
manifesting Herself
and holding in Her Heart
the trinity: Man, Energy and Siva.
•

This one verse contains the entire Trika philosophy in a nutshell, and at the same
time it establishes the intimate relationship that exists in this system between the
aesthetic and the mystical dimensions of experience. The language is simple, as
compared to the first mangala verse, but here every word is loaded with deep
meaning. Here, too, as in the previous verse, the root bhii occurs three times, closely
linking the two verses. The "object" of veneration is here again the feminine
Absolute: param anuttaram, "the supreme, unsurpassable (Goddess)." In the Trika
•

•

•
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triad she is the central of the three goddesses, above Parapara and Apara, but in
the Para Trika tradition to which the Pariltrfsika belongs, she alone is worshipped,
having assumed in herself the lower aspects, as well as the entire Trika triad: Nara
Sakti- Siva. This is an extraordinary statement which needs to be explained. A
parallel passage from the Tantraloka throws light on this:
The ability of the Lord to embody himself as the universe without
drawing on anything outside (his own nature) is the supreme
Goddess that (our masters) call "creativity" (pratibham), "the feminine
ultimate" (anuttaram). It is the supreme power of universality (kaulikf
TA III.66-69
sakti). . . .

Jayaratha in his conmlentary explains anuttaram as "She who is full of the wonder
of excessive freedom and sovereignty" (niratisaY(lisvarya-camatkaramayfm, p. 426).
As Abhinavagupta says pointedly, she not only has a heart, but she is the Heart.
Now, the Heart, hrdaya, is a central concept in the entire Pariltrfsika and Vivara1J.a.9
A classical definition given by K1?emaraja (in his commentary on the Sivasatras,
1.15) runs as follows: "The heart is the light of Consciousness because/in so far as
it is the foundation of the entire universe."lo I have to reserve a "hermeneutics of
the heart" for later.
Her identification with pratibha and camatkrti reveals again the experiential
aspect of this feminine Absolute, because wonder or surprise is not a static quality,
but it is her nature as ever fresh and overwhelming experience. The Sivasutras
contain the Sutra: vismayo yogabhumika�, "The stages of Yoga are full of wonder"
(I.12). Camatkara and vismaya are closely related, although the second is more
often found in the context of spiritual experience. Relating these two terms (pratibha
and camatkara) to the aesthetic or rasa-experience is not difficult, since the source
of both, the aesthetic and the mystical, is the same Sakti, who not only brings
about inspiration in the poet and the mystic alike, but who Herself is that power of
creativity.
,

Leaving aside any further interpretation of the third verse, we will briefly look
9. Cf. Paul Muller-Ortega, The Triadic Heart of Siva, Albany, SUNY Press, 1989 (based, as said
before, on the LAghuvrtti).

10. visvaprati?thasthanatvat citprakaso hrdayam.

Sivasutra Vimarsinf 1.15.
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at the remaining two verses. Coming down from the level of the Absolute to the
human level (Nara of the Trika), the author pays his homage to his gurus.
,

Verse 4
jayatyanarghamahima vipaSitapasuvraja� I
srrmanadyaguru� sarhbhu� srrka1Jtha� paramesvara� 11 4 1 1
Hail to the primordial guru S ambhu, S rlkalftha, Paramesvara, of
intomparable greatness, who cleaves asunder the bondage of the
multitude of bound souls.
•

This verse establishes the link with the tradition and the line of teachers, starting
.
g
from Siva, the original guru, who manifested hirnself as SrIkar:ttha at the be '
of the sarhpradaya, and then praising his own masters in this line of Trika and Kula:
Sambhunatha and Paramesvara (Mahesvara). Both, Sanderson and Gnoli, take
Sambhu here only in the sense of Siva, but Jaideva Singh discovers a double meaning,
. referring to Siva as well as to his guru Sambhunatha. The singular jayati seems to
support Sanderson's and Gnoli's translations, but the implicit suggestion may not
be advisedly ignored.
The question now is: who was or who were the gurus of Abhinavagupta in this
tradition? Sanderson shows that he pays his obeisance in each of his works to the
gurus from whom he has learn� the respective text or tradition.n He has also
shown that Paramesvara and Mahesvara are the same, but again with the double
meaning of Siva and the guru, in the case of the Anuttara Trika. U But since the
Tantra also propounds Kula, and that the kaulikasiddhi and kaulikr Sakti are of
central importance, it would be surprising if he made no reference to his most
venerated guru Sambhunatha, his master in Kula, to whom he is indebted for his
enlightenment and his understanding of the intricacies of the Kula texts. At the
.
g of the Tantraloka he pays obeisance to him in these words:
be '
•

•

Glorious is the one S ambhunatha, together with his companion
BhagavaU, who is able to draw us out from this world. The pqth of

11. In Siimarasya, pp. 123 ff.
12. See his arguments in Siimarasya, p. 123, note 85.

•
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the Sastras (scriptures) which is deep (and difficult) has been clarified
TA 1.13
to me by the rays of the teaching of Sambhu(natha).

Here, too, Sambhu stands for Sambhunatha, hence it would not be difficult to see
the name of the guru in the mangala verse above. A similar ambiguity or double
meaning occurs at the end of the concluding verses of the VivaratJa:
paramesvara� prapannoddharatJakrpiiprayuktaguruh rdaya� I
srrmiindeva� sambhurmiimiyati niyuktaviimstattve It
- v. 17, p. 105

•

,

The Lord has set in motion the heart of the guru with compassion
for lifting up those who have taken refuge (at his feet). That glorious
guru S ambhu(natha) has set me on the path of truth . .
I

Jaideva Singh has omitted Sambhu in his translation, which gives the clue to
Sambhunatha, while Gurtoo has understood it in this sense.13 The author cannot
have possibly meant Somananda in this context, and who is mentioned in the
following verse, since he was not his direct guru, and our author acknowledges
him mainly as the author of the commentary (Vivrti).
•

.-

We cannot go here into the five types of relationships (sambandha) between
masters and disciples, from the Divine to the human.14
Coming down from the Divine to the human guru and to himself, passing on
this tradition to his disciples, Abhinavagupta states clearly the purpose of composing
this conunentary in the fifth introductory verse .
•

Verse S
nijasi$yavibodhiiya prabuddhasmaratJiiya ca I
mayiibhinavaguptena sramo 'yam kriyate maniik It 5 It
For enlightening my own disciples and for reminding those already
enlightened,

13. N.K. Gurtoo, Srz Srz Paratrzsika, p. 447.

14. Cf. Bettina Biiumer, Vac as sarhvada : Dialogue in the context of Advaita Saivagamas", in C.
Conia (ed.), La Parola Creatrice in India e nel Media Oriente, Pisa (Giardini), 1991, pp. 79-89.
11
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•

I, Abhinavagupta, am making a little exertion (in writing this
commen tary) . 15

The purpose of this commentary is enlightenment of his disciples and readers.
According to the Spanda Karika, there are three grades of enlightenment:
aprabuddha (unenlightened), prabuddha (enlightened), and suprabuddha, (perfectly
enlightened) (cf. Spanda Kiirika 1.17 and K�emaraja's conur'tentary). The difference
between the two latter stages is explained by K�emaraja that the partially
.
g
enlightened one has the awareness of his real identity with Siva only at the be '
and end of each state, whereas the fully enlightened one "is completely free from
even the residual traces of unenlightenment . . . (and he is one) whose inner
nature always shines as identical with Siva" (ibid., tr. J . Singh, p. 87). This explains
that even the (partially) enlightened one needs to be reminded of his true state by
studying the scriptures (sadagama), instruction from a true master (sadguru), and
true reflection (sattarka). In the verse under discussion, Abhinavagupta is this
sadguru who explains the Agama. In the concluding verses of the VivaraIJa he
becomes even more personal, and he gives the names and qualities of his disciples
who urged him to write this conunentary: he specially mentions Karr:ta, then his
own brother Manoratha Gupta, and Ramadeva.16 This verse at the same time makes
it clear that the following text is only for advanced disciples/readers.
,

•

•

•

•

•

15. Manak: a little, to a certain extent, could also mean (as understood by Gnoli) "even if it is
not perfect."

16. See Introduction and Conclusion I.

-

•

Sakti DeVl, Chatrari, Chamba (Himachal Pradesh), dated 700 CE.

e Su reme Dialo ue
THE fact that the Agama
is revealed � the form of a dialogue,
any Agama
mostly between the DevI and Siva / Bhairava, becomes a starting point for
Abhinavagupta to develop a whole theory and theology of dialogue, at all levels . If
the Sruti is apauru$eya, without an author, the Agama has not only a divine Author,
but it is also revealed in a dialogical form of question-answer, implying a relationship
(sambandha). This reflects, before any non-dualistic interpretation, the insight into
at the divine as well as human level,1
language as dialogue, as relationship
Therefore Abhinavagupta's hermeneutic starts from the apparently
straightforward introduction to the Tantra:
srfdevf uvaca
The glorious Goddess said.2

He subjects these two words to a' thorough analysis. In his summary verses before
the answer of Bhairava he calls DevI: question" (prasna): ityucyate devr
yanmayaprasnakiiriYJr (p. 22). She asks about the nature of the Supreme power
who she is Herself. She not only utters a question soliciting the answer by Bhairava,
she herself is the question initiating the dialogue.
1/

•

Now the enquiry about the nature of parasakti who expands in the
form of the universe is said to be prasna or question. The DeVl who is
that very Sakti is the initiator of the question about Her (i.e. parasakti).
The consideration of the nature of this expansion is said to be the

1 Cf. B. Baumer, "Vac as Sarhvada", Dialogue in the context of Advaita Saivagamas.
2. Cf. R. Torella, "DevI uvaca or the Theology of the Perfect Tense", in Journal of Indian
Philosophy, 1999, 16, pp. 129-38.

•

•
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most excellent organ of speech (para-vaktra) and that consists of both
p. 63
question and answer.

Abhinavagupta provides a semantic analysis of Devr (nirvacana), giving seven
meanings derived from the root div:
Hence "divinity" (devatii) applies especially to Bhagavan Bhairava.
DevI is (reasonably) applied to BhagavatI also, for she is His very
S akti. This interpretation of Devf is supported by the Science 'Of
Grammar which declares that the root "div" is used in the sense of
"sport, the desire to overcome or surpass all, behaviour, irradiation,
adoration, and movement."
p. 11

The DevI, meant here, is Para, the Supreme Goddess in the Anuttara Trika, who is
at the same time Para Vak, the transcendent Word. So the first question for the
conunentator is: Who is She who asks the question? followed by the discussion on
the relationship in and through which the Tantra is revealed.
.
.
It is si
icant that Abhinavagupta defines the Devr at the be '
g in the
context of the five acts of Siva: s($ti, sthiti, sarhhara, tiradhana and anugraha
(emission, maintenance, absorption, concealing, and grace). The final purpose of
all five acts is the last one: Grace, and (although anugraha is not grammatically
feminine) it is Sakti who herself is grace, and who is inseparable from Siva. Since
we move in the realm of Trika or triad, the third element immediately comes in,
though not named as such (Nara). But since Sakti is "full of the thought of
bestowing grace on the world" (lakanugrahavimarsamayr, p. 2), the Nara aspect of
Trika is dynamically comprehended as laka. Though all the five acts are an expression
of the dynamism of the Divine, they aim at the last act, that of grace. This statement
on the dynamic Trika is prominently placed at the beginning of the Vivara1Ja,
because the final purpose of the revelation is directed at bestowing grace, i.e.
liberation, to the world.
•

Abhinavagupta then irrunediately places the entire revelation in the form of
the supreme dialogue in the scheme of the four levels of the Word: Vac. Because
what is revealed is the highest, transcendent Word, that at the same time is one
with the Supreme Goddess of Trika: Para. But it is only in a descent from her
supreme level that revelation can take place. In her primordial stage She is non
differentiated and is rooted in the pure Consciousness consisting in the highest
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mantra (i.e. aham), altogether free from any limitations of space and time
(prathamatararh paramahamantramayyam adesakalakaIitayarh sarhvidi niraqha, p.
2, 1.9). At this stage she abides without differentiation of question and answer.
Then he unfolds the stages of descent of the highest Word into pasyantr (the
Visionary), madhyama (the Intermediary, Mental), down to vaikharf (the Expressed),
and this scheme remains at the back of the entire Vivarar;a and gives it philosophical,
theological and linguistic coherence. The Pariitrfsika Vivara1Ja is one of the most
systematic texts of Abhinavagupta on the stages of vac, reaching from the
cosmological, theological, linguistic to the psychological or phenomenological fields.
Therefore he not only makes a philosophical statement at the beginning of the
cOIIunentary, but he demonstrates it with examples from experiential data such as
memory which arises at the stage of pasyantr, prior to any distinction of word and
referent. It is at the stage of madhyama where an inner, i.e. mental distinction
occurs between the word and its referent (vacya vacakayo� bhedamamarsya), and
at the stage of vaikharf, the expressed, this distinction becomes externalised. His
reference to experience is important, because it is experience that alone can ascend
from below and arise to reach the higher stages or modes of being:
When this regular, fixed relation of the word and its referent
(vyavasthayarh) is proved in one's own experience, it will be found
that what is the stage of para vac is the power of non-mayfya word
and is of the nature of the highest truth. It is unconventional
(asarhketika), natural (ak[taka), having as its essence the stamp of the
highest truth, and is inspired by the truth of the energy of the
mantra of I-consciousness, the principle of which will be described
in the sequels.
pp. 8-9
•

He hastens to add that Para is present and pervades all the other levels:
" . . . beginning with pasyantf which is the initial creative state of the
energy of the highest mantra, up to vaikharf in which manifestation
of difference of all the existents has proceeded fully, this paravak,
full of the wondrous delight of her own self, resting within her
own self which is all Light, continues pulsating (sphurati). That
pulsation is I-consciousness whose highest truth is uninterrupted
continuity.
p. 9
Therefore, Supreme Consciousness even while appearing as pasyantr

,

•
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•

and madhyama actually experiences herself as the Supreme
Consciousness. It is this Supreme Consciousness (para samvid) that is
ibid.
said to be "Devi" (Goddess).

Once the DevI has been identified with para sarhvid, the further questions arise:
First of all, how is She ignorant of her own nature and has to ask Bhairava about
her own identity? And the second point is a gralrunatical one which has far-reaching
consequences in an Advaitic theology: how come that the perfect tense uvaca is
used for the DevI who is Consciousness herself, hence ever-present, and how can
this Goddess-Consciousness be referred to as a third person?
•

•

R. Torella, in his article "Devf uvaca, or the Theology of the Perfect Tense,"3 has
analysed this question first from the grammatical, then from the philosophicaltheological point of view.
,

I feel inclined to sunmlarise his argument: According to Sanskrit gralrunar, the
perfect tense refers to the past, to something remote from the "today" (anadyatana),
and to an action removed from direct experience (parok$a). How can these features
be applied to the Goddess-Consciousness and to a revelation which is ever present?
Abhinavagupta relates this pastness to a descent of the DevI from her
transcendent level as paravak to the levels of the Word where alone revelation can
take place:
When the glorious paravak becoming pasyantr and madhyama (i.e. in
the stage of pasyantr and madhyama) thus recollects herself, "I myself
as Paravak Devi said thus," then (Le. that state of recollection),
shining forth (ullasat) in that form (i.e. as paravak), she regards her
own para stage as past in accordance with the fact of difference
brought about by maya, because in comparison to herself that stage
(of pasyantf) is the commencement of maya, and because of her
travelling through the passage of inner senses (in the case of
madhyama) and outer senses (in the case of vaikharl), whose life consists
in manifesting difference, she regards the para stage as past
(parok$ataya).
pp. 11-12

Then Abhinavagupta goes into the question of "today"
which day is meant
when the perfect takes place "not today"? He goes into the relativity of time, since
3. Journal of Indian Philosophy 27, 1999, pp. 129-38.
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a day of Brahma is inconmlensurable with a human day, etc. "Thus, how can the
concept of 'today' or the present which is unsettled and fictitious apply to
unfictitious consciousness (which is beyond time)?" (p. 12).

In the Vijnana Bhairava the word adya, today, is related to the Goddess on two
.

occasions: at the be ·
g of the Tantra, when she asks Bhairava about her own
nature, and she states that even after having "heard" or studied the Tantras, even
today she is not satisfied. And the same adya occurs at the very end, when she has
received the revelation and the practical instructions from Bhairava, and she finds
her fulfilment and complete satisfaction (v. 162). Both "times" are out of time, and
hence "today" is the only appropriate "time" for the Goddess-Consciousness.
The pastness which Abhinavagupta relates to the descent of the Word from
her primal state as Para is compared to a psychological phenomenon, that a person
speaks in sleep without knowing, and on waking up has a faint recollection and
utters something like: "In an insane condition or in the condition of being asleep,
I, so they say, uttered moaning sound" (p. 12). Such an expression also reveals a
state of astonishment (camatkara). But he immediately differentiates this expression
relating to a past experience in the present from the state of para, in which "there
is total absence of any object whatsoever" (p. 12). What this comparison seeks to
point out is a faint recollection of pasyantr and madhyama of th�ir para stage,
which is "past" only in the sense of being almost forgotten in the course of descent,
although para is ever present also in the three other stages Gust as the subject of
the dream state and the waking state is the same). R. Torella states the argument
thus:
•

The term parok�a is explained twice and with two different meanings,
always with reference to para. The first time it refers to her being
inaccessible to an objectifying knowledge; the second time it points
to the general absence of the very notion of "knowable object" on
the para level, thus making the question of parok�a/pratyak�a
meaningless.
Abhinavagupta does not say it explicitly but he seems to expect the
recipient of his teaching to realise by himself that all this argument
is essentially only a variation on the theme of recognition, evoked
through the solution of a grammatical problem. Just as the first
person of the perfect presupposes, so-to-speak, a splitting of the
•

•
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subj ect followed by a new integration and reconstitution of the
original unity, so the Goddess starts from the state of pasyantr
madhyama and finally re-affirms herself as the all-encompassing para,
or, in other words, as the questioner (OevI) and ends as the answerer
(Bhairava).4

•

But the second problem in the context of Advaita is the third person of Devf
uvaca. Abhinavagupta again appeals to the grammatical rule that uvaca can as well
be applied to the first person: "I said." Hence the meaning changes to "I, who am
the Goddess, said," avoiding the third person objectivity related to Nara.5
In so doing, Abhinavagupta aims to avail himself of the observations
that the grammatical tradition, from Katyayana onwards, has
elaborated on the issue of the first pers.on of the perfect. Such a
kind of sophisticated operation
to translate grammatical
is not new to
paradigms into theological ones, and vice versa
him. He moves with elegance and suppleness between two factually
different dimensions, nourishing one through the other, thus
pointing, through the liberty of his exegesis, to the unpredictability
of the paths of supreme Consciousness.
- Torella, Devr uvaca, p. 132

Abhinavagupta then sums up the two restored meanings of pastness and first
person:
According to this principle, paravak who fulfils the sense of the past
in all its aspects, viz. samanya bhuta ([un, i.e. aorist), anadyatana (lan, i.e.
imperfect) and parok$a (lit, i.e. past perfect) reflects thus in the first
person of the parok$a (past): "1 the self-same Paravak OevI unseparated
from Siva (vacya) and the Sastra (vacaka) or from the word and its
referent thus said." This is the sense of the use of the past tense.
- tr., p. 12
•

If it is the same "I" who asks the question and who answers in the form of Bhairava,
does the author not land in a monistic tautology? Must there not be a subtle
difference between the questioner and the answerer? What is the dynamism

4. R. Torella, Devf uvaca, p. 134.
5. See chapter five.
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implied, apart from the already mentioned descent of the Devi from her para state
to the levels of pasyantr, etc.?
Torella has rightly related the difference of the two levels to the "dynamics of
the recognition of one's own identity with the Lord," pratyabhijfia.
The perfect tense in the first person is therefore the ideal model to
express a distinction and a coincidence of planes at the same time,
that is, the empirical subject's existing and acting in ordinary reality
and, at the same time, his being eternally rooted in supreme
DeVl uvaca, p. 134
Consciousness.

•

•

The whole situation of dialogue between Devi and Bhairava is related to the degrees
of guru-si�ya relationship in the revelation of the Agamas, since the Goddess
assumes the role of disciple out of her nature of grace.
Guru-si�ya Sambandha
Abhinavagupta quotes the classical verse from the Svacchanda Tantra in this context:
gurusi$yapade sthitva svayam deva sadasiva� I
parvottara padairva1cyaistantram samavatarayat 11
- VIII. 31

The God Sadasiva himself assuming the position of both teacher
and disciple revealed the ,Tantra by means of former and latter
sentences, i.e. by means of question and answer.6

K�emaraja, while commenting on this passage, explains "God" (deva) as
Lord Siva who possesses the power of the Supreme Word (paravak
saktimaya�), who, as Sadasiva, assumes the respective level (bhamika)
of questioner and answerer. "The position of teacher and disciple"
is explained by the phrase: "in the realm of cre a tive insight"

(pratibhabhuvi) .
Abhinavagupta has given an interesting paraphrase of the Svacchanda verse in his
Tantraloka: "Consciousness itself," he says, "thus becomes question and answer, in
the position of master and disciple . The difference in their bodies is
6. Cf. B. Baumer, Vac as Samvada, pp. 79-89.

•
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•

insubstantiaL"7 And Jayaratha conunents:

•

Is not the difference between master and disciple a matter of direct
perception? Where is the place for the nature (and unity) of
consciousness? (He answers to this objection) . This (difference) is
insubstantial or unreal. For consciousness, out of the immensity of
its own freedom, makes these different bodies to appear within
on TA 1.256
itself.
•

In the course of the revelation and descent of the scriptures there are different
kinds of relationships (sambandha), in a descent from the divine to the level of
human masters and disciples.s

•

The Svacchanda Tantra refers to the relationship of SadMiva and Isvara, as
guru and disciple at the divine level, where SadMiva represents the aspect of
knowledge (jiiana), and Isvara, the aspect of activity (kriya). This corresponds to
the "great relationship" (mahan sambandha).

In the Pariitr'fsikii Abhinavagupta finds the supreme relationship of DeVI and
Bhairava because it is at the level of dynamic non-duality.
antarbhavitani�se�aprasaram bhairavam vapu� 1
prativaktrsvarupe1J.a sarvadaiva vijrmbhate 11
etau prasarasamharavakalakalitau yatam 1
tadekarupamevedam tattvam prasnottaratmakam 11
tadevam parasambandhamanuttaratayanvitam 1
�a4ardhasarasarvasvam gurava� prannyarupayan 119
•

•

In Bhairava the magnitude of the expansion of the universe is
inwardly enfolded, and He abides as the eternal responder. Since
the dual process of expansion and retraction occurs in timelessness,
hence this question-answer is the truth of uniform nature.
This is the supreme relationship, associated with anuttara .
My revered guru ( Sambhunatha) has already expounded it as the
entire essence of Trika Sastra.lO
7. TA 1.256.

8. Cf. TA 1.273-75.
. 9. Summary verses, 11.18-23, p. 22.

10. Cf. Jaideva Singh's translation, p. 64.
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He again refers to the ultimate meaning of "question" in the context of the Advaitic
dialogue:
The divine Supreme Consciousness-Power not different from
Bhairava on the point of expansion according to Her essential nature,
is said to be supreme icchasakti (voluntary power). Her actual
expansion as jiianasakti (cognitive power) assumes the parapara or
pasyantr form and as kriyasakti (conative power) the apara or madhyama
form, etc.
•

Now, the inquiry about the nature of parasakti who expands in the
form of the universe is said to be prasna or question. The DeVI who is
that very Sakti is the initiator of the question about her (Le. parasakti).
The consideration of the nature of this expansion is said to be the
most excellent organ of speech (para-vaktra) and that consists of both
question and answer.
p . 6311

Thus the questions related to Devf uvaca in the context of Advaita have been resolved
grammatical and theological-spiritual, since
by Abhinavagupta at various levels
the entire Tantra following the question of the Devi has only one purpose:
jfvanmukti or liberation-in-life, and it is in the interface and dynamism of the
supreme relationship of Devi and Bhairava, or of question-answer at the ultimate
level, that the human disciple can .discover his or her own identity.
Once it is established that Devi in the first person asked the question, "therefore
there is the actual experience of the energy of the highest mantra of the 1consciousness of the Divine in jiianasakti" (p. 14).
•

The entire passage shows that, although there is ultimately only one (Divine)
Subject, it still permits relationship, which is the supreme relationship between
the power of grace (anugrahasakti) and the power of creativity (visarga, on the
side of Siva).
11. para bhagavatf sarhvitprasarantf svarapata�

I

parecchasaktirityukta bhairavasyavibhedinf 11
tasya� prasaradharmitvarh jflanasaktyadirapata I
paraparapararapapasyantytidi vapurbh!ti� 11
•

tadevarh prasarakarasvarapaparimarsanam I
prasna ityucyate devf yanmaya prasnaktiri1Jf 11

-

p. 22, 11.7-12.
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This is that imperceptible face (i.e. Sakti) of Bhairava full of the feel
of manifestation, the essence of which is the unsurpassable 1consciousness, full of the stirring joy (k�obha) issuing from the union
(samgha Ua) with S iva who is symbolised by a, and Sakti who is
symbolised by 4, which is the source of the appearance and extension
of manifestation according to the Trika system of philosophy and
Yoga, and which is the original (maulikam), ever abiding state
(dhruvapadam) and the life of all living beings. Therefore, it is not
proper to associate the Divine with a particular station, etc., for in
the absence of any limitation in His case, designating a particular
place for Him is entirely unjustifiable (p. 15, tr. modified).
•

•

Before moving on to the second section (starting from verse 5 of the Tantra)
Abhinavagupta gives a kind of summary of the question and relates it to Trika. The
question of the DevI in one and a half verses starting with anuttaram relates to
Siva. The second part of her question (v. 2) starting with: hrdayastha tu yil sakti�
relates to Sakti. Then the question arises about the third element of Trika, Nara
(atra yadi e�a trikarthabhipraye1J.a vyakhya tat naravi�ayaprasnaprasa1J.ga�, p. 32).
This seems to be an introduction to the second part: pratibimba or uttara, which
comprehends every aspect of Nara. But the alternative is that the two questions
concern Yamala, i.e. "Siva and Sakti whose connection is known as yamala, so that
a separate question about each could be justified." (p. 82). This question will be
taken up again in the context of the grammatical persons (chapter five) .
•

•

Anuttara
The Unsurp assable and Its Meanings
•

THE sixteen interpretations of Anuttara are, maybe, one of the most extraordinary
examples of exegetical ingenuity of the Sanskrit textual tradition. 1 What
Abhinavagupta seeks to exclude is any one-sided understanding of the Absolute,
since that would be a contradiction of the very term. In terms of theology we may
call this attempt apophatism, i.e. the Divine Reality can only be described in negative
terms, because any positive (kataphatic) statement would 1imit it to our understanding.
But even the apophatic dimension is only one side of the total reality of the Absolute.
At the outset, before going into Abhinavagupta's detailed analysis, two
1 A. Sanderson, in: Samarasya, note 123 : "Perhaps the most striking example of this is the
exegesis of the Pariitrfsikii in Abhinavagupta's PTV (especially p. 193, 1. 1-p. 197, 1. 7 [KED,
pp. 19-32]) giving sixteen semantic analyses of the word anuttaram, and p. 262, 1. 16-p. 269,
1. 11 (KED, pp. 223-42), giving nine interpretations of v. 9 and sixteen meanings to the words
trtfyarh brahma in that verse. By the disciplines of text-analysis I mean grammatical analysis
(vyutpatti�) and semantic analysis (niroacanam). Both provide the exegete with considerable
room for manoeuvre. He needs to show only that the meaning he attributes to a sentence
does not infringe the rules of grammar. It is not necessary to consider how far the expression
of that meaning through those words conforms to normal usage, word-order and the like.
It is enough that the meaning is not grammatically impossible. Semantic analysis is even
more flexible. It enables an exegete to insert the meaning he seeks by deriving a word
artificially from the meaning of verbal roots that resemble the sounds or syllables that
compose it (ak�aravar1Jtlsamiinyat); see Kahrs 1998, p. 37, quoting Yaska: ak�aravar1Jtlstimiinytin
nirhrilyiit "One may analyse on the basis of similarities of syllables or sounds." Abhinavagupta
echoes these words in PTV, p. 268, 11. 23-24 (KED, p. 241): tathii ca vedavyakara1J£ paramesvare�u
*ca stistre�u (conj.: sastre�u Gnoli, KED) mantrad�adisabde�v a�ravarlJastimyan niroacanam
upapannam "In the explanation of the Veda and in [explaining] such words as mantra� and
d�a in the Saiva scriptures it is proper to analyse meaning on the basis of similarity of
sounds or syllables."

•
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granmlatical features have to be retained: (a) Anuttara is a negative term coined
with the a(an) privativum; (b) what is negated is in the comparative form, tara.2 In
an important article Jan Gonda has examined the question "Why are ahirhsa and
similar concepts often expressed in a negative form?"3 The principle he applies to
mostly Vedic concepts is also relevant in the case of Anuttara, besides other concepts
in Trika formed with a privativum, such as: anargala, avikalpa (=nirvikalpa), anape�a,
anakhya (inexpressible, unspeakable), akalpita (not made, hence spontaneous),
besides the central advaita/advaya, abheda .
•

•

Another term for the Absolute which will engage us later in the context of
kula/kaula is akula (free from or beyond the totality or the universe). Apart from
Gonda's arguments, one finds that in India the most important values or concepts
are more often expressed in negative terms, mostly by a privativum or nir. Anuttara
is such a paradigm. A question close to this is raised
by Abhinavagupta himself
- why is the comparative used rather than the superlative in relation to the
Absolute? (pp. 26-27 tr.). P. Muller-Ortega remarks:
,

While we might have expected a superlative adjective to be employed
to express the notion of ultimacy, the insistent dynamism of the
comparative, higher (uttara), preserves the supremacy of the anuttara
over any possible challenges in a way that the superlative, highest
(uttama), would not have done.4

Abhinavagupta is not only expounding a theology of the Absolute, but also
addreSSing the practical, spiritual ways of realising it. In the development of the
sixteen interpretations he proceeds from the (grammatically and philosophically)
more obvious meanings to the more remote or, we might say, artificial ones.
Since this is the central concept, not only in our text and for the present study,
as of all metaphysics, we may dwell for a while on these " definitions."
2 Cf. Betty Heimann, "Indian Grammar, a Guide to India's General Trends of Thought", the

analysis of "Positive, Comparative and Superlative in their Philosophical Implications", in:
Facets of Indian Thought, pp. 168-72. Without knowing the concept of anuttara, she writes:
"The metaphysical aim does not admit of any comparative notion which is still felt even in
the Superlative. The Superlative, too, works on the scale of qualitative value which vanishes
in the sphere of the Absolute." (p. 170).
3. In: Four Studies in the lAnguage of the Veda, S'Gravenhage (Mouton & Co.), 1959, pp. 95-11Z
4. The Triadic Heart of Siva, p. 88.
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(1) The first and obvious meaning is a denial in the Absolute of anything "more,
additional" (uttara).5 What could be that "more"? Abhinavagupta relates it
to the 36 tattvas or levels of reality, which comprise the entire
cosmotheandric universe.6 Anuttara is that which transcends them, but is
not transcended by them. But the word "transcendence" has also to be
used with caution, as the following meanings will show. Hence: "The
highest, most perfect Consciousness of Bhairava is not like this (i.e. like the
tattvas), because of its essence being unrestrained, non-relative, delightful
flash of knowership" (p. 20). Even this "positive:' description of Anuttara
contains two negations: anargala (unrestrained) and anapek$a (not
dependent), both pointing to perfect freedom, the fundamental quality of
the Absolute in Trika and Pratyabhijfia: svatantrya. It is not an abstract
concept of freedom or autonomy, but it is intimately related to the
experience of wonder: camatkaratvat (p. 7) . Camatkara is the experiential
aspect of freedom as newness and as joyful surprise.
(2) The second meaning is also straightforward as far as semantics goes. Here
he takes uttara in the sense of "answer," and hence anuttara is "that state in
which there is neither question nor answer" (tatha na vidyate uttaram prasna
prativacorupam yatra, p. 7, 1.16). It means, positively, that Anuttara is "that
ocean of supreme Consciousness, from which arises infinite insightful
knowledge" (p. 21) (yata eva mahasamvit-sindho� u llasadananta
pratibhaparyanta-dhamna . . . , p. 7). There is no need of any question, since
"that Reality is ever present," ever effulgent, or ever revealed (satatoditam),
another important qualification of supreme Consciousness.
,

(3) With the third interpretation starts a series of relativising explanations in the sense that they upset the common understanding of religious and
spiritual, even social values. All Indian soteriologies
including the
assume that there is a state of bondage, of
Buddhist and Jaina systems
•

•

5.

na

vidyate uttaram adhikam yata�, p. 7.

6. I prefer the expression "cosmotheandric," used and interpreted frequently by R. Panikkar,
e.g. in his interpretation of the Vedas (cf. The Vedic Experience). It implies that these elements
are related to the cosmos (the five elements), to the human being (the senses, etc.), and to the
Divine (Sadasiva, Isvara, Sakti, Siva).

•

•
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impurity, of incompleteness, which has to be overcome by liberation there is an ocean of samsara which needs to be crossed.
mukti, nirv,ar;a
All this conception is futile in relation to Anuttara.
Semantically, Abhinavagupta takes Uttara in the sense of uttarar;a, "to cross
over," hence to be liberated. But basically this is a dualistic conception which
is bound by the polarity "bondage
liberation." Spiritually speaking, this
"crossing over" involves an ascension: from body to prar;a to buddhi to the
void:
Then the state of the void which connotes the dissolution of all
objectivity, and then on attaining the highest pitch
(atisayadharapraptau) of the successive diminution of all the malas
(limitations), the empirical individual is freed on the manifestation
of tne state of Siva. All this stupendous ascension is, indeed, futile
(for were not the previous stages also the expression of Siva?).
- p. 21

(4) Again in the context of spiritual ascent, the next meaning is a denial of the
rising of the Sakti in the subtle body through the cakras. The basic
assumption is again the all-pervasive reality of anuttara which is not
dependent on its subjective experience in the subtle body.
,

Similarly, rising of the Sakti from the navel to the heart, then to the
throat, then to the palate, then to the crown of the head (brahma i.e.
sahasrara), then to the Bhairava bila (the point above the sahasrara) in
the upward slJ.ccession is ascension. Anuttara signifies that in this
S aiva A gama, mounting to Bhairava by an upward succession
p. 21
through the six cakras is not indispensable.

(5) Taking Uttara again in the sense of "crossing, overcoming," anUttara denies
the necessity to overcome the world and to reach liberation (mok�a) because in the highest non-dualism even the duality of bondage and
liberation is absent.
uttarar;amuttaro mok�a� tat evamvidha uttara yatra na santi
- Skt., p. 7

•

In interpretations 6 and 7 uttara is taken in the sense of a statement, and
even a demonstrative pronoun like "this" (idam), when pointing at the

•
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Highest Reality, is a limitation. Any such statement implies exclusion of the
opposite: uttaram ca sabdanam tat sarvatha rdrsam tadrsam iti vyavacchedam
kuryat (p. 7-8). Anuttara is that where any limitation or exclusion is absent:
tat yatra bhavati anavacchinnam idam anuttaram (ibid.). This much may
remind of the neti neti of the Upanif?ads, but Abhinavagupta goes further
than a mere negation. He relates the negation of any statement pointing to
Ultimate Reality to spiritual practice and experience:

•

Therefore, so long as an empirical experient (mayfya� pramata) is
desirous of entering anuttara (the Supreme Reality), so long he remains
in vikalpa (thought-construct) of a particular form. In this context,
(it must be borne in mind) that that which is indeterminate
(avikalpitam) and necessarily inherent in everything (avintlbhavi), that
is really anuttara (Supreme Consciousness), for without it even a
determinate concept cannot appear (tadvina kalpitarapasphura1Jiit). In
fact, in anuttara (tatra), contemplation, concentration, etc. (bhavantlde�)
are wholly inapplicable. Therefore it (anuttara) has been declared
(by Somananda) to be beyond contemplation, kara1Ja, etc.

Being an experienced spiritual master, Abhinavagupta adds immediately:
•

Not that bhtlvantl is wholly useless (Le. it can only bring about the
purification of mind, but not the realisation of anuttara). S1J,ch anuttara
(i.e. the nirvikalpa, thought-free anuttara) abides even in the life of the work
a-day world (jor those who have its awarenessF
p . 22

(6) The last sentence: tat rdrsamanuttaram vyavahiiravrtti�vapi evameva (p. 8)
.
is most si
icant in that it relativises the lofty, transcendent notion of an
Absolute removed from the world and from ordinary activity. An Absolute
of such description can neither be sought nor reflected upon, because these
acts require the help of vikalpa which is limited by the individual subject
(miiyrya� pramata). Hence, instead of landing in an ever greater negation, a
la Nagarjuna, Abhinavagupta catapults the entire argument and arrives on
the ground of simple reality: if it is not present here, it cannot be present in
any beyond.
•

7. Emphasis mine.

•
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(7) He illustrates this by a simile contained in one of his stotras,8 comparing
the omnipresence of the Anuttara to the thin rain which is not visible against
the sky, but becomes visible against trees, houses and other objects. It is an
image for the subtlety and all-pervasiveness of the Divine, which is not
accessible to experience:
.
tadvat parabhairavo 'tisauk�myad I
anubhavagocarameti naiva jatu 1 1
•

•
•

(8) There are several hierarchies which are being negated in the concept of
Anuttara. One is the hierarchy of the means of liberation (upaya), which
are graded as the individual way (aIJava), the way of Energy (sakta), and
the Divine way (sambhava). The physical elements are equally arranged in
a hierarchy, which order will come to be ' reversed, as we shall see in the
context of the tattvas and of bimba-pratibimba. Even the states of waking,
dream, deep sleep, turya and turyatrta along with their subdivisions are
hierarchically classified. The conclusion of denying any such hierarchies is
this: "This kind of uttaratva (hierarchy) only shows higher and lower and
contains the delusion of dualism" (p. 23) (tat fdrsamauttaradharya
dvaitasarhmohadhayi uttaratvam, pp. 8-9).9
(9) This hierarchical sense of inferiority and superiority applies practically in
the social realm to the caste system which has no place in Anuttara. That
this is not only a theoretical statement but has practical implications in
Trika has been shown in the context of adhikara: there Abhinavagupta
ridicules the restrictions of other Sastras to a particular, especially the
brahmana caste.lO
•

(10) Those meanings refer to the hierarchy of Energies as
(11) uttara, and Anuttara being beyond or being free from
(12) such hierarchies, such as: pasyantf
madhyama
vaikharf; Aghora Apara Saktis, which are the
Ghoratara Saktis; Para . Parapara
Ghora
8. Skt. p. 8. See Appendix.
9. R. Gnoli has counted these hierarchies separately as meaning 9 (upaya) and 10 (avasthii), pp.
17-18. Instead he has taken the meanings related to the Saktis together as number 12. Since
Abhinavagupta does not number his definitions, this may be a more logical arrangement.

10. Cf. p. 223 (tr.).
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very basis of Trika. Their hierarchy is here denied since Anuttara is the
realm of Parii only.
(13) The next meaning is derived from a root nut/nud, "to impel," with tara,
"crossing," hence suggesting " going beyond the worldly existence through
impulsion by the process of initiation" (p. 23). He gives a concise description
of what happens in initiation,ll to question it immediately in the light of
anuttara: "Now in this (process of initiation), how is this kind of mockery
made of the unsurpassable consciousness that is self-luminous,
omnipresent, unmodified, i.e. unrestricted by the 1,imitations of space, time
and form? Therefore anuttara is that in which a crossing over does not occur
by such impulsion" (pp. 23-24).12 He adduces the Pariitrfsikii itself as defining
the nirvii1J1lgiiminf dfla?ii (v. 26) which does not require any elaborate ritual,
but only a knowledge in truth of the "seed of the heart" (hrdayabfja, v. 25).
Relativising dfla?ii as a process of transmission is also an implicit criticism of
the Siddhanta where dfk�ii is indispensable for liberation. Although
Abhinavagupta himself describes various forms of dlk�ii in his Tantriiloka,
this denial is again at the level of Anuttara Trika (or anupiiya in the scheme of
the Tantriiloka).
(14) The next meaning shows that all these analyses are not only negations but
also positive definitions (via eminentiae in the Latin Scholastic tradition). The
entire definition is centred on life, derived from the root an, to breathe.
"/Simple life' means breath, individual self, identified with the body, the
psychic organs, etc." (a1Ju� iitmii dehapurya�takiid*, tathii ananam jfvanam .
. . , p. 9). With the suffix uttara the state of sunyapramatii (the subject conscious
\

11. "The guru (spiritual guide) sets in motion his own consciousness in the consciousness of
the disciple. Thus he (the guru) applies an initiation which is intended to bring about
liberation (mok$ada) by means of the process (paripatya) of the central point (vi�uvat), etc.
which is devoid of the movement of pralJa (exhalation) and apana (inhalation) breaths
which assume the utterance of harhsa, and is the junction of both and by the difference of
sthana on the sakala ni�kala initiation and through the practice of yojanika initiation on the
occasion of the last function of the complete oblation." (p. 23)
12. tat atra caitanyasya svaprakasasya vyapino desakalakaravise�itasya kathankaram ima
vi4ambanii�? tat evarhvidho nuda prera1J-ena tara� tara1J-arh yatra na bhavati tat anuttaram. (p.
9, 11. 6-7).

•
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of only void) is transcended: tasyaiva uttaratvam sarvata� paramiirthatayii
adhikyam yatra bhairavaikamayatvat, "his transcendence (of the empirical
self) means super-excellence in every mode of being because it is the ultimate
reality, and (thus) one with Bhairava" (cf. p. 24).

.

This raises the question of life and of the multiplicity of living and insentient
beings. He states that the insentient beings are dependent on the sentient
ones, which are defined as possessing the energies of knowledge and action
(jfiiina-kriya). "These are present in others as well as in oneself. Their
difference appears only in the bodies" (paratriipi hi svavat dehiidireva
prthaktayii bhati, p. 9).13 In the ultimate sense, life appears in all without
difference: yat puna� prii1Janam tat abhedenaiva svaprakiisam (ibid.).
This brief passage defining life at different levels and in its ultimate unity is
astoundingly revealing. It implies that life in its most real and universal
pervasive sense is itself Anuttara.
(15) This meaning is basically derived from the letter a which symbolises Anuttara,
and which, together with ha symbolising Sakti and anusvara constitutes aham,
pure I-consciousness, which embraces the entire Sanskrit alphabet.
Anuttara may be analysed as a+nut+tara meaning the tara or flotation
of the nut or impulsion of a. A is the Sakti (kala) who is above the
range of maya (amayrya), who is not found in Sruti-sastra (i.e. in the
Vedic tradition), who is the bliss (camatkara) of the very waveless
ocean of consciousness abiding in the natural, supreme Light, who
covers both the initial and the final stage of the perfect 1consciousness a and ham (the Sanskrit word for "1"), which
comprehends the entire cosmos which is the expression of the
creative delight of Sakti. Nut, i.e. impulsion is the culmination of the
expansion (visargantata) of that (i.e. kala). Tara� means the floatation
or swimming of that nut, i.e. the continuance of that state over
everything else. (The sense is that though anuttara in its expansion is
denoted by S akti and nara, yet it is never separated by these. It
pp. 24 f.
pervades up to the very end.)
•

13. Cf. the philosophical discussion on Self and other, which Abhinavagupta carries out in his
IPV. Cf. the (unpublished) thesis by Isabelle Ratit\ Le Soi et l'Autre: identite, difference et
alterite dans la philosophie de la Pratyabhijfia, Paris (Sorbonne), 2009 (2 vols.).

•
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(16) The final definition splits the word into anut-tara, derived from the root
nut, to impel. Anut is that where "successive action depending on the
duality of going and coming in space and time is absent." The other meaning
takes anut as space, akiisa, and anuttara is that which is higher even than
iikiisa (tato 'pi satisayamanuttaram, p. 10) . 14 Akasa is, since the Upani1?ads,
the symbol of Brahman, but it is also the space in which activity takes place,
as well as the medium of sound (according to Samkhya cosmology).
Anuttara is beyond akilsa, because
The activity of I-consciousness is successionless, because of the
absence of the relativity of space and time which are characterised
by objectivity (in manifestation) and absence of objectivity ( in
withdrawal), which is full of the delight of its own consciousness.
- p . 25

In concluding the argument, why the comparative, instead of the superlative has
been used, Abhinavagupta again refers to the dynamic aspect of "graded
correlatives" (uttarakramikapratiyogr . . , p. 10), and citing an Agama, he allows
also the possibility of calling the Supreme anuttamam.15 This quotation again brings
it down to the level of that which is universally known:
.

Here it is in order to indicate graded correlatives along with uttara
that the tarap suffix has been used. Even if there were no occasion to
express correlatives, the usage of anuttamam would also have borne
the same sense.
So in another Agama, it has been said:
There is no one to whom that One Supreme Reality (ekamanuttamam)
is unknown which, however, is not known even now to the wise
who have become perfect in understanding.
p. 27

14. Cf. Vijiiilna Bhairava 128 where the rare expression nirakiisa occurs.

nitye nirasraye sunye vyapake kalanojjhite I
biihyiikiise mana� krtva nirakiisariz samaviset 11 128
Fixing one's mind on the external space which is eternal, supportless, empty, all-pervading
and free from limitation, in this way one will be absorbed in spacelessness.
.
15. The lexical meanings are again: unsurpassed, incomparable, best, excellent.
-

•
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.

-

This and other similar texts reject any spiritual elitism, that the Ultimate Reality
can be known only to siddhas. For that would contradict its all-pervasiveness and
non-duality, where even the duality of the enlightened and the unenlightened has
to be negatedP6
At the end, Abhinavagupta justifies the enumeration of the number sixteen,
not with reference to the Veda,17 but by a mention of sixteen knots in the Trikasara:
•

Anuttara is the heart (centre) of all. There is a knot in the heart .
Knowing that knot to be sixteenfold, one should p erform one's
p. 27
actions at ease.

A traditional interpretation relates these knots to the sixteen aspects of
consciousness: pramata (subject), prama1Ja (means of knowledge), prameya (object),
pramiti (intuitive knowledge), combined with the four states of sr$ti (creation),
sthiti (continuance), samhara (dissolution) and anakhya (the unnarneable), each of
the former having these four phases.18 Generally the granthrs are cakras within the
yogic body, before they are pierced and liberated in the course of the rise of kuJ:lqalinr,
but the above quote locates them all in the heart.19 Another meaning of granthr is
found in the Kubjikamata, where the knots stand for the voids.20
16. Cf. Vijiiiina Bhairava 124: sarvatra bhairavo bhava� siimiinye$vapi gocara�
na ca tad-vyatireke1J.a paro 'stftyadvayii gat* 11

I

The reality of Bhairava is present everywhere, even in common people. He who knows that
nothing exists apart from Him, attains the non-dual state.
17. Cf. Jan Gonda, "The Number Sixteen", in: Change and Continuity in Indian Religion, pp.
115-30. "The conclusion that the Vedic speculations about the significance of the number 16
were influenced by an observation of, and theories about, the moon would therefore, in my
opinion, deserve no less serious consideration that the supposition that in a considerable
number of culture traits it is this 'Vedic significance' of 16 which survives, that is to say, that
the foundations of a number of ritual, psychological or philosophical doctrines based on,
or incorporating, the idea that 'totality' or the 'metaphysical whole' is sixteenfold were
laid in Vedic times and in Vedic culture."

18. Explanation given by Swami Takshman Joo and reproduced by Jaideva Singh, p. 30, note 21.
19. Cf. hrdayagranthi in the Upani�ad. (Mu1J.4aka Upani$ad II.2.9) (cf. PTV, p. 125).
20. Cf. Kubjikiimata 7.81cd-86ab, quoted by S. Vasudeva, The Yoga of the Miilinrvijayottaratantra,
p. 266, note 47: lagne granthitrayam devi khagatir niitrasarhsaya�, "0 Goddess, there will
take place motion in the void, (of this) there is no doubt."

•
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However, the number sixteen and its Vedic-Upani�adic antecedents is
significant, because the symbolism comes close to the Tantric symbolism. The
Chilndogya Upani�ad contains the $oqasakalavidya (IV.4-9). According to H. Liiders,
the fourfold division of the Puru�a in Puru�a-SUkta (J!..gveda X.90.3, 4) is the basic
model for the sixteen aspects of Brahman in the Chandogya Upani�ad (four times
four)? and the actual sixteenfold division of Prajapati in the Yajurveda is the direct
antecedent.22 Prajapati, who is also identified with the year, is symbolically identified
with the moon, and the fifteen phases (kala) of the moon are his, whereas the
sixteenth part is immutable.23 Just as in Tantric symbolism, there is also mention
of a seventeenth kala, which transcends time.24 Thus, on the basis of these Vedic
antecedents, the Puru�a, Prajapati, and Brahman are connected with the number
sixteen to indicate completeness. This completeness is implied in the sixteen
explanations of Anuttara by Abhinavagupta.
The theme of Anuttara will continue as the leitmotiv of the entire text, but it
was important to follow closely Abhinavagupta's sixteenfold hermeneutics.
First we propose to assess Abhinavagupta's hermeneutics of the "word"
Anuttara. I consciously would not call it a "concept" or a "term."25 "Word" is
closer to Vac, one of the central themes of the Pariitrfsika Vivara1Ja, and the "symbol"
of Anuttara is the phoneme a, as given in meaning 15. Hermeneutics or different
fonns of nirvacana26 is the only instrument that the author has to deduce from the
rules of gralIunar and reveal the ultimately inexpressible meaning/meanings of
the word. What he achieves by his ingenious method is extraordinary: he avoids
•

21. Cf. for the whole argument: H. Liiders, Philologica Indica, Gottingen (Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht), 1940, pp. 521-23.

22. Viijasaneyr Sarithitii VlI1.36.
23. Cf. Brhadiira1!yaka Upani$ad 1.5.14.

24. Cf. Satapatha BriihmalJa V.2.2.3, and other references given by Liiders, p. 523 . .
25. Cf. R. Panikkar on sunya

purlJa as "symbols", not "concepts", in: Void and Fullness in the .
Buddhist, Hindu and Christian Traditions, pp. 11-13.

26. P. Muller-Ortega still calls them "folk etymologies," but this pejorative meaning has been
overcome by an understanding of the hermeneutic devices developed by Sanskrit
grammarians and commentators. Cf. the excellent study by E. Kahrs (see Bibliography) .
•

•
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-

and negates all dichotomies: transcendent-immanent (visvottfr1Ja-visvamaya),
superior-inferior (the denial of all hierarchies), bondage-liberation, etc. are
relativised (not abolished). First of all, Anuttara is far more comprehensive a word
than a philosophical (or theological) "concept," therefore the hierarchies which
are dissolved in its light rest at different levels and in different realms: from the
social (caste hierarchy), to the elementary (the order of the bhiltas), to the mental!
psychic states (avastha: waking, dreaming, etc.), to the order of Divine Energies
(different groupings of Saktis in the Tantras), to the spiritual paths or means of
liberation (upaya), etc. The very process of spiritual advancement, such as happens
in initiation (dfk$a), and the stages of awakening or opening of the cakras in the
spiritual ascent, all this becomes meaningless at the level of Anuttara.
Relativising all these realms of understancling and experiencing Anuttara is
itself a process of liberating it from its projections and identifications . and hence
liberating the reader / disciple. 27 And yet, Abhinavagupta does not land in a
Nagarjunian series of negations. Although Anuttara is beyond any vikalpa, it is yet
it is Life itself (meaning 14 derived from an,
the most living and present Reality
to breathe), and hence it is known to everybody, in spite of being unknowable or
difficult to know (durvijneya, cf. Tantraloka II.28).28 If Anuttara cannot be defined
or comprehended, it is actually a state to be experienced: anuttara-pada is used by
Abhinavagupta in his Tantraloka in the context of all four upayas. One would
expect it to correspond primarily to anupaya: the pathless path, no-means, and
the actual domain of the Absolute. Significantly, as he links the ahnikas (chapters)
by concluding the previous one with half a verse and completing the verse at the
.
.
g the 2nd and 3rd ahnikas,
g of the next, he uses a similar expression in
be '
describing anupaya and sambhava respectively:
•

idam anuttaradhamavivecakarh I
vigalitaupayikarh krtamahnikam 11
- TA 11.50
This is the end of the chapter which examines the domain (state) of
the Unsurpassable without any means.
27. Cf. the Anuttarii?tikil, given in Appendix.

28. Cf. VBh 124.
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And the third ahnika begins thus:
atha paraupayikam praIJigadyate I
padam anuttarameva mahesitu� 11
- liU

Now the supreme means is being spoken of which is nothing but
the unsurpassable state / domain of the Great Lord.

The use of expressions like anuttarapada29 as the goal of all the ways is an indication,
as Abhinavagupta states in the first ahnika, that the ways are different but the goal
is the same Absolute.30
•

Anuttara as Bestowing the Perfection of Totality: Kaulikasiddhidam

In terms of the sixteen meanings Abhinavagupta has explored the hermeneutics
of Anuttara in itself, without relation to the other important concepts of the first
verse, and without its relation to ontological expansion or manifestation. Anuttaram
in the question of the Devi is that which bestows kaulikasiddhi, i.e. she already
knows this power and asks only about the "how": katham, to achieve it. Therefore
Abhinavagupta also takes up the question related to kaulikasiddhi following the
hermeneutics of the Anuttara.
•

What is meant by kaulikasiddhi? If the Absolute or Siva is akula, without
manifestation, beyond differentiation, kula is the totality, the "family" or group of
energies,31 or simply Sakti, the cosmos. Kaulika is derived from kula and synonym
of kaula.32 Abhinavagupta is giving four interpretations of kaulikasiddhi, but before
going into that we may look at the brief definition he gives in his Tantraloka along
with Jayaratha's commentary:

•

,

•

•

29. Cf. also TA IV.278, V.l9, 42, 53, 117, 119, 125, 147, 156, 159.

•

30. Cf. TA 1.166.
31. Much has been written about kula and its multiple meanings. Since it denotes the totality,
the body, the group and community or family, the semantic field connotes an organic
whole integrating all the parts. Cf. Tantrilalbhidhanakosa, vol. IT, pp. 120 ff.

32. Cf. ibid. under Kaulika, Kaulikr, p. 142.

•
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akulasyasya devasya kulaprathanasalinf I
kaulikf sa para saktir aviyukto yaya prabhu� 1 1
TA III.67
-

•

The Supreme Energy Kaulikf of the unmanifest God (akula) is She
who is capable of expanding (unfolding) the totality (kula), and the
Lord is inseparably united with Her.
•

•

Jayaratha: Here the Supreme Reality which is nothing but 'the
Unsurpassable Light (anuttara� prakasa eva) consists in the highest
reflective awareness (para parllmarsa)33 which is complete (purIJa),
unspeakable (anllkhya), and which does not tolerate any separate
definition of Siva, Sakti, etc. It is that (Supreme Reality) which, out
of its own perfect freedom, and initially manifests it in the form of
'
Siva and Sakti.
.

Although kula and akula are not really defined in this text, it is clear that the
Supreme, Unrnanifest Absolute desires out of Its own perfect freedom to manifest
the universe, and that the Energy behind the unfolding or expansion is precisely
kaulikf sakti. "It is possible to participate and to identify with this creative Power of
the Divinity, and it is that which is called 'the perfection of kula' (kaulikasiddhi), to
which the 36 stanzas of the Paratrfsika are consecrated . . "34 The words
.
'cant, because the "how" (katham) of
"participation" and "identification" are si
the question of the DevI is not simply theoretical, it is a question leading to
identification (hence kaulikasiddhidam).
.

.

Although we are not going here into the question of the difference between
the Kula and Kaula schools or traditions,35 it is still important to see the high value
attached to the Kula as a pervasive spiritual doctrine and practice, as expressed
poetically by Abhinavagupta in his Tantraloka:
•

Like the fragrance in the flower, the oil in the sesame seed, the

33. Cf. a discussion on the different meanings and possible translations of paramarSa in: Isabelle

Ratie, Otherness in the Pratyabhijiia Philosophy, p. 17, note 51.

34. Tantrikabhidhiinako$a, vol. IT, p. 142 (tr. from French).
35. Cf. A. Sanderson in: Samarasya, p. 130 H.
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living soul in the body and the taste in water, the Kula resides inside
TA XXXY.3436
all Sastras as their essence.

The word siddhi in the compound kaulikasiddhi does not refer to any 1imited power
(as in the Yogasiltras), but it denotes accomplishment, perfection, fulfilment. It is
that perfection which only the Anuttara can bestow.
Thus, in relation to kaulikasiddhi, the Anuttara assumes the dynamism of
manifestation of the universe in its macro and microcosmic implications. In other
words, the integration of the totality takes place.
•

Abhinavagupta expands four meanings of kaulikasiddhidam:
( 1 ) "Kula" is gross (sthala), subtle (suk$ma), and ulterior (parll), pr1l1;la
(life-breath), indriya (senses), bhatlldi (the five gross physical
elements) both in a collective sense (i.e. in the sense of totality
of manifestations), and in the sense of cause-effect. . . .

So kula or totality is so called, because Consciousness itself abides
in the various forms of objectivity (yathllvasthllnllt) by means of
coagulation, and Consciousness itself (voluntarily) assumes
bondage by its own Freedom. It is said: "the word kula is used in
the sense of coagulation and kindred" (sarhstyllne bandhu$u ca) .
. Without Consciousness which is Light itself, no entity which is
devoid of the light of manifestation (aprakasamllnarh vapu�) can
come into existence.
Now kaulikf is that which is related to the whole universe including
the body; siddhi or achievement is the acquisition of bliss (llnanda)
by turning round (pariv[tya) to have a firm hold on that very
principle, i.e. the light of the universal consciousness (tathlltva
darqhyarh), in other words, identity with the perfect I-feeling of
Siva, who is the highest consciousness and whose nature is spanda
or the eternal throb of delight in manifestation (hrdyaya-svabhllvaparasarhvidlltmaka-siva-vimarsa-tadlltmyam). So kaulika-siddhidarh is that
which enables one to have such achievement. In other words, by
achieving identity with anuttara, the totality of manifestation
becomes like that anuttara itself (pp. 31-32).
•

•

This passage does not need any comment.
36. Tr. (partly modified) by J. Hanneder, Abhinavagupta's Philosophy of Revelation, p. 32.

•
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(2) The second interpretation relates to the perception of objects
"by means of the body, pra'Ja and purya$taka," i.e. the psychic
organs.

•

Kaulika-siddhidarh, therefore, means that which gives, i.e.
brings about the definite grasp of objective and subjective
phenomena by means of kula, i.e. by means of the body,
pra1Ja and purya$taka. Indeed it is the body, mind, etc. which,
through the penetration in them of the energy of the
eternal a, i.e. "Siva," and His externalising Sakti,
symbolised by ha, the energy that is beyond the sphere
of time and that mounts the intermediate stair of pra'Ja,
etc. which bring about the success in the form of the
p. 33
definite perception of the existing entities.

•

,

,

The implication is that the power to grasp an object is not
inherent in the body and its organs, but this power (siddhi) is
bestowed (dam) by the central I-consciousness combining Siva
(a) and Sakti (ha), i.e. aharh.
(3) The third meaning takes kaulikasiddhidam in the highest sense of
liberation-in-life (jrvanmukti), which brings about spontaneously
the supernormal powers (siddhis in the limited sense). This is a
participation in the ever-risen Sivahood, as shown by the quote
from Somananda's Sivadrsti:
o

• •

bfulvanakara'Jabhyarh kirh sivasya satatodite�

- Sivadrsti,
. . VII.101
.

Since Siva is ever present, what is the use of (spiritual
practices such as) contemplation or bodily practice?
(4) The fourth interpretation is cosmological and turns the meaning
around: here it is not a question of attaining the perfection of
liberation, but of the Absolute manifesting in and as the world.

Kaulika means kule-jata, i.e. born or sprung in kula. Siddhi
means the achievement of the appearance of diversity. . . .
It is anuttara itself of the nature of eminent Light, which
has implicitly within itself the expansion of the universe
as identical with consciousness, that explicitly evolves
diversity through the abundance of the delight of power
p. 34
issuing from its own unsurpassed freedom.
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In a way this comes back to the first meaning relating to the way the Supreme
Consciousness assumes external form: it is by "coagulation or crystallisation,"
asyana. The image implied is that the liquidity of pure Consciousness becomes
solidified. Jayaratha quotes a verse37 making this simile explicit:
asyanam cidrasasyaugha� sakaratvam upagatam I
jagadrupataya vande pratyak�abhairavam vapu� 11
TAv VIII.2 (p. 1352)38
-

I adore the visible body of Bhairava

in the form of the world
who has assumed concrete form
as a coagulation of the liquid mass of Consciousness.
•

The motive for this assuming of form is nothing but the Divine Freedom:
svatantrya.39
Immediacy: Explanation of Sadya�

To complete the first part of the sentence of the question of the Devi, the mode of
attaining kaulikasiddhi has to be explained: sadya�, "at once, immediately,
instantaneously." Since Anuttara is the agent bestowing kaulikasiddhi, this act of
bestowing cannot be subject to time. In other words, in the context of Anuttara
Trika illumination itself cannot be bound by an earlier or later, it has to be sudden,
instantaneous and total.40
Abhinavagupta does not rely on the etymology which is derived from "today":
adya, as a unit of time (lit. "on the same day"), since it is a conventional and relative
concept of time.
•

3Z From the Yogavlisi?tha?
38. Cf. also K!?emaraja, Pratyabhijiili Hrdaya, comm. on sutra 4: tata� cidraslisylina
rupiiSe?atattvabhuvana bhiivatattvapramatayi prathate, "Then he unfolds himself in the totality
of manifestation, viz. principles (tattva), worlds (bhuvana), entities (bhava) and their
respective experients (pramatras) that are only a solidified form (lisyanarupa) of cit-essence.".
(Jaideva Singh, p. 55).
39. PTV : tathii kulam bodhasyaiva lisylinarupatayli yathiivasthiinlit bodhasvatantryadeva ca asya
bandhiibhimlinlit, p . ll.
.

40. In this respect the PT and the Vijiilina Bhairava both stand for sudden enlightenment.

•
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So, sadya� in this context means at the same instant. Sameness here
does not connote sameness of the moment, but rather "terminating
in Reality" (tattvaparyavasayi), for it is in this way that the word sadya�
is to be understood. Therefore if sadya� is to be taken in the sense of
"at that very moment," then on account of the limitation of the
present moment, the past and future moments would be rejected .
. . (p. 32).
•

It is the totality implied in kula/kaulika which is necessarily beyond time:
•

For the kula (total objectivity) that has been described (so far) is the
collective whole (cakra) of the rays of the divine Sun, viz. Bhairava
and is of the essence of Light (in its external aspect). When, however,
that (kula) acquires nirodha (rest, stoppage) by identification with
the inner supreme Bhairava Consciousness, then it is full of the
relish of the ambrosia of supreme bliss, is anuttara (transcendent to
all aspects and phases), beyond space and time, eternal of the form
of visarga, and ever-risen.
p. 32

Anuttara and the Interconnectedness of All Things:
The Siitra: uttarasyiipi anuttaram

•

To round off the discussion on Anuttara we have to move to Bhairava's answer
which, in a sense, only reiterates the complete question of the DevI. After addressing
her41 he utters a satra:
uttarasyapi anuttaram
While giving again different interpretations of uttara and anuttara, Abhinavagupta

develops, in this context, the doctrine of the interdependence or interrelatedness
of all things: sarvam sarvatmakam.42 Taking sarvam, the totality, the all, and also a
41. This address will be subject of chapter 4.
42. This "theory" will occur in different contexts along the commentary. Its antecedents are
found in early Samkhya and in Jaina Philosophy: Cf. A. Wezler "Studien zum
Dvadasaracakra des Svetambara Mallavadin. 1. Der sarvatmaka tvavada", in : Studien zum
Jainismus und Buddhismus, Wiesbaden (Franz Steiner), 1981, pp. 359-408; "Paralipomena
zum Sarvatmakatvavada (I)", in: WZKS XXVI, 1982, pp. 149-66; "Paralipomena zum
Sarvasarvatmakatva-vada 11", in: Studien zur Indologie und lranistik, Band 16/17,
Reinbek 1992, pp. 287-314; "Remark on the sarvatmakatvavada", in: Philosophical
Essays. Anantlal Thakur Felicitation Volume, Calcutta (Sanskrit Pustak Bhandar),
�
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name of Siva as encompassing the whole of Reality, as the leading word, he connects
it by using the following sloka from the Mahabharata43 (also found in the
Yogavasi�tha):
yasmin sarvam yata� sarvam
ya� sarvam sarvatasca ya� I
yasca sarvamayo nityarh
tasmai sarviitmane namah 11

•

•

He takes this verse part by part and connects sarvam with Anuttara in a genial
hermeneutic move. First, he takes the negation of uttllra in the sense of the
impossibility of an answer. If uttara is the second part of the text which deals with
expansion then a possible meaning is that "even the posterior part of the book
cannot offer its answer" (p. 76). And ultimately the answer itself leads into silence:
Even of my answer given in the pasyantr stage which is the first
expansion of para this anuttara is the highest truth, i.e. this non-answer
(anuttara) or silence is the highest truth (p. 76).

.

Later, in the context of the satra: uttarasyapi anuttaram (v. 3b) at the be ·
g of
the answer of Bhairava, he goes into the dynamics of anuttara in relation to uttara.
But the all-inclusive meaning is that where:
•

Uttara may also mean the phenomena
desirables, knowables, and
promoted by the trident, viz. iccha-sakti, jiiana-sakti and kriya
actions
sakti. Anuttara is that stage where all the above and uttara cease.
- p. 77
uttarasya . trisu laprerar;. adimayasya
·visrantisthanam I

yat

anuttaram
p. 28

•

The inclusive meaning is again related to the earlier discussed kaulika vidhi. Here
Abhinavagupta gives another interpretation: kaulika kula and akula, vidhi
mahiisr�ti. "The Great Creation" refers to the sum-total of all creations, dissolutions,
=

=

•

1987, pp. 166-81; however, the interpretation in the non-dualist S aivism of
Abhinavagupta is unique.
43. Mahabharata, Santiparvan XII.46-86; Yogaviisi�tha.
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etc. in which everything is present. It is simply the All: idam sarvam. He states this
al1-inclusiveness unequivocally:

•

-

Now -a nuttara is that from which proceeds this "great manifestation,"
i.e. mahas r$ti which enfolds within itself hundreds of crores of
unlimited mayrya (phenomenal) creations. As has been said, "That
from which proceeds everything." So, this universe consisting of
cit-pramata (i.e. sunya pramata), citta (i.e. purya$taka pramata), praIJa (i.e.
praIJapramata), deha (Le. deha-pramata, Le. four kinds of experients),
pleasure and pain, Le. subjective experience, senses, Le. means of
experience, the five elements and jar, etc., i.e. subtle and gross objects
of experience abide without difference in one, supreme, divine
Consciousness as simply forms of consciousness (bodhatmakena rupeIJa).
Though the divine Universal ConsciousI)ess never ceases to exist,
for it ceasing, there will be the contingency of universal darkness,
yet there does not exist difference consisting of reciprocal absence
(of object), for all objects are omnifarious in that state. If all things
were not situated in that universal Bhairava Consciousness, then
even the initial indeterminate perception which is of use in urging
the senses towards their objects would not be there. Therefore, the
entire multitude of existents exists there, without the appearance
of appropriate objectivity (lit. thisness), identically with 1consciousness only, void of all differentiation. There is absolutely
no difference there whatsoever. In that universal Bhairava
consciousness, the entire manifestation (kaulika vidhi) lies clearly at
p. 77
rest.

kulakulatma prak ' vyakhyato vidhryamanatvat vidhi� mahas[$ti-rupo
garbhlkrtanantasr$tyadikopsato yasmatprasrta etadeva tadanuttaram, yaduktam . . .
yat� sarvam . . . iti, tathahi idam visvam cit-citta-pralJa-sukhadu�khendriya-bhata
ghatadimayamekasyam parasyam paramesvaryam bhairavasamvidi avibhagenaiva
bodhatmakena rup� aste, yadyapi bodhatmakam rupam nastameti jatucidapi
tadastamaye aprakaSamanatapatte�, tathapi parasparabhavatmako 'vaccheda� tatra
nasti, visvatmana eva bhava�, ta tra ca yadi e$amavasthiti� na syat tat
prathamanusamdhanadikameva ak$apreraIJopayogyapi na bhavet iti
samucitanuditedan takam ahamparamarsamatrabhinnameva bhavajatarh
5kt., pp. 28-29
vigatabhedakalanam ti$thati.

-
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He comments on the first phrase of the Mahabharata sloka in terms of the Spanda
doctrine: yasmin sarvam, in which everything exists.
The universal nature of everything, i.e. the 36 tattvas or levels of reality is
contained in Siva as samanya spanda: universal vibration:
All this (universe) consisting of thirty-six categories, though created
by Siva who being of supreme Sakti, is of the nature of universal
creative pulsation (samanya spanda) rests in that consciousness itself
in its own form which is predominantly Sakti, i.e. characterised by
p. 77
particular creative pulsation (vise$a spanda).
.
In spite of that differentiation, "really speaking it is only one, viz. anuttara who is the
essence of the creative energy, viz. the autonomous I-consciousness." (p. 78) (vastuta�
punarekameva svatantracinmayamahamityaisvaryasakti-saram anuttaram, p. 29).

Here Abhinavagupta touches one of the central themes of the Parlitrfsika which
is contained in the concept or rather symbol of the heart, as given in the answer by
Bhairava:
kauliko 'yam vidhirdevi
mama hrdvyomnyavasthita� I 4 ab

We will come to the theme of the heart and of the central I-consciousness separately
(ch. 6).
,
Abhinavagupta then insists on the unobstructed nature of Anuttara, as shown
in the verse from the Spanda Karika, which agrees with the Mahabharata verse:

•

yatra sthitamidam sarvam karyam yasmacca nirgatam I
tasyanavrtarupatvanna nirodho 'sti kutracit 11
- Spanda Karikii 1.2

That in which this All is established, and from which it has come
forth
since its nature is unobstructed, there cannot be any obstacle
at all.

And he comments:
Even if He (Siva) is supposed to be obstructed by a cover (e.g. maya)
He still shines by His freedom in the form of that cover itself, and
thus the Lord is always of the nature of knowledge and activity.
- p . 79

•
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In relation to the phrases of the Mahabharata verse he states that the relative pronoun
yat conveys the sense of all the cases, i.e.: yasmin sarvam

. yatra, yata�, yasmat, ya�

Here is another argument from grammar for the all-pervasiveness of Anuttara,
namely that the cases of (Sanskrit) gralrunar exhaust all possible relationships, in
this case the relationship between Anuttara and the cosmic manifestation, the
idam sarvam .
•

•

In the first explanation of this satra, Abhinavagupta insists on the meaning of
the genitive as "without taking into account," "leaving aside," and understands it
in the sense, that "even the higher (uttara) is identical with Anuttara." R. Gnoli has
a note which brings out the meaning implied: "pttara is such in as far as it is
identified with Anuttara, is an aspect of it, and therefore Anuttara is such even
without taking it into account, whether it is present or not."44 Uttara, which implies
the empirical reality, cannot exist except in its identification with Anuttara:

uttaramapi anuttara tiidatmyenaiva bhavennanyatha I
- p. 28
And therefore even the difference (between the levels of reality, i.e. the empirical
uttara) is resting only on the non-difference (bheda hi ayamuttararupo nitarameva
abheda-bhuvamadhisayya tatha bhavet, ibid.).
In the context of this commentary Abhinavagupta quotes two short phrases by
Somananda. One is a comment on Bhairava saying: kathayami, "1 am going to tell/
reveal this": The subject is l3hairava who says " owing to the eagerness of the enquiry;
that it is 1 who, being present as Consciousness in all, declare this."45 The second
quote is again expressed in the brevity and directness typical of Somananda's
style:

kirh bahuna sarvamevanuttaram-anuttaratviit I

p. 32

What is there to say much? Everything is anuttara, because of being
Anuttara.
44. Ibid., p. 49-50 note 151, tr. from Italian.
45. Gnoli takes the quote to contain only the first sentence: kathyayami iti uccarayami utkalikata

iti (p. 30 of J.S. Skt.).
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It sounds as though it were simply a tautological statement,46 which comes of
course at the end of a whole progressive development (which is missing in the
case of Somananda's commentary). But is not any true philosophical statement a
kind of tautology?
This follows the last phrase of the Mahabharata verse:
yasca sarvamayo nit yam
tasmai sarviitmane nama� I

-

-

p. 32

He who is eternally present in all things,
him, the Self of all, do I adore.

•

Abhinavagupta inserts an ontology in the whole interpretation by another nirvacana
analysis of the word sadya� (as occurring in the answer of Bhairava), deriving it
from sat, being: sat + ya�, he who is the Supreme Lord is that Being, identifying
sat with akula, anuttara, dhruva (p. 30 Skt., p. 80 tr.).
tadevedam sarvam sat - kaulikavidhirupam
All this is Being, in the form of the kaulikavidhi (the order of creation).

It is an ontological argument to reach the same conclusion: "No object whatever
can exist apart from the pure Bhairava who is both Light of Consciousness (prakaSa)
and its Reflection (vimarsa}." 0.5., tr., p. 80; Gnoli, p. 54). We need not go further
into this argument, which he sums up in the phrase of the sloka:
.

�

ya� sarvam
Who is all.
•
•

At the enq of the commentary connecting Anuttara with uttara, with kaulikavidhi, and with sarvam, he steps down from the high level of his argumentation to
the simple explanation by people "without any knowledge of grammar, logic,
traditional teaching and personal experience" (p. 32), summarising the development:
By the use of the words anuttara, etc. in one and a half verses, the
question pertaining to Siva has been put. In hrdayasthii tu yii sakti� the

46. Or a circular argument, the hetu, anuttaratvat coincides ontologically with the pak$a. Such
hetus are called svabhava hetu. In any case the statement need not be construed as an
anumana.
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question pertains to SaktL In that part of the book which contains
the answer, viz., s(1Ju devi . . uttarasyiipyanuttaram, the explanation
offered is: "Listen about uttara, Le. the expansion of Sakti, and also
about anuttara, Le. the expansion of Siva ." In this case, if the
explanation is from the point of view of Trika, there arises the
contingency of a third question regarding nara.
.

With this summary ends the bimba part of the text, which he calls even
granthilntaram, as if it is another text.
•

I

•

•

ecarIsamata
Harmony with the Energy of
Consciousness Moving-in-the-Void
THE question of the DevI in verse one is aimed at attaining a state of equality,
equilibrium, sameness or harmony (samata) with the Power called khecarf. Here
the problem of translation becomes acute, because none of the proffered translations
can satisfy.1 The reason is the condensed nature of the Sanskrit language, and the
richness and multi-layered implications of Tantric symbolism. This Tantric
symbolism however goes back to the Veda, as Abhinavagupta himself indicates by
equating kha (space, void) with Brahman (p. 38 tr.). Although khecarf becomes a
specific concept of the Krama School, the Vedic implications of kha have to be
taken into account for its interpretation. Kha means the void, the hollow of the
axle-wheel which makes the movement of the wheel possible. If it is empty, the
movement is smooth, hence su-kha, if it is blocked, there is obstruction, hence
du�-kha. Then kha denotes the open space, the sky, as a synonym of vyoman and
akasa. The microcosmic correspondence is the inner space in the "cave of the heart"
(hrdayakasa), which, according to the Chandogya Upani$ad contains the entire
cosmos.2 B�sides, since the Atharvaveda, kha denotes the (seven or nine) openings
or "holes" in the body, and hence stands for the sense organs.3 In the context of
Tantra khecarf is related to the "wheel of energies" (sakticakra), which is connected
•

1 "Sameness with the Universal Consciousness-power" Gaideva Singh), "L'eterovaga entra
in uno stato di equilibrio" (R. Gnoli).
2. Cf. Chandogya Upani$l1d, VIII.l.

3. Cf. Atharvaveda X.2.6ab: ka� sapta khani vi tatarda srr�aIJi karIJavimau nasike Cak�aIJf
mukham I "Who bored out the seven apertures in his head these ears, the nostrils, the
eyes, the mouth?" (tr. WD. Whitney).

•

•
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with the senses.4 We need not go- further in this analysis, but all these meanings
have to be kept in mind in understanding khecarf: the absolute Void which is
identified with Brahman, symbolised by the sky; the inner space in the heart; the
sense organs, and the dynamism of the wheel, strengthened by the suffix -cara/
carf, "moving."

.

Khecarf is then a Sakti, or rather, the highest dynamism of Anuttara. In the
Krama system she is part of a sequence (hence krama) of four manifestations of the
Power. In the brief definition of the Pariitrfsika Vivarana:
•

The meaning of khecarf is as follows. That Sakti is khecarf, who abiding
in kha, Le. brahma which is identical with herself roams about, Le.
functions in various ways (carati). This khecarf in her universal aspect
functions (carati) in three ways. She (as gocarr) brings about a
knowledge of objects, (as dikcarl) effects movements, such as grasping,
relinquishing, etc., (as bhacarl) exists in the form of objective existents.
Thus this khecarf exists as gocarf in the form of anta�kara1:za (the inner
psychic apparatus), as dikcarf in the form of bahi�kara1J.a (Le. outer
senses), as bhacarf in the form of objective existents, as (the colour)
blue, etc., or subjective existents as pleasure, etc.
Similarly, in the individual aspects, the Saktis that are known
succ.essively as vyomacarf in the void (of consciousness) in which the
distinction between subject and object has not yet appeared, as gocarf
in the form of anta�kara1J.a in which there is just appearance of
knowledge, as dikcarf in the form of the outer senses suggesting the
appearance of diversity in which state there is diversity of the knower
from the knowable' object, as bhacarf in the form of bhavas or existents
in which there is preponderance of clear diversity in the objects,
are in reality, according to the principle enunciated, non-distinct
from khecarf which abides in the essential nature i.e. anuttara. Thus
that Sakti of the Supreme Lord is only one.
pp. 38-39

In the context of the Pariitrfsikii, khecarf is this One Energy containing all other
lower aspects of Her manifestations, that are one with Her.
Now the aim of the question of the DevI is to attain samatii with this Power.
4. Cf. an excellent description of the sakticakra by M. Dyczkowski in his The Doctrine of
Vibration, pp. 117-38.
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Samata or samya has been variously translated as "equality, sameness,
homogeneousness, balance, equanimity," etc. But according to the granunarian
Patafijali5 sama does not mean "equal" in a quantitative sense. It means rather
"proportionate, fitting, harmonious," and the example given is quite down-to
earth: if in a dish of dal the amount of salt would be (quantitatively) equal, the dish
would be spoilt. Saying that salt should be sama rather implies, "in right proportion,"
so as to create a harmonious taste. Similarly, at another level, the ideal of samata
relates to balance, harmony, a sense of oneness which does not deny the difference
of the component elements of the given unity. "The word samata refers to a vision
of universal harmony, of "equality" of all beings, and the equal feelings of
compassion and impal'tiality towards all beings, which is neither stoic indifference
nor democratic equality."6
•

But here the goal is harmony with the Power of Consciousness Moving-in-the
Void: khecarf-samatti. While proposing a detailed interpretation, Abhinavagupta
employs a phenomenological and psychological method. He analyses the emotions
like passion and anger (kama-krodha) which are nothing but expressions of the
same Power, but which can either lead downward to a state of disharmony
(vai�amya, the opposite of samata), or which can lead to union with the Divine
Power which is the very source of all emotions. Samata means also that the lower
energies (gocarf, dikcarf, bhacarf) are not to be seen in separation from the central
Consciousness-Power, khecarf:
t

That very khecarf is perceived separately (from the Divine) in the
form of desire, anger, etc. However, the samata or sameness of khecarf
means the perception of her full divine nature everywhere (in sabda
or sound, rupa or form and colour, rasa or taste, gandha or smell,
sparsa or contact) because of her being of the nature of perfect
Bhairava. Even an iota of the ignorance of the nature of the integral anuttara
amounts to a contrary state of the mind. [emphasis mine] It is this contrary
p. 39
state that constitutes transmigratory existence (sarhsara).

This sentence (in emphasis) is crucial:
5. Cf. Pii1Jini Siltra V.1.119 with Pataftjali, Mahilbhil$ya.
6. B. Baumer, "Universal Harmony: Samata in Kashmiri Saivism", in: Universal Responsibility.
A Felicitation Volume in Honour of His Holiness the Fourteenth Dalai LAma, Tenzin Gyatso, on
His Sixtieth Birthday, ed. by R.c. Tewari, Krishna Nath, New Delhi, 1995, pp. 111-19.

•
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avikalanuttarasvarupaparijftanameva
aIJumatramapi
cittavrrttrnam vai$amyam I
p. 14, ll. 2-3
Samsara is nothing but the non-recognition of the unfragmented (avikala, whole)
nature of Anuttara which leads to imbalance, disharmony (vai$amya). Positively it
means that in all experiences and sensations, even the apparently negative ones,
the awareness of their oneness with Supreme Consciousness should not be lost
sight of. It is the analysis of vai$amya which throws light on its opposite, samata.
When owing to the absence of limitation, the aberration (vai�amya)
of the modes of the mind caused by the non-recognition of the
essential nature ceases, the very states of anger, delusion, etc., appear
as only an expression of the consciousness of the perfect, revered
Lord Bhairava Himself.
p. 40
,

•

•

Abhinavagupta adduces some of the oft-quoted phrases by Somananda in his
Sivadrsti:
o • •

sukhe du�khe vimohe ca sthito 'ham parama� Siva� I
- Vll.105
Whether in pleasure, in suffering, or in delusion, I abide (in all
states) as the Supreme Siva.

And the phrase which explains that even negative states lead to an expansion of
conSCIousness:
•

du�khe 'pi pravikilsena sthairyilrthe dhrtisamgamat I
.
Ibid., V.9
Even in pain there is expansion (of consciousness) with the purpose
of steadfastness (or: patience, tranquillity), due to association with
firm endurance.

Most of the spiritual practices (dhilraIJa) of the Vijftilna Bhairava, and implicitly of
the Paratrfsikil, are based on the intensification of any experience or emotion which
leads to the expansion of consciousness.7 The same is also propounded by the
Spanda Kilrikil.8
7. Cf. VBh 118.

8. Cf. SpICa 1.22.
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When their real nature is known, then these very mental states (such
as anger, delusion, etc.) bring about, by the means referred to (viz.
khecarl-samata) liberation in life itself.
p. 41

Psychological observation and spiritual experience show that any emotion at the
point of its arising is still in a state of nirvikaZpa, before it is manifested externally:9
This is what is meant by the knowledge of their (i.e. the states of
desire, anger, etc.) real nature. These states of anger, etc. at the time
of their arising are of the fOlm of nirvikalpa, i.e. they are sheer energy
of the divine.
p. 41
.

Khecarf being the collective energies of the Supreme Lord, she contains all
experiences, emotions, which are nothing but the rays of the Sun of Consciousness:
Even the states of anger,' etc., exist because of their identity with the
wondrous play of the (divine) consciousness, otherwise their very
existence would be impossible. The divine sense-goddesses
themselves carrying out the various plays (of life) are like the rays of
Siva-sun. The sense-divinities by combining among themselves
become of innumerable sorts.
p. 40

Abhinavagupta demonstrates this concretely with the example of sexuality which
he analyses psychologically and physiologically, with the two concepts: ojas, vital
energy, and vfrya, which has to be applied to both sexes as the sexual power.
Now whatever enters the inner psychic apparatus or the outer senses
of all beings, that abides as sentient life-energy (cetanarape1J.a
prii1J.iitmanii) in the middle channel, i.e. su�umnii whose main
characteristic is to enliven all the parts of the body. That life-energy
is said to be ojas (vital lustre), that is then diffused as an enlivening
factor in the form of conunon sexual power (vlrya) in all parts of the
body. Then when an exciting visual or auditory perception enters
the percipient, then on account. of its exciting p ower, it fans the
flame of passion in the form of the agitation of the sexual power.
- p. 4210
,

,

9. Cf. VBh 96, 97, 101.
10. J. Singh translates vriya as "seminal energy," which limits it to the male only, whereas both
sexes are meant, hence the translation "a sexual power."

•
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All sense-experiences are related to this vital energy, so here too the
interconnectedness of all things (sarvaril sarviitmakam) is applied:
Since everything is an epitome of all things for all people, even
memory or idea of a thing can surely bring about agitation because
of the excitement of innumerable kinds of experiences like sound,
etc. lying subconsciously in the omnifarious mind.
p. 42
-

•

•

What applies to the excitement of love equally applies to aesthetic experience,
both having ultimately as "source of its pleasure the supreme I-consciousness full
of creative pulsation, beyond the range of space and time, of the nature of perfect
Bhairava-consciousness, the absolute sovereignty, full of the power of bliss" (p.
43) . 11 It is again the intensity of the sense excitement which gives the sensibility for
'
beauty: sahrdayatii.
Excessive delight is possible only to those whose heart is expanded
by sexual energy which has the boundless capacity to strengthen
sensibility and which is established in them by repe_ated association
with objects of enjoyment.
p. 43

adhikacamatkariivesa eva vfryalajobhiitmii sahrdayatii nayate . . .
- p. 16, 11. 14-15

Since experiences in the realm of the senses, whether sexual or aesthetical, are not
only blissful but can turn into pain or grief, even the intensity of despair (as on the
death of a loved one) can suddenly be transformed into joy (p. 44).
partake in the Sakti who resides
blissful or painful
All these experiences
as kur;.qalinf in the body, and who is ever in union with Siva. What happens in
such an intense experience is that the two breaths, inbreath and outbreath, get
dissolved in the central vein:
When there is the dissolution of prii1Ja and apiina (marudiidi) in sU$umnil
which, as the central channel, is full of the storage of the energy of
all the senses, then one's consciousness gets entry into that stage of
11. Skt. p. 16, 11. 5-7 : vrryavik$obha ca vrryasya svamayatvena abhinnasyiipi adesakalaparipur1Jabhairava-sarhvidatmakarh
kalitaspandamaya-mahilvimarsarupameva
sViitantryamiinanda . saktimayarh sukhaprasavabhu� I
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the great central su�umnil channel where it acquires union with the
pulsation of one's Sakti (nijasakti-k�obhatildtltmyarh), then all sense of
duality dissolves, and there is the perfect I-consciousness generated
by the abundance of the perfection of one's own inherent Sakti.
Then by one's entry into the union of Siva and Sakti
(rudrayilmalayogilnupravesena) which consists in the bliss of their
essential nature of manifestation, and by one's complete integration
with the expansive flow of the energy of the great mantra of perfect
I-consciousness, there is the manifestation of the akula or anuttara
(absolute) Bhairava-nature, which is beyond all differentiation
(nistaranga), unalterable and eternal (dhruvapadtltmaTca ).
p. 44

Even the bliss of sexual union is actually a participation in the Divine union of Siva
and Sakti and it does not depend on the body. It can be experienced in actual
physical union or in memory. In confirmation he quotes the PartUrfsika and Vijiiana
Bhairava.
What this excursus on the relation between the sexual energy and the khecarf
implies is this: All sense-experiences are ultimately connected with or derived
from the all-encompassing Divine Energy, and if they are experienced in a state of
harmony or oneness (samata), not of alienation or disturbance (vai$amya), they
lead to the very state of khecarf-samata. Nothing is excluded from that
conSCIOusness.
•

•

•

,

The examples given from the field of emotions and sexuality are important
because they link the levels of psychology and physiology with the Ultimate:
Therefore, homogeneousness (silmya or samatil) of the khecarf-sakti
constitutes liberation. This homogeneousness (sameness) of the
khecarf-sakti is due to the awareness of the essential nature of the
anuttara (i.e. the unsurpassable, Absolute Reality) which is constantly
present and which arises from the bliss of the recognition of the
completion of the union of the divine Sakti with Siva, and acquires
stability by the realisation of the consciousness of bliss of both
p. 42
(ubhayavimarsilnandaru4hi).
•

From the entire argument it becomes clear that there are basically only two states
of the human being in relation to Divine Consciousness: a state of alienation,

•

•
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-

imbalance, disturbance, disharmony (vai$amya),12 which is due to inattention,
limitation of the I-consciousness (a1J.ava), and a state of unity, harmony, equality
with the khecarf-sakti.
The movement from the one to the other, from the bondage of the limited
subject to the total freedom of Divine Consciousness is simply described by the
Tantra (verse 1) as: yena vijiiiitamiitre1J.a, "by mere recognition of this (Anuttara)."
,

Leaving aside the different interpretation by Abhinavagupta, the quotation
given from Somananda's Sivadr$# may suffice to explain this kind of knowledge:
ekavaram prama1J.ena sastradva guruvakyata� I
jiiiite sivatve sarvasthe pratipattya drdhatmana 11
kara1J.ena nasti krtyam kvapi bhavanayapiva 11
- VI1.5-6
Having once known the all-pervading Sivahood by a firm conviction
through reasoning, scripture and the word of the guru, there is
nothing to be done any more by means of spiritual practice involving
karana and bhavana.
•

A Comparative Note

I have translated samata/samya by "harmony," unlike other translations such as
"equality, sameness, uniformity, etc." The Greek harmonia has music as its basic
metaphor. The great philosopher and mystic Plotinus (CE 204/5-270) , who has
influenced the entire tra<;iition of Platonism and Christian mysticism, has expressed
a state of harmony which comes so close to the concept of khecarf samata that I am
inclined to quote it, since it can throw light on the state that is meant also by
Abhinavagupta. In Ennead 111.6 he writes, in the context of defining virtue and
vice: 13

12. In Latin the best translation would be dissimilitudo, in metaphysics the worldly realm is
described by the scholastics as regnum dissimilitudinis, "the reign of dissimilarity or
alienation."

13. Translated by AH. Armstrong, in his edition of Plotinus (Loeb Classical Library), Plotinus,
Ennead ill, Harvard University Press, 1967, rpt. 1993, p. 213.
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Now if we say that "virtue is harmony" and vice lack of harmony,
should we be expressing an opinion that accords with the views of
the ancients, and would the statement contribute something of no
small value to our investigation? For if the natural harmony of the
parts of the soul with each other is virtue, and their disharmony
vice, then there would be nothing brought in from outside, or from
another source, but each part would enter into the harmony just as
it is, or would not enter in, and remain in disharmony, because it
was the sort of thing it was; just as dancers dance, and sing in accord
with each other . . . so there, too, in the soul there is a harmony
.
when each part does what is proper to it.

Both Plotinus and Abhinavagupta aim at a non-dualistic understanding of harmony
and its opposite, with the ethical implications derived from it.
•

•

I

•

•

•

•
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•

Siva
pramata - knower, subject
iccha - energy of will

•

•

a
I

•

anuttara

pervading all
•

ha

m

Sakti
pramat:ta - knowledge
jfUina - energy of knowledge
.
tvam - you

Nara
Prameya - known, object
kriya - energy of activity
idam - this

Trika: Triadic Relationships
•

•

•

e 'I'hree GraIlllla
l tical Persons an

Trika

IT is a well-known fact that for Indian philosophers Sansk1:it grammar has played a
paradigmatic role and has served not only as a hermeneutic device, but also as the
model for understanding reality. 1 The "close link between thought and language"
and the importance of "linguistic and grammatical speculation . . . (which is)
unequalled in any other culture"2 has been studied by many scholars3 and has been
often contrasted with the Western model,4 based on mathematics and geometry.
"The philosopher's frequent adoption of the grammarian's modus operandi,"s
which applies to most of Indian philosophical literature, has been particularly
important in the context of the thinkers and authors of non-dualistic Saivism of
Kashmir.
The metaphysical background for the interrelationship between language and
reality is the doctrine of the in�erconnectedness of all things (sarvatmakatva).
"Sarvam sarvatmakam" means that the whole is present in each part, that all is
related to all, that "all is made of all. No reality may be said to be separate and self
contained, since everything is pervaded by a single nature, sivatii (as Somananda
insistently repeats in the Sivad!$ti) or the Power. Thus there do not really exist
•

•

1 Cf. also Betty Heimann, Facets of Indian Thought, esp. ch. XI. Indian Grammar and Style, pp.
154-77.
2. Cf. R. Torella, "Examples of the Influence of Sanskrit Grammar on Indian Philosophy", in:

East and West, vol. 27 (Dec. 1987), pp. 151-52.
3. To mention only: L. Renou, D.H.H. Ingalls, F. Staal, A. Padoux, R. Torella.
4. Cf. D. Seyfort Ruegg, "Mathematical and Linguistic Models in Indian Thought: The Case
of Zero and Siinyata", in: WZKS, vol. XXII, 1978, p, 171.
5. R. Torella, art. cit., p. 154.
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separations or confines of any kind, there is nothing that remains definitively
excluded from this circulation of the dynamism of Consciousness."6
Abhinavagupta finds the ideal paradigm for establishing the reality of the Triad
of Trika: Siva-Sakti-Nara in the grammatical as well as psychological structure of
the three persons:
I
•

you

he/she/it

•

aham - tvam - tat (idam, sa�, sa)

The exegetical context is the explanation of the address of Bhairava to the Devi
(v.3a): sPJu devi
First he goes into the aspect of hearing: "The highest goddess
hears everything. Abiding as she does in the form of the power of hearing, she has
that sovereign power (svatantrya) which consists in effecting congruous and suitable
connection by blertding all sounds in a meaningful whole."7
.

.

. .

The next starting point for interpretation is the vocative, "0 Goddess!," and
hence the fact that Siva in the first person addresses Devi in the second person, as
a "thou." Here follows both the gralmnatical and psychological proof for Trika:
Everything in the universe consists of the triad. That, which is only
confined to itself (as an object), is insentient and comes chiefly under
the category of nara, as for instance, "the jar is lying (on the ground)."
The above has reference only to the third person (prathama puru$a)
which is left to be supplied after the first and second person (se$a�).
- tr. p. 70
In the continuation of this passage Abhinavagupta is aiming at overcoming the
dichotomies (we could also say "trichotomies") usually attached to the three
grammatical persons, and he does it by showing the fluidity of the usage of the
personal pronouns, as they are interconnected and flow one into the other. However,
although the flow can be in any direction, ideally it is from below upwards, from
the third, inert, person, to the second and finally to the first person: aham. However,
passing through the second person is necessary in both ways: from the third person
(object) to the first (subject), and vice versa.
6. Torella, art. cit., p. 155.
7. Jaideva Singh, tr., p. 68.
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THE THREE G

The granmlatical structure of the vocative provides the occasion for analysing
the second person in relation to the first:
That which appears even as "this," when addressed, becomes
completely enveloped with the I-feeling of the addressor. The "this"
which is different from the addressor, wnen addressed as "you,"
becomes a form of S akti. In "you are standing" this is the meaning
of the second person, and the principle of addressing, viz. as I am
standing, even so "this is standing." Ordinarily, the I (aharhbhilva) of
the other person is different from the "I" of the person who is to be
addressed, but in the process of addressing, the addressor assimilates
the delightful autonomy of the addressed characterised by I-feeling
to his own, and considering it as identical with the uninterrupted
delight of his own I-feeling starts addressing him. In this light, he is
addressing him in the true sense of the second person. This sense
in which the addressor and the addressed, though different, become
one in the act of addressing is indicative of the parilparil goddess
(whose characteristic is identity-in-diversity).
pp. 70-71

The entire argument rests on the importance given to the (absolute, ultimate) "I"
in the system of Trika and Pratyabhijna, developed most vigorously by Utpaladeva,8
who states in his Ajaqapramatr Siddhi:

prakasasyatmavisrantirahambhavo hi kfrtita� I t
ukta saiva ca visranti� sarvapek$anirodhata� I
svatantryamatha kartrtvam mukhyamfsvaratapi ca
\

It

The resting in the self of the pure Light is called I-consciousness. It
is called "repose" because it is free from all dependency and
independent of any other agency or lordship.
vv. 22cd-23
•

•

8. Cf. Torella, Introduction to Isvarapratyabhijiiil Karika, p. XXIX: "Utpaladeva is one who

chose to use this word (i.e. aham), regardless of the associations generally attached to it in
Indian thought, being aware of the fact that the risk of reification that has always weighed
heavily on the word iltman was even more negative, and that this makes it less suitable for
expressing the unpredictable overflowing of the divine personality. The term "I" is
implicitly aimed against the two conceptions that are, after all, closest to the Pratyabhijfta
and which it most aspires to differentiate itself from: the consciousness devoid of a subject
of the Vijftanavada and the static iltman-Brahman of the Vedanta."
•

•

•

•
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And he adds in his own Vrtti:
It (the absolute) is established in consciousness (sarhvit), therefore it
is a repose in nothing but the own being of consciousness; and this
is (precisely) called the "I-feeling" (aharhbhilva) of the nature of the
awareness of the fullness of the "I."
In the Vivarar;a, Abhinavagupta supports this pre-eminence with reference to the

Bhagavad-Gftii:

'

In the freedom of the uninterrupted delight of I-consciousness
completely independent of any reference to anything else, expressed
in the form "I am standing," it is in every respect (sarvatlul) the revered
para (highest) sakti that is at work. In that lies the pre-eminence of
the first person. As it has been said, "Since ·1 transcend the perishable
and also the imperishable, therefore, am I known as the highest
BhG, XV, 189
puru$a, Le. as the first person."

,

,

Here the verb asmi (am) has been used with reference to "I," the
first person, to indicate its pre-eminence over both the perishable
p. 71
and the imperishable.

But the possible misunderstanding in confusing the ultimate "I" with the limited
I-consciousness (mita-pramiitr) has to be removed inunediately:
Here in every case, it is not the limited I identified with the body
that is referred to. The limited I (identified with the body) being an
object of the senses is obviously incompatible with that (the real,
unlimited I). Thus. this (Le. unlimited) I is of the nature of the self
luminous Siva. Therefore of the (universal, unlimited) Consciousness
(bodha) which is self-luminous, there is neither any diminution nor
augmentation. Both diminution and augmentation being of the
9. Abhinavagupta's commentary on this verse in his Grtarthasarhgraha is revealing in this
context.
,

Cf. also BhG XV.l5: sarvasya caharh hrdi sannivi$tho matta� smrtirjnanamapohanam ca I And
Abhinavagupta's commentary: "I am the heart (hrdaya) of all knowables such as a jar, etc.
That heart is of the nature of consciousness of freedom (svatantrya), which contains within
itself all objects. In that heart, vimarsa takes the form of aham. And from that vimarsa
emerges knowledge in the form of mahiIsr$ti, which is that which did not exist before." (tr.
Boris Marjanovic, p. 305).
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nature of aprakasa cannot be an aspect of the Light of Consciousness
(lit. cannot enter consciousness). The middle state which is only
relative to the state of diminution and augmentation is also nothing.
Therefore the notion of I, which is inseparable from the universal
consciousness of Siva (tadbodhavicchedarupa) and free from all relativity
is not applicable to situations of augmentation, diminution, and
the middle state between these indicated by thisness, i.e. objectivity
p. 71
and absence of objectivity.

This classification is not only of philosophical importance, it has far-reaching
consequences as well in the psychological and social fields. There it is mostly not
the true, i.e. spiritual "I" which operates, but the ahamkara, the artificial (krtrima)
ego which clashes with other egos, as long as they have not realised their essential
oneness in the universal I (pUrIJiihantii). Psychologists know exactly what is meant
by the diminution or augmentation of the I as ego: the first leading to depression
and loss of self-confidence; and the second leading to maniacal and egocentric
behaviour. Both are obviously far removed from the true central I-consciousness
or ahambhava.
But the I-thou is not denied as a real personal relationship. In fact, the first and
second persons are so close to each other as gralrunar has laid it down (not only in
Sanskrit but practically in all languages):lo
The notion of "you" i.e. the second person which, though indicative
of separateness, is actually similar to that of "1." "Therefore both
you and I are described as genderless" (i.e. they are used for both
genders). The application of number, etc., i.e. dual and plural of
these words according to the usage depending on the enumeration
or difference of the body is appropriate from the point of view of
pafapara sakti in the dual and apara-sakti in the plural. The difference
determined by the sakti of the Divine freedom is considered as one
in the case of several bodies which can be traced in such usages as
"we two, you two, we all, you all."
pp. 71-72
•

Augmentation, etc. being associated with the body cannot be even figuratively
•

10. In German the verb sein (to be) is declined as: ich bin du bist er ist, where the second
person (du) combines the first and the third: bi(n)+ist=bist. (I owe this idea to Arindam
Chakravarti).

•
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employed in the case of consciousness, for diminution and augmentation cannot
be reasonably applied to consciousness.
But if we speak of interpersonal relationship at the level of I-you, what about
the (so-called) third person which is considered to be insentient (jaqa)?

•

•

"Everything is an epitome of alL" According to this universal
principle, even the insentient third persons (narlttmano jaqa api)
shedding their insentiency can become entitled to [share in] the
use of second and first person (sakti-saivarupabhajo bhavanti), for
instance, in "listen, 0 mountains," the third person has been treated
as second person, in "of mountains, I am Meru,"ll the third person
has been treated as the third person. The second person which
pertains to sakti, can be shedding its sakti character, acquire the aspect
of the third person, for instance, in "you whose fear has vanished,
are fortitude (lit. the power of fortitude) itself," "you" not being
used as a form of address has appropriately acquired the aspect of
the third person. Usage like bhavltn (you) with particular, subsequent
use of words like pltda�, gurava� (revered one) which are used only in
the case of another person, being used as third person which is
characteristic of nara is fairly recognised. The second person also
which is characteristic of sakti, shedding its particular use acquires
the aspect of first person which is characteristic of Siva, for instance,
"0 dear friend (female friend), 0 loved one, thou art I" is an accepted
usage. The first person characteristic of Siva, shedding its aspect of
first person which is cit, also betakes to the aspect of the third person
characteristic of nara, or second person characteristic of sakti. In the
following expressions, "Who am I?" "this one am I," "0 I," "Fie to
me," "0 to me" etc. the uninterrupted autonomy of I is subdued,
and it is chiefly the separate "this one" that becomes predominant.
In such a case, it is as if separateness characteristic of aparlt sakti, in
other words, nararupa or third person that becomes prominent. In
"0 I," etc., Siva contacts the throb of pariiparii sakti (Le. enters the
sphere of second person) . But in such cases, the preceding state
acquires the succeeding state without transgressing its previous
nature. Thus the third person characteristic of nara can clearly mount
to the stage of the second (the Sakti stage) and even to the first
11. Bhagavad-Gftii X.23.
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person (i.e. S iva stage) but the contrary course of mounting cannot
be admissible.
pp. 72-73

-

The entire argument of this passage is based on the usage of language in which the
three persons flow and get merged into one another. This implies personal
relationships even with things
again a common psychological phenomenon .
.
g the objective experience.
and it implies objec '
g the subjective and subjec '
•

Among the many identifications of Kr!?I).a with the most eminent among any
group of things or persons in the GUIl,12 Abhinavagupta has here given only an
example, but in fact the entire procedure of identification with the (Divine) "I"
illustrates the same principle of transforming the inert third person into the all
encompassing first person, passing through the second. The "it," "he" or "she"
becomes personified as a "you" and is then assumed into the "I," the true subject.
In terms of Trika, Nara becomes personalised as Sakti and internalised in Siva.
The identification of the "I" of Kr!?I).a with different objects also reveals another
aspect, that of symbolisation. The "I" or self is after all only experienced in one's
own interiority, as Abhinavagupta along with many other Indian philosophers
stresses. Even in the most abstract of thinkers, e.g. in Vedanta, the self (iitman) is
expressed by a number of images, most of them taken from the Upani!?adsY Thus
the granunatical abstraction is filled with symbols and images of the "I," and these
images are again a third person assumed into the first.
In terms of. Trika we have seen that the first person is at the level of Siva, of
Para-Sakti; the second person is at the level of Sakti and of Parapara-Sakti, and the
third person at the level of Nara and Apara (see table). Obviously, Sakti and Parapara
are mediating between the third and the first person, both ways .
•

The granunatical argument for Trika is further strengthened by referring to
the numbers: Singular for Siva, dual for Sakti, plural for Nara.
12. Bhagavad-Grtii X.21-38. It is surprising that Abhinavagupta, in his commentary on the Gftii
(Gftiirthasamgraha) does not use this text for a commentary in the sense of the absolute "I."
In the end (on verse 42) he only stresses the implicit non-duality of these statements (cf. tr. p.
236).
-

13. Cf. T. Goudriaan, "Imagery of the Self from Veda to Tantra", in: The Roots of Tantra, eds.
K.A. Harper and RL. Brown, SUNY Press, Albany, 2002, pp. 171-92.

•

•
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Each of this triad, without giving up its nature, becomes of three
forms, viz. singular (Siva-bhava), dual (Sakti-bhava) and plural (nara
bhava). It has been said,
•

•

"One thing becomes dl:lal, and after becoming dual, it becomes
plural ." Of one and the same thing, when it is only one, then it
connotes the nature of Siva, since there is no other as counterpart.
When there is a counterpart, then it is the nature of Sakti. In the
case of many denoting difference, there is the nature of nara. Thus
we have ghata�, one jar denoting oneness, and thus Siva-bhava, ghatau,
two jars, denoting Sakti-bhava, ghata�, many jars, denoting the aspect
of nara . In a copulative compound (dvandva samasa) in which the
members, if uncompounded, would be in the same case and
connected by the conjunction "and," we have an example of many
'
things forming a sort of unity, thus denoting Siva, e.g. ghatapatapa�a1Ja�
(jar, cloth, stones). In a verb also, e.g. ti�thati (one is standing or
sitting) denotes Siva: ti�thata� (two are standing or sitting) denotes
Sakti, ti�thanti (many are standing or sitting) denotes nara. In fact,
the entire manifestation is the expansion of kriyasakti brought about
by the one alone (Le. by Siva). As has been said:
•

•

"By reducing the many (Le. the nara-rupa and sakti-rupa to the one
(i.e. Siva-rupa) who is there who will not be liberated from bondage?"
Therefore, when the third person (nara), the second person (Sakti)
and the first person (Siva) are used together, simultaneously, there
is the absorption of the lower in the higher and higher, because it is
the higher that contains the truth of the lower, e.g. in sa cd tvarh ca
ti�thatha� (he and you are standing), the number of the verb sth/l (to
stand) is used in the second person which indicates that the third
person (nara) has been absorbed in the second (sakti). In sa ca tvarh ca
aharh ca ti�thama� (he, you and I are standing), the verb ti�thama� which
is the plural number of the verb in the first person has been used
even for the third and the second person which is indicative of the
fact that the third and second person are absorbed in the first.
- pp . 73-74
-

The pre-eminence 0.£ oneness over multiplicity, and of pure subjectivity over
objectivity, reflects the non-dual nature of the Trika system.
If language is a mirror of (metaphysical) reality, it cannot be confined to Sanskrit

•
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alone, and Abhinavagupta is quite conscious of it in making the observation as
under:
It is only this state of complete understanding, the essence of the
residual traces of the innate, perfect I-consciousness which is
followed by the grammarians in their descriptive rules. Similarly,
even in local dialects, e.g. the language (e.g. Pali) used by the
Buddhists or used in Andhra or Dravi9.ian region, this manner alone
of speech and meaning (lit. expressed by words) which originally
follows the instinctive feeling of the heart, conveys by its delightful
impression this form (viz. the form of nara, Sa'k ti and Siva) or
p. 74
understanding.

Abhinavagupta surnmarises his insight into the importance of language by quoting
himself (a fragment not traced in his published works), in the incomplete version
of the KSTS edition:
. . . na hrdayamgamagaminr gr�

reconstructed by Swami Lakshman Joo to:
na sa grryii na hrdayamgamagamin(l4

and translated by Jaideva Singh as:
That is no speech which does not reach the heart directly.
- p. 74

He then sums up the entire argument in terms of Trika:
So in every way, this kind of comprehension is innate. As has been
said: "Without the form of nara, Sakti and Siva (tair), there is neither
word, nor meaning, nor mental movement."
In Malinrvijayatantra also, it has been said:
As the one Sakti of Siva (sambho� saktirekaiva sankarr) abides, presiding
over the entire class (of words, in first, second and third person),
.
Ill, 34
even so has she been related unto you.

In Tantrasamuccaya also, it is said:
-

14. As contained in the text ed. by J. Singh, p. 2Z Gnoli translates the first version by: "La parola
rivela il cuore" (the word reveals the heart), p. 49.

•

•
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-

This universe is established always and is in every way involved in
third person (nara), second person (Sakti) and first person (Siva)
both in the dealings of worms and the all-knowing.
Thus this universe consisting of the bearer of third, second and
first person designations (nara-sakti- sivatmakam) has been explained
according to the teaching of the traditional clear comprehension.
This all-inclusive order of experience (sarvarhsaha� pratipattikrama�)
consisting of the third, second and first persons has been
p . 74
manifested by the free will of the highest Lord.

On the strength of the argument from grammar Abhinavagupta succeeds in
showing the interdependence of the three categories of Trika, but also their ultimate
identity in the pervasive nature of the Divine Subject. He concludes with his
characteristic self-irony, trying to stop himself from any further elaboration:
\

So enough of elaboration of a topic which can appeal to the hearts
of only a few people who have received the teaching from a guru,
who are of refined taste, who are well-read (lit. who have heard
from the learned people a great deal), and who have been purified
by the descent of the Supreme grace. So, "listen, 0 goddess" has
p. 74
been explained.

We find a wonderful theistic confirmation of the validity of the argument of the
three persons and corresponding personal pronouns in K�emaraja's conunentary
on Utpaladeva's S ivastotravalr (III.14):

uttama� puru$o 'nyo 'sti
YU$matcche$avise$ita� I
tvaril mahapuru$astveko
n*se$apuru$asraya� 1 1
The "first person" is distinguished from the "second person"
and from the "third person" as well.
You alone are the Great Person,
the refuge of all persons.
Tr. Bailly
•

Commentary: It is well-known that Hari (Vi1?I:m) is the Supreme
Person (puru$ottama): He is characterised as second person (and the
in the case of (all) the
by "you"
other grammatical persons)
subjects who are the superintending (persons) of the non-
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differentiated essence of all knowledge, being attained through the
essential nature of another superintending self
this is well
defined.
Thus the Agama also says: "He is called Vi�l).u by the Vai�l).avas."
"You are the Great Person, because of your being the support
(substratum) of all persons, from· Sakala up to Sadasiva."15 By the
word "other" he implies a different meaning. "One" means "non
dual." This is one meaning of the verse.
On the other hand, according to the grammatical method, that
which is the first person in the sense of as mad, he is characterised as
second and third person, i.e. he becomes differentiated. He (i.e.
Mahapuru$a) is special because, reflecting on the isolated first person,
due to its inclination, it has the sense of the second person. That
which is the support (substratum) of all persons is the state of repose.
Having reflected on the objectivity of everything, and resting only
in subjectivity, as when one wants to say: "he cooks, you cook and I
cook," one expresses it by saying: "we cook" one should notice that
in such a (grammatical) usage, this is the intended meaning. For
you are the support (substratum) of all persons, i.e. the first, second
and third persons, being of the nature of unconditioned
consciousness underlying all conditioned persons.
•

.

\

Therefore, when there is the reflective awareness "that is seen by
me, that was seen by me," "this," "that," the two elements though
divided into perceiving subject and perceived object are manifested
within the (true) cogniser (pramiitr, subject).
- Isvarapratyabhijna Karika I.4.8 (tr. Torella)
Therefore (you alone are) Mahapuru�a, the Great Lord, because,
like Mahadeva, the word mahat is applied to you only.

Besides using the same argument as Abhinavagupta does, namely, that the collective
plural of the first, second and third person takes the form of the first person plural,
thus indicating the pre-eminence of the first person, what is significant in the
passage above is the statement about the Mahapuru$a being uttama puru$a and
-

15. I.e. all the SUbjects, from the limited individual up to the level of Sadasiva in the scale of the
tattvas.

•

•
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being the substrahlm of all persons. This is so because He alone is unconditioned
consciousness, whereas all other persons are conditioned.
The whole theme has of course been elaborated by Utpaladeva in his
lsvarapratyabhijfia Karika and Vrtti, and by Abhinavagupta in his commentaries,
but this much may suffice to show the grammatical argument for establishing (a)
the universality of Trika, and (b) the Divine, absolute "I" being pure Consciousness
underlying all persons and their relationships.
The psychological, social and spiritual implications of these arguments for the
distinctness as well as the interconnectedness of the three persons, based on
graImnatical usage, are far-reaching, because no person, no living being and even
no inert thing is isolated, since their true relationship is located in the Divine I, the
Consciousness underlying everything. Nothing is excluded, neither plurality nor
the internal ontology of each person. Thus the closer a person comes spiritually to
the central I-consciousness, abandoning the limited ego, the more he or she is
connected and interconnected with the whole of reality: sarvaril sarvatmakam.16
•

Trika

Sakti

persons

numbers

Siva

Para

aham

singular

Sakti

Parapara

tvam

dual

Nara

•

Apara

idam/ sah/ sa
•

plural
•

16. A different, more historical and sociological approach to the notion of person and

personhood has been elaborated by A. Sanderson in his article: "Purity and power among
.
the Br
of Kashmir", in: The Category of the Person, eds. M. Carrithers, S. Collins, S.
Lukes, Cambridge University Press 1985, pp. 190-216.

•

e Heart and the Res

g Place

of I-Consciousness '
THE Heart (hrd, hrdaya) is a central symbol of both Tantra and Vivara't}Jl. Calling it
a symboP indicates the multi-layered meanings which make it more pervasive
than any other "concept" of the text, and in a sense, of the Trika and Para traditions.
Two of Abhinavagupta's mangalaslokas (v. 1 and 3) have already shown the depth
of meaning (chapter one). The brief definition which Abhinavagupta gives in
conunenting on the word hrdayastha (sakti) in verse 2 of the question of the DevI
shows the many layers of meaning. Here he analyses the adjective to Sakti in three
parts: hrt
aya
stha:
Hrt is the supreme foundation of the nature of consciousness of all objective
experiences like blue, etc. and �ubjective experiences like pleasure, etc. and
also of the empirical experients conditioned by the body, prii1Ja and buddhi.
Ayil (plural of aya) means knowledge of manifold, varied objects like jar,
cloth, etc. brought about by its own freedom. Sthil means this scintillating
sakti abiding in them. So hrdayasthil means the radiating Energy abiding in
the knowledge of varied objects brought about by the supreme conscious
base of all objective and subjective experiences and experients by its own
freedom.
p. 61, tr. modified
saroasya nflasukhilde� dehapril1Jabuddhyildesca pararh prati$thilsthilnarh sarhvidiitrna hrt .
. .
p. 21
-

The very dynamism of this explanation shows the inclusiveness and vastness of
this conception of the Heart. Before going into a more detailed explanation with
reference to other relevant texts, we may give a survey of the occurrences of hrd /
•

1.

In agreement with P. Muller-Ortega who has devoted a monograph on the Heart, with
reference to the Laghuvrtti.

•
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hrdaya in the Tantra itself:

.

Verse 2 :

hrdayastha, referring to the Sakti (as given above)

Verse 4 :

mama hrdvyomni . . . Bhairava's answer: "in the space / ether
of my heart."

•

Verse 10 :

hrdayam bhairaviitmana�: the heart of the nature of Bhairava

Verse 11 :

hrdayam devadevasya: the heart of the God of gods
mantra called hrdayabfja SAUI:I

=

the

=

Verse 25 :

hrdayabfjastham . . . The mantra SAUI:I

Verse 27 :

hrdaya: with reference to. nyasa performed on the parts of
the body, hence the bodily location

Verse 35 :

hrtpadmantargatam dhyayet: one should meditate on the
inner space in the lotus of the heart.

Thus in the Tantra we find already several levels of meaning which Abhinavagupta
is explaining in the commentary.
The Heart is introduced both by the question of the Devl in verse 2 and by the
answer of Bhairava in verse 4. She introduces her question by addressing the Lord
in very personal terms, in the satra:

etad guhyam mahaguhyam kathayasva mama prabho
.

I

p. 53

Abhinavagupta analyses mahaguhyam in two ways:
Tell me this secret, this great mystery, my Lord.
or:
Tell me this secret, this great unhidden one . . . , splitting in maha-a-guhyam.

These two meanings again show the double nature of the revelation of the Tantra
which is both hidden and also obvious, open for all.

guhyam aprakatatviit yato guhayam mayayam svarupaparijiiayam
satyam sthitam api aprakatam I
atha ca mahat aguhyam sarvasya evamvidhacamatkaramayatviit 11
- p. 18
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This is a secret mystery, because of its not being evident, for though it
abides in guha (cavern) or maya in which the essential nature remains
unknown, it is not evident. Moreover, it is largely unhidden, for it is known
to everyone as the source of delight. (In its ultimate analysis), it is the goddess
suddha-vidya herself who abides undivided in the different states of knower
(subject), knowledge, and knowable (obj ect) . The three-cornered one,
however, becomes in the state of maya, percipient of differentiation which
is excessively reflected therein. Maya also, being the source of the emanation
of the universe, is actually divine knowledge (suddha-vidya or siva-vidya) itself.
Therefore, according to the principle enunciated, this suddha-vidyil or divine
knowledge, when not known in this aspect, is called mahilguhil (the great
cavern), because of her being three-cornered in the form of knower, etc.
(that appear as different) on account of her exalted state of non
differentiation being concealed from view. In the Trika Sastra, she alone
(viz. suddha-vidya maya) is, actually, the object of worship as the three-cornered
divinity.
pp. 53-54

Although Abhinavagupta equates hrdaya with maya, yet in the Upani1?ads guha is
a synonym for heart. 2 In the benedictory verse to his Paramartluzsara, Abhinavagupta
invokes the Supreme (param) which is one and has entered many caverns, i.e.
hearts: ekam nivi�tam bahudha guhasu.3 But here he takes maya in the sense of
suddluz-vidya (the first tattva of the "pure" order in ascent) and as the source of
manifestation (mahaguhayam suddhavidyamayyam maha-s r�tirupayam
jagajjanmabhumau sva-camatkararupeIJa bhavati, p. 18). In a typical ntrvacana word
play he takes maha as the reversal of aluzm, hence m-luz-a.
Now in this great cavern of maya, whose heart is full of pure divine wisdom
(suddha-vidyil), which is the vast creative movement, the origin of the
emergence of the entire universe, the return movement in the form of ma
ha-a that occurs by its own inherent dynamism of delight is, indeed, a great
secret. ' By means of this secret it is intended to indicate that there is a
return movement from objective manifestation indicated by ma (nara) and
ha (sakti) towards the essential nature (of the Self), which ends in the repose
of Self-consciousness, signifying thereby divine Freedom or in other words
2.

Cf, Taittirfya Upani$f1d II.l.l; Katha Upani$lld I.l4, II.20, III.l, etc., Mu1J4aka Upani$lld II.l.10; 1II.1.7;
Svetl1svatara Upani$f1d II.lO, III.20; etc.

3.

Cf. The Paramiirthasiira by Abhinavagupta, KSTS, p . 2, Yogaraja comments on guhiiSU:
rudra�etrajflarapiiSU hrdguhiisu antariivi$tam, p. 3.

,

•
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uninterrupted Bhairava-consciousness indicated by a. Of manifestation,
the delightful form of the energy of the natural, innate mantra known as
para vak (the Supreme divine utterance) is I (aham).

If aham, the central I-consciousness, is the abode of rest of all manifestation, ma
ha-a symbolises the return movement to the source of creation. He quotes
Utpaladeva's Ajaqapramtitr Siddhi:

•

The repose of all manifested phenomena in the Self is said to be 1consciousness (APS 22), i.e. the real I-feeling is that in which in the process
of withdrawal, all external objects like jar, clothes, etc. being withdrawn
from their manifoldness come to rest or final repose in their essential,
uninterrupted anuttara aspect. This anuttara aspect is the real I-feeling
(ahambhilva).
pp. 54-55
I

The entire symbolism of the aham is contained in this brief conunentary:
In the process of expansion, the changeless, unsurpassable, eternal,
reposeful venerable Bhairava, is of the form a which is the natural, primal
sound, the life of the entire range of letter-energies (sakalakalajiZla-jfvanabhata�).
He in the process of expansion assumes the ha form (the symbol of Sakti),
for expansion (visarga) is of the form of ha, i.e. KUl).9.alinI Sakti, and then he
expands into a dot (bindu) symbolising objective phenomena (nara rupe1Ja)
and indicative of the identity of the entire expansion of Sakti (i.e. the entire
p. 55
manifestation) with Bhairava.

Aham and ma-ha-a contain the three elements of Trika, which means the totality,
and they represent the two movements of manifestation and withdrawal.
•

Coming to the interpretation of mama hrdaya-vyomni in the answer of Bhairava,
he defines hrdaya as

mameti yat etat hrdayam sarvabhavilnilm sthanam prati$thadhama

- p. 29

That which is my heart is the locus, foundational effulgent abode of all
existing things.
All things exist because of having their foundation in consciousness:

First interpretation: In mamah rdayavyoma, hrdaya means the receptacle of
innumerable objects like blue, etc.; vyoma means that where the universe of
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particular objects (mamakaratmakarh visvam) is vfta, i.e. held wholly in an implicit
manner in that ether which is devoid of all difference (silnyarilparh).

Second interpretation: Mama means "of the consciousness which expresses itself
both in difference (apara-sarhvitti) and non-difference itself both in difference
aharh.
(para-sarhvitti)" ; hrdayam means the final resting place, i.e. I
p. 78

That the Supreme Goddess, Para, Anuttara, is herself the Heart is clearly stated in
the Tantrliloka, ·
g up all the previously discussed concepts. In the translation
by A. Sanderson:
•

So this universe is a reflection in the Lord, in the perfectly reflective void of
Bhairava's consciousness, [and arises] under the influence of nothing outside
[that consciousness] . This ability of the Lord to embody himself as the
universe without drawing on anything outside [his own nature] is the
supreme goddess that [our masters] call "creativity" (pratibharh), "the
feminine ultimate" (anuttararh). It is the supreme Power of Universality (kaulikf
sakti�), the ability of this (asya) deity (devasya) [Bhairava] {embodied in the
sound a (akulasya)} to manifest the universe (kulaprathanasalinf) [though]
{transcending it (aku lasya)), the power with which the Lord is ever one
(aviyukto yaya prabhu�). The power of Bliss (anandasakt*) [ a] is the combination
(yamalarh rapam) of these two, the "passionate embrace" (sarhghatta�) out of
which the universe is emitted [into consciousness]. This is the [ultimate]
reality beyond both the universe-transcending and the universal (parapariit
pararh tattvam). It is "the Godd�ss" (devl), "the Essence" (saram) and "the Heart."
It is the highest (para�), omnipotent (prabhu�) state of absolute potential
Tantraloka 111.67-69 (In: Samarasya, p. 98)
(visarga�).
=

..

And Sanderson

S11mmarises:

The heart that Abhinavagupta invokes as the source of inspiration and the
goal to be realised is, then, the state of absolute potential (visarga�) in which
the three powers of will, cognition, and action, and the three modes of
plurality, synthesis, and non-duality, are fused in blissful, all-embracing
consciousness.
Ibid., p . 98

. The symbol of the heart cannot be separated from the ultimate cir supreme 1consciousness, which is the power of the mantra: mantra-vzrya aham. In the
context of the mantra in li't}avopliya or the "individual means" in the Tantraloka,
Abhinavagupta calls -it "the great Heart."
=

•
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The spontaneous "resonance" (dhvani) of this (consciousness) due to its
nature of (universal) self-awareness (paramarsa) is ever arisen
and this is
called the "supreme, great Heart" (paramarh hrdayarh mahat).
- TA IV.l81 b-182a
•

Jayaratha: This "resonance" arising spontaneously is of the nature of the
it is the (cosmic and inner) sound (nada) .
Supreme Word (paravagrupa)
consisting of I-consciousness.

•

This self-awareness (svavimarsa) which resides in the Heart in whiCh the
universe is completely dissolved is experienced at the beginning and at the
end of any act of perceiving objects and it is designated as "universal
vibration (of Consciousness)" (samanyaspanda) in the Sastras. It is of the nature
of an upsurge in one's own Self.
Comm. on IV.l82b-183

•

Abhinavagupta does not let any occasion go without hinting at the experiential
aspect, without which the description would be merely theoretical. Thus he hints
at the occasions when this svavimarsa or paramarsa can be experienced: at the
moments when a sensation arises, or when it ends. The practical examples to fix
the awareness on these moments are given in the Vijnana Bhairava, e.g. the wel1known verse 118, where even the moments at the start and ending of sneezing can
become occasions for enlightenment. At these moments the samanyaspanda
underlying every experience can be contacted.
Then follows the 11 definition" of spanda, the very dynamism of universal
Consciousness:
This (spanda) is a slight movement, sphuraIJa, scintillating, not dependent on
any other. It is a wave in the ocean of Consciousness, and Consciousness
cannot be without (waves) .
•

It is the nature of the ocean to be either waveless (calm) or with waves and
other movements.
(Thus) this (Heart or Self-awareness) is the essence (sara), because this
insentient universe has Consciousness as its essence (citsararh ja4am jagat), it
depends on it, because (Consciousness) is its foundation, and its essence is
TA IV.l84-186a
the "great Heart" (tatsararh hrdayarh mahat).

What this dense passage indicates clearly is the inherent dynamism of the universal
Heart, which is identical with self-awareness, with universal vibration, and hence
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with the consciousness-nature of the whole of Reality. As we have noted in other
passages, although other important concepts are used, the whole description leads
as if it evoked more than such words as essence (sara),
up to the heart
consciousness (samvit, cit), and others do. This confirms again the symbol-character
of the Heart: it is dynamic, pulsating, resounding, and yet still, it is the core (slira),
being the unifying "locus" of consciousness.
At the very end of his Vivara1Ja, Abhinavagupta sums up with a definition of
the "supreme heart":

yatrantarakhilam bhati yacca sarvatra bhasate I
sphurattaiva hi sa hyeka hrdayam paramam budha�

•

11

-

p. 99

That in which the whole universe shines and which shines (itself)
everywhere, that scintillating Light is verily the One, Supreme Heart (say)
the wise.

After giving the strange example of the copulation of a male and a female ass
(taken from a Tantra), Abhinavagupta comes to mention the state of union
experienced in the rising of kU1Jq.alinf in the su�umna:

tathobhayamahlinanda sau�um1Jahrdayantare I
spandamanamupasrta hrdayam sr�tilak�a1Jam 11

p. 99

In the heart in su�umna, there is the great bliss experienced by (the union
of) both (expansion and contraction), meditate on that heart full of vibration,
characterised by creation.
=

dhyayansmaranpravimrsan kurvanva yatra kutracit I
visrantimeti yasmlicca prollaseddhrdayam tu tat 11
p. 99

•

Whether meditating, remembering, reflecting
or acting in any way,
that in which everything comes to rest
and from where it arises,
that is the Heart.

Jayaratha identifies the spontaneously sounding dhvani with the Supreme Word,
which is at the same time the inner sound of the nature of I-awareness: hah khalu
paraviigrapa� svarasadito dhvani�
ahamparamarsatma nada� (TA vol. Ill, p. 827) .
•

•

•

•
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As the following passage shows, "the great Heart" is again identified with the
heart-mantra SAUI:I (TA IV.l86b-189a).4 We shall come to that theme in the context
of the core mantra (chapter nine) .
•

But the symbol of the Heart is so powerful that it often comes at the end of a
whole development as a matter of crowning, and in a way self-explanatory,
expression. This is already the case with Utpaladeva's oft-quoted Karikas in his

Isvarapratyabhijna Karika.

.

Consciousness has as its essential nature reflective awareness (pratyavamarsa);
it is the supreme Word (paravak) that arises freely. It is freedom in the
absolute sense, the sovereignty (aisvaryam) of the supreme Self.

Vrtti :
This is the First Word (adya vac), in which the expressible is
undifferentiated, without beginning or end , in that it is constituted by
perpetual consciousness, autonomous. This is pure freedom, independent
13 of any other reality, which has the name of "sovereignty."
It is the luminous vibrating (sphuratta), the absolute being (mahasatta),
unmodified by space and time; it is that which is said to be the heart (hrdayam)
of the supreme Lord, in so far as it is his essence.

Vrtti :
It is, by nature, luminous vibrating, it is the subject of this luminous
vibrating; it is not to be understood as the counterpart of non-being
(abhavapratiyoginf) [but] it also pervades non-being; it is existing, being, the
subject of the action of being; permanent, because untouched by space
and time. It is the power of the activity of consciousness, whose essence is
reflective awareness. It constitutes the foundation of the self of the supreme
Lord, who is all things; the various agamas call it the "heart."
14 - tr. R. Torella5
•

The Supreme or the Divine Heart does not exclude the other levels of the heart as
the seat of human emotions, as Abhinavagupta expresses in a beautiful verse:

4.

Cf. A. Sanderson, The Visualization of the Deities of the Trika, p. 57.

5.

The Isvarapratyabhijfiakarika of Utpaladeva with the Author's Vrtti,

pp. 120-22.
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That which moves in the prior, intervening, and posterior state of the
apprehension of all the objects of sense, which is universal (nikhilatmakam),
which is endowed with the splendour of the highest Sakti (parasaktibhasi),
that indeed is the divine creative consciousness (pratibham). To one who is
absorbed in that consciousness (tasyam pralfnaVapU$a�), how can depression
(glan*) brought about by the lack of this divine consciousness ever occur?
•

The ignorant man does not observe the magnitude of the delightful
enjoyment of the most precious wealth (paradhana-sukhasvada) lying in the
body, pra1J.a, etc. and feels overwhelming depression in his heart. If the
Supreme Goddess who feels particular relish in bringing into being the
entire universe enters his heart, then O! She sportively functions as the full
and final oblation (in reducing to ashes the depression that had been
956
p.
plaguing him).

The important meaning of hrdaya in the context of the core mantra or hrdaya-brya
will be treated separately (chapter 9).

I am not expanding on this topic, since P. Muller-Ortega has already collected
the most important meanings and texts in his monograph The Triadic Heart of

S iva. 7
The Possessive Pronoun: Mama
No possible doubt escapes Abhinavagupta's exegetical ingenuity. The simple, but
very personal expression of the Devi: mama prabho, becomes the starting-point for
a detailed analysis of the possessive pronoun. First of all, he splits kathayasva and
interprets sva combined with mama as "my own Self" (addressed to the Lord). In
ordinary parlance "the word 'mine' indicates an object related to a subject" (p. 65).
But this relationship "rests in the essential nature of the Self," as confirmed by
Utpaladeva in his Ajaqapramatr Siddhi (p. 15). What is indicated by this and other
quotations is the universalisation of the possessive pronoun: Mama means visvam,
i.e. the universe . . . (p. 56). Here he goes into the subtleties of spiritual experience,
6.

7.

yatpriltibham nikhi/ava�vabodha-parvi1parilntaracararh nikhi/atmakarh tat I
tasyilrh
11
parcclaktibhyi1si g/anirghateta
Mrrraprilr;M.au paradhanasukhasvadapata/amanalokya svasminsprSati hrdaye g/animasmam I
pravi$til cedantarnikhilajagatfsutisarasil paril devr hanta pravilasati pun;zahutiriva 11
p. 37
See Bibliography.

•

•
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where yogfs of different schools, such as S- ' ya-Yoga and Buddhism, experience
a state of samadhi in which the idea of "mine" disappears. But as soon as they
come out of samadhi, the previous impression of their individuality reappears.
The ordinary and 1imiting idea of "mine" and "not mine" is expressed beautifully
by Utpaladeva in his S ivastotravalf:

etanmama na tvidamiti
ragadve$adinigaqad rqhamule I
natha bhavanmayataikya
pratyayaparasu� patatvanta� 11

•

-

VII.2

"This is mine, this is not mine" All such feelings like attachment, aversion,
Let the axe of the insight into oneness with Y,ou, 0 Lord,
Fall at their. root (and remove them) .
•

•

In a verse from his own stotra, Abhinavagupta surns up the entire complexity of
what "possession" or "non-possession" means:
That thought, viz. "Nothing is mine" by which the senseless creatures are
reduced to wretchedness incessantly, that very thought, viz. "Nothing is
mine" means to me "I am everything." Thus I have attained a lofty position.
.
578
p.

The lack of possession in the case of worldly beings is a curse of misery, but for the
enlightened one it is the condition for his universality.
Abhinavagupta comes back to the interpretation of mama in the context of
Bhairava's expression: mama hrdvyomni, "in the space of my Heart" (v. 4), where
it is again the universality of the Heart, of the space/ether, and of the "my"
which is stressed: "Vyoma means that where the universe of particular objects is
'held' . . . " (p. 29, Skt. p. 78 tr.). Mama actually means that any objective experience
belongs to the subj ect: mameti yat etat h rdayarh sarvabhiiviiniirh sthiinarh
prati$thiidhiima . . . nfliidi rupamiti pramiitureva (p. 29).
•

-

8.

See Appendix for the own stotras quoted by Abhinavagupta.
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What these . different explanations of the possessive pronoun show is the
following: In normal parlance, the possessive indicates limitation to the individual
possessor, and non-possession is understood as a lack or poverty. In the case of
yogzs who are on the way to overcoming their individuality and possessiveness,
this happens only when they are in a state of samadhi. But in the context of
Anuttara, of the Supreme Heart, even the possessive is an indication of the oneness
with the ultimate I-consciousness, hence the movement is from mama to aham,
and from aham to ma-ha-a.
•

\
•

,

•

•

•

-

•

•

From the Absolute
to the

r er of

ani estation

uttara to Kaulikasrsti
o

•

•

The Two Sections

ABHINAVAGUPTA devotes one third of his entire Commentary to only four verses,
and the rest to 32 verses. The first part is centred on Anuttara and its entire
metaphysical implications, the second part around kaulikavidhi, "the order of
creation," which issues forth from Anuttara. According to one of the possible
interpretations of Anuttara, the first part could be said to lead ultimately into
silence, because no "answer" can be adequate in relation to the Absolute. The
second part, being focus�d on uttara, on the other hand, goes into the entire field
of Speech, Language and Mantra. Though he does not explicitly state it, yet the
first part could be said to belong to the realm of para and pasyantr, the transcendent
and unexpressed states of the Word, and the second to the realm of madhyama
and vaikharf in all their dimensions.
,

•

The transition between the two parts is revealing. Here Abhinavagupta first
justifies his interpretation over earlier, misleading corrunentaries (p. 83 tr.). He
makes it clear that there is no duality of anuttara and uttara involved, since even
the second part dealing with manifestation and with Language, is also nothing
but Anuttara. He reiterates the threefold methodology for understanding reality:
•

•

It has been said that it is the anuttara even of the posterior part of the
book. It is for the explanation of all this that the Lord Bhairava
proposes to devote the posterior part of the book with a desire for
decisive ascertainment in detail for the sake of those pupils who
have become adroit by acquiring the understanding of the
•

•

•
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knowledge of reality which is the essence (ni$kar$a1J.a) of the well
reasoned explanation of the guru (yukti), teaching of the traditional
scripture (iigama) and personal experience (svasamvedana).
p. 83

Yukti, Agama and svasamvedana could also be translated as true reasoning (like
sattarka), revelation and own experience, these three complementing and
strengthening each other.

.

He also states perspicuously that for advanced disciples the first part and the
four verses explained therein are sufficient for attaining jrvanmukti and for entering
.
the state of Anuttara.1
Therefore, I proclaim with upraised arm that those who have been
purified by firm conviction may rest contented with so much only.
Now the other part of the book is begun for a thorough deliberation
of the kaulika state inherent in the spotless mirror of anuttara who is
the supreme Bhairava.
p. 84

The two parts are also called the bimba and pratibimba sections, because the second
part contains the entire theory of reflection, the universe being a reflection in the
Supreme Consciousness, besides the reflectivity of language and the
cosmotheandric levels of reality (tattvas) developed in the second part.
•

Before moving on to the second part starting from verse 5, we must establish
again the link between the first four verses of the Tantra containing the question and
.
the be '
g of the answer. As noted earlier, the DeVl states the essential content of
the Tantra in her very question. Similar to the opening of the Vijnana Bhairava, the
difference lies in the theoretical knowledge and its realisation in practice, which
alone can give full satisfaction (trpti).2The rest of Tantra and Commentary is dedicated
to unfolding the practice of mantra and ritual-transcending contemplation, which
leads to the fulfilment of all desires (v. 36) and to omniscience. The satisfaction sought
by the Devl is attained in the union of Rudra and Rudra (v. 37). By participation in
this very union the yogf or disciple reaches "the attainment of the transcendental
state which means resting in one's essential self
this is the state of Bhairava" (p.
269) (vlsrantirapakulasattasadane, p. 102).
1 Cf. anuttarapada in the Tantriiloka in the context of the upiiyas, quoted earlier.

2. Cf. Vijnana Bhairava, v. 161: devadeva mahadeva paritrptasmi sankara.
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The concepts of trPti (satisfaction) and visranti (repose) are close in meaning,
both indicating a state of fullness and fulfilment. 3 The one who, through the practice
of the mantra, becomes identified with Siva (Paramesvara) is also called t[pta� (v.
24), fully satisfied.
In his Malinrvijayavarttika Abhinavagupta uses the image of the bee, i.e. his

mind, which finds pleasure in the fragrance of the lotus (utpala) of his grand
master, Utpaladeva (1.7). There he uses the expression:

yena-anuttararasasambhogatfPta me mati$atpadr

1. 9
•

Through whom the bee of my mind gets full satisfaction by the
bliss of the Absolute.

Only the Anuttara can bestow this satisfaction. A description of this state of
contentment is related to the overcoming (literally "devouring") of time; as found
in the S rrdamara Tantra:
•

This has been said by Siva (paramesa) in the Srfqamara Tantra: "After
immobilising one's circle of rays and tasting the supreme nectar he
should dwell in bliss within the present that is not divided from
both past and future."
- Malinfvijayavarttika, 1 . 155cd 156, tr. Hanneder, p. 85
-

Abhinavagupta summarises this in the dual grasatrPtr (1.157), i.e. the devouring of
time which dissolves all contraction (sankoca) and thereby leads to satisfaction.
.
The second part of the Tantra (vv. 5-9) is clearly marked by be ·
g with the
word atha, "now," which is the beginning of all philosophical satras and which
refers to a continuity with a previous text or revelation. Abhinavagupta encounters
the problem that with this word, and with the entire development of creation
(S[$#) as well as phonematic manifestation (varJJaparamarsa) the element of time
comes in which, at the level of Anuttara, was said to be absent (akalakalita, "not
limited by time" is an epithet of Anuttara). Therefore his first concern is to counter
any possible misunderstanding of a temporal order: krama (as in vv. 6 and 8).
•

The unit of verses 5 to 9 of the Tantra summarises the manifestation of the
phonematic universe, i.�. the procession of the phonemes of the Sanskrit alphabet
3. Cf. A. Chakrabarti, "The Heart of Repose, the Repose of the Heart", in: Samarasya.

•

•
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-

•

corresponding to the levels of the tattvas, variously rendered as "elements,"
"categories," "principles" or "levels of reality" (5. Vasudeva). I prefer to translate it
as "cosmotheandric element" (or "reality"), because they comprise the cosmic
elements (the five mahabhatas and the five tanmlltras or subtle elements), the human
constituents like the five senses, mind, intellect and the ego, and various ascending
levels of manifestation up to the Divine: Sadasiva, Isvara, Sakti, Siva. We shall of
course come to the homologies and correspondences of the tattvas with the elements
of language that are the phonemes .
Before getting into technicalities of the tattvas and of language, the alphabet,
etc. Abhinavagupta's philosophical concern is to establish the non-dualism of the
Anuttara and its creation or manifestation. He does this both, by philosophical
argument as well as by appealing to spiritual experience.
But before entering into this technical theme it will be helpful to quote
Abhinavagupta's summary of the passage of connection which he gives in a single
long sentence, not, as usual, in verse form:
So, the goddess, the highest power of creative word (parilvilk) is of
the form of all the letters, beginning with a and ending with k$a,
expands by enfolding within herself the venerable parilparil form,
etc. inherent in pasyantf, etc. that are about to arise by her free will,
has the essence of the creative delight which is identical with the
consciousness of diverse manifestation consisting of all the elements,
worlds and objects that have been undisputably brought about by
being included in her progressive expansion, is of the nature of the
highest Reality consisting of astonishing facts brought to light by
the presence of Lord Bhairava, is the Supreme Creative Power that
reveals within her pure mirror of Self endless manifestations,
p. 964
maintenance and absorption.
•

In this passage both the inclusiveness of the Supreme Goddess Word (pariiviik)
and the levels of descent within the same Divine Reality are clearly expressed. The
non-duality of the Anuttara and its creation is the Goddess Pariiviik. The implied
•

4. tadgarbhilkilravasilvivildaghatita-sakalabhuta-bhuvanabhavtldipra-pancaprabodhaikya
camatkarasara paramesvarabhairavabhattarakavirbhavaprathitatathavidhad-bhutabhuta
paramilrthasvarupii. (p. 38, 1.18-20)

•

THE
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symbolism is that of the creativity of the Supreme Goddess twice the expression
garbhrkrta/garbhrkara occurs with the image of the womb: She holds the entire
creation in her cosmic womb. The only "cause" for bringing about the various
stages of manifestation is Her very own freedom, autonomy (svasvatantrya). Being
the Supreme Word, She is descending into the stages of pasyantr, madhyama and
vaikharr, containing all the elements of language, the phonemes, etc. Simultaneously
She brings about the worlds, objects and external manifestation. Being Herself
mahilsr$ti, i.e. the totality of creation, She encompasses all the repeated phases of
Sr$ti, sthiti, sarhhara, past, present and future. But again, to avoid any dualistic
interpretation, Abhinavagupta iIrunediately adds that all these are only reflections
in the pure mirror of Her consciousness, thus introducing the philosophical theme
of bimba-pratibimba which underscores the whole of the second part. Thus in this
passage the entire theme of the manifestation of both the universe and language is
encapsulated. The entire creation is nothing but a revelation of the Supreme Lord
(paramesvarabhairavabhattaraka), inseparably one with His creative power.
We may now come back to the themes marking the transition to the part
concerned with kaulika-sr$ti, the total manifestation.
•

As mentioned earlier, the first problem Abhinavagupta has to resolve, if he is
to maintain the non-duality of the Absolute, is the problem of time. This surfaces
in the very first word of verse 5� atha, and in the expression kiila-yogena of the
same verse. Atha normally refers to a preceding matter and a succession. The only
succession which he admits here is the difference between the teaching and the
taught (upadesyaupadesabhavalak$alJo bheda�, p. 34), which is, however, revealed
out of the freedom of the supreme Lord, and hence not subject to time.
He quotes the interpretation by Somananda who makes a nirvacana of atha by
.
iden '
g a with Siva and tha with Sakti (p. 90). Since tha and ha have the same
pervasiveness (samavyapti), and ha also stands for Sakti, atha (now) refers to the
initial surge (prathamollasa) of any manifestation or experience. Interestingly,
Abhinavagupta differs on the issue from his predecessor who, he admitS, had access
to other Agamas which contain such an explanation. He expresses a subtle criticism
of Somananda when he refers to the power with which mantras are written in
symbolic scripts (dhalibhedadinii ca kalpitasamayika lipi . . . , p. 35), on the basis of

•
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.

some Agarnas unknown to Abhinavagupta. 'Ihis reference is also interesting in the
sense that Abhinavagupta does not give any importance to scripts in relation to
mantras, but primarily to sound (nada). By offering his obeisance to Somananda by
whose teaching he has been purified (tat-sasana-pavitrita), he differs from him on
an important ground: he finds that such explanations going into imaginary
interpretation, though based on some Agamas, move too far away from a universally
acceptable understanding of the text. His concern for universality, which we shall
find in other contexts, is also visible.
Subtle difference of meaning of the mantra depending on imaginary
and symbolic interpretation of the letters of a word may be of use to
some, but cannot be of use to pupils of all countries and all times.
Therefore I have not described it in detail. Such an interpretation is
of no use to those who have the benefit of personal experience
and the rational explanation of the teachers.
p. 91

This is a digression from the main argument, but it throws light on different
approaches to Tantric exegesis.
Then he comes to the main theme contained in verses 5 to 9, i.e. the manifestation
of the phonemes and of the corresponding tattvas.
The first word after atha in verse 5 is adya. Instead of taking it in the usual
.
sense "be '
g with a" Abhinavagupta again avoids the temporal connotations
of adya and gives it a deeper meaning:
The meaning again would be a which is the first of the vowels. In
this context the word adya has not been used merely in the sense of
"foremost of an order," nor in the sense of "proximity," etc., but
rather that whose existence continues in a, etc., i.e. in a and all
other letters (a adau bhava� iti adya�). So it is being decisively
propounded here that a is the stage of the highest sound
(paravagbhilmi�) in which alone of these letters there is the non
conventional, eternal, natural form consisting only of consciousness.
- p. 91

He has thus taken adi/adya in the sense of primordial, a being symbolic of Anuttara
constitutes the ontological basis of all other letters and hence of all languages and
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is identical with paravak and pure consciousness.5 In the translation by A. Padoux:
The plane of the supreme Word (parilviigbhami�) of these phonemes
is the one described [here], where these [phonemes] exist in the
form of pure consciousness, uncreated, eternal. In such a condition
of pure consciousness there are no separate forms of existence
(sarvasarviitmakatii): all is perpetually and actually produced (satatodita).
This Supreme Goddess, [the Word] supremely venerable, whilst
remaining in this state of unequalled non-duality, takes into herself
the [planes of] pasyantr, and so forth, which are the expansion of the
venerable [goddesses] Parapara and [Apara], and is thus the womb
of their infinite varieties . . . . Do consider this divine primordial
consciousness (sarhvid), free from all traces of the impurity of
contraction (sankoca), which is called illuminating intuition (pratibhii).
- Viic, p. 1816

This is again a crucial and condensed passage, taking the phonemes as represented
by a at the Supreme level of the Word: paravagbhami. It is the stage where all other
forms of language, in all their variety, are contained within that supreme leveL The
descent into pasyantf, etc. corresponds to the levels of parapara, the intermediate
stage of the "transcendent-cum-immanent" Energy, and apara, the "lower,
immanent" level on which speech assumes internal (madhyama) and external
(vaikharO forms . Thus the infinite variety of both, speech and objective
manifestation, is again "contained in her womb":

. . . paraparabhattarika sphararapa anta�krtya tattadananta
p. 35
vaicitryagarbhamayr
The basic assumption is the doc�rine that "everything is contained within
everything," or "all is contained in a single part": sarvam sarvatmakam.
This identity of the primal and supreme Word with Consciousness leads to the
topic of pratibha. This rich and complex concept needs to be looked into separately.

5. Cf. Bhngavad-Gftii X.34: a�arii1fii11k1J1 iiro 'smi, "Of letters I am the letter A" Interestingly, in
•

his commentary on this entire passage Abhinavagupta remains silent. One reason may be,
as A Sanderson cOI!Siders his Grtiirthnsarhgrahn an early and immature work.

6. J.S. edn. p. 35, 1. 21, p. 36, 1. 1.

•

"
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Pratibha: Illuminating Insight

Pratibha is a concept which connects and unites the areas of language and

.

epistemology, poetic and aesthetic inspiration, mystical illumination, and the
Ultimate Reality, the Goddess Para. How all these areas of meaning are related is
again" a marvel of the genius of Abhinavagupta, having taken this term from such
sources as Bhartrhari's Vakyapadrya and Utpaladeva's Isvarapratyabhijiia Kilrika.
Various translations have been proposed, depending on the context: intuitive
insight, illumination, creative consciousness, "intuition illuminatrice,"7 poetic
inspiration, "a flash of light, a revelation . . . characterised by immediacy and
freshness."s What is important to note is the meaning of pratibha on both sides: on
the side of the Absolute (Para, Anuttara), and the side of the yogr or aesthete who
intuits and shares a flash of understanding and enlightenment. This double
meaning makes pratibha a key concept to Abhinavagupta's approach to aesthetics
and mystical experience.9
"

To present the background of the concept as known to Abhinavagupta, we
may look at two definitions: one in the context of poetics, the other from the
philosophy of Recognition.
(1) rasanugu1Jasabdarthacintastimitacetasa� I

k$a1Jarh svarapasparsottha prajnaiva pratibha kave� 1 1 117 11
sa hi cak$urbhagavatastrtryamiti gryate I
yena sak$afkarotye$a bhiiviirilstrailokyavarttina� 11 118 11
Pratibha is that intellectual function of the poet whose mind is
'

concentrated on thinking about words and meanings that are
appropriate to rasas. It arises for a moment from the contact of the
poet's mind with the essential nature (of Consciousness).lO
It is that which makes the things that exist in all the three worlds

7. Cf. 1. Silburn, Introduction to her French translation of the Tantraloka, p. 54, note 87.

8. Gopinath Kaviraj, The Doctrine of Pratibha in Indian Philosophy.
9. Cf. the 3rd mmigalasloka, identifying the Supreme Goddess with pratibha and camatkrti.
10. The expression svarapasparsa is very close to the Trika philosophy. Cf. E. Ffulinger, The
Touch of Sakti.
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seem as if they were right before our very eyes, and (hence) it is
known as the third eye of Siva.
- Mahimabhatta, Vyaktiviveka II.117-1811

(2) yii cai�ii pratibhii tattatpadiirtha-kramara�itii I
akramiinanta cidrapa� pramiitii sa mahesvara� 1 1
- Utpaladeva, Isvarapratyabhijna Klirikii 1.7.1
And this intuitive light (pratibha), influenced12 by the succession of all
the various objects is the knowing subject, which is corisciousness
devoid of succession and limit, Mahesvara.
tr. .R. Torella, p. 136

First we have to see why Abhinavagupta almost gives an excursus on pratibhii at
this juncture of his commentary, when he justifies the non-duality of the Absolute
and its manifestation in language and in the universe, and before entering into the
whole discourse on the phonematic emanation and its correspondence to the tattvas.
He is eager not to get lost in the multiplicity and specificity of language and of
objective reality. Pratibhii is the key which opens all the doors of the elements of
language and of reality. And it is not just a conceptual key, for this the concept of
samvid, Consciousness, or pariiviik would have sufficed. It is precisely pratibhii
which has the implicit connotation of illuminating insight, and therefore, the
element of spiritual practice and experience is essential for an . understanding of
the following text. Abhinavagupta seems to say, unless there is pratibhii (in the
disciple/reader) the entire following discourse would be unintelligible.
Therefore, his injunction:

pariim rsya ca prathamiim pratibhiibhidhiim samkocakala
nkakiilu�yalesasanyiim bhagavatfm samvidiim,
pp. 35-36
•

Go on meditating/reflecting on the Divine Consciousness, called
the initial illuminating insight, free from even a trace of the impurity
of contraction.

The similes used for pratibhii-jnana show that it is an instantaneous and encompassing
vision: sikharastha-jnana is compared to the view one has from the top of a mountain,
11. Tr. Masson-Patwardhan, Santarasa . . . , pp. 19-20.
12. rilsita could also be translated as "covered."
•

•
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.

where eve
g is seen in one glance and without succession. The other simile is
to see the tail of a peacock and to perceive all the colours and forms of its feathers as
in one glance (cf. p. 93 tr., Skt. p. 36).

.

Abhinavagupta establishes the viability of the concept of pratibha both by
argumentation and by reference to spiritual experience. The basic argument is
that pratibha is the same as nirvikalpa samvid, Consciousness free from thought
constructs, 13 which is the basis of all perception, thought, and hence language. 14
This pure Consciousness is experienced at and in the intervals between particular
perceptions or thoughts.
This consciousness which the Agamas celebrate under the name of
insight (pratibha), unfolding (unme$a), and so forth, abides in the
interval between two dualistic cognitions, When one ceases and the
other appears. It is undifferentiated [or devoid of thought-construct:
avikalpakam]. It precedes as such all differentiated thought-constructs
such as the notion of blue, and so forth, which are mutually exclusive
[since linked to duality]. As such, it is inseparable from the infinite
diversity of appearances [constituting the world] . That there is such
an interval between two cognitions cannot be denied, because
[cognitions] cannot but be different; and this interval is made of
pure conSCIOusness . . . .
- PTV, p. 36 Skt., tr. A. Padoux, Vac, pp. 181-82
•

•

This interstitial void and nirvikalpa state is an essential approach to pure
Consciousness both in theory and in practice. The Vijfiiina Bhairava offers concrete
examples of dhiirar;iis which permit entry in such a state.
In a context which is closely related to the Pariitrisikii Vivarar;a, namely the
phonematic consciousness (varr;asamvid) Abhinavagupta develops the theme of
pratibhii in its various aspects in his Tantriiloka, also, as in our mailgalasloka 2, in
relation to camatkiira: wonder, blissful surprise. It is apposite to quote the definition
of pratibhii in context:
13. R. Torella translates nirvikalpaka as "exempt from mental elaborations," in: The
Isvarapratyabhijfia-karika, p. 90 (Karika 1.2.1-2 with Vrtti). It could also be translated as
"non-discursive."

14. Cf. p. 36, Skt., p. 92 tr.
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The subject whose own understanding is awakened (svapramabodho),
thanks to the elimination of obstacles, becomes capable to produce
phonemes, sentences, etc . out of himself.
To the degree that the uncreated reality excels, to the same degree
the wonder of delight increases.
The different degrees of intuitive insight are in relation to the gradual
merging of the conventional (linguistic) signs in the fullness of the
original phonemes free from maya (amayrya).
Those who are established in the intuitive insight (pratibha)
characterised by the power of these first letters, they certainly attain
poetic and rhetoric gifts.
•

But he who rests in pure Consciousness in its highest form, devoid
of any conventional limitations [of language], what is it that he does
not know? What is it that he is not able to do?
TA, XI, 75-8015

We will consider later the important distinction Abhinavagupta makes between
the original phonemes (adyavan;za) which are not subject to maya, and
conventional language (sanketa) belonging to the realm of mayi1..
To round off the excursus on pratibha, Abhinavagupta gives a summary in
verse form:
That which moves in the ' prior, intervening, and posterior state of
the apprehension of all the objects of sense, which is universal, which
is endowed with the splendour of the highest Sakti, that indeed is
the divine creative consciousness (priitibham). To one who is absorbed
in that consciousness, how can depression brought about by the
lack of this divine consciousness ever occur?
p. 95
•

Pratibha, Grace, and Spiritual Practice

Pratibha, being of the nature of sudden insight, flashing intuition and unconditioned
consciousness naturally comes close to grace (saktipiita), which is also sudden,
unconditional and bestowing illumination. Therefore the question anses whether
any spiritual practice is necessary or meaningful to attain such a state.
Abhinavagupta responds in a very balanced manner, safeguarding on the one side
-

15. Cf. Jayaratha's Commentary on XI.77b-78a.

•
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the total freedom of Absolute Consciousness to manifest itself/Herself, and on the
other avoiding a simple quietistic passivity. In the present context he states:

tathavadhanatisayaraqha* sahasaiva sarvajiiatabhamira
sankucitaparamarthiJ akrtrimatadrapa adhisayyate eva,
paranugrahapavitritairabhyasakramasa1J.anighar$ani$po$ita . . . .

•

•

ParabhaHarika (the goddess para) who is none other than the stage
of omniscience, the highest truth without any limitation and natural
is suddenly resorted to by those who are established in intensive
awareness of that state and those whose impurities in the form of
uncertainty, doubt or other synonymous terms owing to non-belief
in that have been completely ground down by grinding on the
grindstone of continuous spiritual discipline. Even in the case of
those who are assailed by doubt, the omniscient stage of
consciousness appears, on certain occasions when they are able to
view Reality, in a slightly limited form, though not in its full, natural
form.
p. 92
I

The image he uses of the grinding stone of spiritual practice shows that effort is
not excluded for attaining insight and even omniscience (the final result of the
practice of the Tantra, verses 36-37). Intensity of awareness is a necessary condition
in the school of sudden enlightenment to which our text belongs. Another
condition is freedom from contraction of consciousness (asankucita). But even for
those who are not purified and established in intensive awareness, there are
occasions to experience pratibha at certain moments. The Vijiiana Bhairava gives
examples of such situations, which may be temporary, but which nevertheless
share in the state of nirvikalpa.16
In another context, that of the analysis of language, and of the correspondence
with the tattvas, Abhinavagupta responds in an ironical way to the idea that grace
or the Divine will is sufficient, and no effort is required in order to achieve
understanding or insight:
If it is said that God's will is perfect, it is not open to discussion,
then enough of useless efforts like reading and concentrating on
16. Cf. VBh 71 Goy of meeting), 75 (waking and sleep), 89 (pain), 111 (exhaustion), 115 (deep
well), 118 (several examples), etc.
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books, exposition, discussion, etc. This heavy burden should
certainly be abandoned. One should then sit quietly. God's will alone
would save one who is to be saved. It is His merciful will that makes
one depend on such thought.
•

By no means should people remain stretching their legs and lying
with ease, indulging in enjoyment, without deliberating for
themselves, nor should people sit idle, averse to the constant
application of the competent intellect for the subtlest deliberation,
brought about by the intenser and intenser grace of the Lord which
appears in accordance with one's sadhana (spiritual . praxis). Therefore
the question raised by me has to be examined in all respects. I am
not going to give it up in this way.
pp. 105-08

This clarification is all the more important, since the purpose of the entire revelation,
.
as stated in the be '
g, is bestowing grace, and the tradition belongs to what
Sanderson calls, a "subitist" approach to Divine Consciousness.17
We find a similar argument in the isvarapratyabhijni1 Vivrti Vimarsinf (vo!. Ill,
p. 94). There Abhinavagupta defends the importance of logical reasoning (prama1JLl,
the subject of IPK II.3) against the quietistic attitude:
(If somebody says) that the Agama (authority of revelation) is a
verbalisation (sabdanam) accepted by him by the will of God alone,
what then is the use of logicians? (He replies, 0) What bad logicians
you are! God alone manifests himself, reflects and makes reflect.1s
In that case, why not remain silent? What is then the use of writing
books, teachings and learning? Surely, in that case one should remain
as one is, as Paramesvara himself would remain inactive . . . . 19 (He
replies:) But it is he himself who, by his own will, is known as the
author, as the disciple to be enlightened as well as the one
enlightened. (Sivadr* Ill. 74-75)

Nirvikalpa Samvid

The Basis of Thought and Language

Abhinavagupta employs different forms of reasoning to establish that all
17. Cf. PTV, p. 8.

18. Relating to prakilsa- and vimarsa.
19. The argument continues by quoting Sivadr�ti, III.72-76.

•

.
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differentiated perceptions, thoughts, and hence language are based on the
undifferentiated pure Consciousness: nirvikalpa samvid. The appearance of
differentiation is not possible without an underlying undifferentiated state, because
the vikalpas have no independence to manifest (vikalpanam ca avikalpam vina
nodaya�, asvatantryat, pp. 36-37).
It is only nirvikalpa samvid which makes the use of language possible, which
depends on the recollection of conventions, and: "How can the recollection of
conventional (linguistic) signs be possible without the experience of
indeterminate consciousness?" (p. 94, Skt.). We need not go further into these
arguments which surface again in different contexts, because this is a
fundamental position of the samvidadvayavada, the doctrine of the non-dualism
of Consciousness. What is interesting is the homology, if not identity, that
Abhinavagupta discovers with the Buddhist concept of alayavijnana, the
ta tha ca vivekakusalair-alayavijnanam
substratum-consciousne ss:
evamevaupagatam, p . 37). The Buddhists are here described as vivekakusala,
"those who are adept in discrimination."
At the end of the entire introductory part of the second section the author
contrasts the joyful state of insight (pratibham) with its opposite, the state of
depression,2° caused by lack of divine consciousness, and ignorance of one's true
nature. This is necessary for completing the argument.
Abhinavagupta refers to the "impurities" (mala) which obstruct the recognition
of the divine Consciousness, and he quotes the well-known phrase of the

Malinrvijayottara Tantra: .
malamajnanamichhanti samsarankura-kararJam

I

1.23

By identifying mala with ignorance he underlines the importance of liberating
knowledge over and above ritual, as expressed in the very first question of the
DevI: yena vijnatamatrerJa . . (v. 1).21
.

20. Glani: Gnoli translates it by 11Ullattia (sickness), but it is definitely a mental or psychosomatic
deficiency.
2L Cf. S. Vasudeva, The Yoga of the Malinrvijayottaratantra, p. 165: "The three impurities

(11Ulla), which in the dualist Siddhanta are conceived of subtle yet tangible substances
which can only be physically removed by Saiva initiation and the subsequent obligatory
--+
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•

In this long introductory part to the interpretation of verses 5-9 Abhinavagupta
has clarified the background for what is going to follow, by establishing the almost
identity of the concepts of nirvikalpa saritvid (thought-free consciousness), pratibha
(intuitive illumination) and paravac (the Supreme level of the Word), as well as
unme�a ("awakening," opening, unfolding of consciousness).22 The origin of these
concepts is different, but he shows that they belong to the same level of
consciousness, which forms the underlying background of the following
development of manifestation.
,

•

..

•

•

•

•

observances, are in the Mtilinrvijayottara boldly equated with ignorance (ajfltina). This
important passage is frequently cited as scriptural proof for the liberating power of
.
knowledge."
22. Cf. Spanda K1lrika m.8-9, quoted in this context, along with �emaraja's comm.

Levels of

anifestation

•

Emanation of Phonemes and Tattvas
,

HAVING stated his premises, Abhinavagupta proceeds then to the hermeneutics
proper of the verses 5-9. But this requires another clarification of the underlying
concepts. The Tantra gives in short the emanation of the universe in the twofold
form of language, or the phonemes of the Sanskrit alphabet, and in the levels of

Anuttara and
aham, the universal I-consciousness, the second part expands to the idam, the
"this-ness" or objective reality. Again, there is no such duality as aham-idam, or the
the cosmotheandric realities or

•

tattvas.1

If the first part is centred on

dichotomy of subjectivity and objectivity, because:

The Lord assumes these states (or: phenomena) which are held in
His shining Self by His own light by veiling Himself, that is to say,
He manifests by adopting the state of this-ness (Le. objectivity)
whose nature is insentience. Then again He encompasses all this
p. 99
objectivity with I-feeling.2
.
According to the Saivagamas, the universe and language are co-extensive,3 and
•

1 I prefer the term cosmotheandric to cosmology, because it encompasses the cosmic, human
and divine dimensions, which are contained in the scheme of the tattvas, The term is not
new, but it has been revived especially by R. Panikkar, cf. The Cosmotheandric Experience,
Indian edn., Delhi, MLBD, 1998.

2. evarh sViHmanyeva prabhilsvare prakilsanena dhriyamilIJan bhtivan dharayati svayam
aprakilsrbhilvena-ja4atasvabhilvedarhbhilvaspadatli-prapaIJena prakilsayati paramesvara eva
punarapi aharhbhilvenaiva acchildayati I p, 39, 11, 11-13,

I

3, In the Siddhanta Agamas we find almost the same theories, but interpreted in a dualistic
way. Cf. Francesco Sferra, "Materials for the Study of the Levels of Sound in the Sanskrit
Sources of the Saivasiddhanta", in: Melanges tantriques il ia memoire d'Helene Brunner, pp,
443-74,
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hence the creation of the elements of the cosmotheandric reality corresponds to
the emanation of the phonemes:

Each of these (phonemes, vanJa) will then stand for a different
moment in the gradual condensation and solidification of the energy
of the Word, and will bring successively into existence each of the
thirty-six ontic levels, the tattvas, of which the entire manifestation
.
cons is ts. 4
•

Before going into these correspondences, we will have to define what is a
the context of the Agamas. The definition, always based on a

tattva in

niroacana or semantic

interpretation, differs from the meaning it has in Nyaya,5 which is derived from

tat+tva,

"real-ity." The Saiva "etymology" derives it from the verbal root

tan,

to

stretch, to expand, to weave, and hence the implitation is that of a reality / principle

tattvas are therefore generic principles (jati),
"similar to the COIIunon property (samanya)."6 Abhinavagupta defines tattva in the
relevant chapter of the Tantraloka as follows:
that is pervasive, that expands. The

svasminkarye 'tha dharmaughe
yadvapi svasadrgguIJe 11

I

aste samanyakalpena I
tananadvyaptr bhavata� 11
tat tattvam kramasa� prthvr I
pradhanam pumSivadaya� 11
dehanam bhuvananam ca
na prasangastato bhavet I

I
- - IX.4b-6a

That, which, resembling a universal, resides in [1.] its own effect, in
[2.] a collection of properties or in [3.] a group of experients etc.
similar to itself, is a Tattva, because it is extensive (tananad), i.e.
because of its pervasion. In order, [Tattvas are such as] earth and
matter, soul and Siva, etc. Thus it does not follow that [this
tr. S. Vasudeva, p. 191
definition applies to] bodies and worlds.
4. A. Padoux, Vac, p. 223.

•

5. Cf. Nyayabha$Ya introduction, quoted in S. Vasudeva, p. 189, note 6.
6. S. Vasudeva, The Yoga . . . , p. 19Z
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tattvas, comprising the twenty-five of ,S - ' ya and additional eleven are
not the realities per se, but the pervasive general principles underlying all existent
entities. According to the Sarvajfianottara, "the tattvas are imperceptible and

Thus the

pervasive in the whole world."7 Abhinavagupta makes it even more clear when he
defines8

tattva

as "that which is the cause for the [conscious subj ect's]

collectivisation of distinct groups, [which] appears as one, undivided. As for
example, Earth and Water [respectively in the case] of mountains, trees, cities,
etc., and rivers, ponds and ocean."9 This elucidation may suffice to avoid any
misunderstanding of the term. The grouping of the
corresponds to the

vargas

tat,tvas

into units of five

•

or classes of consonants of the Sanskrit alphabet.

Phonemes and Tattvas

1.

Phonemes

Tattvas

or the

ka
prthivl

kha
jala

ga
agm

ca
gandha
ta
upastha

cha
rasa
tha
payu

Ja
rupa
da
ptida

, ta
prti1Ja

tha
rasanti
pha
buddhi

•

gross elements

2.

Phonemes

Tanmtitras
3.

•

Phonemes
Organs of action

•

•

-

•

-

•

gha
vayu

na
tiktisa

jha
sparsa
dha
pti1J l

na
sabda
na
vtik

-

+

•

•

•

-

•

.

4.

Phonemes
Organs of sense

5.

Phonemes
The psychic
apparatus, the primal
matter (prakrti) and
finite experient (puru�a)

pa
manas

dlia
da
na
caksus
tvak srotra
ba
ma
bha
aharhktira prakrti puru�a
•

•

7. Quoted from S. Vasudeva, The Yoga . . . , note 12: tatam etairjagat krtsnam . I su�maga�
Sarvajnanottara v. 34, p. 197.
sarvaga� nitya� sahaja� sarvajantu$u 11
.
.

.

8. Isvarapratyabhijnavimarsinf III.1.2: iha tasya bhavastattvam
iti bhinnanam vargatJam
vargf karatJanimittam yadekamavibhaktllm bhati tattattvam, yatha girivr�apura prabhrtfnam
vol. I1, p . 192. Cf. S.
nadfsaram sagaradrnam ca prthivrrupatvam abrupatvam ceti I
Vasudeva, p. 191, nofe 18.
9. Tr. S. Vasudeva, p. 192.
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Emanation of Phonemes and Tattvas in verses 5-9
Before going into the extensive interpretation of the

VivaraJ:la,

let us consider the

condensed version of the Tantra:

athadyastithaya� sarve svara vindvavasanaga� I
tadanta� kalayogena somasaryau prakrrtitau 11 5 11
prthivyadrni tattvani puru�antani paiicasu I
kramatkadi�u varge�u makarante�u suvrate 11 6 11

•

•

vayvagni-salilendraJ:lam dharaJ:lanarh catu�tayam I
tadardhvarh sadi-vikhyatarh purastat brahmapaiicakam 11 7 11
amala tatkramaj jiieya k�anta sr�tirudahrta I
sarve�am eva mantraJ:larh vidyanam ca yasasvinf 11
I

8 11

iyam yoni� samakhyata sarvatantre�u sarvada I
.
Paratrfsika

•

5-9ab

The end of this group of verses (8-9ab) states the reason for the unfolding of the '

tattvas: The kaulikavidhi or the process of achieving
mantra, and mantra consists of, or is, the essence or

alphabet and the corresponding
the

kaulikasiddhi

leads to

condensation of the phonemes of language. Therefore,
•

Starting from a to k$a,lO the order is known as that of emission; it is
the source of all mantras and vidyas, as is always proclaimed in all the
PT 8-9ab
Tantras.

Thus the elements of language are homologised with creation or emanation. The
element of Time comes in the very first verse (5), where the vowels
identified with

(svara)

are

tithis, lunar days or phases. Tithi does not only connote the number

15, it is a station or phase, as will be seen later with the symbolism of the individual
vowels. From

a

to

anusvara (bindu)

fifteen vowels are corresponding to 15

tithis,

with the symbolic implication that in their totality they are moving to a state of
fullness (the full moon of knowledge or

bodhacandrall). In relation to time they are

10. Last letter in the Agamic alphabet.
11. Cf. Tantrasara summary verse of introduction. TS, p. 5 : ajnanam kila bandhaheturudita�
sastre malam tatsmrtam I pun:zajnanakalodaya tadakhilam nirmalatarrl gacchati I "Ignorance
is said to be the cause of bondage, it is called impurity in the Sastras. But when the full

--+
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connected with the sun and moon (v. Sed). The entire symbolism of sun, moon
and fire will be unfolded later, one meaning being that of the knowable
means of knowledge

(surya)

and the knower

(soma), the

(agni).

Then follow the consonants corresponding to the

tattvas,

in groups of five (v.

6), from which the entire diversity of manifestation arises. Two groups of phonemes

ya, ra, la, va, the
seed-syllables corresponding to wind (ya), fire (ra), water (la) earth (va), and Indra,
respectively and the five called paficabrahma, namely sa, �a, sa, ha, k�a.12 We shall
return to this symbolisation in the context of the Vivara�a.

are marked out: the four called dhararpls, i.e. the semi-vowels,

The symbolism of the

tithis in relation to the vowels

does not end here. There

is a complex symbolical interrelation between the elements of time as phases of the

(praIJa-apana) and the vowels
(svara). PralJa is the source of time13 and it is measured by tu#s (the space covered
by breath measuring two-and-a-half fingers). Since 16 tutis cover one unit of
exhalation and inhalation, these are also homologised with the 16 vowels, from a to
visarga�.
moon (also called

kala),

the movement of breath

•

When the sixteenth digit, which has the power to expand (visargakala)
remains apart, i.e. does not expand, it is designated the seventeenth
digit.
p . 187
,

According to the

S rr Vadya Sastra

and other sources the

visarga, consisting of two
•

points, is divided into two and becomes

bindu, which

is then identified with the

17th, unchangeable kala (amakala).
The entire interconnection between time, breath, and the vowels, far from being
.
a mere speculation on the numbers (15, 16, 17), based on tithi at the be '
g of
verse 5, throws light on the utterance of the phonemes (vowels) which is dependent
on breath and on time.

moon of knowledge rises, it attains perfect purity." The implication is also that the killas or
tithis, the phases of the moon, represent partial or fragmentary knowledge, until full
enlightenment occurs, compared to the full moon.
12. Cf. A. Sanderson, f!istory through Textual Criticism, p. 37, note 47: "This terminology is
peculiar to Paratrimsikil Z" It has been taken over by the Ahirbudhuya Samhita, 16, 84.
13. Cf. the chapter on killadhvan in Tantralokil, ahnikil 6.

•

•
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Abhinavagupta replies to an objection:

If it is objected, "How can there be division of one phoneme 'a'
(into 16th and 17th kaliis), for 'a' which is anuttara is partless?" We reply,
"In our system, everything is partless, being non-different from the
light of consciousness." Just as, through the unimpeded autonomy
of Siva, even when parts appear, partlessness of Reality is invariable,
even so is the case with 'a'. Where is the inconsistency? Thus the
propriety of the development of phonemes is maintained, because
of the appearance of partlessness in parts. Otherwise (on the
occasion of utterance), how can the air whose nature it is to produce
impact successively through the dental, labial, guttural, palatal
phonemes strike the palate after having struck the throat? If it were
to spread simultaneously in all the organs' of articulation, then there
would ensue simultaneity in the utterance of all the sounds.
- pp. 187-88
•

A Commentary on la'
Abhinavagupta then opens the commentary on verses 5-9 by focusing on the
phoneme

a

in verse 5 as: atha a-adya . . . )

(expressed

That anuttara itself, which is akula whose nature is a, is all this universal
p. 89
manifestation (kaulikasr$fi).
The phoneme
manifestation

a represents anuttara and akula,14 the Unsurpassable, beyond
(kula being Sakti, and akula Bhairava). A brief definition by
.

Somananda15 says:

a-bfjam suddhasivarupam

p.

20

The seed syllable a is of the pure nature of Siva .
•

One could also translate: "is the pure fonn/ symbol of Siva."

(adyavan;.a)

A is the original sound

and the origin of all sounds, and hence of all manifestation.

A is the stage of the Supreme Word (paravagbhumi) in which alone of
•

14. The first phoneme not only of the Sanskrit alphabet but of most languages, a, is here
actually an a privativum, cf. J. Gonda, Why are ahirhsa and similar concepts often expressed
in a negative form? Cf. Tantraloka 3.6Z
15. In his own Vivrti.

•
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•

these phonemes there is the non-conventional, eternal, natural form
consisting of nothing but Consciousness. In the "body" (vapus) made
of Consciousness the interconnectedness of everything is ever
present (sarvasarvatmakata satatoditaiva).
p. 91 modified
Here we find the essential difference which Abhinavagupta makes throughout the
text between language as conventional

(sa1iketika,

consisting of signs, or

samayika

based on convention or agreement), and as immediate, uncontrived, spontaneous

(akrtrima), because belonging to the supreme level of sound. As we shall see, mantras
belong to this non-conventional aspect of the Word.

A

is thus called "the matrix of the Supreme Sound"

having elucidated

•

(paranadagarbha}.16

After

all the phonemes and tattvas, Abhinavagupta sulrunarises the point

thus: "These 34 categories having been settled according to the procedure of the

a only, as that is the initial and primal letter." (p. 102, evametani
caturtrirhsattattvani prakriyatmana sthitani akarameva iidirupataya bhajante, p. 41, L IS).
Sastra resort to

In the context of the analysis of Anuttara, Abhinavagupta had already stated:
A is the (totality of the) limitating power (kala) not submitted to

maya, beyond hearing, uncreated, wondering at its own (essence:
that of the) waveless sea of consciousness resting in the great light
(of the Absolute). It spreads from the first to the last stage (of
emanation), being the condition of the fullness of the supreme "I"
in its total awareness of the universe (as produced by) the effulgent
tr. A. Padoux, Vac, p. 23617
spreading out of the Energy.
When he comes back to conunenting on the unfolding of the vowels, Abhinavagupta
identifies

a with the powe� of absolu�e

freedom of the Lord:
•

Th� power of absolute freedom or autonomy (svlitantrya-sakti) of the
Lord, is called a. In it the objectivity has not yet begun to develop
and it is therefore essentially a reflective awareness whose inner
nature is that of a pure interiorised mass of cons�iousness
Padoux, Vac, p. 23818
(antarghanasamvid).
16. Tantrasara 3, p. 12

.

17. Skt. p. 9, tr. p. 24.

18. Skt. p. 58: evarh paramesvarasya icchatmika svtitantryasaktir-anunmflitabhava vibhasa

antarghana-sarhvit svabhava-vimarsasara 'a' ityucyate I
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Abhinavagupta's effort is ever directed to proving the foundation of language in

niroikalpa samvid, consciousness free from mental constructs, and descending from
the highest level (Parii-viik), without excluding the manifoldness of both language
and reality.

•

.

In the nature of consciousness, the omnifariousness of everything
(sarvasarvatmakata) is always present. That highest Divinity, viz. para
(who is only the dynamic form of anuttara), though consisting of t;he
highest stage of non-differentiation is teeming with endless variety,
containing within Herself as she does the parapara expansion of
pasyantr, etc.
p. 91
He not only states a metaphysical truth but no less, as a spiritual master, leads the
disciples /readers to its realisation:

I

ParabhaHarika who is the stage of omniscience (sarvjiiatabhum*), the
highest truth without any limitation (asankucitaparamarthii) and natural
is suddenly resorted to by those who are established in intensive
awareness of that state (tathavadhanatisaya ruqha*), who are purified
by utmost grace (paranugraha-pavitritai�) and those whose impurities
in the form of uncertainty, doubt or other synonymous terms owing
to non-belief in that have been completely ground down by grinding
on the grindstone of continuous spiritual discipline.
p. 92

.

•

Here again, the complementarity of one's effort and Divine grace is perspicacious.
•

The intuitive insight

(pratiblul) or awakening of consciousness (unme$a)

is identical

with the unconditioned consciousness.

Therefore it (the n irvikalpa sarhvid or indeterminate consciousness)
abides undivided among the endless determinate percepts. The
interval between the two determinate ideas can by no means be
denied because of the difference between the two ideas. That interval
consists of consciousness only, otherwise (i.e. if consciousness is
not present in the interval), on account of the extirpation of the
residual traces of consciousness caused by that interval or gap
(devoid of consciousness), memory, congruous link, etc. between
the consciousness preceding the gap and the consciousness
p. 93
succeeding it would become impossible.

•
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The pure awareness of this interstitial gap is precisely the basis for the methods of
attaining pure consciousness taught in the

Vijiiana Bhairava.19

That pure state of consciousness pervades also the manifold perceptions,
including language at its conventional level:

Determinate perceptions do not arise without the indeterminate
consciousness [nirvikalpa samvid] because they lack the freedom for
emerging by themselves. This freedom belongs only to indeterminate
consciousness, for it is only indeterminate consciousness that serves
as means for the recollection of the conventional . signs, etc. How
can the recollection of conventional signs, etc. be possible without
the experience of indeterminate consciousness? In such
consciousness, according to the previous principle, there is the
absence of the limitation of time, etc. Thus the one divine
indeterminate consciousness (pratibha) defined by my weighty
statement is of this kind, i.e. of unlimited nature, the very Self of all.
Not only in the beginning and the end but in the intervening state
also, she is the origin of the emergence of the other present, past
p. 94
and future determinate apprehensions.
•

•

Interestingly enough, Abhinavagupta equates this indeterminate consciousness
with the Buddhist Yogacara notion of

alayavijiiana

or "substratum consciousness"

{p. 93 tr., p . 37 Skt.) .20 After arguing in various ways to establish this point,
,

Abhinavagupta sums up the still introductory section of his cOIIunentary on

adya

atha

. . . {v. 5ff.).21

paravagbhami, also identical with the original phoneme a,
as the basis for the following "speculation" (in the etymological sense of speculum,
There he establishes

mirror) on �anguage.

A Note on Method
Abhinavagupta uses any occasion to declare his method and approach. While

19. Quotations from which are not infrequent in the Vivara1Jtl, cf. pp. 46 (VBh 60), 17 (verse 69
and 70), 79 (verse 68).
20. Abhinavagupta uses- this concept also in IPW 1.5.5 (vol. IT, p. 99, 1. 7).
2l.. See ch. 7, p. 130.

•

•
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criticising Somananda22 with due reverence of course
of universality of comprehension.23

he states the principle

Further he relates experience and reasoning, having clarified the spiritual
conditions (p. 92 quoted above). Although intuition, omniscience, access to the
pure, uncontrived state of consciousness is a necessary condition for understanding
Reality, he admits that even people with a limited mode of perception can have
access to the true understanding in momentary insights (cf. p. 36 ll. 7-8, p. 92). The
same intuitive knowledge can be established by reasoning (yukti). Abhinavagupta
clearly follows these three steps: Agama, spiritual experience
depending also
on grace
and reasoning (tarka).24 The basis of his hermeneutics is also the
acceptance of the Tantra as Sutra, with the implication of the manifold layers of
meanings (satasahi$1;zuta sutragranthasya, p. 35).,
•

The stage is now set for the interpretation of the verses 5-9 and the presentation of
the manifestation of phonemes and tattvas.'15 'Ihis section starts with tadevarh sthite
granthartho niY1Jryate ("it being so, the meaning of the text is being explained," p. 38, ll.
4-3 from below), basing the following development on the presuppositions stated.
•

•

Descent from "l" to "This"

aham

idam

All vowels, from a to visarga, are at the level of S iva-tattva, and the groups of five
consonants (varga) correspond to the respective unit of five tattvas (p. 98) (see
Table, p. 143). Since the descent from Siva to Earth is a movement from (Divine)
subjectivity to objectivity, from aham to idam, it not only pa�ses through different
stages of predominance, of the one over the other, but Abhinavagupta makes it
clear that at every stage, even the most externalised and removed from
consciousness, it is only
the Lord [who] assumes these states (of raga, vidya, kala, maya) which
are held in His shining Self by His own light by veiling Himself,
------

22. This difference of opinion with Somananda is relevant in the context of Malini, cf. S.
Vasudeva, "Synaesthetic Iconography: I. The Nadiphantakrama", in: Melanges tantriques .
. . , p. 531. See later section on MalinI.
23. Cf. p. 91, quoted on p. 130.

24. anubhava-yuktyanupravi$taniim . . . , p. 35.
25. Silburn and Padoux call it "phonematic cosmogony" (cosmogonie phonematique),
Tantriiloka 3.67, p . 151, note 12, and elsewhere.
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that is to say, He manifests by adopting the state of thisness (i.e.
objectivity) whose nature 'is insenfiency. Then again He encompasses
p. 99
all this objectivity with I-feeling.

Abhinavagupta hastens to emphasise the reality of the idam. Strangely, following
the order of the Tantra, the tattvas following after Siva start from below: prthiv'f,
earth, corresponding to the phoneme ka. The tattvas, instead of being presented
in descent or sr$tikrama, are described in ascending order or samharakrama.
Abhinavagupta raises this question further on. But, considering the metaphysical
and cosmogonic order from aham to idam, we now follow the descending order.
Now in the dynamic movement from the Divine (Siva; Sakti, Sadasiva, Isvara),
through the Human (the kaficukas, anta�karaIJas and indriyas) to the cosmic
(from the tanmiitras to the mahabhatas), there is a bridge to be crossed, from
Maya to S uddha-vidya or pure knowledge. In the VivaraIJa Abhinavagupta
defends an intermediary tattva between the kaficukas and Suddha-vidya, that is,
Mahamaya (p. 101 ), also in correspondence to the levels of the pramiitas or
percelvers.
,

•

•

The Kaficukas or Limiting Powers and their Seed-syllables26
A very special place is assigned to the kaficukas, the so-called covering powersF
which are here only four in number, namely maya, kala, raga and vidya,
corresponding to the four semi'-vowels ya ra la va (also called the bfjas or seed
mantras of wind, vayu, fire, agni, water, jala, and Indra for earth) and they are
called dhiiraIJas (v. 7). In the order of descent these kaficukas derive directly from
maya and they perform a dual function: they "cover" or "veil" the soul, each one
representing one form of limitation as compared to the same power in its unlimited
or divine form; on the other hand, they also "provide the indispensable conditions
for (the soul's) sojourn in the world of maya."28 In that sense they are capacities
which can move in both directions: towards limitation and bondage if they are
united with the three malas or impurities of the soul, or towards ascent to the
tattvas above maya, belonging to the "pure path" (suddhadhvan).

•

.

•

26. Cf. R. Torella, The Kancukas in the Saiva and Vaisnava Tantric Tradition: A Few Considerations
between Theology and Grammar, p. 55.
,

•

•

2:J. R. Torella, in his excellent study, has used the unusual translation "cuirass".

28. Art. Kancuka in: Tantrikabhidhtinakosa, vol. IT, p. 41 (tr. from French).

•
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The kancukas are, in this case [i.e. in the PTV], described, along with
the semi-vowels, as being at the same time the means by which the
Divinity manifests the obj ectivity, and that through which it is
transformed into the subject perceiving this objectivity. He
(Abhinavagupta), also calls them "supports" (dhara1Ja) because they
support [as well] the impure manifestation29 as well as the
consciousness which the (limited) subject has of it.30

•

It is because of this ambiguous function of the kancukas that, among all the tattvas,
Abhinavagupta gives them a special place in this discussion of the emanation .
They, so to say, stand on the borderline between subjectivity and objectivity. In the
words of R. Torella:31
The cuirasses constitute the most internal and concealed structure
of individual personality. In establishing their existence, Tantric
tradition
in general, even those grounded on dualistic
seems to have been driven by a twofold need: to
presuppositions
overcome the dualism and the basic incommunicability of the purely
puru?a-prakrti or puru?a
spiritual and the purely material components
buddhi
and to single out a boundary land within the human being
where the jaqa-ajaqa components almost touch one another, as it were.
What Tantrikas' thought and action seem most interested in are
precisely borderlines, rather than the definite states of being. In
particular, the monistic schools of Kashmir will end up by seeing
borderlines everywhere or, in other words, infinite potential openings,
which make the jaqa-ajaqa dichotomy more and more problematic
and finally overthrow it altogether.
art. cit., pp. 66-67
I

•

An entire spectruIII of spiritual psychology is contained in the Saiva understanding

of the kancukas.32 The fact that the four semi-vowels are called anta�stha in gratrunar,
"those established within" or between, is also interpreted in relation to the kancukas

29. I.e. the tattvas from mtiyti down to Earth.
30. Art. Kancuka, ibid., pp. 42-43 (tr. from French).
31. R. Torella in his article, The Kancukas . . . goes into great detail and brings out precisely this

feature of their being at the ''borderline.''
32. Cf. the positive functions of the kancukas in �emaraja's commentary on Svacchanda Tantra
ll.42-43.
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that they are "interior" to the individual soul, and even imperceptible to itself.33
Since these powers characterise the puru�a or limited soul, and they are "in
between," the Laghuvrtti uses the telling image, comparing puru�a to Trisailku,34
hanging between heaven and earth:

•

These are the four powers that maintain the individual soul resting
in the middle like Trisanku, which otherwise would fall into the
condition of complete inertia like a rock, or would ascend to the
sky of consciousness like the supreme Lord.35

What a powerful image of the human condition!

.

Coming back to our text, Abhinavagupta gives importance to the designation,
dlu1ra't}ii, and to the verb constituting it: dlu1rayanti, which implies two causatives.
"Dlu1ra't}iis are so-called, because they make the individual (a't}u) think of the universal
powers of Bhairava separately" (p. 39 Skt.). The two causatives refer to the causing
agent and the caused (prayojya-prayojaka bhiivadvairupyiit . . . , p. 39) . "All these
states (i.e. of the kancukas) are held in one's own self which is of the nature of
light, in the highest state of fullness which is identical with Bhairava and universal."36
Therefore, "In one's consciousness also, one can bear witness to the fact that it is
the (divine) consciousness that appears in all forms."37
The entire argument leads to the second causative of dlu1rayati with the meaning
that it is Siva himself who is reduced to the status of pasu or individual soul,
through the kancukas: riiga, vidyii, kalii, miiyii, which become the inciting or causing
agents (p. 100).38
In the consideration of the progressive emanation of the tattvas and its
phonematic correspondence another doctrine of non-dualist Saivism has to be taken
into account, i.e. the seven subjects or perceivers (pramiitii), related to levels of
33. R. Tore11a, p. 72.
34. The story of the King Trisar'l.ku who remained suspended between heaven and earth is told
in the Ramaya1'Jl1, Bala-KaJ),Q.a, ch. 57-59, etc.
35. Paratrfsikil Laghuvrtti, p. 7, 11. 5-7, tr. P. Muller-Ortegr, The Triadic Heart, p. 211.

36 Tr. p. 98 modified, Skt. p. 39.
37. Tr. p. 99, Skt. p. 39:. svasamvidi ca samvida eva sarvamayatvaprathanat.
38. Cf. Tore11a, art. cit., p. 73.

•
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consciousness.39 Just as the entire scheme of emanation has two movements, one of
expansion (prastira) and the other of retraction (sarhhara), or of descent from the
plane of Siva to the Earth, and of ascent in the opposite direction (which is the
ultimate purpose of all external manifestations), so the levels of the seven perceivers
(pramatti) can be seen from above, in descending order, or from below, in order of
ascension.40 The correlation between the levels of emanation and the pramtittis is
clearly that the realities (tattva) exist and are perceived by subjects or cognisers, and
these correspond to the respective levels of awareness. Hence �maraja says:
•

•

•

tanntinti anurupa-grtihya-grtihakabhedtit I
- Pratyabhijiiti Hrdaya, Sutra 3
That (i.e. the universe) is manifold because of the differentiation of
reciprocally adopted objects and subjects.
- Tr. Jaideva Singh, p. 52
•

I

Since K�emaraja gives a concise exposition of the correlation between the seven
perceivers and their place in the scheme of the tattvas, it will be useful to cite his
auto-commentary on this Sutra:
Commentary
" Tat (that) means the universe; nana means manifold. Why
(manifold)? Because of the differentiation between objects and
subjects which are anurupa, i.e. in a state of reciprocal adaptation."
[The correspondence or reciprocal adaptation of object and subject
.
now follows.]
.

Just as in the Sadasiva principle (there is the experience of), the
total universe as an object of the nature of parapara, i.e. both identical
and different (a stage in which the experience is of the form "I am
this"), (in which) the experience is dominated by the Consciousness
of I, and (in which the experience of) this-ness is (yet) incipient,
even so there is the group of experients, called mantramahesvaras who
are governed by the blessed Lord Sadasiva, and whose existence in
that state is brought about by the will of the highest Lord.
39. Cf. S. Vasudeva, The Yoga . . . , pp. 151-78.
40. Cf. �emaraja, Pratyabhijiiii Hrdaya, satra 3 and commentary.
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Just as in the Isvara tattva (principle), the 'entire universe is
apprehended (in the form, "I am this") where both the consciousness
of I and that of this are simultaneously distinct, even so is (the
consciousness of) the group of individual experients, (known as)
mantresvara, governed by venerable Isvara.
In the stage of vidya or suddha-vidya, just as there are the experients,
called man tras, of different states together with many secondary
distinctions, governed by Anantabhattaraka, even so there is as an
object of knowledge one universe whose sole essence consists of
.
differen tia tions.
Above maya (and below suddha-vidya) are the experients, called
Vijfianakalas who are devoid of (the sense of) agency, and who are
of the nature of pure awareness. Corresponding to them is their
object of knowledge or field of experience which is identical with
them in their previous states of existence.
At the stage of maya (are), the experients of void or pralayakevalins
whose field of experience consists of the insensible which is quite
appropriate to their state.
(After the pralayakalas) are stationed the sakalas (from maya up to the
earth) who are different from everything and limited, and whose
field of experience is as limited and different as themselves..
S ivauhattaraka, howeve �, who transcends all these (Le. all the
experients from Mantramahesvara to Sakala), who is constituted
only of prakasa (light) has states or modes which are only of the
form of prakasa (light, i.e. consciousness). Again in blissful Paramasiva
(highest Siva) who both transcends the universe and is the universe,
who is the highest bliss and consists of a mass of prakasa (light, i.e.
consciousness) flashes the entire universe from S iva down to the
earth in identity (with Paramasiva). Actually (in that state), there is
neither any other subject nor object. Rather what is practically meant
to be stated is this that in actuality the highest blissful Siva alone
manifests himself in this way in numerous forms of multiplicity.
- Pratyabhijiia Hrdaya, tr. Jaideva Singh, pp. 52-54
,

-

•
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Tattvas and Pramatas
Tattvas

Pramiitii

Levels of Reality

•

Perceivers/Experients

Siva
Sakti
Sadii§iva
I§vara
Suddhavidya
[Mahamaya)
Maya

Siva
Mantramahe§vara
Mantre§vara
Mantra
Vijflanakala
Pralayakala

Kaflcukas
Purusa to Kala
ptthivI to Pralqti

Sakala

•

Avasthii

Sakti

turrylltfta

Cit
Anallda

States of Awareness

Beyond the Fourth
the Fourth State
(turrya)

I cchll

•

Jflllna

Deep Sleep (su$upti)
Dream (svapna)

Kriyll

I

Waking (jllgrat)

The Five Brahmas
Another important group of phonemes consists of the last five consonants, the
sibilants termed pancabrahma,41 "the five Brahmas," i.e. sa, $a, sa, ha, k$a,
corresponding in ascending order to the levels of reality: Mahamaya Suddhavidya
- lsvara
SadMiva
Sakti. This is the transition from the impure to the pure
.
course of tattvas, and hence of special si
·cance . Since maya has been included
as a kancuka, mahamaya takes its place, which in the group of pramatas, corresponds
to the level of pralayakala. It is only be ' . g with suddha-vidya that the perceivers
can ascend from mantra to Mantramahesvara .
•

Why they are called five Brahmas is explained by a nirvacana of the word:
They are known as Brahma because the root brh from which the word
brahma is derived means "to grow great" and "to make grow." These
categories are called brahma firstly because they transcend difference
(bhedasamuttrr1J.atviU) (from the point of view of b rhatva "growing
great") and secondly because they bring about the production of
the universe of differentiation.
p. 102

The five Brahmas traditionally refer to the five faces of Siva and their respective
41. This terminology is specific to PT v. 7, cf. A. Sanderson, History through Textual Criticism,
p. 37, note 47.

•
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mantras.42 This assumes importance in the encoding of the core mantra in verse 10
and its conunentary (trtfyarh brahma). Whenever he explains brahma in the context
of the Tantra, Abhinavagupta emphasises the nirvacana connoting its dynamic,
expanding nature and its pervasiveness (vyapakatva) over the static interpretation
in Vedanta, because the spiritual ascent starts from suddha-vidya.
Abhinavagupta further defends the ascending order of tattvas from earth up
to Sakti, based on other Tantras such as Malinfvijayottara, Svacchanda, etc. (p. 102,
p. 41 Skt.).
•

In his conunentary on verses 5-9 Abhinavagupta has left no aspect of language
out namely, sound, phonematic creation, correlation between phonemes and
spheres of the universe, and initially, mantra. Before we proceed with this
description, a digression on the more general theme of sound and language will
be useful to connect to practical experience, as Abhinavagupta himself does time
and again.
The Universality of Sound: Nada and Svara
Abhinavagupta does not miss any occasion to bridge the gap between Agama and
ordinary experience, thus establishing the universality of the insights of the Tantra,
the contrary of taking recourse to a purely esoteric sphere far removed from the
world. In tbis sphere of language and mantra, his basic insights into sound are
revealing. The starting point is always a possiqle objection, one being the limitation
of phonemes or sounds to the fifty miitrkas of the Sanskrit alphabet (cf. p. 178),
and connected with it is the question of inarticulate or meaningless sounds. In the
background lies the question of mantra and the apparent meaninglessness of certain
(mainly bija) mantras (cf. p. 178), an objection which has been raised at his time
and even now! To the last question he gives a truly aesthetic and psychological
reply:
If it is said that certain phonemes are separate from matrka, and
being indistinct and meaningless, they are useless, therefore; they
should not be accepted, we say that this is not correct. There is
usefulness even of an indistinct phoneme, such as the sound of a
42. These faces are: Isana, Tatpuru!?a, Sadyojata, Vamadeva and Aghora. Cf. J. Hanneder,

Abhinavagupta's Philosophy of Revelation, pp. 12-16.

•
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muraja (a kind of drum) or of an ocean43 inasmuch as it is helpful
in bringing about joy or sorrow.

p. 178

Besides, there are inner sounds perceived by yogzs such as the sound of a bell or
cymbal, and powerful mantras uttered by yoginzs (p. 178, quotation from
Guhyayoginz Tantra). In a nutshell, Abhinavagupta states about the essence of

mantra:

,

,

vastutastu iintara eviisau niidatma mantra

•

p. 65, 3rd line from below
In fact, it is the inner sound that is mantra.
-

Mahamantras which have distinct and meaningful phonemes can be
easily used both by you and us.

.

p. 178

Relating these statements together it is clear that sounds, whether of mantras,
natural sources such as the waves of an ocean, or music, have a strong effect on the
mind.
He gives the beautiful example of the cooing of birds and the sounds produced
by different animals (pp. 178 f.):
When those indistinct phonemes also (Le. the asphuta varrJa or
indistinct phonemes like those of birds, etc.) acquire the status of
words which have perfectly clear meaning like distinct phonemes
(van:ziiniimiva), then according to the principle mentioned, the cooing
of birds and even the sounds of kettledrum, etc. become full of
meaning. Then as the cooing of birds has some meaning, even so
the sound of drum may be indicative of either conquest or
d efeat .
p . 179

According to Patanjali's44 Yogasiltra, the yogz has the power to understand the
sounds of all beings (sarvabhilta-rutajnana, p. 66, L 3), because he has access to the
43. Cf. also Lalajmf Tantra 5Z14-15 where the sound of an ocean, of a river, and a mountain cave

is called avyakta, unmanifest (corresponding to asphuta in the PTV, indistinct).

,

44. Yogasatra 3.17: sabdartha-pratyayanam itaretara-adhyiisiit sarhkaras-tatpravibhaga-sarhyamat
sarvabhutaruta-jiiilnam. Interestingly, the Vyasab1ili$!ja does not give a logical or metaphysical
justification for this kind of knowledge, which can be better explained in the context of the
four levels of vak .

•
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supreme level of the Word. These examples go to show the connectedness of all
sounds, whether as distinct phonemes in the
letters of matrka, or as indistinct
sounds, with the level of parilvilk:
Therefore, though the condensation of the phonemes becomes
distinct only in the vaikharr or gross aspect, yet it abides primarily in
the supreme Verbum (parllvllk) which is all inclusive (sarvasarvlltmaka).
- p. 176
In one of the decisive statements getting to the essence of the phonemes, of sound,

of mantra, Abhinavagupta smrunarises:

.

So by this repeatedly thought-out reasoning, entering more and
more in the interior, cherish that consciousness which is a mass of
awareness and is all-inclusive, and therefore the abode of guttural
and labial energies (also), and in which inheres that creative 1consciousness, viz. aharh which is the very quintessence of autonomy,
which is the venerable phoneme, the highest mantra, and is (always)
inherent within.
p. 177
Therefore one and the same venerable supreme Verbum (ekaiva
parllbhattllrikll), being all-inclusive, abides as the highest Lord in all,
whether stone, tree, animal, man, god, Rudra, pralayllkala or vijIMnllkala
(kevalf), Mantra, Mantresvara, Mantramahesvara and others.
Therefore, Mlltrkll whose body consists of letters (and sounds) which
reside in various stations as their very soul either in indistinct
(asphuta) or imperceptible (avyakta) way as in madhyamll or in distinct
(sphuta) or perceptible (vyakta) way as in vaikharr is declared as the
efficacious potency of mantra (mantravrrya).
p. 177
•

Another important example for the power and effect of sound is music, of which
Abhinavagupta is an acknowledged master. He gives the example of different
instruments, different kinds of viIJil and drums (p. 177 last para 178), producing
the same note (sthayr svara) in different registers.
-

He plays with the double meaning of svara as (musical) sound and vowel and
gives it the highest meaning again by a nirvacana, splitting the word into sva and

ra:
-

So these kallls, i.e. the phonemes a, etc. of anuttara are called svara on
account of their revealing the delightful mental state. The
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•

etymological explanation of svara is as follows. The root SV[ means
(i) those which utter a sound (sabdayanti), i.e. indicate a delightful
mental mode (sucayanti cittarh) and (ii) which (in the state of
withdrawal) yield their essential nature to Siva, the highest subject
(svarh ca svarupam atmanarh ranti), i.e. which dissolve completely in
anuttara. Thus the word svara� means those which transmitting their
essential nature to the highest experient (i.e. anu ttara) offer
themselves, i.e. get dissolved in anuttara (as vowels) (in the aspect of
sarhhara or withdrawal) and offer their form as consonants like ka,
etc., i.e. display (existents) externally (in the aspect of prasara or
expansion).
p. 188

The entire aesthetic or rasa experience is evoked by sound, whether spontaneous
or musical:
I

These svaras as mere sounds (nadatmaka�) are indicative of mental
modes like pathos (karu1Ja), the amatory sentiment (s [1igara),
contentment (santa), by means of lamentation, pleasing words,
laudatory expressions respectively either merely by themselves or
by penetrating consonants. They display mental modes even of
animals, a-day-old creatures by appearing suddenly, without the
slightest trace of any hindrance of conventional sign, etc. and by
acquiring the form of exclamatory enunciation (svarakakvadirupatam
asnuvana�), since they are so close to direct feeling. Thus udatta, etc.
have been taught as having the characteristic of expressiveness. They
are indicative of mental mode by means of musical notes, such as
p. 18945
$aqja, etc.
•

In the Tantrtiloka Abhinavagupta distinguishes three types of sound: the gross, the
subtle, and the supreme (3.237). The sthulapasyantf "has the nature of sound which
is beautiful with musical notes, without any division in phonemes" (3.237-38). He gives
the example of the sound of drums which belongs to the realm of sthulamadhyama,
and which is "close to consciousness" (tadasytirh ntidaruptiytirh sarhvitsavidha
vrttita�, 3.239). It is these musical sounds which have the power to evoke an aesthetic
delight of merging in the source of the sound (3.240-41) .
45. Here Abhinavagupta replies implicitly to the question raised even today in the context of
aesthetics, whether pure, i.e. instrumental music can evoke specific rasas. Cf. P.L. Sharma,
Indian Aesthetics and Musicology, Varanasi: Amnaya Prakashan, 2000, chapters on "Levels
of Aesthetic Experience in Music" and "Rasa Theory and Indian Music" (pp. 93-108).
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The Question of the Plurality of Languages
One of the main problems faced by the theory of the alphabet is the difference
obtaining in various Tantras, their mantras, and in a more general sense, the
different languages with their various meanings. In the context of the three
granunatical persons there is already a reference to different languages such as
Pali and Dravi<;lian languages, and to the question of understanding (p. 74). In
this context Abhinavagupta states the basis of any language and its grammar
thus: ''It is only this state of complete understanding, the essence of the residual
traces of the innate, perfect I-consciousness which is followed by the grammarians
in their descriptive rules" (p. 74). And language "originally follows the instructive
feeling of the heart" (ibid. vacana kramasca htirdrmeva pratftim malato 'nusaran
tatpratftirasarapatayti, p. 27).
The basic distinction is between language as convention based on mtiyti (mtiyrya,
i.e. contrived) where there is a difference between word and meaning, and mantra
as non-conventional embodying the reality expressed, where there is identity
between word and meaning. First the question arises why different Tantras contain
different mantras and PartitrrSikti is unique in some ways (cf. pp. 104-5) . In
conventional languages which are the creations of human fancy, the same word
sometimes indicates varying senses. Not without a sense of humOll, Abhinavagupta
,
gives the following example:
For instance the southerners designate "boiled rice" with the word
caura, and the inhabitants of Sindha designate "thief" with the same
word, and "boiled rice," they designate with the word krura. The
Kasmlrls, however, indicate with . that word (Le. krura) husked barley,
p. 105
wheat and rice.
•

The plethora of linguistic conventions does not end there:
If one has to depend on convention only, then will arise the problem
of endless conventions coming down from one's own Sastra, from
another S astra, popular conventions, conventions of particular
assemblies, conventions coming down from a host of teachers,
convention particular for each different person and so on. This
p . 105
problem will also have to be examined.

•
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In the case of any difficulty in reconciling various concepts, Abhinavagupta takes
the reader back to the stage of the Supreme Word:
Therefore, thinking carefully on this matter, stay quiet, while I
remove the difficulties involved.
not partially
This question-answer in its entirety
resides really
in the divine paravak (the cosmic Ideation) whose quintessence is
autonomy (svatantrya) which is independent of everything, which is
unsurpassable and is able to bring what is most difficult to
accomplish, and which is not affected even by an iota of dependence
p. 108
on others.

He returns to the question of multiplicity and the relation between the conventional,
empirical language and the non-conventionali mantric aspect of it where the
difference between symbol and symbolised is transcended. It is the same as the
difference between vikalpa and nirvikalpa. The following is the course of his
arguments:
There is such a method of the entrance into the supreme
consciousness everywhere. Whether in jfianasakti (sailkalpyamana�) or
in kriyasakti (kriyamana�), every object rests on the superb splendour
of the mantra of supreme verbum, viz. the pure, creative 1consciousness (vimarsatma) which is one's essential nature
(svarupabhu ta) and which is non-mayfya (non-empirical) and
unconventional (asarhketika). It is that state which is lauded by all the
schools of philosophy as indeterminate (nirvikalpa). That splendour
of the supreme mantra (paraman tramaha�) is present in the earth
category, etc. both in unmixed or mixed states in the form of vowels
(bfja) and consonants (pi1JQa ) in phonemes like ka, etc. Otherwise
there would have been no difference between the determinate
different pairs of knowledge, such as Meru-mountain and Jujube
fruit, water and fire, jar (an external experience) and their
p. 180
indeterminate knowledge.

The basis for differentiation lies equally in the supreme level of the Word:
The fact is that mantra (of I-consciousness or paravak) which transcends
all conventionality is taught as the object of worship by the all
knowing teachers even when they know that the mantra is the source
of all the mutually distinctive conventions. It is, indeed, in that non-
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conventional splendour of the supr�me verbum (vanmahasi), i.e. into
aham (I) that all empirical (mayfya) conventional symbols so terminate
that they, i.e. the mayfya (empirical) symbols attain identity with
that transcendental, non-conventional mantra, viz., aham . The only
signification of those empirical (mayfya) conventional symbols
consists in the attainment of the experience of the essential nature
of the non-conventional, there is no other significance of these
symbols.
p. 180

tatha ca yadeva tadasamketikam mantravapu�, tadeva anyonya-vicitrarupam
pasyadbhi� sarvajf!ai� samketopayam-upasyataya upadisyate I tatraiva casamketike
vanmahasi tatha khalu mayfya� samketa� patanti I yatha ta
evamayfyasamketitamantratadatmyam pratipadyante I tatha svarupa pratipattireva
hi te$am vacakatabhavo nanya� kascit I
pp. 66-67
He thus establishes the relatedness between the conventional language and the
supreme level which is the sphere of mantra.
In the context of the description of vowels and consonants symbolised by bfja
(seed) and yoni (womb), Abhinavagupta makes a powerful statement about the
difference between mystical! mantric language and language as an object of the
study of grammarians:
If there is union of bfja (germ) in the form of vowels with the womb
in the form of consonants, in other words, if there is the
homogeneous union of Siva and Sakti, then what a pleasant surprise;
without any effort, without tilling and sowing will be generated
both bhoga (enjoyment) and mok$a (liberation).
The brja-var1Ja or vowel is adequate in itself and the yoni-var1Ja or the
consonant is equally so. Therefore, which is the cause and which
the 'effect? Such argument does not disturb us who are making a
statement about consciousness which is teeming with infinite variety.
Even in worldly dealings dominated by maya, speech which imparts
clarity to the successive letters and words and, being of the nature
of light, brings about thinking and has the nature of bringing about
a unified sense (ekaparamarsasvabhavaiva). By others (the followers of
other doctrines and the grammarians) this, i.e. the supreme
consciousness (parasamvid) has been proved by laboured deliberation.
In this system, It is established effortlessly to those who earnestly
take to its teaching. Therefore, we do not insist on one's going to

•
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the house of a teacher of grammar, the only gain of which will be a
little refinement of speech.
pp. 122-23

We shall return to this distinction when considering MiUrka and Malinr.
. In order to prove this point of the descent of Viik from the highest level (para),
through the Visionary (pasyantr) and the Intermediary (madhyama) down to
embodied speech (vaikharr) Abhinavagupta takes recourse to the example from
life, that of a child learning language.46
•

•

In a new-born child even when the vocal organs are not yet
developed, the subtle form of vaikharr inheres in madhyama by which
he is able to associate heard word and seen object by means of an
inner, subtle, unmanifest implicit proto-Ianguage.
,

It has also to be admitted that the constituent elements of vaikharr
are present in his mind in an implicit form for without these, he
could not have been able to have even an implicit form of language
and without this he could not have been able to associate the seen
object and the heard word.
•

If it be said that it is madhyama itself that becomes distinguished by
the difference resulting from such development, we may ask how?
Let us discuss this point carefully.
•

The child hears the words and sees the objects and thus develops
his acquisition of language. He mentally lays hold on the words
heard. The words heard are of the level of vaikharr (articulate speech).
In regard to these words, he is like one born blind in regard to
forms. (He hears the sounds but does not know what they refer to.)
Therefore, vaikharf constituted by speech organs and articulation
certainly inheres in madhyama.
pp. 155-56

If children have the capacity of learning a language, it is thanks to the higher levels
of the Word, which means to a consciousness transcending the conventional
language.
Even in a child, there is at first the predominance of only cit (pure,
unconditioned consciousness) . Therefore, even in the present life

46. The topic of children learning language had occupied earlier thinkers, e.g. in MImamsa,
Bhartrhari, etc.
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after a previous one, there exists in him a consciousness which
transcends conventionality. Otherwise there would be no support
for his conventionality to stay. So it is on the basis of the non
conventional that there can be the possibility of the comprehension
p. 18147
of the conventional, not otherwise.

These considerations lead to the encompassing topic of the four levels of the Word,
the major hermeneutic scheme applied to the entire text.
The Four Levels of the Word (Vak)
•

The hermeneutical scheme of the four levels of VaJc48 has such a centrality for the
entire understanding of the text that Abhinavagupta unfolds it right at the
beginning of the VivaraIJa.49 It covers all the aspects, the metaphysical, the
development of language at all levels, the descent (and ascent) of consciousness,
the cosmogonic, as it is homologised with the tattvas. In the introductory passage,
actually defining Devl, the overall thrust of the VivaraIJa is contained.
The Sakti which is full of the thought of Grace for the entire world
is, to begin with, non-different (in the undifferentiated or nirvikalpa
state) from pasyantf who is paramarsamayf, i.e. who is always cognisant
of the essential nature of the Divine and who has a hundred powers
which are boundless in operation which however will be de.scribed
later. She (the Supreme vak) is, in the most initial stage, stationed in
the Divine I-consciousness which is the highest mantra and which is
not limited by space or time. In that stage (para-vak) abides without
any distinction of question and answer which will start in pasyantf.
The paravak which is non-dual, i.e. identical with the (supreme)
consciousness is present in all experients always in her integral
nature (of knowership and doership) uniformly in all states, i.e.
even at the level of pasyantf, madhyama and vaikharf. Therefore, pasyantf
comprehends in a general indeterminate (nirvikalpa) way whatever
47. yavat balasyapi janmantaranusaraIJe 'pi citsvabhavasyadau sthitaivasanketikf satta-

anyathanavasthanat

I

p. 67, 11. 5-7.

48. I refer to the excellent chapter on this theme in A. Padoux, Vac, pp. 166-222, therefore, I am

not elaborating it except in relation to the VivaraIJa.

49. Again, it is surprisfug that the Laghuvrtti does not refer to such a central doctrine and does
not apply it to the interpretation of the Tantra.
•

•
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is desired to be known if it is awakened by due causal conditions
just as one who has experienced variegated colours like dark, blue,
etc. as in a peacock's tail and whose experience is determined by
many impressions, positive and negative, recalls only that particular
colour which is awakened by the proper causal condition of the
memory. At the time of initial indeterminate knowledge in pasyantr
in which there is no distinction in the word and its referent, there
was obviously not any sense of difference between the word and its
referent .
•

Madhyama, however, which shows the difference between the word
and its referent is concerned with its comprehension only in the
same location (samanadhikara1Jya), i.e. in the anta�kara1Ja or the inner
psychic apparatus. In vaikharf, on the other hand, there is a clear
difference between the two, i.e. between the word and its referent.
When this regular, fixed relation of the word and its referent
(vyavasthayam) is proved in one's own experience, it will be found
that what is the stage of para viik is the power of non-mayfya word
and is of the nature of the highest truth. It is unconventional
(asamketika), natural (akrtaka), having as its essence the stamp of the
highest truth, and is inspired by the truth of the energy of the mantra
of I-consciousness, the principle of which will be described in the
sequels.
She abides in the subsequent conditions of pasyantr, etc. also, for
without her there would accrue the condition of non-manifestation,
in pasyantr, etc. and thus would arise the contingency of absolute
insensateness (jaqa;ta).
In that stage (i.e. in the paravak stage), there is absolutely no thought
of difference such as "this" (a particular entity or individual), "thus"
(a particular form), "here" (particular space), and "now" (particular
time). Therefore, beginning with pasyantr which is the initial creative
state of the energy of the highest man tra, up to vaikharf in which
manifestation of difference of all the existents has proceeded fully,
this paravak full of the wondrous delight of her own self, resting
within her own self which is all Light, continues pulsating (sphurati).
That pulsation is I-consciousness whose highest truth is
uninterrupted continuity. This matter will be clarified further on.
In that (paravak) alone, in the pasyantr stage in which there is just an

•
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incipience of difference, in the madhyama state in which there is an
appearance of difference (inwardly in the psychic apparatus), which
consists specifically of jfiana (knowledge) and kriya (activity)
respectively
jfiana which is the predominant attribute of Sadasiva
and kriya which is the predominant attribute of Isvara, the wondrous
delight of I-consciousness which encloses within itself the joy of
objective existence of innumerable universes is fully operative.
Therefore, Supreme Consciousness even while appearing as pasyantf
and madhyama actually experiences Herself as the Supreme
Consciousness. It is this Supreme Consciousness (para samvid) that is
.
said to be "DevI" (goddess).
pp. 8-9

We have already encountered many of the themes contained in this passage. Since
the entire text is dedicated to A nu ttara Para, the primordial stage of the Word is
much more than a stage, as A. Padoux emphasised:
this supreme essence of Speech divine in
So this is indeed paravac
nature, wherein are grounded ontologically, logically, and (as we
shall see) archetypally, all that expresses and all that is to be expressed
- that provides the basis both for the reality of the universe and
the validity of its cognisance through speech.
- A. Padoux, Vac p. 187

The dynainism of this Divine Word in its descending (sr�tikrame1J.a, p. 3) is again
and again expressed by verbs such as sphurati (p. 2), "luminous vibrating," ullasa,
liS . . g forth, radiating," etc. It is this very basic dyna,nism which brings forth
the phonemes and the corresponding tattvas:
,

In the apprehension of the highest consciousness (paramatmani
paramarse), all the categories of existence are only of the nature of
consciousness (Le. they are all S iva). The supreme truth of that
apprehension is the expansion of sakti from ka to k�a. Therefore, in
the highest consciousness (para) there is complete absence of
difference. In parapara, there is non-difference in difference according
to the principle of reflection. When the parapara state which has the
form of a garland of letters from ka to k�a holds as reflection the
categories existing in para which is situated at a level higher than
itself, then of the non-mayfya, inaudible (to the gross sense), supreme
ka to k�a letters-, the categories (tattvani) acquire a reversal of order,

•
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i.e. the upper becomes lower and the lower upper. The sense is that
this happens through the power of the nature of the original (bimba)
which is in the upper level, acquiring a lower level in reflection. So
in the statement that "there is PrthVf tattva in k$a" there is no
contradiction, from the point of view of that which is to be purified
and the purifier. Because of the invariable continuity of the para
state, even in that, i.e. even in parapara state there is the continuous
succession of ka and other letters (kadivar1J.asantana�).
pp. 120-21
•

We shall come to the theme of bimba-pratibimba later.
That even the most external expression of speech, at the level of vaikharr, "the
embodied one," is inherently connected to the supreme level, is explicitly stated
by Abhinavagupta.
I

Therefore, though the condensation of the phonemes becomes
distinct only in the vaikharf or gross aspect, yet it abides primarily in
the supreme verbum (paravak) which is all-inclusive (sarvasarvatmaka).
In that (i.e. in para), even the organs of speech (sthana) such as throat,
lips and manner of articulation (kara1J.a) are all-inclusive. This is the
special point to be noted. Even inwardly one mutters and envisions.
This is a matter of distinct experience. Their difference is due to the
various organs of utterance, for audition is the very life of the letters.50
- p. 176
•

The relationship of the tattvas with the stages of the Word was already contained
in the first passage cited. In the order of creation (sr$tikrama), SadMiva occupies
an important position, and the symbolism will be shown in an image. His level
corresponds to pasyantr, "the Visionary Word" as the first movement towards
manifestation, and it is related to jfi.ana-sakti of the Lord, sometimes also to his
icclul-sakti (cf. p. 9). The next step down, where creativity is more pronounced, is
the tattva of Isvara, corresponding to madhyama, "the Intermediary," and to kriyasakti, the power of activity. From suddha-vidya and maya downwards the tattvas
partake of the nature of vaikharr, "the Embodied Speech."
•

•

SO. evarn ca ghanrbhavo 'pi vaikharrrupe yadyapi sphutfbhavati, tathapi sarvasarvatmani
paravagvapu$i mukhyatayavati$thate I . . . , p. 64.

•
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The Universe of Language

The Lang�age of the Universe

Coming back to the emanation of phonemes and cosmotheandric elements, we
have to look at some interrelated topics left out so far. One is the relationship of the
two alphabet systems: Miitrka and Malinr, with the corresponding tattvas. Since
all vowels, as we have seen, belong to the realm of Siva, it is only the consonants
which are in correspondence with the tattvas.
VOWELS

In his interpretation of this section Abhinavagupta depends on the
Malinrvijayottara, so also as regards the symbolism of vowels and consonants:51
•

Word and its referent can become universal if they are associated
together by nature. Vowels which are of the nature of germ (bfja)
and consonants which are of the nature of their receptacle (yoni)
denote S iva and S akti respectively and, therefore, the former is
p. 122
denotative and the latter is the denotated.

The symbolism of seed and womb has both an organic and a mystical implication:
without the combination of both, no creativity takes place, no form is created; but
since vowels are identical with Siva and consonants with Sakti, it is their union
which creates meaning (cf. Kalidasa, vagarthau iva samprktau parvatr paramesvarau
- Raghuvamsam 1.1). The creatio� of language, along with the creation of meaning
and the creation of the universe are intertwined, and happens only by the integration
of Siva and Sakti. The mystical aspect is more prominent in the Malinf arrangement,
as we shall see.
The basic understanding is that the phonemes of the alphabet
whether of
Miitrkti or Malinr are divine powers or Saktis: miitrkii are "little mothers" because
they create and engender, and Malinf, "the garlanded one" is herself a Goddess .
The vowels have an inherent dynamism, all within the Siva nature. We have
already seen a as the adyavarIJa, the original phoneme standing for Anuttara .
When the question of emanation arises, there is the appearance of a temporal
succession, and Abhinavagupta hastens to add:
51. Cf. MVT ill.lO, 12 quoted p. 122. These themes are fully enunciated in the Tantraloka ill,

and in short form in Tantrasara ill .

•

.
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In the vimarsa-sakti of Bhairava, this is no stain either of the appearance
of succession or simultaneity. According to the precept referred to
previously, viz. that time is only a thought construct, succession
should be deliberated upon (kramo vicarat;lrya�) in accordance with
the fact that the very nature of the massive creative Self
consciousness (vimarsaikaghana) of the Supreme (parabhattarika) gives
rise to infinite, future absorptions and emanations and that there is
an appearance of succession and non-succession (kramakramavabhasa�)
in that nature of the Divine which is above both succession and
simultaneity (kramayaugapadyasahi$t;lu). As has been said: "Lord
Bhairava is autonomous, perfect, whole and omnipresent. That
which does not appear in the mirror of His Self does not exist."
Non-succession can have its existence only in consciousness in
which there is an appearance of both succession and non-succession
(akramasya tatparvakct;la samvidyeva bhavat), so succession has to be
accepted for the sake of exposition. Since succession has its ratio
essendi in consciousness only, all this mental grip in the form of
speech is only succession (sarva evayam vagrapa� kramika eva). That grip
which is of the inner consciousness is non-successive only. Thus
the divine supreme Sakti (parabhattarika) is always of this kind, i.e.
multifarious and variegated (vicitra). Therefore it is in accordance
with succession, i.e. in order to indicate succession in non-succession,
p. 161
the granunarians have formed at by placing t after a.
•

•

It is against this metaphysical backdrop that the manifestation of the phonemes,
which is purely an expression of the Divine Power of Freedom, takes place. It is his
Energies which take the form of the vowels, descending from a, i.e. Anuttara:
Abhinavagupta develops the theme with his genial combination of metaphysics
(manifestation of the Divine Energies), linguistics (all based on Sanskrit granunar),
epistemology (aspects of knowledge), and psychology (the same stages of unfolding
can be found in the individual consciousness). All these levels of understanding
are dimensions of the Divine vimarsa-sakti. Thus in between the entire speculation
he again admonishes his disciples/readers:

upasamharata bahya vibhrama bhrama1Jam tavat I
p. 59
anupravi$ta sak$mam vimarsadevfm I
Desist from wandering in the error of external appearance. Set out
on the path of the Divine Power of subtle reflection.
p. 164
•
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And he appeals to personal experience for ver'

.

g his explanation:

samvida� svatantryam eva bhavojjigami�atmakamfsanarh I
svasamvitprama1Jalabdhameva I
p. 59
It is the autonomy of Consciousness only which, desirous of
projecting objects, is known as fsanii or sovereignty. This is known
by the testimony of one's own experience.
p. 164
,

The manifestation of the sixteen vowels as Divine Energies is described also in the
Tantraloka (and in a shorter version in the Tantrasara), in the third ahnika in the
.
context of sambhavopaya or the Divine Way. It is si
icant, because this kind of
linguistic meditation on the very constituents of language and of the universe as
well belongs to a high stage of yogic consciousness.52 The topic is of immense
spiritual magnitutde. We propose only to summarise to a certain extent,53 and to
show the specific contribution of the Vivara1Ja.
•

The vowels as brjas are symbols or "abbreviations" of the Saktis, and the first 16
manifestations of Siva's "phonemic awareness" or var1Japaramarsa, as translated
by A. Padoux:
This word denotes a synthetic awareness, of consideration, bringing
together in a single act of consciousness the oneness of the agent of
cognition (pramiitr) that is, of the divine, absolute, consciousness
,
which brings forth the universe, and the particularised forms of
this universe, which, as we know, ever dwells in the knower. Thus
the phonemic emanation will occur through a succession of fifty
"phonemic awarenesses" : van:z.aparamarsa, through which the supreme
Siva will become aware, and thereby bring forth fifty different aspects
of his own energy, that of the Word, which he will apprehend both
as being all different and yet dwelling all within him. Paramarsa is
thus the creative act itself.
Vac, p. 228
•

The first three simple vowels: a, i and u are the fundamental constituents which
expand and combine, according to the rules of Sanskrit grammar. .
52. Cf. TA m.108 cf. also m.77, it is the yogins only who discern this state of the beginning of
differentiation.
53. I again refer to the-relevant chapter in A. Padoux, Vac, liThe Phonematic Emanation", pp.

223-86 for the vowels only.

•
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When a being Anuttara expands it becomes ii which stands for iinanda, bliss.
The combination of a + a symbolises the union (samghatta) of Siva and Sakti,54
"from which the universe will be created." The second vowel is i standing for
ieehii-sakti, the energy of will, the first impulse arising in the heart of the Absolute
towards creation.

•

Thus the autonomy (svtttantrya-sakti) of the Lord in the form of Will
in which the manifestation of existents has not yet started (anunmrlita
bhtlva-vikilsil) and the essence of which consists in an inner massive 1consciousness is designated a . That sViltantrya-sakti (power of
autonomy) abiding in the Transcendent (anuttara) is designated Will
in which that which is to be willed has not yet become prominent.
This will is only a state of consciousness of the transcendental being
(anuttara-sattil). The highest Lord is always conscious of His own
nature. He is akula-sakti. Though in being aware of His form, He
makes use of kula-sakti, yet there is a distinction in the concept of
akula-sakti from that of kula-sakti. Akula is the creative I-consciousness
(vimarsa saWl) of Bhairava. That svtttantrya-sakti expanding further is
known as il which denotes iinanda-sakti. Perfect ieehii or Will is i. Ieehtl
itself wishing to perceive (lit. to seize) the future jfiiina or knowledge
through its autonomy becomes r which denotes [siina or sovereignty.
U is the unme$a or appearance of jfiiina-sakti which is the source of all
objective existents desired to be known.
p. 162

But iechii also characterises the Divine way or siimbhavopaya, consisting in the
pure union of the YOgl with divine WilL Ieehii or i thus moves in both directions:
towards manifestation in the case of the Divine, towards merging in the Divine
(samiivesa) from the side of the practitioner. When i expands or is' united with
another i, emerges f or [sana, sovereignty or lordship, which is an intensification
or externalisation of pure ieehii.
In the description of this expansion of vowels as acts of consciousness of the
Divine, the verb ksubh and ksobha are used, both in the Tantraloka and the Vivarana,
a term which usually has the negative implication of agitation, perturbance,
disturbance. For instance in the Spanda Karika the supreme state is said to be
•

54. Cf. TA m.68.

•

•
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attained "when agitation ceases."55 But in the context of a movement of expansion
k�obha denotes the stir or creative agitation.56
If one reflects on the essential nature of anuttara (a); llnanda (ll);
(ak$ubdha or calm) icchll; (k$ubdha or perturbed iccha), i.e. rsllna (r);
(ak$ubdha or calm jiillna) unme$a (u); (k$ubdha or perturbed jiillna) ilnatll
(il)
one will find that the above six phonemes rest in the indivisible
plane of consciousness, i.e. anuttara or a phase as their base and that
these divinities, the (six) energies of consciousness (though
appearing separately) are not separate from their basic essential
nature (ananyll eva sva-samvida�), for being perfect, there is no
difference in their nature.
p. 164

According to the five saktis of the Supreme, cit, llnanda, iccha, the last two are
jfillna and kriyll. The third simple (non-agitated) vowel is u, which stands for unme�a,
"awakening": "u is the unme�a or appearance of jfillna-sakti which is the source of
all objective existents desired to be known" (p. 162, Skt. p. 59). The intensification
of unme�a or jfillna-sakti leads to objectivisation, and hence to a diminution of
conSCIOusness:
•

When unme$a or the arising of knowledge (unmi$attll) has, in
consciousness, the desire for further objectivity (unmimi$atllyllm), the
transcendental consciousness becomes diminished (il nibhilta
anuttarasamvit) owing to contraction (sankocavasena) which is due to
all forms lying within or tending to assume subsequent objectivity
(anta�prll1Ja sarvasvarilpa-Unme$ottaraika-rilpairapi) and to the multitude
of existents which lie within as nearly objective, in which the aspect
of difference is almost indistinct and which are tending to appear
objectively (anta�kara1Ja-vedyadesiya-asphuta-prllyabhedllmsa-bhllsantinabhllva
rasibh*). This reduced consciousness, because of its retention within
itself of all objectivity (sarvabhllvagarbhrkllre1Ja), is like the udder of
the wish-fulfilling celestial cow, viz. the parasakti (ananga-dhainavfrilpll
paradeva tllya�-adhorilpll), and upholding the multitude of entire
55. SpKti 1.9: yada �obfuz� pralryeta tada syiIt paramarh padam.
56. Cf. TA m 82 90. "The nature of the seed consists in being the cause of stirring, the nature of
the womb in being the receptacle (adhara)." (v. 82ab). He further defines �obfuz: "It is the
nature of consciousness to cause a stir. It is itself stirred and causes to stir. Ksobfuz is the
nature of the knowable (object), and by stirring it (consciousness) gets externalised" (82bc83ab).
.

-

•

•
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objectivity, becomes manifest (sphuta), wide-spreading jfl.ana-sakti,
i.e. a.
pp. 162-63

This stage is represented by a identified with anatii, diminution. In the Tantrasiira
Abhinavagupta uses the speaking term armi for a: "wave," because it is the agitated
state of the calm ocean of awakening or unme$a. 57

•

Thus svatantrya-sakti (the power of autonomy) in the form of iccha
(will) resting in its own ananda (bliss) is designated mahi1sr�ti.58
- p. 163

Abhinavagupta clearly shows that this movement is not only tending towards
manifestation, but also in the converse sense, towards absorption.
By the separation of the multitude of objects, she becomes emaciated,
as she is engaged in the manifestation and expansion of objects.
Thus she is like the sun. Being identical with the essential nature of
Bhairava, by the desire to withdraw the creative consciousness into
Ana§rita Siva (kulasarhvitsarhjihr�iltmiki1), she is known as jfl.i1na-sakti who
has the tremendous power of withdrawal. Again, reviewing her
former expanding form, she, within herself, looks for the previous
state of her own transcendental consciousness, symbolised by moon
(soma) with the disposition of the retention of the successive form of
the sun and the moon. In an inverse state she looks for the aspect of
the moon, the symbol of manifestation (sr�ti) and the sun, the symbol
of withdrawal (sarhhara).
In this changing state, now wishing sarhhara and now wishing sr�ti,
jfl.ana and iccha sometimes tending towards expansion and sometimes
not, one should not attribute the fallacy of non-finality (na ca
atranavastha iti vacyam), for the expansion (prasara) and non-expansion
(aprasara) go on changing their position.
p. 163

'57. Cf. TS, p. 13 unme�

eva

hi viSrantir-anni� ya� kriyasakte� prarambha�, "Awakening" is the

state of rest (calmness), (and) the "wave" is the beginning of the power of activity.
58. Mahtisr�ti designates the totality of all creations, hence "the great emanation," in which

.

g is contained. Cf. p. 49 Skt. Cf. MW 1.366-67. "Here [in our system] exists this
ever
great creation of Siva which is replete and inside of which all other [cycles] of creation and
resorption take place." (tr. J. Hanneder, p. 177).
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Here again, the concept of "rest" (visranti) is important,59 because in every case
the expanded (or "agitated") form of the vowel and Sakti "rests," is in a calm state
in its previous simple 'form.60
The last of the five energies is kriyii-sakti, the energy of activity:

,

Impetuous eagerness is the essence of kriyii. Whatever intermixture
occurs owing to the expansion of kriyii-sakti with something else, is
due to the fact that anuttara (the Absolute) enters suddenly in a sphere
of reality which is beyond mental grasp (aniimarsanfya), and void (i.e.
the state of Anasrita S iva) just as a frog by a simple leap reaches
another place from one place. The consciousness that is anuttara (a)
and iinanda (ii) does not expand in the first four spheres (i.e. r, t l, n
(na prasarati), of kriyii-sakti, for that is an unnamable (aniikhya) state,
not being the object of name and form (namarupa).
p. 165

This "leap," compared with the unexpected suddenness of a frog's jump, has
various implications. The image is used, also by Indian grammarians,61 to indicate
a sudden change from one rule to the next without giving the intermediary one.
Here the leap refers to a break in the unfolding of the energies and the related
vowels. After jflana-sakti should follow kriya-sakti, but there is a gap in between.
This gap is conditioned by the Sanskrit alphabet itself, but, and expectedly in the
Tantra and in Abhinavagupta, it is given a very high mystical interpretation. Before
kriya-sakti manifests in the form of the composite vowels (e, 0, ai, au), there is a
state of void. This is represented by the four liquids r, f, I, T which are variously
called amrta-bfja, "immortal seeds," or neuter (napurhsaka), compared to eunuchs,
because they cannot produce anything, hence sterile. At the same time they are
given the highest status:
\

,
,

It enters the group of four phonemes (Le. r, [, l, l) which are the
ambrosial seeds inasmuch as they are the womb of immortality being
the essential nature of Siva. The I-consciousness in the form of nada
p. 135
thrives here and attains maturity.

59. Cf. A. Chakrabarti, The Heart of Repose . . , in: Siimarasya, pp. 27-36.
60. Cf. Skt. p. 61, etc.
.

61. Cf. reference given by R. Gnoli, p. 108 note 312, and p. 109 note 31Z

•

•
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The state of void, at the level of Anasrita Siva in the scheme of the tattvas, is at the
same time a state of luminosity:
Then that kriyll-sakti full of impetuous eagerness, penetrating into
its own form (denoted by (, (, 1, l) which is void (i.e. devoid of all
manifestation), immerses at first into a luminous form which is tejas
or fire (denoted by the experience of (). Thus arise r and (. How can
it be denied that in these letters, the energy of icchll-sakti (i) and that
of fsllna-sakti (r) are associated with the sound of r whose essential
nature is luminosity. This is what the glorious Pu�padanta says:
liThe tejas and mobility found in (, ( are established with the general
pp. 165-66
sound of r."
.

These four letters are seeds, but as though in � fried state, so that they cannot
fructify:
There is in them no total absence of germ, i.e. the state of a vowel.
Nothing can exist which is neither germ nor womb which symbolise
S iva and S akti, for the existence of any other thing has not been
mentioned either in Pllrva Sastra (Malinfvijaya) or any other Sastra.
Even in worldly pleasures, there is felicity in repose of this kind.
That is why this group of four letters is said to be the germ of
immortality.
p. 166

There is a further mystical interpretation of these four letters in the context of the
mantra, where again, they are called the "four voids" (sunya-catu$ka) (p. 214).62
There they indicate four stages of vyomasamadhi (p. 219 note by J.S.) .
•

A. Padoux smmnarises this intricate subject as follows:
The first six phonemes (a, a, i, f, u, u) each conveniently provided the
initial letter of a term (anuttara, ananda, iccha, etc.) suitable to denote
the aspects successively assumed by the energy, within Siva, in order
. to initiate the process of manifestation. The four liquids, which are
and in
our present concern, are of no help for such a use: few
words begin with (, and nearly none with f,
any case, no suitable
and 1; as for [, its existence is purely theoretical. Hence it was even
more difficult to vindicate the presence of these four phonemes
62. In the context of the bfja mantra the mystical meaning of the four "empty vowels" is given, d. pp.
21.4-15.
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(which the van;tasamamnaya, however, brings inevitably after u and
before the diphthongs) as stages of Siva's inner evolution. As a result,
intricate considerations, intermingling phonetics and cosmogony,
are put forward in an attempt to demonstrate the necessity of
inserting these four "sterile," "neuter," phonemes in the midst of
the kinetic and vibrant creative movement of consciousness, as it is
bringing forth the universe within itself. Abhinavagupta solves the
problem by seeing in � f, I and ! a necessary stage for the initial impulse
of consciousness (icchil), notably in its aspect of disturbance or stir
(k$obha). At that stage there must be a kind of pause . in consciousness,
which shines, then in four different forms, before it proceeds with
Vac, pp., 254-55
its creative movement.

It is after this gap or void that the energies resume their descending dynamism
with kriya-sakti, the power of activity, manifesting in the compound vowels: e, 0,
ai, au. These are, grarmnatically and metaphysically, a combination or merging of
the first six vowels in various ways, such as: anuttara (a) and iccha (i) produce e,63
anuttara and unme�a produce 0, and their long forms combine to ai and au.64 Thus
fourteen vowels are manifested in the movement towards ever more pronounced
(sphuta) activity and exteriority. But the last diphthong, au, assumes a special
importance. It is called sala or trisala in the Malinzvijayottara (cf. MVT 4.25), because
in it the three powers (iccha, jflana, kriya) are equally present in a unity of essence
(samarasya).65 The VivaraIJa describes this last state of the power of activity thus:
•

,

tathilhi aukare eva kriyasakti parispanda� parisamapyate iti
icchajiiilnayoratraivantarbhavat I triSularapatvam asya !}lUfardhaSastre nirapitam I
-

p. 61

Thus the subtle vibration of kriya-sakti comes to an accomplishment
in au, and since the energies of will and knowledge are included in
it (kriya-sakti), it (i.e. au) has been described in the Trikasastra as of the
p. 167
form of a trident (of the three energies).

63. Abhinavagupta also distinguishes between a short and a long e, but we need not go into
such details. Cf. pp. 164-65.
64. Cf. the shortest description in the Tantrasara, pp. 13-15.

65. Cf. TA ill.lOZ

•

•
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Au

again assumes importance in the context of the

hrdaya-brja

or the core

mantra

(see chapter 9).
Abhinavagupta emphasises once more the rootedness of all the vowels in the
unsurpassable:

That indeterminate consciousness (nirvikalpa) which is not yet limited
by the cluster of objects, which is massive consciousness, perfect
and whole, whose very being is autonomy is perfectly autonomous
only because of its having within itself a mass of beatitude. Therefore
the presence of ananda (beatitude) in it cannot be gainsaid. Anuttara
(a), the unsurpassable, the possessor of sakti or creative energy, who
is beyond all appellation or description, whose essence is supreme
amazement of beatitude, who is venerable Bhairava, of course, shines
everywhere (Le. both as Siva from a to a� and as jagat, world from ka
to k�a as the autonomous active agent).
p. 164, Skt. p. 59

•

The last two of the sixteen

svaras

have a special si

entire theory of the alphabet is the basis for

mantra.

. 'cance, considering that the
Both,

anusvara

or

bindu,

and

visarga,

are not really vowels, but they are the ending of vowels . Both terms are
loaded with meaning outside the domain of granunar.

Bindu

Bindu,66 dot,

point, concentrated energy, drop of light, is called

anusviira

in

granunar, literally "following the voweL"67 Being the simplest and most basic "letter,"
it arises in the following .way:

Thus iccha and jiiana (Le. i, I, u, it) by entering the essential nature of
anuttara (Le. a) become developed, i.e. reach au which is symbolic of
full development of kriyii-sakti. After this, they abandon the variation
of those saktis, and mounting to the state of non-difference, get
immersed in the remaining form of a bindu, i.e. am, a dot which
66. Cf. the art. Bindu (H.N. Chakravarty) in : KallUattvakosa, vol. 2, pp. 1-24. Cf. also A.
•

Padoux, Vac, pp. 105-14, 272-77.

61. The Ratnatrayapartk�a (70-71) gives the following synonyms of bindu: sabdatattva (essence

of speech), agho$i'l vak (unsounded word), Brahman, ku1J4alinf, the stable one (dhruva),
vidyi'l (knowledge), sakti, para nada (supreme sound), mahllmllya, vyoma (void), and anahata
(unstruck sound).
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represents awareness (vedana) of the very nature of the Reality that
is pure consciousness (cinmayapuru�atattvasatattva), and get inunersed
in the anuttara state. So they get dissolved in the state of anuttara.
- p. 167

The dot or, phonetically, nasalisation, is something like a summary. "Bindu
represents the remainder, viz. pure awareness only" (p. 168, bindu�
punarvedaniimatrase�ataiva, p. 61). And pure awareness (vedana or samvedana)
has one all-encompassing mantra: aham, "I" which terminates in am or bindu, and
embraces the entire reality from a to ha.68
•

In the context of the core mantra, one of the interpretations of Braluna reads:
Brahma appearing in the innumerable forms of the external world
is the bindu or dot (anusvara). It is the hrdaya or the very core of Reality,
p. 217
viz. Bhairava in his aspect of knowledge.

The concept of bindu is a vast subject in the Tantras. We may only quote �emaraja's
S ivdsiltravimarsinf where he summarises the two aspects:
iya tparyan tavisvaikavedanarapa m bind u m u n m tlya yugapadan tar
bahirvisarjanamaya bindudvayatmanam visarga-bhamimuddarsitavatf
- II.7
Then the supreme I-consciousness expresses the undivided
knowledge of the universe in the form of a dot (bindu) in the letter
am. It shows further the visarga stage in the form of two dots :
indicating simultaneously inner and outer manifestation.
- tr. Jaideva 5ingh, p. 107
•

Visarga
,

An equally multidimensional concept is that of visarga: in phonetics the final
aspiration �, represented by two dots : (both, in Sarada and Devanagari scripts), in
metaphysics the creative or emissive force.69 A. Sanderson translates it by
.

68. The Tantrasara presents bindu again in the briefest possible way: "When, at the end

of the power of activity, the entire created world is about to enter into Anuttara, it
first takes the form of awareness (samvedana), and because it is of the nature of light
(prakasamatratvena), it becomes bindu." (TS, pp. 14-15).

69. Cf. Padoux, Vilc, pp. 277-86.
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"potential."70 Since it is uttered by breathing out, it has to do with

priJ:1J.a.

Actually

both bindu and visarga represent the transition from sound to silence, either through
nasalisation or through breathing out, hence they are ideally suited as endings of

bija-mantras, which contain a concentration
to its source, silence.
visarga

Graphically

of the Divine Word, but leading back

with its two dots is understood as a split of

bindu

:

from

unity to the dual aspect of Siva and Sakti, and hence the very origin of creativity.
•

Not by chance

visatga

stands at the limit between vowels (identified with Siva)

and consonants (identified with Sakti). Again, cosmologically speaking, the
movement goes in both directions: towards manifestation, and back to the One:

Anuttara.
The consciousness symbolised by one phoneme, viz. a, i.e. the anuttara
or transcendental consciousness indeed by its very nature
transcends all concepts of space, time and causality and which,
according to the previously stated principle, is wholly perfect,
resorts instantly to the stage of para-visarga, i.e. the supreme stage of
manifestation.
It is only after connexion with the stage of para-visarga, i.e. the
supreme creative elan, that there is the stance of ananda, iccha, [sana,
unme�a, its expansion, i.e. anatil or a, its diversity, i.e., r, !, !, ! and the
product of kriya-sakti, viz. e, ai, 0, au.
pp. 181-82
Abhinavagupta dwells on the several aspects of

visarga:

its position as the

vowel as the transition to the consonants, its meaning as a
erotic symbolism associated with the terms

bfja

and

sakti,

16th

and the entire

yoni .

•

The Lord (always coupled with His emanatory Energy) emanates
the universe. That energy of emanation (visarga-sakti) extends from
the earth to sakti (from the point of view of tattva) or from ka to k�a
(from the point of view of letter). This is declared as the "sixteenth
kala" (also as ama kala) in the following verse: "In the cinmaya puru�a,
70. Cf. A. Sanderson., "A Commentary on the Opening Verses of the Tantrasara", in: Sllmarasya,
p. 98, note 28: "The common sense of the term visarga is 'emission,' meaning either 'the
action of emitting' or 'that which is emitted.' But in this higher visarga� no process or
object of emission is manifest. I have therefore abandoned the literal meaning of the term
and translated it 'the state of absolute potential.'"

.
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i.e. Siva who is of 16 kalas, the 16th kala is known as am rtakala (the
immortal or "changeless" kala)." This is the standpoint neither of
Sarhkhya nor of Vedanta, but only of S aiva S astra. The visarga-sakti
of the supreme Lord is the seed of the highest beatitude.
Thus a and other letters (i.e. /i, i, u, r and D having acquired
compactness (ghanata) and assuming the form of saktayon i or
consonant do not deviate from their essential nature. All these, by
their transmission in consonants (yonirupa) which are however, their
own essential nature, are known as having acquired the position of
visarga, i.e. expansion.
p. 174
•

The classes of consonants (varga) are derived from the vowels, and they are described
as their condensation (ghanata, p. 63 Skt.). Visarga is then taken in its full erotic
implications.
Thus S iva-bfja, i.e. svara (vowel) becoming condensed through its
autonomy and abiding in the sakta-rupa in a sakti form as kusuma (blood)
is called yoni, i.e. a consonant. (By the combination of S iva-bfja and
sakta-yoni, there is universal manifestation.)
That red sperm of Sakti or female principle according to the principle
referred to before, consisting of three angles, viz., grahya (object),
graha1Ja (knowledge), grahaka (subject) when mingled with the semen
of · S iva or male principle becomes the place of procreation
(visargapada) or external expansion. It is only by the meeting of both
Siva and Sakti that there is the activity of pU$pa or the female creative
red sperm, i.e. in the female aspect, it is known as yoni or female
organ of generation because of its fitness for mating by the S iva
aspect or male. Therefore, that red sperm (kusumam eva) itself being
three-angled represents the yoni or female organ of generation.
.
p. 175

Visarga in the sense of emission or creativity also partakes in the three levels: para,
parapara and apara, depending on the stage of its unfoldment.

•

That supreme energy of manifestation (para sambhava visarga) becomes
supreme-cum-non-supreme energy (parapara) which expands
because of its excessive plentitude and because of its being
inseparably co_nnected with the supreme energy and instantly

•
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becomes the aspect of ha, i.e. apara visarga or external manifestation.
It is the acquisition of the state of ha, i.e. external manifestation that
actually brings about the existence of a network of innumerable
categories symbolised by ka, etc. It is again this very ha kala or external
manifestation which entering the bindu, i.e. am of aham terminates
p. 182
into the anuttara state.
There is then a movement to and fro between visarga and
(vowel), the
•

Vivara1J.a

comes back to the symbolism

bindu. Being the sixteenth
of the tithis or lunar phases,
•

where the elements of Time and Breath come into play.

In accordance with the principle that there are sixteen tutis in one
movement of pra1J.a, the a etc., viz. the 16 vowels while inhering within
as phonemes divide the tutis into half and half and including the
cessation in the first half and the rise of pra1J.a into the second half,
represent the fortnight of time (15 tithis) in the external world. These
tithis are also said to be kalas or digits of the moon. When the sixteenth
digit, which has the sakti or power to expand (visargakala or kala)
remains apart, i.e. does not expand, it is designated the seventeenth
digit in S rz Vadya and other scriptures in the following words:
"That 16th or visargatmika kala by itself becomes half of ha, i.e. visarga (:)
and further half of visarga, i.e. bindu (.). Then it is known as the 17th
goddess or kala." Because of visarga being half of ha and further half
of this being bindu, which is viSie$a, i.e. apart, not taking part in
expansion is known as the 17th kala.
p. 187
The complexity of the symbolism of visarga is again overarched by its spiritual
.
icance in cOlmectioh with the ku1J.qalinz, as Abhinavagupta develops it in the
si

Tantrilloka (III.137-46), where he describes the three types or stages of ku1J.qalinz:
sakti-ku1J.qalinz, pril1J.a-kunqalinz and parii.-ku1J.qalinz (III.139-40), and he concludes:
"The movement of creation and absorption of the Lord is nothing but visarga
(emission, potential)" (II1.141 ab: visargamatram nathasya sr�ti samhilra vibhramii.�).
Creativity or potential as

visarga is hence related to all its dimensions: cosmic,

linguistic, sexual, and spiritual, and all symbolised by two dots .
•

•
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The Goddess Alphabet: Matgrka and Malini
The Tantra gives the emanation of the phonemes in the order of Matrka but there
is no reference to miilinf, the "mixed" alphabet. Abhinavagupta introduces miilinf
on the basis of the Miilinfvijayottara which he quotes from extensively. It is
important to understand the relationship between the three terms containing the
totality of sounds or letters. The Tantriiloka provides brief and clear definitions:
Thus the Supreme Lord, full with the Power of the fifty acts of
consciousness (the fifty phonemes) is only One Reflective Awareness
(vimarsa), all the other (phonematic) energies an� established there
III.196cd-197ab
itself.
When (the phonic emanation) is made up of one single act of
consciousness, this is Bhairava, the Mass of Sounds (Sabdarasi). When
this (mass of sounds) is touched by the shadow of the object of the
act of consciousness, this (results in the arising of the phonemes in)
III.l98, verse ' tr. A. Padoux, Vac, p. 312
the energy, the matrka.
/

The verses quoted above define first the difference between sabdariisi as the unity
of all sounds in Siva, and matrkii, the Sakti aspect in the form of the alphabet in its
usual granmlatical sequence. And then he comes to the third aspect of the totality
of phonemes, miilinf. Jayaratha introduces the verse thus:
Thus the power of EIllissi�n (visarga-sakti) only manifests the universal
forms in her own self by the respective acts of (phonematic)
awareness, and in the Agamas they are described by these terms:
•

It is called Totality of Sound (sabdaraSi), and she (Sakti) is known as
matrka. By the penetration of that which is to be incited (i.e. the
consonants) and the inciter (i.e. the vowels as S iva), she is called
malinf.71 Malinf, who is beautiful by the arising of the emission brought
about by the combination of seed (vowels) and womb (consonants),
is the Supreme Energy, described as containing the form of the
Tantraloka III.232-33
universe (visvarilpi-!:Zf).

Miilinf is then introduced in the VivaralJa in this way:
In these very letters of malinf, the structure of the sakta-sarfra has
71. Jayaratha quotes in confirmation the Pariitrfsika, verse 9, miitrka being the source of all

mantras.

•
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•

been described (in Mtllinfvijaya) for the purpose of nytlsa (mental
assignment of the various parts of the body to tutelary deities by
placing one's fingers on them). Thus the principle that "everything
else is - in everything" has been completely demonstrated. It is the
venerable supreme verbum (part1 vt1k) which, according to the
principle enunciated, casting its reflection in pasyantf, simultaneously
attains in madhyamt1 established as identical with itself a form of letters
in which consonants are intermingled with vowels in an irregul�r
order, and thus becomes mt1linf itself which is characterised by
difference in the reckoning of the various vowels (kula-puru$a) and
the various consonants (i.e. kula-sakti indicated by the word t1di) in
innumerable ways owing to the endless diversity of intermixture of
consonants (yoni) and vowels (bfja). As has been said:
One should worship mt1linf whose corpus is constituted by a group
of many vowels (kuladeha) and consonants (kula-sakti).
By adopting this practice, the yogf who is engrossed in the practice
of repeated meditation acquires supernormal power in respect of
various bhuvanas, tattvas, centres of energy in the body (St1rfre$U cakre$u)
pp. 149 f.
everywhere in respect of body and prt11Ja.

This passage already contains some of the essential elements constituting mtllinf,
"the garlanded Goddess" (with the '
phonemes in mixed order): She makes up
the body of energy brought about by nyasa or imposition of syllables on the body of
the practitioner in order to transform it into a divine body. At the same time, her
own body consists of the phonemes. In a stotra fragment Abhinavagupta calls the
Goddess (Ambika): sakalqsabdamayf kila te tanu�, "Your body consists of all the
sounds/words,"n and hence, all the words uttered are nothing but a praise to Her.
S. Vasudeva has devoted an article to the Malinf3 where he introduces the
theme thus:
The Goddess MalinI is one of two alphabet deities prominent in the
Tantric system called the Trika. The mantric identity of this Goddess
is the nt1diphantakrama (lit. "the order [of the alphabet] beginning with
na and ending with pha"), a particular rearrangement of the Sanskrit
syllabary in which vowels and consonants are intermingled in a

72. Quoted in Gfttlrthasarhgraha, p. 221.
73. "Synaesthetic Iconography: 1. the Niidiphilntakrama", in: Melanges tantriques . . . , pp. 517-50.
-
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hitherto unexplained and at first sight random order. In all early
sources surviving each individual phoneme of the sequence is said
to be a body-part of the Goddess MalinI, and some accounts also
supply the names and details of fifty presiding female phoneme
deities. To explain the underlying rationale of the ntldiphtlntakrama
the two presumed original functions of the sequence are here
investigated: the ritual projection of the alphabet into the
practitioner's body (nytlsa) and the encryption and " extraction"
(decoding) of mantras (mantroddhtlra).
pp. 517-18

rrzalinf hinted at in the Vivar(J.1J,a passage concerns her
direct descent from para via pasyantr to madhyarrza. Her locus in the scheme of vak is
therefore madhyarrza, she does not descend to the level of vaikharf. This means the

The other important aspect of

predominance of the psychological-spiritual dimension based on the "covering up
of objectivity by pure subjectivity . . . and the mutual inherence of that which
expresses

(vacaka)

(vacya)."74 Her stage is one
belongs to the level of parapara,

and that which has to be expressed

that precedes language itself.75 She therefore

mediating between the transcendent and the immanent.

The goddess partl vak who assumes different states (i.e. the state of
pasyantr, madhyamtl, etc.) becomes in her chief mode, i.e. madhyamtl
(i.e. pariIpartl state) goddess MalinI herself. At this stage, She becomes
so infinite, that considering the varied forms which She assumes
she appears omnifarious, and thus being of all forms, she assumes
the state of letter (vanJa), word (mantra) and sentence (pada) through
the predominance of three aspects, viz. para (supreme), partlpara (i.e.
subtle or suk$ma) and apara (gross or sthula), i.e. even in partlpara state.
- p. 154
The third and controversial aspect mentioned in the above passage is the nature of

malinf

as

bhinnayoni,76

which means a mixing of vowels and consonants in an

unusual order.77 The justification for this mixing is, interestingly, the universal
nature, the interconnectedness or omnipresence of everything (i.e. phonemes and

74. A Padoux, Vilc, p. 327. Cf. PTV, p. 121 (Skt. p. 50).
75. p. 121.
76. Cf. Skt. p. 41.
-

77. The term akrama need not mean "orderless," as translated by Jaideva Singh, but "not of the

usual order." Cf. the criticism of S. Vasudeva, art. cit., p. 518.

•

•
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tattvas}: visvatmakatvam or sarvatmakatvam. This explains the interpenetration of
vacya (consonants) and vacaka (vowels}.78 A more dynamic way of expressing this
mutual connection is lolrbhava (cf. p. 121), the oscillation between two poles.79 This
swinging or fusion concerns Siva and Sakti, vowels and consonants, signifier and
signified. As 1. Silburn and A. Padoux remark, this is a precursor of language in its
mixed or combined form.8O
S. Vasudeva has rightly pointed out that the "non-order" or mixed order which
has been transmitted in a number of early Trika texts does not constitute an arbitrary
or confused sequence of phonemes, but that there is a surprising uniformity in
the texts with very little variations. Thus the rationale behind the
is the ritual

nyasa

bhinnayoni order

and the construction of the Divine body of the Goddess MalinI

herself. The body of the worshipper and of the �orshipped are made of the same
power of the letters in a particular ritual procedure.s1

matrlca is transgressed in malinf, this does not effect the order of
in descending (sr$tikrama) or in ascending (samharakrama).

If the order of

tattvas,

whether

matrlca order is also preserved in the sense that the first 16 phonemes are
assigned to the S iva-tattva, as are the 16 vowels of mat rica, although they are not
The

only vowels but mixed. In this way the rationale of the system is preserved.
However, the iconographic and calligraphic aspects of

malinf described

in the

early Trika texts (and the attempt at a reconstruction by S. Vasudeva) are absent in
the

Vivara1Ja.

As we have already seen, Abhinavagupta differs from Somananda

78. visviit11Ulkatvarh ca parasparasvarupavyiimisratayii syiit, bfjiitmaniirh svariilJiirh viicakatvarh
yonirUpiilJiirh ca vyanjananiirh viicyatvam
kramelJa sivasaktyiitmakatviit I
p. 50
79. Cf. S. Vasudeva, art. cit., "The Sanskrit technical term used to express such "fusion" is

loltbhiiva. More precisely this seems to have originally denoted a state of indistinctness or

instability that various entities must assume when they are on the verge of merging together,
to the extent that they can no longer be distinguished. In the Kashmirian exegetical tradition
loltbhiiva is usually interpreted as a synonym for other technical terms denoting such
fusion: laya, sarhghiltta, yiimala and siimarasya, but evidently these terms all have complex
histories of their own," pp. 534-35.
SO. Cf. Abhinavagupta, La lumiere sur les Tantras (comm. on ill.l98-200): "Mais l'important est,
par le melange des phonemes, la miilinf prefigure en quelque sorte le langage," p. 186.
81 For details I refer to S. Vasudeva, art. cit., for example the description of the MVT 3.37-416,

tr. pp. 524-25.
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Malini Alphabet with tattvas

Varna or arna

Tattva

1.

gha

SadaSiva

2.

na

3.

l

ISvara
S uddha-vidya

4.

a

Ma.JLa

5.

va

Niyati

6.

bha

Kala

7.

ya

Raga

8.
9.

da

Vidya

dha

Kala

10.

tha

11.

jha

Purusa
Prakrti

12.

na

Buddhi

13.

Ja

Aharhkara

14.

ra

15.

'ta

Manas
S rotra

16.

pa

Tvak

17.

cha

Caksu

18.

la

Rasana

19.

a

Ghrana

20.

sa

Vak

21.

ah

Pani

22.

ha

Pada

S. No.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

-

•

•

-

•

-

.

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

.

23.

sa

Upastha

24.

ksa

Payu

25.
26.

•

•

-

,

ma

Sabda

sa

Sparsa

,

•
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•

•

with regard to

27.

am

Rupa

28.

ta

Rasa

29 .

e

Gandha

30.

al

Akasa

31.

0

Vayu

32.
33 .

au

Tejas

da

'ala

34

pha

Prthivf

•

.

lipi,

-

•

•

0

since he considers scripts a n;tore regionally 1imited mode of

Vivara1J.a the names of
mention of kulapuru$a for the power of

expressing the Word than sound. We also do not find in the
Saktis associated with the letters, only the
vowels, and

kula-sakti

for consonants. What remains is the importance of ritual

purification and divinisation of the body.82 That is why Abhinavagupta relates the
entire theme to the ritual and spiritual purification:
pp.

sodhana, sodhya, sodhaka

(cf.

156-59).
Abhinavagupta defends a variety of scriptural assembling and mixing of letters,

and he compares it to the mixture of certain ingredients in a medicine, which
brings about healing in the body, whereas the various
bring about spiritual power and siddhis (p.

numtras taught in the Tantras

149). There is a clear parallelism between

physical and spiritual healing implied.
•

Generally comparing the three systems of phonematic manifestation or
alphabets, the

sabdarasi,

identified with Siva, the

with Sakti, the most powerful is the

sabdarasi

and

mlltrka.83 It

is

malinf,

malinf with

malinf and mlltrkti,

identified

which has arisen from a friction of

the mutual pervasion of the vowels and

82. Cf. 5. Vasudeva, art. cit., p. 528: /lJust as the sabdariIsi sequence has a series of Rudras
presiding over the individual phonemes. So the Nadiphiinta sequence has a pantheon of
female deities, variously called Sakti, Kala, Dun or YoginI, presiding over the individual
syllables. Their original purpose was the ritual purification, empowerment and divinisation
of the physical body during the imposition of the phonemes in the practice of nyiIsa./I See
his list of van:zas and their saktis, pp. 529-30.
83. Cf. TA III.l99.
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consonants and the tattvas, which is most apt to demonstrate the pervasiveness of
All-in-all (sarvarh sarviitmakam).
This did not remain an esoteric secret, but in hymnology Malinf is invoked in
several of her aspects mentioned above. Thus the Bahurapagarbhastotra of the
Svacchanda Tantra has the following verse:

naphakotisamavesabharitakhila s!$taye I
nama� saktisarfraya kotidvitayasangine 11

v. 26

Praise be to you, who fill the entire creation by entering within (the
phonemes) from na to pha (i.e. mlilinf), who embody Energy, and
who is closely associated with these two extremes (i.e. the first and
last letters).84

•

We have already encountered elements of matrkii. Again, if sabdarasi corresponds
to the supreme level (para), and malinf is a reflection of pasyantf in madhyama,
miitrkii is a reflection of sabdarasi in pasyantf.
The Specular Nature of Reality: Bimba-Pratibimba
What exactly is the relationship of the phonemes as basic constituents of language
and the cosmotheandric reality levels or tattvas? and what is the place of a
hierarchically ordered multiplicity in a non-dualist system? These underlying
questions are constantly addressed by Abhinavagupta in varying ways and contexts.
The two fundamental hermeneutic insights he uses as keys are ( 1 ) the
interconnectedness of all things, sarvarh sarviitmakam, and (2) the "theory"85 of
reflection, bimba-pratibimba. Both serve as unifying hermeneutic tools and
overarching systems of understanding reality. A. Padoux calls it "Abhinavagupta's
emanatioriist non-dualism," "occurring through projection of light and reflection
(pratibimba)" (Vac, p. 231). On the background of the non-dual unity of the
Godhead, it is "the theory of the abhasa and of the reflection (pratibimba), which
•

•

I

84. Cf. text and translation in: "Bahunlpagarbhastotra, An Annotated Translation" by H.N.

Chakravarty, in: Stimarasya, p. 44.

85. I understand "theory" here in the ancient Greek sense of theoria which is not the opposite of
praxis, but which has a contemplative implication, not dissimilar to vimarsa, which also
means reflective awareness and meditation.
•

•
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hlti
sadMiva
rsvara
§uddhavidya
mahamaya
maya
kala
vidya
raga
pur�
buddhi

PrthvI
Jala
kha
Agni
Vayu
Aka§a
Gandha
Rasa
Riipa
SparSa
�bda
Upastha
la
Payu
Pada
da
Pani
Yak
na
Ghrana
la
Rasana
Caksu
da
dha
Tvaea
na
Srotra
Manas
pa
AhaIhkara
pha
Buddhi
ba
Prakrti
bha
ma
Purusa
Raga
ya
Vidya
ra
Kala
la
va
Maya
Mahamaya
sa
Suddhavidya
sa
Isvara
sa
Sadi!§iva
ha
�kti
ksa
•

•

•

•

pralqii

aha1i1kara
manas
§rotra
tvaea
eaksu
rasani!

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ghra!)a

yak
pani
pada
payu
upastha
§abda
spma
riipa
rasa
gandha
akMa
vayu
agru
jala
prthvI

•

•

•

The Reflection of the TaUvas and Phonemes: Bimba-Pratibimba

demands that the paradigm of all differentiation should abide within the primal
state of undifferentiation" (ibid., p. 234).
•

In the scheme of the upayas or spiritual stages/ways, bimba-pratibimba is not
by chance realised at the level of sambhava, the Divine way. Only the yogi whose
awareness is already merged with Siva (Sambhu) can perceive the world as a
reflection (pratibimba) of the Divine {bimba).86
•

86. Cf. TS Ill, p . 10: ayam ca asya upadesa�-sarvam idam bhavajatam bodhagagane

pratibimbamatram pratibimbalak$alJopetatviit . . . "This is the instruction: All this, the created

reality, is nothing but a reflection in the sky of consciousness, because it has the characteristic
of a reflection. . . ." Swami Lakshman Joo, coming from the living tradition, gives the
spiritual implications of the bimba-pratibimba practice: "The theory of reflection
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The metaphor or analogy of reflection has been fully developed by
Abhinavagupta on the basis of Utpaladeva's initial theory.frlThe metaphorical nyaya
of comparing the relationship of the universe with Siva or ultimate Consciousness
is that of "city in a mirror" (darpa�anagara).88 Philosophically he goes into the
question of avoiding any sense of duality between bimba and pratibimba, the city
and the mirror. True to the svatantryavada he answers the difficult question, what
is the cause of the reflection, by referring to the absolute independence of the Divine.59
In the words of Swami Lakshman Joo:
The universe is reflected in the mirror of consciousness, not in the

(pratibimbavada) is meant for advanced yogins. 'Ihis theory teaches them how to be aware
in their daily activities, while talking, while walking, while tasting, while touching, while
hearing, while smelling. While they are doing all these various actions they see that all of
actions move in their Supreme Consciousness. Their vision, their perception, heretofore
limited becomes unlimited. The mode of their actions becomes absolutely unique. They
see each and every action in their God Consciousness. They exist in the state of sadi1�iva.
Each and every act of their life becomes glorious. This is the awareness that comes from the
practice of pratibimba." (Kashmir Shaivism, p. 32).
f57. Cf. IPK and Vrtti 11.4.19.

88. Cf. N. Rastogi, "Some more Nyayas as Employed by Abhinavagupta", in: Annals of BORI,
LXV (1984), pp. 27-42, esp. 28-29.
I

89. Cf. for a brief discussion, Tantrasara Ill, p. 11. Cf. D.P. Lawrence, "Remarks on

Abhinavagupta's use of the Analogy of Reflection", in: Journal of Indian Philosophy (2005)
33: 583-99, p. 591. "This leads to a question regarding which Abhinavagupta does give
inconsistent answers in his texts whether or not there is a prototype object (bimba) for the
reflection (pratibimba) that is the universe. Sometimes Abhinava indicates that there is a
bimba and sometimes that there is not. His basic point is that there is no bimba if that is
conceived as something external to consciousness. However, he always makes it clear that
there is a cause (hetu) for the pratibimba, that is, an efficient cause (nimitta) rather than a
material cause (upadana). That cause is none other than Sakti, variously identified as the
KaulikI Sakti, Supreme Speech (paravak), semantic intuition (pratibha), the Unsurpassed
(anuttara), agential self-determination (svatantrya) and the various modes of self-recognition
(vimar�a, paramar�a, and so on)." I disagree with Lawrence, e.g. when he places the
Pratyabhijfia at the level of Mktopaya (p. 594), it is at the border between Mmbhava and
anupaya. Besides, the designation of "monistic Saivism" (used of course by other authors)
is highly misleading� because monism would strictly speaking exclude multiplicity and
the reality of worldly objects. But this will be discussed in the concluding chapter.

.
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organs nor in the five gross elements. These are merely tattvas and
cannot reflect anything. The real reflector is consciousness. In
consciousness, however, you see only the reflected thing and not
anything that is reflected. That which is reflected (bimba) is in fact
svatantrya. This whole universe is the reflection in God Consciousness
or svatantrya. There is no additional class of siIl1ilar objects existing
outside of this world that He reflects in His nature. The outside
element, that which is reflected, is only svatantrya. The infinite variety
which is created is only the expansion of svatantrya .
- Kashmir Shaivism, pp. 29-30

•

In the sum-mary verse to the chapter on sambhavopaya of the Tantrasara
Abhinavagupta says it in poetic language:
,

,

antarvibhllti sakalaril jagadlltmanrha
yadvadvicitraracana mukurantarale I
bodha� pararil nijavimarsarasananuvrttya
visvaril paramrsati no mukurastatha tu 1190

•

•

The whole world shines within the self
just as manifold creations are reflected in a mirror.
The Supreme Consciousness, in harmony
with the blissful taste of its own reflective awareness
recognises the universe perfectly, but not the mirror.

In the Vivara1J.ll Abhinavagupta develops this theme precisely in the context of the
phonemes and tattvas. Here the metaphor serves again to uphold the unity of
Consciousness vis-a-vis the multiplicity of language and reality levels, and it plays
with the idea of reversal, where left becomes right and right left, or up and down
are interchanged.

This reflectivity goes beyond a mere system of correspondences, which we
find from the BrahmaI,las and Upani�ads onwards. However, the highest
correspondence in Saiva non-dualism is that of prakasa and vimarsa. At the supreme
level even the duality of bimba and pratibimba is transcended:
atra tu parasarhvidi yathaiva bhiisa� tathaiva vyavahiiramayo 'pi vimarsa�, tena
90. TS, p. 19.

,
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- jala iva jalam jvalayamiva jvala saroatha abhedamaya eva bhava bhasante, na
p. 45
tu pratibimba kalpenapi kevalam I
In the supreme consciousness, however, as is the light, so is the
reflection, even in the outer activity.91 Therefore, all things appear
as non-different (from consciousness), just as water is in water, or
cf. p . 11192
flame in flame, not just like a reflected image.
,

The reflection occurs from para down to parapara, hence to pasyantf and madhyama.
But the reversal happens in the case of the tattvas and nO,t the phonemes, which
are divinely arranged.
•

I may cite the sUlrunary by A. Padoux before giving examples of the reflection
and interpenetration of phonemes and tattvas. In fact, the two systems of
hermeneutics are closely related: the sarvasarvatmakatva and the philosophy of
bimba-pratibimba, because it is by the principle of the presence of everything in
everything that reflection is possible; and vice versa, things and states are
interconnected because there is a Divine reflection in the whole of Reality.
It is, of course, Siva, the Word at its highest level, who is here at
work. It is the Word that casts the reflection (pratibimbam arpayet) of
the tattvas of the manifestation in paravac into the next stage, that of
the ' supreme-non-supreme energy where differentiation, utterly
absent at the level of Siva, gradually arises. But since there exists no
not at all
other energy than that of the Word, the energy acts as a
passive
mirror "made of the Word." This mirror, or more
accurately, this supreme-non-supreme energy, says Abhinavagupta,
is constituted by the garland of phonemes from ka to k�a
(kadik�antavar1J.amalasarfra). Thus only the tattvas are reflected, and not
the phonemes, since these form the phonematic energy upon which
the consonants are reflected.
Vac, p. 315

91. The conciseness of this sentence could remind one of "as in heaven so on earth" of the

Christian tradition (cf. the "Our Father"). It also reminds us of the identity of samBara and
nirvi11J1l in Mahayana Buddhism (Nagarjuna).

92. Cf. Vijnana Bhairava v. 110: "Just as waves arise from water, flames from fire and rays from
the sun, in the same way the differentiated aspects of the universe have sprung form me,
(that is) Bhairava."

•

•
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We may consider the example of the descending reflection from Siva down to
Earth.93
So this alone is possible and appears appropriate also that the light
of Bhairava, at the very first stage of external manifestation, having
its objective the earth category, through vimarsa-sakti continues to
move towards earth only in its march of descent.
,

•

Thus that very last tattva, viz. prthivr (earth), while maintaining its
character as earth (sa hi caramo blulga� tatlultavat sviltmarilpam bibhrat) and
holding within itself all the innumerable earlier tattvas (e.g., water
agni, etc.) as inseparable from itself, appearing in that
jala, fire
form (blulsamano) and viewed in that aspect (vimfsyamana�) is complete
in itself. Its precedent tattva also (i.e. jala or .water) having the posterior
tattva (Le. pfthivr or earth) as its background, being identical with
the appearance and perceptibility present in the earth category (vftta
purvaparipur1Jabhasasaravimarsa-tadiltmyat) and not renouncing the
completeness of its posterior tattva (Le. the pfthivr tattva) inevitably
brings within its compass the fullness of all the preceding tattvas also
-

(svayam

ca

svarilpanilntarfya katahathakf$tapurva-purvatarildi blulgantara-bhogo)

and appearing and being carefully considered in that way is integral
in the same way (as the Pfthivrta ttva) . Thus one by one, all the
fire, etc.) not being separated from their
preceding tattvas (agni
posterior two or three ones, including within themselves the
delightful existence of their antecedent tattvas in accordance with
the non-divergence from the nature of Bhairava which has accrued
to them, are perfe<;:tly integral.
pp. 112-13

Abhinavagupta makes it clear that this is a process of meditation by which all
levels of reality are integrated in the divine Bhairava-nature. Therefore he adds a
practical dhiirar;.ii for entering into the state of Bhairava, quoting the Vijfiiina
Bhairava. It is a method of perceiving the totality in all fragments.
You, who are proficient in thinking of Bhairava, become engrossed
in meditating on Him. An undivided sight from a distance of a
wilderness without limitation of associated objects like pond,
mountain, tree, etc. or even with these limitations (tadvatyapi)
providing a wholeness of vision offers a well-known means of entree
93. I use the capital for the tattva, to distinguish it from the physical entity (earth).
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into Bhairava-consciousness. As Vijnttna Bhairava puts it: "One should
cast one's gaze on a region in which there are no trees, or mountain,
or even wall. His mental state being without any support will then
dissolve and the fluctuations of his mind will cease" (verse 60).
Otherwise if there is p artial perception, then if the p erception
beginning with the first part of the same is only of parts (i.e. is not
an integral perception), then what is the difference of Bhairava
consciousness from the other lower states of consciousness which
are full of difference and are avowedly fragmentary? The difference
lies in the fact that Bhairava-consciousness expressing as it does the
delight of the unity of endless variety of existence is considered to
be integral as compared with other states of consciousness which
are fragmentary. Those who have received proper training and have
penetrated into the divine consciousness know this difference
pp. 113-14
themselves.
•

As a spiritual master Abhinavagupta knows the 1imitations of verbal instructions,
even of the highest kind, if the disciple/reader is not open to the Divine grace:
If the heart-lotus of some animal-like men has not blown under the
ray of grace falling from the highest Lord, then hundreds of words
of mine, even though their hearts be pierced with sharp needle-like
words can neither make the heart-lotus bloom nor make it
accomplish (the objective).
On a (thing like) jar also, bne similarly casts an integral look. In this
case also, the indeterminate consciousness instantly (jhagiti) takes
in a view of the jar as a whole (not of its constituent parts), and then
forms all kinds of determinate ideas about it and they starting from
the barest ultimate part enter into the interior and the interior-most
aspect and finally dissolve again in the indeterminate state.
Therefore, there is no use in referring to other similar cases. Similarly
in this matter also, the Siva principle is inherent in all cases (i.e.
even in the earth category) as an indeterminate reality, and having
the elegant autonomy of generating determinate states is, though
itself beginningless, decidedly the prius of all reality. There is no
difference of opinion in this matter. This Siva principle can be
considered complete only if it abides also in the ultimate earth
category. So also, the consciousness of earth (dhartt-samvit) can display
it as identical -with central Reality in spite of its appearance as an

•

•
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-

object only when it is able to display the awareness of all categories
p. 114
as inherent in the earth category.
Perceiving the whole of objective reality in this way means to overcome the
fragmented perception and seeing things in the light of the Divine:

Finally, the Earth itself is but the integral divine consciousness, i.e.
the very Self of Siva. Thus even a fraction of space contains the
entire form of Brahman (p. 116) (pradesamatram api brahma1Ja� sarvarilparh,
p. 47) .
•

Svacchanda Tantra
to pass through the tattvas

Kf?emaraja quotes the last phrase94 in his commentary on the

(IV.l02), in the context of dfk$ii, where the initiated has

and the corresponding phonemes. He introduces the statements thus:
,

tathtlpi adik$antasya sabdaraser-ase$a . visvasarfra
paramarsatmakatvena ekaiko 'pyarhsa�

parabhairava
-

p. S9

Even then every single part of the totality of sounds, beginning with
a and ending in k$a, (is complete) because of the synthetic awareness
of the entire universe as the body of the Supreme Bhairava.
The basis of this statement is again the theory of the omnipresence of all in all,/195
/1

visviitmakatviit

(p .

59, 1. 10), the interconnectedness of all things,

of the totality in a single part:

.

ekaikatra ca tattve $attrirltsatattvarapatii

-

ibid.

and the presence

•

In every single (cosmotheandric) reality the nature of all the thirty
six tattvas is present.
The context of dfk$ii is si
in the

. icant for the practical implications of the development

Vivarana .
•

94. In the variant form: pradeso 'pi brahma1Jah sarvarupyam-anatikrantascavikalpyam, SvT,
vol. 11, p. 59.
•

95. A. Padoux's translation.
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Concluding Verses
In his both systematic and poetic way, Abhinavagupta concludes this section of
commenting verses

72).

5-9 by 31 verses giving the meaning in brief (sarhk�epiirtha�, p.

They are extremely helpful for not losing the thrust of the complex subject

matter. First he states the overall conception of the metaphysical reality underlying
all manifestations.

The one who is characterised by the wonder
of union with the blissful essence of pure freedom
.
is the Goddess Para (the Supreme)
who ever shines as BhairavI Herself. 1
The one (Siva) who is in union with Her nature,96
he is unimpeded and ever present,
being of the nature of consciousness
full of self-reflection, he shines in manifestations
(reaching) from SadMiva down to the Earth,
(in all things such as) blue, yellow, happiness (and sorrow). 2-3
That is called means of knowledge
which perceives everything in its own nature,
and which shines equally in children, animals and in the wise.97 4 . . .
Thus the Light (of Conscibusness) is by its nature of the essence of
self-reflection
and that which is awareness of the true nature (svarupamarsanam)
is itself the body of the Supreme Word (paravagvapu�). 8
It is its very nature to appear in diverse forms of existence.
Therefore, it shines as the cosmos of variegated beings.

•

It never undergoes a state of dependence on others. 998
•

•

•
•

96. R. Gnoli's edition reads bhasa instead of bhava.
Wo Lit. "all-knowing,'� sarvavidam.

98. Free verse my own translation.
•
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As it is not dependent on anything (outside itself), how can any
impediment possibly exist in it? Therefore, self-consciousness which
is void of convention transcends all space, time, kalll, mllyll, limitation
of place or activity. It is perfect in itself, it is the all yet different
from all forms and figures. It is the natural, supreme consciousness
characterised by excellent refinement, of the pure form of suddha
vidyll, it is the aham or I in both ways, i.e. both as Siva and Sakti, both
as consciousness and its expression as Energy. That aham (I) itself as
mlltrkll, is the very essential nature of earth, etc. In the highest sense,
its fluid form is said to be the vowel (brja) and the solid form the
p. 194
consonant (yoni), the very nature of Siva and Sakti.
•

•

By the union of Siva and Sakti arises the universal bliss. 15ab
The virile energy (of anuttara or I-consciousness) which is the highest
reality (pllramllrthika-sadvapu�) and which 'is present in the universe
inherent within up to its extreme limit is designated as visarga both
in its aspect of visle$a, i.e. external expansion or prasllra and its aspect
as yojanll, i.e. inward withdrawal or sari1.hllra . This visarga is the
invariable domain (of the aspirants), this is the easy means of
p . 195
attaining to anuttara.
•

•

•

Abhinavagupta then summarises matrka and malinr and comes to mantravrrya,
the potency of mantra which is aham, /11./1 The aim of the entire enterprise is nothing
but liberation-in-life:
,

When the awakened one realises it as his supreme nature,
he is at once liberated-in-life.
But the yogrs who desire supernormal powers
meditate on aham in a limited way,
(concentrating) on the navel, the space of the heart (and other
centres) .

Abhinavagupta then ends with his personal statement in due humility, leaving
this realisation to the disciples/readers: The goal of this knowledge is not limited
to the yogr but he has to share it with others by liberating them:
I have explained this to a certain extent (manttk)
according to (the teaching) of the guru and Agama.
As to what happens by resorting to this I-consciousness,
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ask your personal experience.
I have only shown a little bit of the path.
Who can say with certainty "this much is all" regarding the divine
consciousness? The divine grace has been vouchsafed to me only to
this extent. By that (grace), I have been privileged to disclose this
much (as means) (viz . khecarr si1mya or identity with the divine
consciousness) . Subtler tarka than this (i.e. sat-tarka) may occur to
other experients either today (in the present) or at some other time
(past or future), i.e. the tarka either may occur in the present (bhavati),
or occurred in the past (abhat), or will occur in t�e future (bhaviti1).
Among all the lights of the component parts of yoga, this (i.e. tarka)
has been determined in Sri Purva Sastra (i.e. Mi1Iinrvijaya) as the
brilliant .sun (gabhastimi1n) by which one gets liberated and liberates
others. This (i.e. tarka) should be clearly understood in every way
and reflected on by the clear-sighted ones (vicak�a1Ja*) desirous of
the supreme state (parepsubhi�) by abandoning for a moment jealousy
common to mortal beings. The aspirant is established in the essential
nature of the Self immediately after sat-tarka (i11ocana) and, therefore,
the specks of cloud that cover the sun of consciousness are dissolved
automatically by the savour of delight that the aspirant experiences
p. 196
at this moment.
•

\

•

•

•

•

•

antra
Hrd ayabIja - The Seed of the Heart
•

THE section on phonematic manifestation is the basis for the revelation of the core
mantra of the entire text. The last verse of the preceding group indicated that "the
emission from a to k$a (Le. the entire alphabet) is the basis of all mantras and
vidyas" (v.8). It has been sufficiently shown that the totality of creation emanates
from and is contained in Anuttara, just as the phonemes emerge from a. In the
introductory section (avatarika) to the next group of verses (9-18) Abhinavagupta
comes back to the phrase uttarasyapi anuttaram (v.3), "the Unsurpassable of even
the surpassed" (to venture another translation).
It has been determined that even the subsequent one, i.e.
of the universe has the anuttara or the transcendental as its
Now it is the nature of the transcendental which requires
consideration. . . . (idanfrh tu anuttaram eva svarupeIJa vistarato

expansion
precedent.
a detailed

niT1Jfta�).
- p. 75

Though in this system, anuttara or the transcendental is nothing
different from the uttara or the posterior
for if it were something
other, that would also fall within the category of the uttara, even
then there is this difference brought about by the autonomy of the
Lord from the point of view of the disciple and the teacher.
- pp. 201-2

Now, the svarupa of Anuttara is precisely the core mantra, which is the Heart,
Bhairava. The entire theory of language, phonemes and tattvas has been adduced
to arrive at this point where Anuttara is not described any more (philosophically
or "etymologically" as in the 16 interpretations at the beginning), but its "own•

•

•
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form" or phonic symbol is revealed as the core mantra or -" seed of the heart":
hrdayabfja1 (v.25).
A frequently quoted text from the Sarvacara (Tantra) says: mantra var1JO.tmaka�
sarve var1Ja� sarve siviitmaka� (quoted p. 83, tr. p. 222), "All mantras consist of
phonemes, and all phonemes are of the nature of Siva."
The mantroddhiira or "extraction of the mantra" is of course given in a code
language. We have already learnt this code language in the previous section. Let
us first consider the revelation of the core mantra:

caturdasayutam bhadre
tithfsantasamanvitam 11 9

11

trtfyam brahma susro1Ji
hrdayam bhairavatmana� I
etannayoginfjato
narudro labhate sphutam 11 10
hrdayam devadevasya
sadyo yogavimuktidam I
asyoccare krte samyan
mantramudraga1Jo mahan

,

•

11

•

1 1 11 11

A literal translation without decoding the mantra reads:

•

o Gracious One! it is the third Brahma, joined with the fourteenth

and combined with the end of the lord of tithis, 0 one with beautiful
thighs! This is the. Heart of the essence of Bhairava.
9cd-lOab
•

This cannot clearly be obtained unless one is born from a yoginf or
one is a Rudra.
lOcd
It is the (very) Heart of the God of gods, which bestows illunediately
llab
union and liberation.

The remaining verses of this group (11 cd-18ab) give the fruit or result of the
meditation on or "recitation" (uccara) of this seed mantra, which Abhinavagupta
takes time to decode.
1 I understand the compound as karmadharaya: hrdayam eva bfjam, "the seed that is the
Heart," not as $a$thr tatpuru$a: hrdayasya bqa.
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hrdayam bhairavtltmana�,

"the Heart of

the nature of Bhairava" in the following way:

The essential being of the universe which is of the nature of Bhairava
(of Divine nature), as it has been shown by reasoning and by the
Agama, is determined to be the venerable (Goddess) partlpartl, and
(hence) made of Energy.2 lts heart, (which means the essence of all)
is of the nature of Siva who is completely embraced by the supreme
Goddess, the Venerable Para.
- p. 77 Skt. with Gnoli's emendation
Abhinavagupta thus opens his commentary by focusing on the Heart and the
unity of Siva and Sakti within that Heart which is the essence of all of Reality. He
thereby implicitly hints at the mystico-erotic connotations of the Heart as well as

mantra, and its universal nature. Since the Energy pervades the universe
(sakta� svabhava�), it is She who percolates down from the Divine to the human

of the
•

and sub-human levels, where, at every level, the erotic plays a role. Therefore he

susro1Ji, "one
(yonirupam).

gives importance to the appellation of the DevI as
thighs," hinting at the female organ of generation

with beautiful

The Sakti in the form of yoni is the state of Bhairava that indicates
the wholeness (parIJata) of the nara-bhtlva or phenomenal reality which
includes within itself the entire host of experients from sakalas (Le.
limited experients), Man tra, Mantramahesvara, down to immobile
beings (like plants, etc.) whose very life consists of empirical I-feeling
and which is rightly designated as "ours" (na�).
p. 205
Still without decoding the
again defining

brahma

mantra,

Abhinavagupta conmlents on

trtfyam brahma,

over against the Vedantic meaning.

Brahman (accepted in Trika) is that in whom the virility of the universe
is inherent and who is full of the mass of bliss (iinandasaktighanarh)
that is surging forward for visarga-visle�alJa, i.e. visarga or separation
from Siva and visle�alJa or union (with Sakti). Such Brahman is vast
•

2. I follow R. Gnoli's emendation. J.S. has pradeSita-yuktyiigama-nirapita
nararapiipariibhattt1rikt1svabhiiva� Siikta�, and Gnoli has amended it to: . . .
nirapitapariipariibhattiirikii-svabhiiva� . . . It makes more sense that the siikta nature of the
universe belongs to the intermediate level of pariiparii.
•

.
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(brhat), all-pervading (vyapaka) and nurtured. This Brahman is certainly
not like that which is accepted by the followers of Vedanta and
which is not far removed from absolute nihilism. This is called the
third Brahman, because it is more identical with Siva than nara or
Sakti. Therefore, in Tantras and particularly here (in Paratrrsiktl) this
is the very core which has been taught as the object of worship.
- p. 205
•

•

The aim is clearly hrdayavyapti (or hrdayanupravesa, p. 78), "pervasion of or
penetration in the heart," which is the Divine Heart and the core of Reality. Apart
from yogrs and mystics who achieve this penetration, as the Devi said, vijiiiitamatre1Ja
(v. I), by mere intuitive knowledge, at once (sadya�, cf. v. I), Abhinavagupta
concedes that even people who are following tre normal religious practices
externally, will gradually have their bondage loosened and be freed to enter that
very heart (cf. pp. 205-06, Skt. p. 78), thus making a concession for a1Javopaya in
the middle of sambhava. As a true spiritual master he immediately senses the danger
of merely pretending to have reached that stage:
This penetration into the Heart is not like a literal statement as in "1
have entered the heart, it is the supreme goddess," rather it is the
search inside the heart. This has been already said in detail.
- p. 206
The bonds of Sastras cannot contract the Heart,
nor can this world contaminate consciousness.
May there be the state of absolute Fullness
filled with absorptfon flashing forth,
the true natural path of the essence of Plenitude.3

The introductory passage before coming to the actual exegesis and various ways
of decoding the mantra revealed, is an invitation to enter the Heart, and an
.
elucidation of the kaulika understanding of Heart. At the be '
g (v. 2) Bhairavi
asks about the kaulikr sakti dwelling in the Heart (hrdayastha), and Bhairava reveals
that this kaulika-vidhi is present in the ether of His Heart (mama hrdvyomni, v. 4).
With the revelation of the core mantra this kaulika-vidhi is also manifested, still
combining the secrecy (guhyam) as well as non-secrecy (aguhyam of v. 3). The
3. See Motto for the Sanskrit text (Skt. p. 78).
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essence of the kaulika-vidhi or "prescription of totality" is precisely the Heart. But
this Heart is the samarasya fusion of essence (p. 79), the union of Siva and Sakti,
prakasa and vimarsa. At the ritual level it is experienced in the union of vzra and
yoginf. In the case of the solitary spiritual hero (ekavzra), the same experience of
the bliss of union "occurs by yoga consisting in repose in the bliss of the essential
nature" (ekavzrayamapi svarapanandavisrantiyogena, p. 78, line 3 from below). In
the case of ordinary humans, bliss is experienced at the time of sexual union. But
even this is not a mere natural joy, by quoting Vijfiana Bhairava (v. 68)4 on an erotic
dharaIJa, it is connected to "the yoga of beatitude which is the worship of the
heart" (p. 207, evamanandayoga eva hrdayapaja, p. 79). The Trikatantrasara is quoted
in confirmation, that "the flow of bliss is this worship which should be conceived
on the triangle" (anandaprasara� paja tam trik01:za prakalpayN, p. 79) .
the
The triangle (trikolJa) is another symbol that connects the metaphysical
three Energies para, parapara and apara, with the physical, i.e. the female generative
organ or yoni (cf. p. 206). Therefore the emendation from nara to parapara (Gnoli)
is fully justified.
At the centre of this triangle is "the goddess of the nature of the 'churning'
Bhairava of supreme bliss" (madhye devz parananda bhairava mathanarapa,
Trikona and Satkona
\

Siva trikona
jnana-mudra
para

.

•

•

•

Sakti trikona
kriya-mudra

•

Samarasya

•

j\
�

•

•

•

apara

7

parapara

jnana-sakti offered
in kriya-sakti

4. The context in which this dluirar,za is quoted throws light on the understanding of the two
"erotic" dluirar,zas of the Vijnana Bhairava: verse 68 does not refer to the sexual act but to the
level of the ekavrra, whereas verse 69 refers to the vrrayoginr union.
•
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-

p . 78, line 6 from below ) . 5 This refers to the divine level (deva tilnaril
sampraya�), the yamala practice of vrra and yoginr has already been referred
to, as also the ekavrra.6
The two triangles, of Siva (with apex above) and Sakti (with apex below) are
then identified with jfiana-sakti and kriya-sakti respectively:
•

•

of the essence of jfl.ilna
Everything is pervaded by two mudrils
and kriyil-sakti. In the case of deities jfl.ilna-mudril is internal and
kriya-mudril external. In the case of vfras it is the reverse.
- p . 79 Skt.

The theme of mudra will engage us in the cOImnentary on the following verse
(lIcd.).
•

Decoding the Mantra
It is only after this introduction that Abhinavagupta proceeds to the decoding of the

mantra and commenting on verses 9-10. He does it in 16 different ways, parallel or
.
g by means of
corresponding to the 16 meanings of Anuttara given at the be ·
granmlatical and semantic analysis (nirvacana).
Before embarking upon this exegesis I would like to refer to the Tantraloka in its
exposition of the core mantra or hrdayabrja. In the Tantraloka Abhinavagupta places
the interpretation of the mantra at different levels of the upayas or means of realisation,
since the practice and meaning differ according to the level of awareness of the
practitioners. According�y the derivations or symbolisations of the components of
the mantra also differ. Let us first take a simple decoding of the verse:

caturdasa

•

tithrsanta

•

•

•

trtryam brahma :

the fourteenth (phoneme or vowel)

au

the end of the Lord of tithis the Lord of tithis is Siva as
Lord of the vowels, and the end is the last vowel: �, visarga.
Alternatively, the lord of the vowels is am, bindu, and at its
end comes visarga.
=

the third brahma is derived variously
if it is taken to be the
third tattva from above, it refers to Sadasiva; if it is based on

5. Reference to Manthanabhairava.
6. Cf. TA 29.

=
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the "definition" of Brahman in the Upani�ads and Bhagavad
Gfta om tat sat, it refers to sat, being.: Both begin with the

anacka s.

•

Now joining the third brahma s with the fourteenth vowel au, and adding
the end of vowels � or visarga the brjamantra SAU1:I is obtained.
=

=

=

In the Tantraloka we find the following enigmatic description of the mantra:
•

Indeed, this being (sat S) whose root is Brahma and which is called
the sphere of Maya (milyiI1J4a) would not be said to exist if it did not
enter into the [trident AV of the three energies of] precognitive
impulse, cognition, and action. For it is through entering into these
three energies that it is emitted (or projected; visrjyate visarga: If)
into the consciousness of Bhairava. Or it is emitted outside because
of that. Thus the fact that these [constituent elements of the cosmos]
(exist sat S) actually results in their being in the nature of the three
energies (AV) in the emission (visarga If) that is projected outward
by the supreme consciousness.
- Tantrilloka IV.l86-89 (tr. A. Padoux, Vile, p. 418)
=

=

=

•

=

=

The diphthong au is described as trisala, trident in the Malinfvijayottara, because
it contains the three energies: Will, Knowledge and Activity. The symbolic shape
of the trisala assumes another meaning in the context of the individual way
(aIJavopaya) where it is associated with the kUIJqalinf rising through the body of
the yogr.8
SAUI:I is the bfjamantra of Para, but the term bfja does not occur in verses
9-18, it comes later with a powerful meaning (vv. 25 and 35), in verse 9 it is
only called "the Heart of the nature of Bhairava."9
7. Jayaratha, on TA ID.l67 quotes PT v. 9 trtfyam brahma susro1Ji and comments: trtfyam brahma

sakD.ra�, yadgrtam 'om tatsaditi brahma1Jastrividha� smrta�. "The third brahma is the phoneme
sa (5), as it is said 'om tat sat' is the threefold definition of Brahman."

8. Cf. TA V.54-61. Cf. 60 cd-61ab: "It is in the great Heart where the great root (=5), the trident ·
(=nu) and the emission (�) become one, that (the yogi) attains repose due to the universal
fullness."
•

9. Other translators take hrdayam bhairaviltmana� as "the heart of the Self of Bhairava" (A.
Padoux, Muller-Ortega).

•
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In the 30th ahnika of the Tantraloka Abhinavagupta gives a survey of mantras,
where he derives the mantra of Para in the following way:
•

•

The mantra of Parii which is pervasion of being (sadvyiipti) consists in
life (jfva, i.e. s), along with fourteenth (vowel, i.e. au and the visarga),
it has been revealed by the great Lord as of various forms in the
Trisiro�Siistra (Trisirobhairava Tantra). Although in its essential form (it
does not change), yet there are a number of variations. There (in
that mantra ) life (s) depends on breath (priiIJa
�), or priiIJa is
established in life.
=

After describing another variant of the mantra sau� he concludes:
This (mantra) which is expressive of Par" has the nature of great
wisdom. The supreme one-syllabled mantra is the clear knowledge
of the Heart of Bhairava, consisting of nectar (s), established in the
void (�), or joined with Siivitrikii (au), and united with two voids (�)
this is the supreme Heart of (Goddess) Para.
- TA XXX.26-28, 31-33
-

It has to be stated at the outset that this bryamantra, "the seed of the Heart," the
"ambrosial seed" (or "seed of immortality," amrtabrya) is not meant for "recitation"
but with all its implied phonic symbolism it is to be meditated upon in an all
embracing way or realised intuitively, depending on the level or upaya of the
practitioner.
A. Padoux gives an encompassing description of the mantra: "With its three
constituent phonemes we'have the Absolute itself (5), the triad of Siva's fundamental
powers in their absolute fullness (AU), and finally the perennial surging forth
(both internally and externally, but always within consciousness, the stuff the world
is made of) of the Godhead's creative flow, the throbbing of the Divine Heart (If).
One understands easily, therefore, that to meditate this mantra, to grasp its full
meaning directly through an all-embracing intellectual intuition, is a liberating
experience" (Vac, p. 419).
We shall now look at the complexity of this mantric meditation in the sixteen
interpretations given in the VivaraIJa (selecting some examples).
These sixteen nirvacanas take the lead of the sixteen vowels which are the bryas
at the level of Siva.
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[This] i.e. the third brahma, viz. hrdaya-sa (or amrta-brja) joined with
the fourteenth vowel, i.e. au, is linked with the sixteenth, i.e. visarga,
a�, which occurs at the end of tithrsa, the soul of fifteen kaliis. (Thus
it becomes sa+au+a� sau�.)
=

Yutarh may be interpreted as yugmam dr a pair. With the fourteenth,
the pair makes sixteen which is the rsa or the presiding deity of the
fifteen vowels, viz. visarga (a�).
Its (i.e. of the visarga) end is the seventeenth, viz. the anuttara or the
transcendental aspect (of Reality). Hrdaya or heart , is that which is
linked with it (i.e. with anuttara). It has already been stated in detail
that all things whether external such as a jar, or internal, such as
pleasure, take hold of that germ (the source of all existence) as the
highest Reality. Therefore that (seed) is the heart or core (of Reality).
- p. 210

The last part reads:
tasyiinta� saptadasyanuttarakalii tadanvitarh hrdayarh2 sarviiIJi ghatasukhiidrni
vastani tiimeva bfjasattiim paramiirtha-rUpe1Jiikriimantityuktarh vistarata�, ata eva
tat hrdayam
p. 79 11. 11-13
What Abhinavagupta achieves by this hermeneutics is to state the transcendence
of Anuttara (by making it the sev;enteenth kala) and the all-containing nature of
the bfja or seed. The number 16 ( tithis, vowels) still belongs to the immanent aspect

(kala).
Right from the beginning of his commentary on the mantra Abhinavagupta
does not dwell on its "recitation" aspect, but on its metaphysical meaning, thus
not very different from the 16 meanings of Anuttara.10 The difference lies precisely
in the fact that here we have the svarupa, the symbol, the condensed form in a
seed, and not the concept. Hence "Heart," as we shall see, assumes the whole
power of a symbol.
•

•

Actually the first interpretation starts from a:

-

10. R. Gnoli begins the numbering of the 16 meanings with the following one, Jaideva Singh
numbers it as the 2nd which cannot be correct.

.
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(Abhinavagupta gives this interpretation by splitting caturdasa into
catur (four) and dasa (states): This is an interpretation with reference
to the phoneme a. That which is brahma, i.e. samarasya or equipoise,
in other words, which is the conjunction of the four· states (caturdasa),
i.e. udyoga, avabhiisa, carvar:za and vilapana of the subject and the object
is the primal undifferentiated state. Being linked with that means
"inseparable from that."
•

•

The vowels which are up to the end of il, are known as tithrsa, because
out of them, the other remaining phonemes are born. The last ones
of the vowels coming at the end of the above tithrsa vowels are the
four immortal phonemes, viz. r, f, " r Brahma is well connected with
these vowels. From the point of view of ascent Siva who is higher
than nara and Sakti is the third. Therefore, the third brahma is identical
with supreme Siva . . . .
B y accomplishing the fusion of the stir of the state of the subject
and object within the Self, he · enters the state of anuttara, the very
heart of the universe which can be accessible only to jiiana (gnosis)
characterised by identity, or yoga characterised by activity.
- p. 211
•

•

All the interpretations are offered with the purpose of defining the "third

brahma"

by the initial vowel and the corresponding S akti, besides the analysis of
caturdasayutam and tithrsantasamanvitam, which compounds are dissolved in
different ways,u As Gnoli remarks: "In all these interpretations, that which in each
case is interpreted as one of the sixteen vowels is the heart, which does not always
appear as the subject, but which is understood. The meaning is, in short, that the
heart is the third brahma, etc. and is identified with Bhairava."12
Let us consider two more examples of this hermeneutics. The four "void vowels"
(sanyacatu$ka) offer an interesting connection with the elements.
The interpretations are given with reference to the four void vowels
(silnya-catu�ka), viz. � f, " r First of all the interpretation is being given
with reference to r That is the void or empty akasa (ether) symbolised
by r in which the condition (dasa) of the four (catur), viz. the earth,
11. Cf. R. Gnoli's note 424a on p. 297.
12. Ibid., pp. 298-99 (translated from the Italian).
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water, fire and air either disappear in the gross form in sarhhiira or
withdrawal of the world-process or in the subtle form remain as
void ether. The icchii (i) inhering in r (r + i =r), considered in a reverse
order with reference to kriyii (iinanda, icchii, jiiiina, kriya) is the third
brahma. Linked (yutam) with that void ether, the third brahma may be
termed iccha. This brahma is full of the external glow of tithfsvara, i.e.
the sun. Arka or the sun is the symbol of pramii1Ja or knowledge. So
tithfsanta-samanvitarh means joined with the tejas or glow of prama1Ja or
knowledge.
p. 214
The third brahma is known as icchii inasmuch as i inheres in 1 (l+i =
n. It is vyoma or sunya (ether) which is the inner state (antaradaSii) of
four (elements), viz. earth, water, fire and air, is its base (adhara).
Therefore, it is linked with that. This brahma being connected with
some reality which follows the tithfSiinta, i.e. the glow of fire (vahni),
known as pramatr-tejas is of the nature of the void (vyomatma).
- p . 215
As in r phoneme, the third brahma inherent in the phonemes 1 is
fSiina (l+f= !) itself. This also is connected, on the one hand, with the
ether, the inner void, the base of the four categories of earth, water,
fire and air (caturdasa-yu tam) and on the other, with something
indefinable that follows the pramatr-tejas (tithfsanta).
Only this one plunges with tremendous momentum into the fullest
form of the void (paripur1Jt1, sunya) which is Bhairava itself.13
What this means is the following: When icchii together with fsiina
which is its own nature, reaches the vyoma plane (i.e. the plane of
the void) of objectiye experience (vedya), then it rests in slight
luminosity for a while, suddenly enters the plane of the void
(vyomabhumim) which is unbounded (aparyantatiim), invariably steady
(niscaliim) almost like wood or stone. About such yogfs as have entered
the state of the void which is like deep sleep without the awareness
of any object whatsoever (apavedya-su�upta), it has been said: "Even
the sound of a kettledrum or bronze cymbal cannot awaken him
p. 215
from his state of absorption."

13. This is an extraordinary "definition" of Bhairava who is described either in terms of fullness
or void but here combining both in a sort of coincidentia oppositorum. (cf. also Vijiiilna
Bhairava with its dhiira1JliS leading to either state).

•
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-

This shows the connection of these apparently abstruse interpretations with yogic
states. As expected, the two last "vowels," am and a� or bindu and visarga, are
specially significant:
•

In accordance with what has been said earlier, brahma, joined with
the distributed form of the forty categories and the group of vowel
consonants, i.e. brahma appearing in the innumerable forms of the
external world is the bindu or dot (anusvilra). It is the htdaya or the
very core of Reality, viz. Bhairava in his aspect of knowledge.
Consequently, this core or bindu is the nature of the third brahma .
•

•

"16th interpretation: (with reference to the phoneme a�)
•

(i)

•

From the point of view of external visarga: All this multitude of categories
darts forth as Bhairava and being emitted outside and expanding, it is known
as brahma inasmuch as it is of the nature of expansion and abides externally.

(ii)

From the point of view of internal visarga: It is the stage of visarga which is
identified with Bhairava, which by setting aside all exclusion indicative of
difference and having acquired "the state of everything being all things"
has grown and is thus present also as an internal visarga. (Consequently
there are with reference to visarga two .aspects of the third brahma
external and internal.) This has been determined with attentiveness.

-

Thus the pervasion of the third brahma of sixteen kinds has been described
with reference to vowels. Its pervasion with reference to each consonant
p. 217
has already been described."
The " third B rahma joined with the fou r" has yet another field of
interpretation, more down-to-earth, by linking it with the four stages
(according to the "etymology" of catur-dasa) of life and the forms of the body.
The stages of life are: (1) childhood, (2) youth, (3) old age, and (4) taking on
another body after death. The different bodies are the gross body consisting
of the five elements (paiicabhau tikam), the body consisting of pra1J. a, the
purya$taka or subtle body, and the inner self (antaratma) . This is also the
third brahma .
Being pervasive, it is void, and the heart abiding in it is of Sakti (atra
ca htdayam saktytitma). In fact, it is S iva-brja (bfja, i.e. source of all
existence) who is all awareness (bodhtitmaka) and who in progressive
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compactness or solidification having adopted (1) physical body, (2)
praIJa, (3) purya�taka, (4) sa nya or consciousness devoid of any object,
and (5) turrya or the fourth state of consciousness or the metaphysical
Self has expanded into five kinds of experients with particular kinds
of vehicles. These are called respectively (1) external self (bahyatma),
(2) praIJa as the self (bhatatma), (3) the subtle body as the self which
carries the soul from one state of existence to another (ativahikatma),
(4) the inner self (a n ta ratma) , and (5) the supreme self (pa ramatma) .
This is the hrdaya (centre), i.e. Bhairava Himself.
p. 218

The Means for Entry into Brahman: Pravesopaya

•

In the sequence Abhinavagupta relates the bfjamantra to various tantric practices
by ever more ingenious ways of nirvacana or semantic analysis. I need not go into
the grammatical details but I confine myself to the content. He explicitly relates
the mantroddhiira (v. 9) to the yogic-erotic practice of vfra and yoginf (p. 211, pp.
82-83 Skt.), to the substances produced in their ritual union, and to the other not
socially approved substances such as alcohoL The purpose of these apparently
shocking practices is clearly stated: "These substances inasmuch measure as is
obtainable destroy all taint of difference" (p. 222, tadetiinf dravyii1Ji yathalabham
bhedamavilapakiini, p. 83). It is at this point that Abhinavagupta goes into the question
of overcoming limitations and restrictions of the mental and social conventions, all
tainted by bheda, separation.
\

Psychologically it all starts in the mind which creates doubts, narrowness and
depression:
The following process is generally observed. Doubt which brings
about narrowness of mind is generative of the first sprout of the
mundane tree, and then it expands, becomes mature, and finally
brings about the very fruit (i.e. complete involvement) of mundane
existence. It has been fabricated by the awakened ones in such a
way that it may become stationary in the case of the unawakened
ones. In the case of fools, once a doubt is entertained, it gets rooted
in their mind, it fructifies in diverse ways for them, according to
.
their peculiar nature.
Therefore, on account of diverse imagination doubts assume
different forms and are described as adharma (unrighteous) etc. They
vary according to each scripture and each country. As has been

•
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said, "Just as a plunderer carries away the valuables of the house,
even so depression saps away the vitality of the body." (SpK. 111.8)
p. 222
-

The relative nature of the ideas of good and evil or high and low, the very basis of
sarilsara, is exposed and liberated by breaking societal norms. The aim is:

•

When that doubt is instantly dissolved, then the stain of the trouble
of the psycho-physical limitations of the aspirant is cast out and he
enters the heart of Bhairava. Therefore, one should in every way,
practise the discipline that leads to the heart of Bhairava.
p. 222

A defence of tantric and kaula practices is supported by Tantras such as Tilakasastra,
Bhargasikha, Vfravalf and Sarvacara, stressing the non-difference of all things . In
this context Abhinavagupta makes a powerful statement against the distinctions
on the basis of caste:
Therefore, in Trika Siistra, this very activity almost without any curb
is worship. All things are available for the fulfilment of this worship.
The course of knowledge has been described in detail. Regarding
the caste
briihmat:tas, etc., there is no fixed principle, for the
caste distinction is artificial.
p . 223

jiitfniim . . . niisti sthiti� (Skt. p . 84) could also be translated as "the
castes . . . have no standing/basis."

What all this suggests is that the overcoming of narrowness and division is a
.
necessary part of the liberation consisting in attaining the Heart which is Bhairava.
Therefore the whole topic, of limited, dualistic thought (vikalpa) and its overcoming
is part of the exegesis of the bfjamantra.
The fourteenth vowel, i.e. the middle one between 0 and am is au.
Tithfstlnta, i.e. that final of the vowels, i.e. a�. Trtfyam brahma is that
which comes in between a and ha, i.e. sa. This is really the mantra (i.e.
sau�) which is the generating seed of the universe. Whatever existent
(sat) represented by that sa appears whether in the sphere of earth,
prakrti or mtlytl that falling within icchil, jiitlna or kriytl is a triad
(represented by au) and being an epitome of all, is delivered in and
by Siva (represented by the visarga, a�) . Thus this indeterminate
(nirvikalpaka) continuum of manifestation goes on ceaselessly.
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A determinate thought-construct is used when it is meant to express
predominantly a sense of difference, connected as it may be with
the three series of time . . . . On the contrary, even the stage of Siva
being that of liberation is for the unfortunate ones always a desert
or a vast forest owing to the fear of transmigratory state.14

That even a state of disturbing thoughts (vikalpa) does not diminish the divinity
which is ever present is assured by the frequent reference to a karika by Utpaladeva:
He who knows that all this glory (of manifestation) is mine (i.e.
belongs to the Self), who realises that the entire cosmos is his Self
possesses mahesata (lordship) even when dichotomising thought
Isvarapratyabhijfiakarika IV.11
constructs have their play.

Abhinavagupta returns to the initial phonemes of the "seed of the Heart": sa,
which he connects with other words beginning with s:
Sa, the nature of which is the ambrosia of the highest beatitude,
casting the host of all other phonemes within itself, shines forth in
manifestation. That which is the highest nature of satya (truth), sukha
(happiness), sampat (acquisition), satta (existence), all beginning with
sa, is experienced at the time of the appearance of the sound si to
express pleasurable sensation when there is the quivering of the
male organ and contraction-cum-expansion of the female organ.
p . 224
That is really the non-mayfya nature of satya, etc.
\

This phoneme alone can express all levels of meaning, from the erotic (sftkara) to
the metaphysical. The practice of the bfjamantra can enable the yogr to apprehend
meaning by a mere hint or one phoneme. In confirmation he again quotes the
Yogasatra (III.17).

•

There is an intermixture of words, the object denoted and the
knowledge (indicated by the word) by mutual imposition. If one
practises samyama on each of them separately, he can acquire the
knowledge of the sound of all creatures.
quoted on p. 225
•
.

It is a kind of linguistic siddhi which is acquired by the practice of the mantra.
Here the non-conventional power of language in all its parts becomes clear:
14. Here Abhinavagupta breaks out in poetry with a rare reference to fate (daiva) as the cause
of samsaric existence (p. 84 Skt.).

•

•
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In Vedic granunar and divine Sastras like S iva-Satras, an etymological
explanation of words occurring as mantra (sacred formula) or in
initiation, in accordance with the intent of each letter of the word is
considered to be perfectly appropriate. That is not conventional;
the etymological explanation of every word, owing to unforeseen
destiny has not reached the common people. So the nature of the
phoneme sa is also like this. The explanation of au and the visarga (of
the mantra sau�) has already been given.
p. 225
•

Much of the speculation is based on the Malinfvijayottara. We have not gone into
the cosmic spheres (ar;.qa) and their relation to the tattvas and phonemes. Here is
a sample of the connection:

sarIJena tritaya trisulena caturthakam I
sarvatftam visargeIJa para vyaptirudahrta 11

-

Skt. p. 85

Three spheres (viz. prthivl, prakrti and maya) are pervaded by the
phoneme sa, the fourth one (viz. the Sakti sphere) is pervaded by
the trident, i.e. au and the one that transcends all, viz. Siva is indicated
by visarga, i.e. a�. This is how the pervasion of para is described.
- MVT IV.25, p. 225

Justifying the coded or "secret" language Abhinavagupta says that it is a rule
concerning mantras that they should not be written in a book (ata evalekhyam
15
)
.
86
He quotes a famous verse from the Kulacu4amaIJi
pustake iti niyama�, p .

Tantra.16
ekam sr?timayam bfjam eka mudra ca khecarf I
dvavetau yasya jayete so 'tisantapade sthita� 1 1
Only one is the seed of creation, only one is the mudra, i.e. khecarf.
Whoever conquers these two is established in a state of surpassing
peace.

Thus the bfja SAUI:I is identified with the "seed of creation," Sr?tfbfja.
15. The term alekhya, alekha, also related to ala�ya, has had far-reaching influence on the
medieval and later nirguIJa sampradayas, up to the Bauls and the Mahimii Dharma of

Orissa, whose mantra is mahima alekha. Cf. Bhima Bhoi, Verses from the Void, ed. by B.
Baumer and J. Beltz, Delhi (Manohar) 2009, my Introduction.

16. Quoted in Sivasiltra Vimarsinf 11.5.
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After this long and multi-layered exposition on the hrdayabrja Abhinavagupta
takes up the remaining part of verse 10: etannayoginrjato narudro labhate sphutam.
He gives an ingenious interpretation of na+a+a�:

Explanation of etanna� . . . yogavimuktidam:
(Na� na+a+a�, i.e. na, the first letter of Malinf, a, the first letter of
Matrlca, symbol of vfra, and a�, symbol of visarga-sakti yoginr. The
person born from the union of these is known as yoginf-jata).
=

Only such a person can have realisation of the heart of Bhairava,
i.e. amrtabtja or the mantra sau� in whom:
,

1.

The state of an experiencer has arisen (jata� pradurbhata
pramatrbhava�) from the union of Siva-vfra who is to be cognised
by means of na (the first letter of Malinf) and a (the first letter of
Matrlca) and visarga-sakti (i.e. yoginf).

2.

Or in him who is Rudra, Rudra is one who can successfully
keep off or destroy the bonds of maya. He is the veritable man.
He alone can clearly realise it. He who is not Rudra, nor born of
yogint cannot realise it. The realisation of amrtabfja can bestow
sadyoga or identity with Bhairava, which is ascertained as
liberation (in Trika). The word sadya� denotes immediately. This
suggests that he who realises it is of this kind, i.e. Rudra or born
of yoginf; no one else can obtain it. He who is of the above kind
realises it clearly. Thus he realises the heart, i.e. sau� which offers
p. 226
liberation immediately.

The condition for "obtaining" this mantra is therefore the unification of the three
components of Trika: Siva, Sakti and Nara (Rudra).

•

Commentary on Verses 11-18

hrdayarh devadevasya
sadyo yogavimuktidam I
asyoccare krte sarhyafl
mantramudraga1Jo mahan

11 11 11

sadyastanmukhatameti
svadehavesalaksanam I
muhurtarh smarate yastu
cumbakena abhimudritah 11 12
•

•

-

•

11
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sa badhntiti tada sarvarh
mantramudraga1Jam nara� I
atftanagattinarthiln
pr#o 'sau kathayatyapi 11 13 11

•

•

•

prahartidyadabhipretam
devatarupam uccaran I
stik$tit pasyatyasamdigdham
tikrstam rudrasaktibhih 11 14 11
o

•

•

•

•

praharadvayamtitre1Ja
vyomastho jtiyate smaran I
traye1Ja mtitara� sarvti
yogfsvaryo mahtibalti� 11 15

11

\

•

vfra vfresvartih siddhti
balavtifi chtikinfga1Ja� I
tigatya samayam datvti
bhairave1Ja pracoditti� 11 16
•

11

yacchanti paramam siddhim
phalam yadva samfhitam I
anena siddha� setsyanti
sadhayanti ca mantri1Ja� 11 17 11
yatkificid bhairave tantre
sarvamasmtit prasiddhyati I
adr$tama1J4alo 's pyevam . . .
•

11 18 11

These verses contain the siddhis or achievements by means of the bfjamantra, and
it is clear from the brevity of the conmlentary that Abhinavagupta did not attach
much importance to these powers, rather he gave them another interpretation
than the usual one.
First he gives a rather traditional explanation of mantras and mudras:
Explanation of asya uccara krte . . . svadehtivesalak$a1Jam:
Mantras are the sacred phonemes both worldly and divine. They
save by reflection (mananatrii1Jarapii�). For worldly purposes, they are
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•

of the form of thought-construct, i.e. vikalpa; as divine or
transcendental, they are full of sarhvit-sakti (the power of higher
consciousness). The mudrils are the particular dispositions of the
hands and feet of the nature of kriyil-sakti. Mantramudrilga1J.a, therefore,
means a host of great powers brought into being by mantra and mudril,
which in the collective form is identical with parilSakti (the supreme
p . 227
sakti) .

The fruit of "perfectly 'reciting' this mantra" (asyoccare krte samyak) is the
"penetration in one's own body" (svadefulvesa). No wonde1;' Abhinavagupta attaches
the utmost importance to avesa, entering, pervading, being possessed, since it
comes close to the highest state of Divine absorption: samavesa. Of course, sva is
understood as atman, of the Self.
Avesa� means immediately by the entrance (in oneself) of the highest
nature, there is the disappearance of the stupefaction which
connotes dependence on others and the emergence of the stage of
the conscious subject permeated by autonomy. . . . So the whole
phrase (svadehitvesalak$a1J.arh) means in a manner characterised by the
penetration in him of the expansion of fkif which has the divine
nature of prakilsa and vimarsa. The supreme state of the Experient
characterised by such fhit is svadehitvesa�. That is the (real) enunciation
of this man tra, i.e. sau� �hich arises in the above manner, being
established in the highest aspect, i.e. the aspect of the supreme
p . 227
conscious Self (urdhvilCara1J.e sthitau satyilm).

By way of different nirvacanas he arrives at:
By the word sadya� (immediately) is suggested absorption in the
anuttara stage. Tanmukhatilm eti means that after samiivesa, one acquires
p . 228
supreme consciousness (para-rupa).

In the Tantraloka Abhinavagupta gives a mystical "sulIunary" of the mantra SAUl:I:
By unifying the great root (5), the trident (AU) and the emission (If)
in the supreme Heart (the yogf) attains repose due to universal
TA V.60cd-61ab
FullnessY
-

17. ekfkrtamahamalasalavaisargike hrdi

I

parasminneti visrantirh sarvapara1J.ayogata� 11

•
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The Relation of Time to Spiritual Powers

•

The remaining verses (12b-18a) are very much related to time and units of time
such as muharta (48 minutes), praluzra (3 hours, a unit of the day), etc. where the
fruit of the practice, the respective power attained, depends on the duration of the
"recitation" (uccara) or "remembrance" (smara1Ja, sm rti) of the mantra .
Abhinavagupta transposes the literal meaning of the Tantra into the .realm of
timelessness. Hence a whole meditation on time takes the start from these verses.
The practice whose duration is mentioned is smara1Ja (smrti, ya� smarate in v. 12),
literally "memory, remembrance," but which has a specific meditative meaning in
relation to mantra. Abhinavagupta quotes a definition of smrti/smara1Ja from the
Trisirobluzirava in the Tantraloka, in the context of a�avopaya, the only means where
time actually plays a role, since it belongs to kriya or activity. It follows the mention
"18
of the "extraction of the mantra.
Memory means recalling, and in reality it is already present
preceding all modalities (or: states). Its essence is mantra. It unites
TA V.l37
that which is to come about to its own nature.

We need not go into the commentary by Jayaratha, but it shows the complexity of
smrti which is far more than "memory." A. Padoux comments: "Thus the
outstanding role of memory, its eminent nature, coincides somehow with the pre
eminence of the mantras as supreme consciousness" (Vac, p. 398). In the Vivara1Ja
Abhinavagupta explains smarate by anusarhdluztte, the verbal form of anusandhana,
the unifying awareness, a. kind of contemplation linking two realities, hence the
practice suitable to a non-dual system.
COIlunenting on muharta, Abhinavagupta immediately goes to add: "Although
(the reality of the mantra) is not determined by time, yet the word muharta (hour)
is used with reference to the experience of other experients which is temporal"
(akalakalitatve 'pi parakalanapek�aya, p . 87 Skt.). He in this manner makes a
concession to those practitioners at the level of a1Javopaya.
He "remembers" means he applies the unifying awareness
(anusarhdhatte). He binds all the host of mantras and mudras means that
he unifies them in his own self because of his non-dual
18. Cf. TA V.l37-39.
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consciousness (advayata�). How? by means of cumbaka, which means
by his body of energy touching the universal aspect he "impresses"
with mudras everywhere, in an act of awareness (cumbakena
visvasparsakena sllktena rape1Jabhita� sarvato mudritarh mudra1Jarh krtva. . .
p . 87).
He who, being stamped with the pulsation of Sakti, has joined his
consciousness in congruous unity with Siva who is the embodiment
of this kind of true state, i.e. sau�; he alone accomplishes this, not
stone, etc. which come under the category of nara.
p. 228
•

He then conunents on the siddhi of foretelling past and future: atftanagatan arthiin
pr�to 'sau kathayatyapi (v. 13). In justification of this power he quotes the famous
verse of the Spanda Karika.
As the sustainer of this universe (i.e. Siva) when eagerly entreated
with desire accomplishes all the desires abiding in the heart of the
embodied yogI who is awake after causing the rise of the moon
SpK III, 1; p . 229
(soma) and the sun (sarya).

Not being constrained by time (akiilakalita) means being in the present:
One and the same yogi even in memory (which refers to the past)
and imagination (which refers to the future) remains equally in the
present. Past and future do not exist for him. As has been said:
"It is better to remain in the present which is not limited by the past
and the future." When the state of the experient has been existing
from before (from endless time) and there cannot be any increase
or decrease in it, how can it tolerate such limitations of the present?
"So and so knows this, does this." Therefore, it has sakrdvibhatatva,
i.e. It is shining eternally. Therefore has it been said. It is because of
this [i.e. limitation] that the present time requires a reference to the
past, etc., i.e. to the past and future. In the absence of limitation,
because of non-applicability of expectancy, reality is undetermined
by time.
p. 229

The quotation about being in the present comes from the S rr4timaratantra, which
Abhinavagupta has quoted in his Malinrvijayavarttika (J.155-56), precisely in the
context of the overcom-ing of time, called also kiilagrasa, "swallowing of time." Let
us see it in the entire context:

•
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When a meditator (yogi") intent on devouring time comes to rest in the 1inut of
consciousness for only a moment (tu#), he at once becomes "one who moves in
152cd-153ab
the void of consciousness." (khecara�)
For it is taught that time, which is the appearance of the world, is the vibration
of the rays of one's own consciousness which is projecting [the world] . . . . Therefore
the one . . . who is completely irrunersed in the devouring of time, spontaneously
(svayam) becomes "one who moves in the void [of consciousness]." 153cd-155ab
•

This has been said by Siva in the Srfqamaratantra: "After inunobilising one's
circle of rays and tasting the supreme nectar he should dwell in bliss within the
155cd-156ab19
present that is not divided from both past and future."
Earlier in the VivaraIJa, in another context, Abhinavagupta has made the
powerful statement that
•

time is only a thought-construct, what is time in the introverted
consciousness? The essence of time consists in the experience of
successive appearances and disappearances of objects. Its essence
consists in the absence of the awareness of introverted consciousness
which is timeless.
p. 15720

Abhinavagupta emphasises the relativity of time, which is manifested by the Lord
as kalasakti:
Those who are in the waking state, what they experience as a ghatika
(24 minutes) is experienced by subjects in a dream state variously,
Skt. p. 87 end
as a day, a prahara (unit of 3 hours), or year, etc.21

Here again, his psychological observation is an aid to the spiritual-metaphysical
understanding of time.

19. Tr. by J. Hanneder, Abhinavagupta's Philosophy of Revelation, pp. 84-85. The last line reads:

killobhayilparicchinne vartamilne sukht bhavet.
20. antarmukhe samvidtItmani proktanayena ka� kala� .
krama and akrama on p. 58 (Skt.), see p. 161 (tr.).
21. Reference not found.

.

. , Cf. a similar discussion about
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Similarly, he gives another "etymology" of prafulra (which occurs in verses 1415), instead of taking it as a unit of time he interprets it as "dissolution" (pra/q$to
hara� sarhhara�, p. 88) .
While commenting on the phrase akr$tam rudrasaktibh* of verse 14 ("drawn
near by the powers of Rudra") he dissolves the word Rudra in two verbs: rodfulna
and drava1Ja: He does interpret them in the sense of yogic powers, but of a higher
order:
•

Ru denotes rodhana and dra denotes dravana. Rodhana in this context is
a technical term. It means sarhhara, i.e. withdrawal or dissolution.
Drava1;la is also a technical term in this context. It means S[$ti, i.e.
•

•

manifestation. Being drawn, i.e. going in a state of absorption
through the sarhhara and S[$ti saktis, he (the yogi) fully perceives, i.e.
experiences. This is what is meant to be said. (First of all, there is
rodhana
the state of inward dissolution and then there is dravana,
the state of external expansion.)
•

1.

Rodhana

the state of inward dissolution: What is said to be

perception or experience (yadidarh darsanarh nama) that comes to
the yogI who, having reached the state of akula in which the
waves of all the external vikalpas (thought-constructs) have
. dissolved and full of iccha-sakti which has reached its highest
capacity by coming in �ontact with svatantrya (divine autonomy)
full of endless glory (ananta-mahima-svatantrya-yogat), realises the
dissolution of iccha in anuttara.

the state of external expansion: Then the same iccha
2 . DriivatJa
becoming externally oriented assumes the aspect of jfiana-sakti,
having slightly indistinct appearance of difference as its object.
•

•

(Rodhana even in external orientation and DravatJa even in internal
orientation: )
The jfiana-sakti of the nature of samiinya spanda (general pulsation)
expanding towards the outside, assumes the form of the senses
of the nature of specific spanda and the yogI at this state achieves
the rodhana or arresting of the senses in the same condition
outside. This is indeed atana in rodhana, i.e. satatyagamana of
continuous movement in rodhana or arresting. Therefore, rodhana
is both drava1;la or expansion and bhak$a1;la (swallowing) or

•
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•

•

dissolution. This process is known as vamana-bhak$a1J.a, i.e. both
ejecting outside and swallowing within. Darsana or experience is
of the nature of prathli, i.e. it involves both slimlinya or general
jf1.lina and vise$a or specific jf1.ana, and what is pratha involves
diversity of expansion (prathayasca tathavidha-vaicitrya-yogat). A state
of indecision or doubt depends on two alternatives, e.g. whether
this is the trunk of a tree or a human being. Even this uncertainty
has an element of certainty about it (for certainty it is one of
these and cannot be anything else). Thus the divine power
achieves what is hard to accomplish.
pp. 230-31

The identification of the yogr with Bhairava is connected with smrti-smaraIJa which
would be better translated by "awareness":
Such a yogf is verily Bhairava who has the power of memory which
is parapara, i.e. which assimilates a past experience to a present one.
That is why it has been said only in "two praharas," i.e. by placing
two cognitions (para and apara) together. The para or the previous or
the past prahara is that of actual experience and the apara or the
second prahara is the cognition of the sameness in the present.
Remembering the am rtabfja in this way (i.e. in parapara way) he
becomes settled in vyoma or empty space (vyomastho jayate), i.e. he
acquires the status of an experient in purya$taka (at the time of
perception or first experience) and sunya or void (at the time of
apohana). When his perceptual experience is characterised by prahara,
i.e. by complete absorption, he deliberates upon it by calling it up
in memory again and again. "Sak$at pasyati asarhdigdharh . . . rudra
saktibhf� " is connected with this as with the previous one . It has
been said that till that time even the memory is like the original
experience itself. It is said that he is united with the vikalpa sakti of
the nature of apara, i.e. apohana, i.e. he experiences even the gap
occurring between the first experience and its recall.
p. 231
•

•

•

By interpreting the siddhis mentioned in verses 15-17 Abhinavagupta avoids any
dualistic understanding and brings every word into a non-dualist yogic meaning.
Yogesvarya� means those who have gained aisvarya, i.e. sVlitantrya or
autonomy by means of yoga characterised by identity with the inner
genuine experient. Mahlibala� means mahat balarh yasarh tli�, i.e. they
whose prowess is great. The bala or prowess here means the power
of expanding in all directions without any check in contrast to the
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external senses. "They" refers to the inner sakti (anta�-kara1J.a
drdhataya�), viz. manas, buddhi and ahamkara. These are also perfect
because regardless of the restraints advocated by all the ordinary
empirical texts, they are full of activity prompted by the ardour or
autonomy.

Vrras in this context are what are called the organs of sense
and the organs of action (of such yogrs). They also become perfect.
vrresvarli�, i.e. the lords of the vrras or in other words, the energies of
ka and other phonemes also become perfect.
vrra�

Sakinrga1J.ah means Brahmi and other divinities who appear with the
manifestation of ka and other phonemes and who are a host of powers
denoting different mental modes such as attraction, aversion, etc.
This host of powers also becomes perfect. Since it is p erfect,
therefore it is powerful (balavana).

Paramlim siddhim yacchanti means (they) offer the parama-perfection;
parama means parasyama, i.e. pramiti or correct notion of the supreme
experient (parasya). This siddhi or perfection is vikalpiitmika, i.e. even
with external means of proof, the yogr is able to pinpoint the nature
of the supreme, e.g. such the supreme (asau para�) or they offer the
(most) desired object of the yogr, viz. the realisation of the (real) "I."
- p . 232

Although Abhinavagupta concedes that even practitioners (mantri1Ja�) of lower
(i.e. dualistic) Sastras will achieve perfection, but even they will attain liberation
in-life through that very Heart (i.e. hrdayabfja, p. 89 Skt.), and even those who
achieve it by the yoga of a1Jima, etc. (the supernatural powers).
•

•

evame$a paramesvara eva hrdayatmii I
'evarhrupatayii saktitritaya brrhhitasatatodayamiinasarhhriya
mii1Jiinanta-sarhvidaikyasiilr.
p. 89
Thus the supreme Lord is Himself the Heart, in this way,
strengthened by the three Energies (para-parapara-apara) he is one
with the infinite (forms of) consciousness which are ever arising
and subsiding.
tr. different from J.S.

What Abhinavagupta expresses by this kind of sulrunary of the preceding exegesis
of the powers attained by the practice of awareness (smara1Ja) of the Heart (mantra)
is (1) the non-duality of the Lord and the Heart mantra, (2) the dynamism of the
-
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saktis in their rising and dissolving, in the case of the yogf passing through different
phases. The non-duality is expressed also by stating that "even the worldly activity
is a power which cannot be achieved without penetrating in that Heart" (nahi
etaddhrdayanupravesam vina vyavaharikya api siddhi�, p. 89).

•

By interpreting the section on the siddhis achieved by the power of the mantra,
Abhinavagupta has traced the 1imited powers back to their unlimited source and
'
purpose, the supreme I-consciousness of Bhairava (cf. p. 232). At the end of the
Paratrfsika (vv. 36-37) the "fruit" of the practice of the bfjamantra is said to be
omniscience (sarvajiiatvam).
Erotic Symbolism
The question of the DevI in verse one was directed to achieving the kaulikasiddhi,
"the perfection of totality," and Bhairava, in verse 4, promises in his answer to
reveal that secret which bestows it, by declaring that the kaulikavidhi is present in
the space of His Heart. In the second or pratibimba section of the Tantra, this
kaulikavidhi has been revealed as the Heart-mantra, which is identical with the
Deity, Bhairava Himself, or the Para Sakti. This Heart is their union of essence
(samarasya). How otherwise but by means of erotic images could this union be
symbolised. The entire purport of the Pariitrfsikii is precisely to enable the YOgf or
practitioner to participate or unite hirn/herself in this very union of Bhairava and
Para, embracing within them the entire cosmos . All this is symbolised in the "Seed
of the Heart," the mantra SAUI:I. The siddhi consists then in this unification by
means of the mantra, it� uccara and smara1Ja (both being technical terms of the
mantra practice) .

Kaula, kaulika, has certainly erotic implications, since the union of the two
sexes is the most universal and powerful symbol for the integration of the opposites
and complementarities. What in the visual arts, especially in temple sculpture, has
been expressed in sth-ala or material form, has been symbolised in linguistic terms
in the Tantra. In both cases, layers of meaning have to be deciphered and the entire
coded language needs to be interpreted. This is the task which Abhinavagupta has
astonishingly accomplished.
The elements of the mantric symbolism have already been rendered clear in
the var1Japaramarsa or the theory of the phonematic manifestation (chapter 8),
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especially when describing the vowels as bfja or "seeds," and the consonants as
yoni or "womb," and as belonging to Siva and Sakti respectively. Further sexual
symbolism is implied in the terms bindu and visarga with their multiple
connotations. The triangle (trikolJa), which among other things represents the
vowel e, implies not only the entire Trika metaphysics, and on the physical plane,
also the downward-facing shape of the yoni. Here again, the integration of the two
triangles of Siva and Sakti in the �atkolJa or hexagraIll, has an erotic component,
and it is an essential central part of many yantras or maIJqalas.
Thus the entire erotic symbolism should not be surpris'ing or misleading, it has
to be seen precisely in the context of Trika and Kaula spirituality and metaphysics.22

\

•

,

•

,

22. Cf. the parallel in temple sculpture and its interpretation, for instance in the temples most
often associated with so-called "erotic images" or mithuna: Khajuraho in Madhya Pradesh
and KOI).arka in Orissa. Cf. Devangana Desai, The Religious Irrwgery of Khajuraho, Mumbai
(Project for Indian Cultural Studies) 1996; K01Jiirka: Chariot of the Sun-God, Photography
Oki Morihiro, Text by Bettina Baumer and M.A. Konishi, New Delhi (D.K. Printworld)
2007.
-

•

Transcendin

" tual
•

adr$tama1J4alo 'pi . . . - v. 18

.

Even without having seen
the ritual mandala . . .
•

•

ACCORDING to Alexis Sanderson "the true character of the text (Paratrlsiktl) is
instruction in the worship of, and meditation on, the mantra of the Trika's Para,"l
and he describes the Paratrlsiktl as "a short text teaching a form of the Trika known
as the Anuttara, Ekavlra, or Partlkrama, in which a simplified, essentialising form
of worship and meditation is directed to Partl alone and her seed-syllable Sau�."2
In the previous chapter we have dealt with this seed syllable and its esoteric analysis.
Now the last part of the Tantra is precisely devoted to the worship or ritual
connected with it. In the pr,edominantly non-dualist Tantras such as
Mtllinlvijayottara,3 Svacchanda, Netra, Vijiitlna Bhairava and Partltrlsiktl, external
ritual is relativised, spiritualised, and substituted by internal ritual or meditation,
but ritual still remains the paradigm for spiritual practice.4 Thus even in the non
dualist spirituality of Anuttara Trika, ritual is not excluded but sublimated. As
Sanderson remarks, "the expanded consciousness which is the Absolute of the
Saiva left did not exclude the plurality (bheda�) and sequence (krama�) of action.
For it was defined as that which projects itself as this plural and sequential reality
1. A. Sanderson, "The Saiva Exegesis of Kashmir", p. 379.
2. Ibid.
3. Which, according to Sanderson, is not purely non-dualist, cf. "The Doctrine of the

Malinivijayottaratantra".
-

4. Cf. for this subject A. Sanderson, Meaning in Tantric Ritual, New Delhi (rpt: Tantra
Foundation), 2006.

•
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while retaining the non-duality and timeless simultaneity of the consciousness
which is its inner ground."s Thus in the context of supreme non-dualism
(paramadvaita) "transcending ritual" does not mean negating it, but attaining a
level of consciousness where the ritual acts are transformed into divinised states of
life itself. There is an interesting parallelism between the last section of the Paratrfsika
(vv. 19-36) and the last section of the Vijiiana Bhairava (vv. 143-53), although the
way of dealing with ritual differs. The Vijfiana Bhairava substitutes spiritual states
for the ritual, whereas the Paratrfsika retains some of the ritual components .
•

•

Abhinavagupta and his conunentator Jayaratha quote the Paratrfsika precisely
when it is a question of transcending rituaL6 Now the most important Saiva ritual
is initiation (dfk$a)7 which gives access to both powers and liberation. The uninitiated
who do not follow a spiritual path are called pasus, "animals,"B even in Trika. It is
only dfk$a which empowers the aspirant to practise the regular or occasional
worship. The Advaita Saivas could not avoid this necessity, but they could transform,
substitute and thereby transcend it. In one such context where Abhinavagupta
quotes the Paratrfsika in the Tantraloka he says succinctly: "Gnosis alone is initiation,
as enunciated in the SrltrIsika." (TA XV.l5). And Jayaratha adds the quotation from
the Paratrfsika (vv. 25 and 19). In the Tantraloka Abhinavagupta states more generally
about the relation to ritual:
•

•

Worship is considered to be the offering of all things in non
differentiated unity. . . .
The state of perfect fullness which is obtained by worship, recitation,
meditation, sacrifice, vows and other practices, is called absorption
(samadhi) by the ancient masters.
There (i.e. in this tradition) in relation to worship, recitation and
other practices, whether externally or internally, there is no
prescription or prohibition at all.

S. Ibid., p. 48.
6. Cf. TA IV.50 quoting PTv. 26, Jayaratha quotes verses 18 and 20; Xll.l6 quoting PT v. 20; XV.lS
quoting PT v. 2S
.

7. Cf. for the general Siddhanta dfk$il: Somasambhupaddhati, ed. and tr. Helene Brunner,

Pondicherry (IFI), 1963 ff.
8. Cf. for example Kira1Jilgama I.1S.
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There the purification of imagination or the rites of twilight have
no usefulness.
It is said in the Srltrikasatra (Partitrfsikti) extensively, such as "the one
who does not know the ritual prescription he becomes a knower of
TA XII.13-16ab9
sacrifice."

The Kashmir Series edition has at the end of the preceding group of verses (9-18)
the beginning of the section under discussion (18c): adr$tamar;4alo 'pyevam.10
Abhinavagupta starts giving a different interpretation (cf. p . 233) which he
concludes by a quotation (source unknown) which connects darsana or direct
experience with para, the supreme Sakti, smara1!a or memory with parapara, the
transcendent-inunanent Sakti, and vikalpa or thought with apara, the immanent
Sakti (p. 234). "Memory" may be a hint to the practice of the brjamantra (smara1Jil
in verse 12).
Clearly marking a transition to the next section of the Tantra Abhinavagupta
introduces verse 19 by: "It has been said, "Trika is higher than Kula." Now, of (the
schools of) Trika the highest is Anuttara (Trika). It is this which (the Tantra) is
going to describe" (Skt. p. 90, tr. 236).

ad r$tama1!4alo 'pyevarh
ya� kascidvetti tattvata�
sa siddhibhag bhaven hityam
sa yogr sa ca drk$ita� 11 19 11
Whoever thus knows truly (the bfjamantra sau�), even if he has not
seen the ma1Jqala,ll he enjoys the success of perfection eternally. He
is (perfect) yogf, he is (really) initiated.
p. 236
•
,

Abhinavagupta gives three interpretations of ma1!4ala:
•

9. Not a literal quotation of verse 20, as clarified by Jayaratha:

srftrikasutra iti trikaprameyasucikayam srrparatrrsikayamityartha� I
tatha ca tatra avidhijno vidhanajno jayate yajanam prati ityadi yaduktam 11
10. Not in the edition by R. Gnoli.
-

11. The phrase adr$tama1J.qalo 'pi is found frequently in other works stressing the freedom
from ritual. Cf. e.g. Tantrasara 20, p. 186.

•
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Ma1Jqala means a mystic circle (diagram) in which the deity is
installed. Adrsta means one who has not seen or one who has not
joined the association of yoginrs (apraptamelako 'pi) by means of carya
or observance of certain religious rites through sakti process (saktopaya)
or nisatana, i.e. a religious rite practised at night [through a1Java process
or hathapaka, i.e. a persistent process of assimilating experience to
the consciousness of the experient classed under sambhava process].
o •

•

•

•

Another explanation of ma1Jqala may be the system of nerves as
medium of prat;tic currents and a smaller group of nerves .
So adr$tama1Jqala� according to this interpretation of ma1Jqala would
mean "one who has not perceived the group of nerves, etc. by means
.
of yogic practice ."
It may be interpreted as not even having 'seen the diagram of the
trident with lotuses. In the matter of realisation, mandala or th e
pp. 236-38
ceremony of initiation is of no use.
•

•

However, the person who is qualified in this way is only one "who has been favoured
by the highest descent of grace (parasaktipatagrhfta�), vetti means he alone knows.
This realisation alone is dtk$i1, what else is dtk$i1 (initiation)? Knowing in this way,
he is truly initiated by the all-pervading Lord Bhairava." If the condition of saktipata
is fulfilled, the usual rules concerning mantras are not applicable:
The statement that "The man with little intelligence who adopts a
mantra by himself (without the help of a guru) gets into trouble"
applies only to mantras other than this central seminal mantra, not to
this mantra, viz. sau� brja, for it is the very heart of Bhairava. [emphasis
added] . This mantra transcends even such deities as Mantra,

Mantresvara.
This cannot be expressed in a book. It is the very core of the Divine.
It has (already) been clearly laid down that this is truly acquired
only by the favour of the highest grace. So "anyone" suggests that
anyone can acquire it irrespective of caste, religious vow, carya, etc.;
insight into it is the main point.
That yogr enjoys full perfection. Since a yogI is one who yearns after
communion with the Divine, initiation characterised by the gift of
spiritual insight (jfiana-dana) and the destruction of miiya (maya-k$apa1Ja)
is imparted to him alone. The particle ca has been used in the sense
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of certainty. Therefore he should be wholly considered a yogf. That
is why it is said, "He alone is the yogi who has attained full perfection.
He alone is ever initiated."
p. 23812

Abhinavagupta is not interested in going into details of the mar;4alas which he
describes in the context of initiation in the Tantraloka and Tantrasara.13 The intention
of the Tantra was certainly the mar;4ala drawn at the time of initiation, but the
other, external and internal, meanings are equally relevant.
,

\

•

•

The Outline of the Mandala of the Trident and Lotuses
(trisilliibjama1Jt}alam) prescribed by MVT 9.6-31
•

•

12. The traditional etymology of drk�a derives it from the two roots dana (giving) and �apa1Ji1
(destroying): dfyate jfUlnam, �fyate papam, "it bestows knowledge and destroys sin."

13. TA XV. Cf. A. Sanderson, "MaI,l<;iala and Agamic Identity in the Trika of Kashmir " for
details. Cf. TA XXXI, the whole ahnika on ma1JQala, according to various Tantras, the main
symbolic elements of which are the trident and the lotus (trisillabja)
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Knowledge Substitutes Ritual
In the very first question the DevI proposes pure gnosis for achieving the perfection
of the totality: yen a vijnatamtltre1J.a, "by merely knowing this," referring to
Anuttaram (v. 1). The Tantra is consistent by coming back to the same expression:

anena jnatamatre1J.a
jnayate sarvasaktibh* I
"

-

20ab

,

corresponding to ya� kascidvetti tattvata� in verse 19, and evam yo vetti tattvena in
verse 26 (he who knows thus in reality). These phrases remind one of the Upanil?adic
ya evam veda, "he who knows thus," where the evam relates to correspondences
discovered by introspection in the Self and in the cosmos.14 Invariably the result of
this knowledge is "becoming what one has known" (sa eva bhavati). The evamvid
is not one who knows objectively, but one who knows thus, i.e. meaning the mode
of knowing, not the object. In the Tantra the anena is related to Anuttara (v. 1), and
to the mantra which is its own nature or symbol, svarupa (vv. 20, 26). Thus the
connection with the question of the DevI is established towards the end, when the
Heart and the seed mantra has already been revealed.

anena jnatamtltre1J.a jnayate sarvasaktibhi�

I

By mere knowledge of this (Heart, mantra) (the yogf) is known by all
the Saktis.

Vivarana:
•

He is known by all the deities and by all the omniscient power? By
mere knowledge df this (mantra) he knows whatever is known by
this very knowledge alone, as said before. The use of the instrumental
"by all the saktis" denotes the instrument.

Abhinavagupta is very brief here, but the implication of the instrumental is
significant, because knowledge which is mystical and transformative, is both active
(jnatamatre1J.a ) and passive (jnayate) . This instrumental also expresses the
recognition, not of but by the Divine energies who, being omniscient, bestow
omniscience to the yOg'f (cf. vv. 36-37). The passivity of the mystical knowledge is
also expressed in the second half of verse 20:
14. A frequent phrase in the Upani1?ads.
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sakinrkulasamanyo
bhaved yogam vinapi hi 11 20 11
,

Even without yoga he becomes equal to the family of Sakinfs.
- p. 239

Abhinavagupta ingeniously interprets the term samanya in the superior sense of
samanya spanda or generic /universal vibration:
Merely by having an insight in this mantra, without the practice of
yoga which brings about identity with the Divin� after the end of
this body formed by maya, the aspirant not only becomes equal to
the family of Sakinfs
but becomes even superior to them, for the
group of Sakinfs has only vise�a spanda (particular spanda) (which only
leads to behaviour and intercourse characterised by differentiation),
whereas he (the aspirant) becomes identified with samanya spanda or
universal pulsation of the Divine, with the energy of the unsurpassed
akula (samanya spandarapo akularapa�) and becomes the master of the
group of saktis.
p. 239

Abhinavagupta takes kula not only in the sense of "family group," but as the "cosmic
body," or the totality which is transcended by akula, kula also meaning Sakti and
akula Siva or Anuttara,15 "Without the practice of yoga" is a parallel to the
overcoming of ritual, since both ipvolve the action of the individual (nara), whereas
here it is the saktis who are the active agents. In terms of the upayas, this yogr is at
the level of Siikta which is jfii1nopaya, and where the individual (a1;zu) is in a passive
role
hence jfiayate sarvasaktibhi� is eminently fitting to the way of Energy.

avidhijfio vidhanajfio
. jayate yajanam prati 11 21 1116

.

Even if he is ignorant of the injunctions pertaining to rituals, he acquires
the knowledge of the injunctions concerning sacrifice (by himself).

Vivarana:
•

•

Vidhi means both knowledge (jiianam) (of the injunctions pertaining
to religious ceremonies) and its practical application (kriya). He who
15. See before, cf. art. 7cula in Tantrikiibhidhllnakosa vo!. IT, pp. 120-22.

16. Only half verse. In Gnoli's edition v. 20.

.
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has not got these two is a mere animal. As has been said in Kira1Jllga11Ul:
"He who is engaged only in thinking of the means of (sensuous)
enjoyment (bhogopayavicintaka�) is always a mere formless animal,
ignorant, incapable of doing anything, having no qualities, wanting
in power, diffusive (vyapf), confined only within maya, and steeped
in her interior."
1.1517

•

Even such an animal by mere insight into this mantra become� a
vidhanajiia of sacrifice. Vidhanajiia is one who has both knowledge of
the injunctions and their practical application (vidhanam jiiaca yasya
sa�), i.e. he is both a knower and performer of the ceremony
appropriate to a certain religious obligation (vi$ayasamgata kara1Jam

prati karta jiiata ca).
Though the sacrifice that he performs may not be formally perfect,
yet it becomes perfect for this Heart is all-inclusive.
- J.5., pp. 240-41, amended, emphasis mine

(yajanam ca asyapurya11Ulpipur1Jam bhavatrti-sarva11Ulyatvat hrdayasya, p. 91).
The Tantra returns to an encoded description of the hrdayabfja SAUI:I:

kalagnim adita� krtva
mayantam brahmadehagam I
Sivo visvadyanantanta�
param saktitrayam matam 11 22 11
Beginning from kalagni, i.e. the earth right up to maya [thirty-one
tattvas] rest in brahma-body. Siva [i.e. anasrita Siva with Sakti] rests in
'
an+anta+anta�, i.e. in visarga (coming) at the end of a, i.e. a�. In the
remaining (para), i.e. au beginning from suddha-vidya (visvadi), rest
the three Saktis [sakti-traya, i.e. sakti-trisula
Sadasiva, Isvara, and SUddha
vidya of the nature of iccha, jiiana and kriya] . This Sakti-trisula is
acknowledged as the Supreme (tacca param matam) or Creative force
p. 241
(visargamaya).

The above verse seems to reiterate the universal all-embracing nature of SAUI:I,
passing through all the tattvas and containing them as in abbreviated fOIm. The
.
g with tat (vv. 23-24).
following two verses refer to this seed by be '
17. Cf. TA IX.l45-46,
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tadantarvarti yatkiiicit
suddhamarge vyavasthitam I
anurvisuddham acirat
aisvaram jiianam asnute 11 23 11
•

•

Whatever exists is established in that (mantra), all that is reposing in
the pure path. The limited individual attains without delay
(immediately) the pure knowledge of the Divine.
- p . 242, modified

Vivarana:

•
•

•

Whatever is established in a variegated way, i.e. in bhedabheda and
bheda in the universe, all that reposes in the central seminal mantra
sau� in a pure state, i.e. in a state of undifferentiated unity. A1Ju is (1)
one who breathes or (2) one who experiences and utters in a limited
way. Even he (after the realisation of sau�) becomes topmost of living
beings (murdhanyo bhavan) and obtains by the influence of this mantra
p . 243
(tatprabhavat) the Divine knowledge very soon.

Su,nmarising again the brjamantra and its effects, the next verse is the only one on
the guru
literally codalaz (from the root cud) means the one who impels, who
inspires, who directs one speedily on the path.

taccodaka� sivojiieya�
sarvajiia� paramesvara� I
sarvago nirmala� svacchas
trpta� svayatana� suci� 11 24
\

11

. (The first line has two senses):
•

•

( 1 ) The guru who inspires to know [the secret of] that [amrta-bfja]
should be considered as Siva .
•

(2) It should be known that He who inspires to know this mantra is
S iva. He is unknown to others but He is Himself omniscient,
Supreme Lord. He is omnipresent, spotless, pure, fully satisfied,
abiding in His own essential nature, unsullied.

Vivarana:

•

•

•

The guru or spiritual director who inspires this mantra to realise should
be understood to be Siva Himself. It is Siva alone who inspires it.
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He is beyond comprehension, for he is the (eternal) subject (and
cannot be reduced to an object). Svayatana is one who (while abiding
in his essential nature) emanates his own (sva) ayas, i.e. the existence
or objects in the form of consciousness.
p. 243

The non-dual identity of guru and Siva is such that all the Divine qualities become
qualities of the guru, and these can be used even as criteria to identify the true
.
icant that this verse comes almost at the end of the Tantra, although
master. It is si
it is the guru, or Paramesvara as guru, who initiates and bestows the power or

•

kaulikasiddhi.
As the Seed of the Banyan Tree . . .
The entire Tantra teaches the seed mantra or hrdayabrja SAUI:I, but the term brja
occurs only at the end (vv. 25, 34, 35), where it assumes its full force. One of the
most powerful symbols or metaphors of the text is that of the seed of the nyagrodha
(banyan) tree.

yathii nyagrodhabrjastha�
saktirupo mahiidruma� I
tathii hrdayabfjastharh
jagadetaccariicaram 11 25 11
•

As the great banyan tree lies in the form of potency in its seed, even
so this universe with all the mobile and immobile beings lies in the
p. 244
seminal mantra (sau�), the very Heart (of the Supreme).

The third point of comparison is sakti: the potency of the seed producing the
mighty tree on the one side, the power of the one-syllabled mantra on the other,
which is the Divine Energy, the Heart.1s

evam yo vetti tattvena
tasya nirvii1Jagiiminr I
drk�ii bhavatyasarhdigdhii
tiliijyiihutivarjitii 11 26 11
He who knows this man tra in its essence, becomes competent for
18. Cf. Kl?emaraja, Parapravesika, maiLgalasloka, where Para Sakti is called hrdayam paramesitu�,
"the Heart of the Supreme Lord." This text quotes the present verse of the PT with a brief
comment.
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initiation leading to nirVil1;la (liberation) undoubtedly, without any
formal ceremony consisting of oblation (ilhu ti) with sesamum
p. 244
indicum (tila) and ghee (melted butter).

The simile affords Abhinavagupta the occasion to prove the all-inclusiveness of
Reality, sarvam sarvatmakam (here in terms of visvam visvatmakam}.19
. Vivarana:
•

It has already been said that there is nothing in this world which is
simply non-existent. Everything (in its place) is all-inclusive. Just as
in the seed of the banyan tree lie all the relevant parts, viz. sprout,
branches, leaves and fruits, even so this universe lies in the heart of
the Supreme. The certain conviction of this is (in itself) undoubted
initiation for liberation (nirVil1;la). As has been said:
This is the acquisition of ambrosia leading to inunortality; this alone
is the realisation of Self. This alone is the initiation of liberation
(nirvil1;la-dfk�il) leading to identity with Siva. (SpK I1.7)
There are other kinds of initiation also which may offer worldly
enjoyments, but the insight into this (mantra) is the essential initiation.
That is why it (Trika-Sastra) is superior to every other Sastra; it is
p. 244
even superior to Kulasilstra.

Abhinavagupta uses once more ,an image from daily life: the balance. The
comparison with the tattvas seems to imply the limitations of measures and
categories of space, time, etc.
As in the weights of a balance, though there may be only a limited
removal of the weight there arises a good deal of difference in the
measure of a thing only by slightly raising or lowering the balance,
even so there occurs a good deal of difference in respect of the
knowledge of space, time, and enjoyment of the higher and higher
tattvas (categories of existence). It is even possible that the sphere of
experience (samvedana) rising higher and higher may exceed the
thirty-six categories. Since insight (samvedana) into the hrdaya-bfja or
.

•

.

19. Another common symbol found in the Tantras to express the potency of eve
g contained
in the Divine is the egg of the peacock. mayuril1;l4a, which contains potentially all the
colours and forms of the peacock.
•
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sau� is initiation (dfk$il), therefore is it said that vfra and yogint who
have penetrated this insight (etat sarhvit anupravi$to) stand initiated
(krtadfk$an) by the grace of the I-consciousness described as revered,
supreme Bhairava who is the ruler of the collective whole (cakresvara)
of the twelve external and internal sense-divinities (rasm i-devatil
dVildasaka)2° that are constantly present (satatodita) in the supreme
reality (para-sattil) and are transcendent to milya (amilyfya). 25-26
- p. 244-45

.

Nirva1J.adfk$a is, in the Saivagamas, the highest initiation (after samaya, putraka,
sadhaka) which normally leads to immediate liberation .21 According to
Abhinavagupta the purpose of the PariltrfSika is liberation-in-life, jfvanmukti, and
the understanding of nirvat}adlk$il as inunediately leading to the death of the initiate
would not agree with this. There may be a difference in the expression nirvat}agaminf,
"leading to," hence not directly followed by death. Now this drk$a is attained by
sarhvedana, variously translated by "experience," "insight," also "perception, feeling,
awareness," it is the active correspondent to sarhvit, hence "active consciousness."
Bfja occurs again at the end in verse 35 where it becomes the object of meditation
(dhyayet):
adyantarahitarh bfjam
vikasat tithimadhyagam I
hrtpadmantargatarh dhyayet
somarhsarh nityam abhyaset 1 1 35

11

The yogf must meditate on this bfja which has neither beginning nor
end, which has expanded into fifteen vowels (vikasat tithimadhyagam)
and which resides in the heart-lotus.22 He should also practise the
lunar part (somilrhsam, i.e. view all objects of the world as nothing
p. 262
but the manifestation of sau�).

This cryptic verse has several interpretations, depending on the level of
consciousness. Abhinavagupta ascribes the meanings to two masters: BhaHa
20. Reference to the 12 KaIrs of the Krama system.
21

Cf. TA X111.151-55; 234-35; XV.31-33; 460-63, etc. Cf. among others, Ajitilgama, ch. 7Z

22. Cf. VBh v. 49: hrdyilkase nilrnak$a� padmasamputamadhyaga� I ananyaceta� subhage pararh
saubhagyam apnuyat 11
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Dhanesvara Sarma,23 and his own guru (Sambhunatha). This verse is directed to
the practical aspect of bfja, expressed by two verbs: dhyayet, to meditate, and abhyaset,
to practise. He first comments on the two lines:

adyantarahitam brjam
This central seminal mantra (hrdayabrja or sau�) is without beginning
or end (1) for it does not require any extraneous light, i.e. it shines
by its own light (drpakabh/lvtlt), (2) for it is without variation, without
coming in and going out (gamagama-sanyatvtlt), and (3) for it is ever
'
actively present (satatoditatvtlt).

vikasat and tithimadhyagam:

•

This [mantra], on the one hand, has expanded in the form of the
external objective world and thus reached its complete manifestation.
On the other hand, it inheres in the sixteen tithis, being their
p. 263
innermost essence.

Then follows a first interpretation related to the vrra-yoginr union. On the question:
"what sort of meditation is this?" he answers:
SomiJrhSam nityam abhyaset

abhyaset to be taken in the sense of abhi+asyet.

The aspirant should cast the somiirhsa, i.e. apiina current (the current
of inhalation) full of sixteen tutis from all sides (abhita�) towards the
male organ or the female organ. This means that the aspirant should
project the apiina current of breath which is synonymous with full
moon into hrtkanJikii upto pu�pa, i.e. the point of origin of the creative
energy existing in each one at an inner distance of twelve fingers.
Then after coming in contact with am rta [Le. kU1'J4alinr-sakti], in
accordance with the inner vibration that is surging up, he acquires

kakacaficuputa-mudrii,24
Then the apiina current being withdrawn and expanding with the
relish of the nectar of Sakti, excites the vibration within. The aspirant
should make the apiina current fully developed by drinking in the
nectar which is churned out by the vibratory force.
23. Except for occasional quotations not much is known about him.
-

24. "The mudra of the beak of a crow", cf. also TA ill.l68-69, and XXXII.47.

•

•
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•

-

After this, at the moment of the rise of the pra1J.a (surya kala), the
exhalatory breath-current, resting in vowel-less s (vowel-less s of
sau� mantra), he should continue his practice, supported by the
experience of thrill, stoppage (of breath), an inner sensation of
springing up, tears, tremor, etc. This is saktopaya according to Bhatta
Dhanesvara Sarma.
pp. 263-64, modified

Whatever is experienced by vfra and yoginf will be internalised by the .ekavfra at
the level of saktopaya .

A still higher experience takes place at the level of sambhavopaya, the highest
mystical states being described, in the context of the rise of urdhva kU1J4alinf.
Jaideva Singh translates the verse in this light as follows:
,

The hrdayabfja is without beginning or end. Of the mantra 'sau�' the spart which betokens pra1J.a, and au-part which betokens apana being
devoured, what remains is only the visarga ( :) part. The actual nature
(svarupa) of this visarga is the seventeenth bindu-kala which transcends
the sixteenth kala inherent in the fifteen tithis each of the passage of
pra1J.a and apana. This has to be realised only in the heart-lotus. One
should always practise the repetition of somaritsa, i.e. all the external
objects like blue, etc. and internal mental contents like pleasure,
etc. as prameya or objectivity.
p. 264

2. Explanation according to sambhava upaya:
The hrdaya-bfja, (i.e. sau�) without beginning or end is only s. Then
together with the �ixteen tithis [i.e. au and a�], i.e. together with the
sixteen-phased apana current, the aspirant should project it by the
contrivance of grasana (dissolution) into the Heart. Just as in pouring
water in a pipe there is at first movement with slow tempo (calana),
then medium tempo (kampana), and finally fast tempo (spandana), so
by the practice of slow, medium and fast tempo, he should penetrate
(the cakras) muladhara, triko1J.a, bhadrakalf, kanda, hrdaya and mukha, i.e.,
hrt-kar1J.ika. After this, simultaneously using slow, medium, and fast
movement he reaches the culminating point at which there is a
tremendous current owing to which both pra1J.a (surya) and apana
(soma) become dissolved.
From the point of view of succession of the phonemes, without the
.
g and the next, i.e. without s and au of hrdaya bfja (adyantabhyam
be '
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,

etat-brjarh-111iltrkiipek$aya aukiira-sakiirabhyarh rahitarh) is meant the sixteenth
kala, viz. the visarga, . . .25
The aspirant rises even higher than this which is the seventeenth
kala, the commencement of ilrdhvaku1Jqalinf. He or she should always
meditate on the amrta-arhsa, which is the sixteenth aspect, i.e. the
visarga-kala in the heart. This is what my guru (Sambhunatha) says.

•

[The mystic explanation of somamsa is the following:]
saha umaya (vartate), i.e. he
According to the etymological analysis
who abides with Uma or ' Sakti, Soma means Siva, for Siva is
constantly in union with goddess Parasakti, and is in a state of spanda
(k�obhena) due to union which is indicative of the state of churning
together of the two tattvas. Arhsa in somarhsa means that all objects,
internal like pleasure and external like blue, are like organs of the
organic whole who is Siva, and who is perfect I-consciousness.
So the aspirant should practise the meditation over and over again
with the japa of his senses both in an extroverted way in which he
regards objective manifestation (sr�ti) as Siva and in an introverted
way in which he regards the withdrawal of manifestation (sarhhara)
also as Siva. This is the ever-present hrdaya-japa. The potential mood
has been used in the sense of possibility, competence.
- pp. 265-66, modified

There is a third interpretation given to this mystical verse (according to iirJavopaya,
the individual way), in relation to the practice of priir;a:

3. Explanation according to iirJava upiiya:
Others, i.e. those who follow the a1Java upaya explain this St1tra in
th� following way:
The starting point of breath is the heart, and the movement of pra1Ja
from that point up to bahya (external) dvadasanta measures up to
thirty-six fingers. From that out, beginning with pra1Ja-vayu (silryataya
ullasya), the aspirant should restrain it at the point of bahya-dvadasanta
for half a tuti (before beginning the movement of apana-vayu). Then
after the rise of the movement of apana-vayu which is known as the
somakala, the imperishable, am rta- like visarga, the aspirant should
25. Followed by different analyses of "without beginning and end" applied to SAlJl:I.

•
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increase the candrakala or in other words the apana kala at every tuti
which measures two and a quarter fingers. Thus when fifteen tutis
are completed, the apana vayu becomes soma or moon of sixteen digits
at the point of hrtpadma (the heart-lotus), i.e. the anta� (inner)
dvildasanta, for there has to be a pause of half a tuti there also. In this
way, all told the passage of apana current is complete at thirty-six
fingers. (Pause of � tuti at bahya-dvadasanta+ 15 apana-cara + pause of �
tuti at anta�dvadasanta totals to 16 tutis. Each tufi being of 214 fingers,
the 16 tutis make 36 fingers) .

•
•

In such a state, "without beginning or end" only means that since
the parabrja or amrtabrja (sau�) is ever present at the first half tuti (on
the occasion of pause at the bahya dvadasanta) and the last half tuti (on
the occasion of pause at the anta� dvadasanta), it cannot be limited by
time. Therefore, it is without beginning or end.
Leaving aside these two half tutis, the aspirant should practise the
dissolution of the kalas, by meditating on the somarhsa, i.e. on visarga
kala (a�) without s and au within the remaining tutis, separating it
within himself in the form of the seventeenth bindu-kala.
- pp. 266-67

Concluding the multiple meanings Abhinavagupta makes a statement about the
nature of the Tantra, called a Satra, and the possibilities of hermeneutics given to
.
the commentator:
All these three explanations should be considered to be appropriate.
This verse is a siltra. Therefore, by turning its words this way or that
way, many kinds of explanation would become quite fit, as has been
said that "a siltra is that which gives scope for manifold senses." The
respected teachers have averred that ParatrrSika is an unsurpassable
satra.26 In this way, there can be many interpretations of the earlier
verses also which are indeed like satras.
p. 267

A. Sanderson goes into the questions of "The non-duality of the factors of action
and the interpretation of the stages of ritual" in his "Meaning in Tantric Ritual"
(pp . 48-62) in relation to the Tantraloka, Svacchanda and Netra Tantras as interpreted
•

26. Trfsikil canuttarasatram iti guruva� I p. 102. Anuttarasatra should rather be taken to mean
"Satra concerning the Unsurpassable," it is not an adjective to siltra. There is a clear
correspondence between the Tantra as Anuttarasatra and the Vivara1Jl1 as Anuttaraprakriya.
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by K�emaraja. There he states the validity of ritual action even in a non-dualist
context:
To be made fit to participate in the cult of the deity or in non
dualistic terms, to be realised as the deity, so that the proper
awareness of the worshipper should be that the Siva worships Siva
with Siva on Siva, etc. Tantric ritual can therefore be interpreted as
presenting the initiate with a model of the Absolute which he is to
realise as his true identity.
pp. 48-49

Details differ in the different texts, but the basic attitude is the same.
Supreme Worship

In an apparent contradiction to the declared transcendence of ritual by knowledge,
the Tantra still describes a ritual process comprising nyasa (imposition of mantras
on parts of the body), disabandha (fettering the directions), asana (seat for the
deity), and worship (yajana, puja), including fire sacrifice (agnikarya ) .
Abhinavagupta, while introducing verses 27-33, provides a justification for accepting
even external worship:
Thus the way in which the transcendental (anuttara) state occurs
without abandoning the external extension has been determined
many a time both separately and in a composite way.
•

I

Now this is what is to be said. In every Sa:stra it is said:
Having assumed a human body, those who worship the Heart, the
essence of Trika, are the Supreme Lord in hidden form, even if they
have not realised its full potential.27
How is this worship to be performed? Even though this external
worship is without its full virility, there must be in it the impact of
the unsurpassable reality (anuttara satta), for anuttara is after all anuttara.
What is the operational method of this worship? In order to give a
definite answer to this query, the author lays down the following
p. 245
verses:

These verses describe some of the elements of ritual:
'1J. manu$yadehamastliaya channilste paramesvara� nirvfryamapi ye hardam trikartharh
p. 94 (my translation).
samupilsate.

•
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mardhni vaktre ca hrdaye
guhye martau tathaiva ca I
nyasam krtva sikham baddhva
saptavimsatimantritam 11 27 11

•

ekaikam tu disam bandham
dasanam api yojayet I
talatrayam pura dattva
sasabdam vighnasantaye 11 28 11
sikhasamkhyabhijaptena
toyenabhyuk$ayet tata� I
pU$padikam kramat sarvam
litige va sthar;.4ile 'tha va 11 29 11

I

•

caturdasabhijaptena
pU$per;.asanakalpana I
tatra Sr$tim yajed vfra�
punarevasanam tata� 11 30 11
To summarise: nyasa or the imposition of the hands on parts of the body with
mantras has the purpose to divinise the body to make it worthy to perform the
worship of the deity (v. 27).28 Digbandha or the fixing of the ten directions of space
has the purpose of creating a sacred space free from obstacles (v. 28).29 Creating a
seat (asana) for the deity with flowers and mantras is the next act, on which the
vfra or spiritual hero p erforms worship to the emission (sr$ti, v. 30) . After
this procedure it is the Great Goddess (MahesanI) who is worshipped .
•

Sr$tim tu samputfkrtya
pascad yajanam arabhet,
sarvatattva-susamparr;.am
sarvabharana-bhasitam 11 31 11
•

•

yajed devfm mahesanfm
saptavimsati-mantritam
28. Cf. the list of mantras in Jaideva Singh, pp. 246-4Z
29. Cf. for the mantras applied: Jaideva Singh, p. 248.

•

•
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tata� sugandhipu$paistu
yathasaktya samarcayet 11 32 11

•

pajayet paraya bhaktya
litmanaril ca nivedayet I
evam yajanam akhyatam
agnikarye 'pyayam vidh* 11 33 11

•

After the samputrkarat;ta of s($ti, one should start the yajana, i.e. the
internal supreme worship. One should worship the Goddess
MahesanI who is fully equipped with all the tattvas or categories of
existence, is decorated with all the ornaments and who is consecrated
with (the previously described) twenty seven mantras. Then with
fragrant flowers one should render the goddess due honour
according to one's capability (yatha sakti).30
•

,

In this way, one should worship with supreme devotion and
surrender completely to her. The internal worship has been described
in this way. The same procedure should be followed in the matter
of agnikarya or sacrificial libation to fire associated with this worship:
- p. 250

Abhinavagupta gives an esoteric interpretation of all the elements of ritual. He
reconnects the nyasa with the tattvas and phonemes.
,

The esoteric aspect of the limbs pertaining to nyasa:
The nyasa on the head, etc. is all right from the exoteric point of view. Really
speaking, however, since they indicate mantra, these mantras are:
(1) indications of the five gross elements, viz. from ether down to
, earth which are said to be the external forms of the Supreme
•

Brahman .
(2) the essence of Isana, Tatpuru�a, Aghora, Vamadeva, and
Sadyojata, the five faces of Bhairava.

(3) forms of cit (consciousness), unme$a in the sense of ananda or bliss,
iccha or will, jfiana or knowledge, kriya or activity.
Their mantras are the following:
30. Alternative Interpretation: "together with the yoginf."
•

•
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( 1 ) fsanamurdhne,
(2) tatpuru$a-vaktraya

(3) aghorahrdayaya

(4) vamadeva-guhyaya,
(5) sadyojata-murtaye.
Really speaking, there is no difference among the five (etat paftcaka
avibhagatmaka tve). Each of these is quintuple. Therefore, the
number of the mantras is twenty-five. The MaIinf mantra (napha
hrfrh) and Matrkil mantra (ak$a hrfrh) are both included within these
twenty-five.

•

Sikha-bandha (tying the tuft of hair):
\

There have become nine forms of the three goddesses, viz. para,
paraparli, and apara because of each of them being connected with
iccha, jftana and kriya. Each of them being associated with Sr$ti,
sthiti and sarhhara again becomes threefold. Thus their number
becomes twenty-seven. All of them derive their nurture from

hrdaya-bfja.
Sikha symbolises the autonomy of the Divine diffused from Siva
up to the earth; its tying indicates identity, the quintessence of
the non-differentiation of all.
pp. 251-52, modified

Both, in relation to tying the top-knot (sikha) and the fixing of the directions, the
term bandhana, "binding," is used, which Abhinavagupta interprets in a non
dualistic sense as interrelationships leading to or expressing unity (bandhanam sarvavibhagasaram ttldtitmyam). This is again related to the principle of sarvam
sarvtitmakam, Le. that every part is related to the whole, applied also to the limbs
of the body to be sanctified:
•

Though the limbs, head, mouth, etc. have been indicated separately,
yet each one of them is specifying the other. This fact has already
been established by the principle: "Everything is the epitome of all"
(sarvarh sarviitmakarh).
p. 252
•

He gives an indication to the worshipper to perform each detail of the ritual Wit�l
an awareness of the totality, and to consider or meditate on each part of the body
as containing the whole, i.e. divine body. Even the ten directions which are
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symbolised by earthen jars filled with water placed in the directions are to be
related to the Self of the worshipper. The removing of obstacles by three clappings
.
icance:
of the hands is again given a spiritual si
Three clappings:
This should be done with three clappings. Clapping is symbolic of
stability (prati�thil), i.e. being stable in Self. In clapping, the hrdayablja
starting with 5 is the man tra, i.e. the first clapping should be done
with the muttering of 5 , the second with the muttering of au, the
third with the muttering of a�.
'

The mantra should be a mere mumble, i.e. it should be uttered only
indistinctly in madhyama va1Jl. Inner vimarsa is the essence of sounding.
That is accomplished in madhyama va1Jl. It has been stated frequently
that vaikharl or gross speech is only an appendage of madhyama va1Jl,
i.e. gross speech is only external manifestation of what is inwardly
mumbled in madhyama.
p. 253

And again, obstacles, the removal of which constitutes an important part of all
rituals, are not to be considered as something outside consciousness:
Pacification of obstacles:
•

(In the esoteric sense), obstacles are the stain of waves of difference
of which the essence is limitation and division in the Supreme Self
(paramatmani) which is free of all difference and division. Their
pacification connotes identification with the Bhairava-ocean in
which there is no wave of difference or division.
1

As has been said by venerable Somananda:
May Siva who has entered into us as (the empirical) subject make
obeisance by Himself to Siva who is extended as the universe by
means of para who is His own Sakti in order to remove all obstacles
Sivadr�ti I, 1 (p. 253)
which are but Himself.

The consecration of water in the pots used for sprinkling on the image or symbol
of worship is given a moving interpretation:
•

Water in this context means everything that melts the heart because

•

•
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-

of non-restraint and non-hesitation (toyam atra sarvameva hrdayadraviitma
p. 96, 11. 13-1431
- aniyantritatviit asarhkocadiiniicca).

Regarding the liliga or the symbol of Siva he quotes the Malinfvijayottara giving
the "spiritual litiga" (adhyatmikam lingam):
Do not worship the emblem of Siva made of clay or stone or mineral
or gem. Worship that spiritual emblem in which is absorbed the
.
entire universe consisting of the mobile and immobile beings.
- MVT xvnI, 2-3 (p. 253)

He further interprets asana in relation to autonomy (svatantrya):
Asana (Seat):
That is (iisana) which is determined by the agent through his
autonomy, for when the aspect of universality is the main principle,
then in the act of sitting, the location and seat are determined
through autonomy only.
p. 254

The emission or creation (sr$ti) to be worshipped is further interpreted as vanJasr$ti
or the emission of the phonemes from a to lq;a.
It is the hrdaya (bfja or the mantra sau�) which is identified with the
phonemes from a to ki;a.
That is the reason why the entire iisana is also covered with the same
mantra, for the place of location (iidhiira) and that which is to be located
are indissolubly connected.
(What this means is that there is no difference between Siva- triko1J.a
and Sakti-trikona. Sakti-trikona is the adhara and Siva-trikona is the
p. 254
iidheya).
•

•

•

The expression samputfkarmJa of sr$ti (v. 31) means the enclosing of a mantra from
both sides, e.g. by the same mantra, in this case the hrdayabrya:32
The samputfkara1Ja of Sr$ti

31 "Water" in the Tantric or Kaula context can also denote wine.

32. According to Jaideva Singh, it is the mantra aharh which is the samputa enclosing the
mantra sau� (note on p. 255).
•
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1.

From the point of view of esoteric worship of the Supreme:

Sr$ti here means the arising and subsiding of all the phonemes
from a to k$a severally and cumulatively in the Supreme principle
through hrdaya-bfja. Sarhputrkara1Ja of sr$ti implies that sarhputa should
be made by means of the mantra sau� at first of all the letters
severally from a to k$a and then cumulatively of all the letters. It
has already been said that there cannot be regressus ad infinitum
(anavasthtl) in this matter.
p. 254

In the Tantrasara Abhinavagupta quotes the Partitrfsika (v. �O sr�tirh tu sarhputrkrtya
. . . , p. 200) and gives the following comment on the elements of ritual:
Having "uttered" (the mantra SAUl:!) perfectly and having made
imposition (nyasa) of the support and the supported he should
perceive (pasyet) the universe in consciousness, since it (the universe)
is nothing but consciousness (sarhvinmayam). Thus he encloses the
universe by consciousness (visvasya sarhvida tena ca tasya� sarhputfbhtlvo
bhavati), since the consciousness arises from and rests in the knowable
(vedya). In this way the reality of Consciousness is obtained by two
enclosures, as has been said: sr$tim tu sarhputrlcrtya . . .

He then relates the elements of worship like incense, flowers, etc. to the Self:
Having offered perfume, incense, wine, flowers, etc. which are all
conducive to penetrating 'into the Self, reposing in one's self and
reciting (the mantra) silently, one should gather them and immerse
them in water.
Tantrasara 22 (pp. 200-01)

In a further spiritualisation of the sarhputfkara1Ja of sr�ti33this is taken as a meditation
on the mutual penetration of the universe and (pure, divine) consciousness. There
he adduces the verse from the Partitrfsikti as authority.
Abhinavagupta continues by giving an esoteric meaning to the description of
the Goddess to be worshipped, where the question of meditation of or worship of
particular forms of the Deities, their emblems and ornaments, is raised.
Sarvatattvai� . . . pur1Jatvarh

means that the supreme Devf is fully

33. Cf. for the mantras applied: Jaideva Singh, p. 248.

•
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(samyak) and invariably (anapifyitayif) equipped with all the tattvas.
She is decorated with all the ifbhara1Ja (ornaments). This means 1.

(Sarvifbhara1Ja

sarvatra if-bhara1Jam)

=

The Supreme Goddess is making everything in all directions
(sarvatra), even in the atoms wholly (samantift) her own

(iltmfkara1Jam).
•

2.
•

(Sarvifbhara1Ja

=

sarvair-if-bhara1Jam)

It has already been explained that all external objects, such as
jar, etc. all inner experiences, such as pleasure, etc. all experients
such as animal, man, Brahma, Vi:?t:lu, Rudra, Mantra, Sadasiva
are like congruous limbs (avayava) of the Supreme Goddess so
that her being a uniform (ekarasa) or.g anism (avayavt) is fully
justified. That is why meditation on any definite form or weapon
of hers has not been prescribed, for all this is (only artificial).
,

(If it is not necessary to meditate on any definite form or weapon
of the goddess), how can one desirous of mounting to the
highest stage in spirituality, and desirous of following the path
recommended by Trika achieve his object?
If this is the question, the reply is: Who is constrained to mount?
If there is any such being, let him not mount. Let him follow the
process advocated by siddha-tantra, etc., let him resort to the
narrow method of meditation, etc. prescribed according to their
mode of thinking (tadifsayenaiva nirupita). Such a person is not
privileged to enter the stage of anuttara which is without any
pp. 255-56
limitation or restriction.
•

The interpretation of para bhakti (v. 33), supreme devotion, is given in the non
dualistic context, with three meanings:
The word paraya implies that the worship has to be done with
heart's devotion. How?
(Three kinds of bhakti):
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(Bhakti from the root bhaj meaning "to serve")

1.

By identifying oneself with h rdaya-brja or sau� (tildatmya) by
entering into it (anupravesa), and with a spirit of service or
submissiveness (prahvatiltmatil).
2.

(Bhakti from the root bhaj meaning "to divide")
with the self-contrived division of the worshipped
and the worshipper. The one to be worshipped is (imaginatively)
fashioned by oneself. The self-created object of worship has to
be supreme, full of autonomy and consciousness for such is the
power of the autonomy of anuttara (the Absolute). It cannot be
insentient like a jar. That is the distinction of this system. It has
been rightly said in lsvara-pratyabhijiiil:

Bhaktyil

"The Lord, by His non-dualistic autonomy, having fashioned
His own free self into lsvara (Brahma, Vi!:'DU, etc.) causes the
world to worship Himself through them."
1.5, 16
3.

(Bhakti as samavesa or compenetration):
By samavesa which is formally known as worship, one realises
the Supreme Reality (pararh tattvam lak�yate). The recognition of
samavesa in all forms of ritual observance (sarva-kriyasu) is the best
means (to the realisation of Supreme Reality), just as written
letters are a means for the production and understanding of all
empirical phonemes, and the empirical phonemes are a means
of penetration into their energy.
pp. 256-57

.

The comparison given again from practical life is si
icant, because the forms of
ritual are recognised as a means to union with the Supreme Reality, just as writing
is a means to recognise the phonemes, and these are means to enter into their
energy (p. 97 Skt.). This is another indication for Abhinavagupta's view that script
(lipi) is the lowest form of the Word or language.
•

Every form of worship terminates by a gesture of surrender or prostration
(pra1Jama), which may be a mere formality or filled with meaning. Abhinavagupta
explains the phrase iitmiinarh ca nivedayet, "one should surrender oneself" by saying:
Atmilnarh nivedayet means one should offer one's self, for there is
-

•

•
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nothing else worth offering than this. The purport is that (according
to the etymology of nivedayet: ni�
one should
completely, vedayet
experience or understand oneself) one should, in conformity to the
Absolute Reality, consider one's Self to be the Absolute Reality itself.
Here the potential mood (li/:z) in nivedayet has been used in the sense
of possibility, for it has already been said that any stance connected
p. 257
with Self is always one of possibility.
•

Yajanam (worship, sacrifice) has again been transposed into a non-dualistic
meanmg:
•

Yajana

-

homage:

The meaning of the expression akhyatam occurring in verse 33 is 0.
samantat, sarvatra, sada, i.e. wholly, everywher�, always. Khyatam connotes
the khyati or realisation of the supreme, pure nature of Siva. This is
the true yajana or homage of the goddess Para samvit (Supreme
Consciousness). The root yaja in yajam connotes three meanings:
( 1 ) Yaja in the sense of worship means: "Thus is. her true worship."
(2) Yaja in the sense of samgati means: "This kind of worship offers
the opportunity of appropriate meeting (samyag-gamana) of the
worshipper and the worshipped, in other words the identity
with the Supreme."
(3) Yaj in the sense "to make an offer, to donate" means the
following: "This worship by removing the narrow, limited sense
of I-conscious!less of the empirical individual, denotes the sense
of unification of the self with the perfect mass of Consciousness
which is Siva-Sakti."
pp. 257-58

The last sacrificial act is agnikarya, which receives a perfect spiritual interpretation
by Abhinavagupta:

Agnikarya or oblation in the sacrificial fire:
svasvarupaparijiianam mantro 'yam paramarthika� I
dfk$eyame$a yagasca34 kriyayamapyanuttara� I
Skt. p. 98
34. Some Mss have yoga�, cf. R. Gnoli, p. 174 note 530a. He says rightly that kriyayam apyanuttar�
would mean literally: "this is unsurpassed even in ritual action." He therefore opts for the
emendation kriyeyam, "this ritual."

•
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This is the real oblation in the sacrificial fire, viz. the oblation, i.e.
the inner burning of the residual traces of all desires in the mighty
flame of Supreme Bhairava who is always ablaze with the ara1Ji of
Supreme Sakti excited by union with Siva, which is burning brightly
with the eager consumption of all objects as its fuel, which is aglow
with the abundant light of lubricous melted butter of worldly
attachments. This alone is the real injunction regarding oblation
right up to initiation. There is none other different from this. This
is the real purport of it.
Recognition of one's essential nature , this is the highest mantra.
This is the real initiation. This is the real sacrifice. Among all the
p. 258
ceremonies, this is the highest rite.

At the end of the esoteric interpretation of the ritual Abhinavagupta makes a
statement which clearly distinguishes the Pariitrfsika from other Agamas. The four
sections (padas) of an Agama comprise kriya (ritual), carya (conduct of life), jfttlna
(philosophy) and yoga, implying a dualism of action and knowledge. In the
Pariitrfsika jiiana comes first and kriya last, but he indicates the ekavakyata or
consistency and interconnectedness of the whole text.
•

It has been said earlier that just as in other scriptures, in the earlier
part; ceremonies of worship with mantra are described, in the latter
part the conclusion is made with jfiilna, in the present Sastra it is not
so. What has been indicated in the satra "uttarasyapi anuttararh" has
been carried out to the end in this work. Sacrifice, initiation,
ceremonies, etc. are only aspects of hrdayabfja and that is really anuttara
(transcendent) .
p . 258

The last sentence reads:

yaduktam uttarasyapyanuttaram iti satre tadevaitadantena
granthena nirvya4harh
h rdayasyaiva yaga-dfk$akriya
rupatviit tasya canuttaratviit I
p. 98
The Fruit of the Practice
Every spiritual text ends with the declaration of the "fruit" of the practice concerned,
phalasruti, i.e. the result. This is related to the prayer of the DevI that she desires to

•

•
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obtain complete satisfaction (yena trPtim Zabhamyaham) by this knowledge (v. 2).
At the end of the section on worship (pujavidhi) the Tantra declares:
.

krtapujavidhi� samyak
smaran bfjam prasiddhyati 11 34 1135
Rightly remembering/meditating/ mentally dwelling on this seed
(of the Heart) (the worshipper) attains complete perfection. ,
,

•

Abhinavagupta relates this perfection to jfvanmukti:
1.

Thus ceaselessly even in worldly affairs, the aspirant who carries
on worship, while remembering the hrdaya-bfja, leaving aside
other disciplines like Kaulasastra, Saiva and Vai�l}ava Sastra,
having entered into the essence, 'i .e. hrdaya-bfja of revered
Bhairava, making an outward display of object just for pastime,
created by the blissful force of one's own parasarhvit (Supreme
Consciousness), is verily liberated while alive. The use of the
word smara1Ja (remembering) connotes the repetition of one's
own experience, nothing else. In Srfmata-Sastra also the same idea
p. 259
has been expressed.
,

His "definition" of smara1Ja shows his 'unique greatness as a spiritual master:
anubhava evayamavartate na tvanyat kimciditi smara1Jam ucyate (pp. 98-99). The
second meaning refers to the gradual process of krama-puja:
2 . The worshipper who has not penetrated into the very heart of
the energy of the great mantra, by rightly remembering the hrdaya
bfja through the efficacy of krama-puja, having gradually attained
to the power of the man tra as hrdaya-bfja, also achieves the
realisation of the highest perfection or the power of the mantra
of hrdaya-bfja, either through the gradual superiority of the
efficacy of the krama-puja or by himself, or through the exhortation
from the mouth of an appeased guru (spiritual director) and
becomes liberated while alive.
p. 259

Relying on the authority of Somananda, Abhinavagupta reiterates that external

35. Another half verse.
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worship need not be excluded, but it is not necessary for the spiritual purpose.
atra dvara-parivaragurupujanam gU1:zam khar;4anam va na vahati (p. 99): "here the
worship of the doorkeepers (of the temple), of the subsidiary deities and of the
guru is neither an advantage nor a disadvantage."
•

Before taking up the summary verses of this section we may consider the last
two verses of the Tantra which are concerned with the fruit of the mantra and of
the entire text:

yan yan kamayate kamams
tans tan chhfghram avapnuyat I
asmiit pratyak$atam eti
sarvajnatvam na samsaya� 11 36 11

•

The yogr obtains immediately whatever objects he desires. Therefore,
omniscience becomes as direct to him as perception. There is no
doubt about this.

Vivarana:
•

Thus the yogr becomes full of endeavour, perseveran'c e, eagerness,
and zeal through firmness of will brought about by the potency of
the omnifarious sau� mantra (sarvamaya hrdaya-vrrya-samucchalita-iccha
prasara) and so by repetition of the continuous state of practice (tat
sthiti-ru4hi-rupa-abhyaslit), he acquires so much power that he obtains
inunediately whatever he desires. In short, in this very physical body,
he acquires omniscience that is characteristic of the Supreme
p. 268
Bhairava.
•

•

Abhinavagupta introduces the concluding verse (37) by stating the essence of the
state attained through the Tantra:
After examining from all points of view, the book is now being
concluded. In the end, the progress of the yogr terminates in the
attainment of this transcendental state (akula-satta-asadane) which
means resting in one's essential Self; this alone is the state of Bhairava.
This has been mentioned repeatedly. Now this is the concluding
verse.
p. 269

The Pariitrfsika concludes:

•
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-

evarh mantra-phalavaptir ity
etad rudrayamalam I
etad abhyasata� siddhi�
sarvajiiatvam avapyate 11 37 11
[Translated literally:]
Such is the attainment of the fruit of the mantra,
this is the union of Rudra and Rudra.
By this practice the perfection of omniscience is attained

•

In the translation of Jaideva Singh:
Such is the gain from the practice of this mantra (viz. hrdayabrja or
sau�). This betokens the union (yamala) of Rudra and Rudra or Siva
and Sakti. By the continuous practice of this is acquired the
supernormal power of omniscience.
p. 269

Abhinavagupta concludes the Vivara1Jll at two levels: that of gnosis or meditative
reflection (prasarhkhyana), and yoga, related to abhyasa (practice)
In this way, the fruit of all mantras, even of the man tras with the
phonemes of the other Sastras also, is obtained, not otherwise. The
word iti connotes conclusion.
In conclusion, it is said that this connotes the union of Rudra and
Rudra (Rudrayamala) i.e. of Siva and Sakti where there is no division
of question and answer, which is the state of awareness of the
essential Self (svar:upa-amarsana).
Beginning from a consideration of this up to the external state in
which. there are infinite, innumerable cases of manifestation and
absorption . . . all this is indeed summarised in akula or anuttara, the
transcendental Reality. This is the conclusion (of the dialogue
between Bhairava and DevI) from the point of view of intuitive gnosis

(prasamkhyana) .
"From the practice of this accrues the power of omniscience" this is the conclusion from the point of view of yoga.
This (i.e. Rudrayamala state) is ever-present in everybody. May there
be good to all! (iti sivam).
pp. 269-70
•
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The Heart, the Resting Place of All
Significantly, the last group of summary verses (sarhk�epartha) of the entire VivaraIJa
is devoted to the Heart in its different aspects and meanings. The concluding
verses are more an extended colophon with autobiographical content. This shows
the central place accorded to this symbol by Abhinavagupta, but in harmony with
of the
the Tantra (see the list of occurrences p. 114). If hrdaya is �terally the core
text, of the whole of Reality, of the Divine
Anuttara is the all-encompassing
Reality itself.
These verses are so significant that I venture a new ttanslation.
That in which the entire universe shines,
and which shines everywhere,
that is the one and unique resplendence
which is the Supreme Heart, 0 wise. (1)
•

Just as a jenny or a mare
simultaneously expanding and contracting her generative
organ
rejoices in her heart,36
in the same way one should meditate
on the Heart, of the nature of creation,
in the innermost Heart in the central vein (su$umna),
full of great bliss Qf both (Siva and Sakti). (2-3)
•

•

•

That in which, whether meditating
remembering, reflecting or acting,
everything finds repose,
and whence it emerges in manifestation:
that is the Heart. (4)37
•

It is there where the one supreme knowledge
(and also) the determinate knowledge (arise),
where the levels of reality, the various worlds,
and the subjects, from Siva to the bonded soul, (5)
finding their respective true own-nature, the ultimate one,
becoming manifold and shine,

------

36. A strange simile, derived from an unknown Tantric source, also quoted in TA V.58 b-59a.

-

37. dhyayan-smaran-vimrsan-kurvanva yatra kutracit, visrantimeti yasmacca prollaseddhrdayam
tu tat.
p. 99

•
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manifesting even the wonderful Supreme Consciousness. (6)
The worship of this (Heart) is ever present,
it is attained everywhere, in any country, with any
. substance,
in any activity, location or knowledge
certain beyond doubt. (7)
But the gradual process of worship (krama-paja)
is to be performed according to the Kula
on auspicious days, with the sacred thread (pavitraka).38
In the Trika tradition it is called "correctness" of
worship . (8)
•

•

As has been said:
As among liquid substances is semen,
among phonemes the "seed of creation,"
among traditions is Trikasastra,
among states of liberation is the (attainment of the) state of
Bhairava, (9)
•

among ways of meditation is the state of absorption,
among vows the practice of the vfras (spiritual heroes),
in the same way, among auspicious occasions
the Kula parvans (excel all) according to this tradition.39 (10)
•

•

•

While summarising the entire subject matter Abhinavagupta mentions the two
ways of attaining ' Anuttara: through gnosis or intuitive insight (prasamkhyana)
which lies beyond only practice, and yoga which leads to supernatural powers
(siddhis). He stresses again that for both ways it is only grace (saktipata) of different
degrees that brings about the final result.
Thus the nature of anuttara (transcendental reality) has been described
in detail. In it, there is no room for contemplation (bhavana). In it
-

38. Pavitraka is an important ritual in which a thread with various knots, a ring of kusa grass or

made with other substances, is worshipped and offered Cf. TA XXVIII.112-86,

pavitrakavidh*.
39. Cf. Tantrasara 20, pp. 183-86. Cf. A. Padoux, "On the Par van Rites Acc.ording to
Abhinavagupta's Tantraloka", in : Samarasya, pp. 49-55.
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only gnosis (prasamkhyanam) functions as the bearer of mountains fit
for the burden of means (upaya-dhau-rya-dharadhara1J.i dhatte) up to the
end of firm realisation of Self identified with hrdaya-bfja which is
characterised by steadfast spiritual delight.
Now the yoga for those who are desirous of attaining supernormal
power (for show) has to be described. Though the supernormal
powers pertaining to dr$tayoga are possible only by means of the
autonomy of the Absolute and they are beyond the sphere of
popularly known and determinate laws, yet they cannot (wholly)
transgress the divinely fixed order, "yet the means for the
supernormal powers pertaining to multiple goals has to be described
with respect," as said by Somananda in Sivad[$ti.
Even in the matter of yoga for the display of supernormal powers
(d[$ta-yoga), there is no violation of the transcendental nature, for
like the effort to attain the supernormal powers for display, their
actual attainment, and the cessation of all efforts in their maturity
- everything is due to the grace of the Supreme. But in comparison
to liberation in life, such an attainment would be said to be due to
faint grace of the divine, for it does not lead to perfection.
- p. 261

Prasarhkhyana corresponds to the yena vijfiiitamatrerJa (by the knowledge of which
alone) of the question of the DevI in verse one. It is an important term related to
spiritual knowledge. S . Vasudeva remarks that it appears already in Kalidasa "as a
further
quotes
Vacaspati's
synonym
of
contemplation."4° He
Nyayavarttikatiitparyatfka as defining: "Prasarhkhyana is the knowledge of truth
arising from trance (samadhi)."41 There he adduces the VivararJa passage quoted
above.
1

,

In summing up it may be said that, although the Tantra adheres to ritual
procedure, Abhinavagupta takes every aspect of worship and interprets it with a
non-dualistic meaning. He, however, interprets the stages of ritual action, such as
agnikarya or fire sacrifice, as stages of spiritual experience. While distinguishing
between external (bahya) ritual and its esoteric meaning, the latter is described as
40. In Kumarasambfuwa 3.40.
-

41. S. Vasudeva, The Yoga . . . , p. 225: prasa khyana samadhija rh j fiilnarh .

•
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•

the "true" (vastava) or "non-artificial" (akalpita) worship, which ultimately leads
to recognition of the true Self (svasvarapa-pratyabhijna). What Abhinavagupta
does is, as Sanderson calls it, a "translation" of ritual into metaphysics,42 and this
"translation" again employs the methods of Sanskrit gratrunar and nirvacana. An
important link in this transference from external acts of worship to their internal
meaning is para bhakti mentioned by the PariItrfSika. This supreme devotion or
surrender could easily be understood in an advaitic sense,43 "because it, is a means
of recognition of the identical nature in all actions (of ritual)."44 In this
transformative interpretation ritual becomes a key to self-recognition.

•

,

•

•

•

42. Cf. A Sanderson, Meaning in Tantric Ritual, pp. 50-53.
43. Cf. for the relationship of bfu:zkti and Advaita: Sivastotravalr of Utpaladeva, Exposition by

Swami Lakshrnan Joo, introduction by Bettina Baumer, esp. pp. 5-15.

44. sarvakriyasvevamrapatapratyabhijiiilnamupayatvat

I

p. 97 (tr. different from J.S.).

•

•

......onclusion
sarvarh sarvatmakam
Everything is connected to the Whole

I. Abhinavagupta's Personal Conclusion
HAVING concluded his commentary with a reference to the double meaning of
Rudrayamala, Abhinavagupta appends a lengthy colophon (20 verses) which
the living context in
presents what exegetes would call the "Sitz-im-Leben"
which he had composed this extraordinary text. Characteristically, he combines
the most personal statements regarding his family, his gurus and disciples, with
the most universal themes contained in the text. Even more than in the benedictory
verses or mangala he states clearly his spiritual purpose. He is conscious of the
inadequacy of language to convey the Divine reality (srzsambhavam
matamanargalitatra viica�, v. 2b). , His motivation in composing the text is clearly
aimed at the spiritual well-being of humanity.
Thus being born of Cukhulaka, resident of Kashmir, I, a black bee
at the lotus-feet of Mahesvara, intent on lifting up mankind looking
up to me (for spiritual succour), have written this commentary
pr�gnant with the deliberation of the mystery of Trika. (1)
Who can estimate emphatically that so much only is the doctrine
pertaining to Siva? There is no bar to words in this matter. All that
which is within my comprehension appears here regarding the
Universal Spirit (akhiIatmant). Therefore, the wise should not be averse to it.
(2)
This is a work of such nature that it makes firm the knowledge of
the ignorant, of one who is full of doubts or of one who has contrary
views. In the case of those in whom conviction has already started,

•

•
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in whom it is fully grown (rilqhasya), it makes the settled conviction
.
of their heart harmonise with the teaching. (3)

•

What is singular with Abhinavagupta's autobiographical texts is that he not only
praises his masters,! but also the disciples and their high spiritual and intellectual
qualities in a lively and loving way.2 So we know for whom he has composed his
texts and in what circumstances. But writing for his close disciples does not mean
excluding humanity at large, they rather offer the occasion for the master to reveal
the meaning for the spiritual well':'being of alL
•

etatpriyahitakara1J.apraru4hahrdayena yanmaya racitam
miirgadarsanarh tat sarvasya siviiptaye bhuyiit 11 9 11

I

The following are the names of the disciples to whom the work is addressed:
I

In Kashmir, there was the chief minister of the king, Yasaskara. He
was named Vallabhacarya. He was a brahma1).a of the most excellent
lineage. His son, Sauri, is worthy of renown on account of his good
qualities and is like the ocean in dedication to the feet of the crescent
crested Siva, is the abode of virtue, one who fully deserves the great
fame that has spread about him, is a pleasant object of affection and
who has an inborn tendency towards compassion on all people.
His life-companion (wife) is named Vatsalika. Because of the
abounding devotion to her husband, her mind is filled with an inner
disposition towards spiritual matters and expands with delight by
the worship of Siva. (4-5)
He has a son, named Kar1).a, who is a brahma1).a who very well
understands the mystery of the manifestation and maintenance of
the world, who delights in the meditation and reflection on and
worship of Siva, who even in childhood and youth, abandoning
attachment to objects of senses, has resorted to unwavering reflection
which eradicates transmigratory existence. (6)
My own brother, by name Manoratha Gupta, having a longing for
the Supreme Self, is engrossed in the Saiva Sastras; in order to
1. Cf. A. Sanderson, "A Commentary . . . , in Samarasya, pp. 122-34, on Abhinavagupta's
gurus.
"

2. Cf. the concluding verses of the Tantraloka (37 end).
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destroy transmigratory existence, he is eager to examine the entire
range of Sastras and Tantras for attaining the supreme state of Siva.
(7)
There is also another person, Ramadeva by name, who is devoted
to Saiva Sastra, who is well-versed in grammar (pada); Mlmamsa
(vtlkya) and Nyaya (pramtl1Ja), and who brings about veritable
adornment to his birth in the highest caste (i.e. brahmat:\a). (8)
May that which I have written with heart full for the good and
delight of all these serve as a guide for all for the attainment of (the
nature of) Siva. (9)
pp. 2.70-71 (modified)

•

He then mentions his own descent:

•

Atrigupta who was born in an excellent family in Antarvedi (the
land between Ganga and Yamuna) came to (settle down in) Kashmir
the borders of which were hallowed by innumerable sages who were
the incarnation of moon-crested Siva. (10)
In his great lineage was born Varahagupta whose son was Cukhula
by name who was averse to worldly affairs and whose heart was set
on Siva alone. (11)
From him who had examined and understood the entire lot of
categories and principles did Abhinavagupta obtain the human body
sanctified by the Supreme , Lord. (Even in this embodied condition),
having attained full freedom from fear and doubt, he has instilled
into the heart of his pupils the secret lore of Trika. (12)

He has some ironical remarks about people of little understanding:
To those who are devoid of right judgement, I can only make a bow.
There are others who deliberate but are unable to reach a successful
conclusion. One can but pity these senseless people. There may be
someone else, though only one among a lakh (a hundred thousand)
who has become steady in mind after having attained the
quintessence of deep deliberation. The above may bring my effort
to a successful issue. (13)
Any earnest request to those who are lazy in discerning their Self
will not bear any fruit other than harrying oneself. There are those
of unsteady mind who only make a fuss regarding the discernment
of the universe. I only bow my head in respect to appease them. (14)

•
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In an interesting parallel to the present-day situation where false gurus are deluding
their confused disciples, Abhinavagupta describes a similar condition in his own
time. Not only regarding other people, but he himself was as well disappointed by
false teachers.

•

There are dull-witted people who are confused themselves and
throw the senseless multitude of creatures into confusion. Having
bound them fast with fetters, they bring them under their subjection
by influencing them with tall talk of their qualities. Having thus
seen creatures who are simply carriers of the burden of gurus and
their (blind) followers, I have prepared a trident of wisdom3 in order
to cut asunder their bondage. (15)
I was also thrown into confusion by many who presumed to be
teachers of truth by declaring "that (Bdthma or Siva) am I" but
whose tongue had not even contacted the two words "that" and
"thou" (tat tvam var1Jayugamapi).4 (16)
•

•

Only one verse is dedicated to his guru, Sambhunatha5:
The Lord has set in motion the heart of the guru with compassion
for lifting up those who have taken refuge (at his feet). That glorious
guru Sambhunatha has set me6 on the path of truth. (17)

The next one relates to Somananda as the author of the earlier commentary (Vivrti),
not as his guru, though his predecessor in the lineage.
I have written this work after (fully) reflecting on the doctrine of
Somananda which has spontaneously entered my heart which shares
that pure state of truth taught by my guru. (18)

The last two verses are addressed to the goddesses who have inspired him in writing
and who have appointed him as guru, for whose grace he prays. These goddesses
3. jnanatrisala: the trident as symbol of Trika, and as a weapon of Siva for destroying bondage
and ignorance. In v. 19 again the term jnanasala occurs.
4. tattvamapi seems to refer to the mahavakya tattvam asi (you are That) of the Upani�ads.
•

5. Strangely Jaideva Singh omits his name in the translation.
6. niyuktaviimstattve: niyukta can be taken in its several meanings: attached to, directed, placed
or fixed on, appointed, ordered; implying both, his connection with truth and his being
commissioned by his guru to pass it on.
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may be the same who are called "the divinities of one's own consciousness"
(svasarhvittidevrbhir eva . . . drk$ita�) by Jayaratha,7 who initiate the spontaneously
enlightened guru without ritual. They may be also identical with the Saktis who
recognise the yogr who has received this supreme knowledge (PT v. 20 jfiayate

sarvasaktibhi�) .
o goddesses full of streams of ardent delight rushing forth lavishly

from you as you move about freely in the cakra of my heart and who
dwell on the upper sharp edge of the trident of wisdom8 that is
proficient in cutting asunder crores of my fetters, .my mind, speech
and body free of the reawakening of the fear of migratory existence
are already surrendered at your feet. May you, therefore, confer
your favour on me exceedingly and quickly, and dwell in my heart
as Grace abounding. (19)
o goddesses, having your beautiful and ingenious continued existence

in the centre of my heart (tatcakra), assigning the position of a guru, it
is you who have employed me in the act of exposition of this text.
Therefore forgive this fickleness of my speech and mind. (20)

The final colophon reads:

,

In nineteen hundred (verses) this Paratrfsika has been explained. This
will cut asunder the knots of doubts in all the Trika Sastra. This has
been written by Abhinavagupta.

1900 refers most probably to the extent at 1900 slokas; since one sloka comprises 32
syllables, it would amount to 60,800 syllables for the entire text. The purpose of a
commentary, as is often stated, is to "dissolve the knots (in the understanding of)
the text" (granthagranthrnirdalanartha) . 9
,

11. General Conclusion
Since Abhinavagupta calls the Tantra a Siltra, which can have an infini,te number
of meanings, it is time to gather the threads which are spread out (root tan) in
Tantra and Vivara1J.ll, and in the present hermeneutical work. It is a difficult task,
considering the depth and complexity of the two texts.
7. On Tantraloka IV.50.

8. Reference to the ma1J4ala with the three Saktis on the spikes of the trisala.
,

9. Here: trikas4stre$u granthrnirdalayi$yati.

•
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•

One of the great gifts of Abhinavagupta is that in the midst, or at the end, of a
complex exegesis and elaboration, he always comes back to a simplified,
universalised suIllfafi ry statement, often in verse form, when he wants to compress
the meaning obtained. In this way he does not allow the reader to get lost in
subtleties, but brings him back to the essential. Whenever he is carried away by an
argument he stops himself from the digression (alarh . . . ) .
•

•

One way of concluding is to look at the internal coherence of a text and its
cOlllfefi ntary, what is called ekavakyata: literally, the text says only one thing from
.
be '
g to end. This one word is anuttara, the unsurpassed/unsurpassable, but
the Tantra immediately adds: uttarasyapy anuttaram (v. 3), because anuttara should
not be understood as excluding uttara, or as transcending it in a way to leave it
'
behind .lo By frequently coming back to this siltra along his commentary,
Abhinavagupta time and again asserts the integration of the whole of Reality with
the Absolute, or of the idam and the aharh.
Starting off as a dialogue, the Tantra first accepts the duality of Bhairava and
DevI, in the role of guru and disciple, and Abhinavagupta goes to a great length to
avoid any dualistic interpretation and to show the unity of Consciousness. But
Consciousness, in Trika and Pratyabhijiia, is a dynamic, not a static reality, and this
dynamism includes prakasa and vimarsa, Light and its Reflection, which means
also, at the level of person, relationship'. At the very end (v. 37) the Tantra asserts
that the entire revelation culminates in Rudrayamala, i.e. the union of Siva and
Sakti, or Rudra and Rudra.ll Abhinavagupta adds that this union (sarhghatta, the
term has erotic connotations) implies no division in question and answer, because
it flows from the awareness of the true essential nature (svarilpamarsana prasarat).
Tantra and VivaraIJa
Thus the entire text
is contained in this process of
moving from duality to non-duality. "Process" is what one of the titles of the text
says: prakriya or, in the words of the Tantra, vidhi. Anuttaraprakriya is therefore
10. Cf. R. Panikkar, "The Experiential Argument of Abhinavagupta", where he says: "Many
systems of thought (a certain Vedanta, for instance) in their urge to go always beyond, leave
Reality behind," p. 499. When using the capital for Reality, it is the totality of the tattvas or
cosmotheandric levels which is meant.
11. With the double meaning of the Rudrayamala Tantra of which Paratrfsika is supposed to be
.
a part.
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not a statement about Absolute Reality, but a way (upaya) of realising it, recognising
it in a non-dual insight (pratyabhijna), and therefore, a way to liberation-in-life.
The connection with life and living experience is never cut asunder, especially by
the VivaraIJa, where Abhinavagupta brings even the most esoteric speculations
hence he calls the tradition anubhavasampradaya.
back to lived experience
Philosophically, Abhinavagupta applies terms of Pratyabhijna in the
interpretation of the Tantra (what Sanderson would call "overcoding"), thereby
achieving coherence. Apart from the conceptual pair prakasa-vimarsa the concept
of reflection or bimba-pratibimba is used, precisely to show the interconnection
between Anuttara and uttara, or the Absolute and its reflection in the
cosmotheandric Reality. Both conceptual pairs enclose between them the dynamic
unity of Consciousness which does not exclude plurality or multiplicity.
This multiplicity consists of a system of hierarchically ordered levels of Reality
or categories, tattvas, taken from the Saivagama cosmology. The system of the
tattvas, which is so pervasive in Indian cosmology, should not be misunderstood
as a "primitive" view of the world, which does not agree with modern science, it
has to be understood as a symbolic and holistic view including all the levels of
Reality in a continuum: from the material to the elements of the human (the senses
and internal organs, including the ego) up to the Divine, where Sakti and Siva are
not the transcendent Absolute ,but are still categories in the realm of objective
reality. Beyond them is Paramasiva or Anuttara, who cannot be counted among
the 36 tattvas. I have therefore chosen the term "cosmotheandric" for these
interconnections between the three domains of Reality. But in the paramadvaita of
Trika hierarchies have no intrinsic value, and they are subverted, including the
social hierarchies of caste, etc .
•

The most pervasive philosophical principle which Abhinavagupta uses in all
contexts, "from Siva down to Earth," is sarvam sarvatmakam, variously translated
as "everything is related to the totality," "every part is related to the whole,"
"omnifariousness" (Jaideva Singh), "omnipresence of all in all" (A. Padoux),
"everything is of the nature of all," etc. This doctrine has ancient antecedents,12
with very different connotations, especially in Samkhya. In non-dualist Saivism
-

12. Cf. the articles by A. Wezler, who traces its earliest occurrence to the Mahabha�ya of Pru:uru
(second century BCE). See Bibliography.

.

•
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the doctrine assumes theological and mystical dimensions, starting from the
founder of the philosophy, Somananda, the precursor of Abhinavagupta in the
interpretation of the Paratrfsika. SUIlunarising his view of the doctrine of the all
inclusiveness of Siva, R. Torella writes: "In this universe where everything is
penetrated by Siva nothing remains in the margins, all is mirrored even in the
humblest thing and the whole nature of Siva is present in it."13 Abhinavagupta not
only espouses and applies the dictum, he goes as well into an extensive exegesis of
a verse from the Malulblulrata: yasmin sarvam yata� sarvam . . which exemplifies
this omni-pervasiveness.14
.

•

•

This hermeneutical principle is one that is applicable to the correspondences
between phonemes and levels of Reality. Far from creating a chaotic concoction,
there obtains a systematic way of interrelationships, with a strong foundation in
language in all its aspects. There is no space for a serious comparison with other
systems and traditions, but it would be worthwhile to juxtapose the sarvatmakatva
with the Buddhist pratrtyasamutpada. Apart from its relationship to causality, which
is missing in sarvam sarvatmakam, because there is no earlier or later, what is
COIlunon is the insight into the total interconnectedness of all things. Certainly,
Abhinavagupta's Saiva version of the doctrine is strongly theistic, because
everything is connected to, is contained in everything precisely because all things
are a reflection ' of or contained in Siva.
An interesting philosophical outcome of both Anuttara and sarvam

sarvatmakam

is the apparent tautology, which Abhinavagupta expresses once without hesitation:
The reality of Anuttara must be present even in a worship that does not have the
"because Anuttara is after all Anuttara" (tatlul 'pi canuttarasattaya
full intensity
anuttaratvadeva, p. 94). This has both a philosophical and a
atrapi bhavyam
spiritual implication. If nothing is outside Anuttara and apart from sarvam, the
tautology is only a necessary statement of the same reality, however, each time
qualified by an aspect of manifestation.15
13. R. Torella, The Isvarapratyabhijiia Karikii, p. xv, A summary of �ivadr�ti IIUB b: svani$the

sivata deve prthivyadau aprdrsam.
14. Another important point of difference between the Vivara1Jtl and Laghuvrtti, because the
latter does not refer to saroatmakatva at all.
15. Cf. the importance of Tautology in Western Philosophy, e.g. Wittgenstein.
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Spiritually the implication is, as Soma�nda expresses it in the very be '
his Sivadr$#, that no obstacle, no disturbing thought (vikalpa), no negative experience,
is outside the Divine Reality, Siva that would entail dualism. Therefore the Vijnana
Bhairava and Somananda give examples of painful or sorrowful experiences which
still hold the potential of expanding consciousness.16 This insight has far-reaching
spiritual consequences.
Many scholars translate S ivadvayavada as "monistic Saivism," but I do not
incline to have the term "monistic" as applied to the system of Trika and Pratyabhijfiii.
First of all, it is paramadvaita, or "supreme non-dualism," which does not exclude
any reality, even duality. Monism would suggest a uniform reality without any
room for plurality and relationships. What we have seen is that precisely Trika,
and the related systems like Kaula and Krama, neither exclude manifestation (the
idam), nor the dynamism of the inner-Trika relationships. The dynamic relationship
of Siva and Sakti, philosophically prakasa-vimarsa, can never be described in terms
of monism, but of non-dualism.
If sarvam sarvatmakam is a hermeneutical key running through the whole
the other pervasive
without having any direct root in the Tantra
VivaraIJa
hermeneutical scheme is that of the four levels of Vac: para, pasyantf, madhyama,
vaikharf. They are all in one, levels of Consciousness, levels of Speech or the Word,
and levels of manifestation of the pivine. This conception, too, is not derived from
the Tantra directly but from other sources (such as Bhartrhari), but it offers a vast
and comprehensive scheme of interpretation. Since the primary method of
Abhinavagupta, specifically in the VivaraIJa, is a linguistic-granmlatical one, and
the largest part of the text is engaged with meditations and speculations on aspects
of language, this fourfold scheme finds encompassing expression. Aside from
.
icance for any philosophy or theology
Tantric exegesis, it has a much wider si
of language. Apart from the Tantraloka which contains many complementary and
parallel passages, and the Malinfvijayavarttika, anyone dealing with philosophy of
language and, specifically, theory of mantra, has to refer to the VivaraIJa for its
depth and clarity. The basis certainly lies in the Agamas which approach reality in
either of these two ways: through cosmology (or cosmotheandrism, the tattvas),
and through language or mantra.
•

•

•

-

16. Cf. VBh v. 118, also 101, 111, 112; cf. also SpKtl 1.22, etc.
•

•

,
•

•
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Each Agama or Tantra teaches one central mantra, which, so to say, encapsulates
the entire revelation. The centrality of the seed mantra SAUJ:I and its comprehensive
hermeneutics is one of the great contributions of Tantra and Vivara1Ja. It is called
hrdayabzja, "seed of the Heart," and sr$tibzja, "seed of creation," and each term
receives an extensive elaboration. The symbol of the seed is both, linguistic and
organic (yathfl nyagrodhabzjastha . . ). But the central concept and symbol is the
Heart in all its dimensions and connotations.17 The multiple meanings are
simultaneously present and it depends on the level of experience which one is
predominant. In any case, "it is this Heart which is present everywhere, which shines
spontaneously, and whose nature can be mainly realised by intuitive awareness."IS
.

•

Spiritually, it is "by dissolving (depression and doubt) in an instant, when the
stain of the limitations of bondage is removed, one enters the Heart of Bhairava."19
The Heart is then the seed-mantra itself (SAUI:I) which is the svarupa or own
form2° of Para and Anuttara in non-dual union. Now, Para or Anuttara, "the feminine
Absolute," is defined by Jayaratha (on Tantraloka ill.66) as "the (Goddess) who is
filled with the wonder of unsurpassable sovereignty and freedom."21 She is the
Goddess Consciousness Herself, Anuttara sarhvid, who, together with Bhairava in
non-dual union (yamala) has the nature of full I-consciousness.22 AHA1\1, the mantra
of I-consciousness,23 the other core concept of the Vivara1Ja, is the encompassing
reality, enclosing within it the totality of all the phonemes (from a to ha and anusvara)
and tattvas (p. 182). AHA1\1 is the power underlying all mantras, hence mantravzrya .

•

17. Cf.

P.

Muller-Ortega, The Triadic Heart of Siva, based on the lAghuvrtti.

18. tadeva hrdayam, sarvatriUra sakrdvibhiUam prasamkhyanagamyam rupam mukhyata� I
- p. 80
19. Skt. p. 83.
20. Svarupa means that in which the symbol and the symbolised coincide.
21. niratisayasvatantraisvaryacamatkaramayf.

22. For the different traditions associated with Para, her iconography, etc. I refer to A. Sanderson,
"The visualisation of the Deities of the Trika".
23. tasya (J. yamalasya) pratyavamarso ya� paripurIJo 'hamatmaka�

I

- TA III.235ab.

I
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Abhinavagupta concludes that "really speaking, the highest truth of all kinds of
.
knowledge is I-consciousness" (p. 183).24
.
By iden '
g the bfjamantra with the Heart and with supreme I-consciousness,
Abhinavagupta achieves a universalisation of the most intimate and secret mantra.
This is one of his specific contributions in the hermeneutics of the Tantra. The
theme of the relationship between secrecy and universality is especially important
in the present-day context. The PariltrfBilctl "extracts" the seed mantra or hrdayabrja
in coded language which, traditionally, would be revealed only by the guru in
initiation. Abhinavagupta is the master, not only of his direct disciples, but also of
his readers today, who lifts that veil and makes the secret accessible. The actual
practice of the mantra is reserved to those who are initiated in the tradition. But at
the same time, Abhinavagupta makes an effort at universalising the teaching of
the Tantra. What is then the position of a present-day reader in relation to the
secrecy, and to what extent can he or she participate and profit from the great
insights of the Tantra? All along the VivaraIJa Abhinavagupta provides hints at the
spiritual conditions and requirements in order to gain access to this hidden treasure.
As he elaborates in the conunentary to the su.tra: etad guhyam mahaguhyam (v. 3),
the secret or mystery is at the same time an open truth, because total secrecy
would contradict revelation.
We may now ask what is Abhinavagupta's original contribution to the
hermeneutics of the Tantra? It is certain that he has carried the interpretation of
the very first word of the Pariltrfsilctl, Anuttara, to its utmost possible implications.
Although the concept is not new, as it has also an important place in the Buddhist
Tantras, it is Abhinavagupta who has developed it, especially in relation to its
complement, uttara.25
•

Another original interpretation, though of course based on the earlier Tantras,
is his developing of the reflection and inversion, or bimba-pratibimba, of varIJas
and tattvas, phonemes and levels of reality. Finally, his hermeneutical thrust lies
always in leading everything, multiplicity at all levels, back to advaya samvid, to
24. Sarvil1Jyeva ca sarhvedanilni vastuto 'hamiti paramllrtluini vimarsamayilnyeva,

p. 68.

25. Here the VivaralJa is clearly in contrast to the Laghuvrtti, where Anuttara receives only a

brief treatment.

•

.
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-

non-dual consciousness, what A. Padoux calls his "emanationist non-dualism"
(Vac, p. 231). We find a wonderful expression for the ingenious combination and
unity between Agama (revelation), reasoning (yukti) and spiritual experience, so
characteristic of the author's approach: After quoting from Somananda's S ivadr$ti
he summarises the point thus: ityadi etadagamasarvasva prarJatayaiva yuktiyuktya
hrdayamgamfkrtam (p. 63), in Jaideva Singh's translation: "This treasure of Agama
has been accepted on account of its reasonableness as one's very life" (p. 169), or
alternatively: "Because this treasure of the Agama is the very life itself, it has been
absorbed in the heart by fitting methods of reasoning." All the elements are present
here in a balanced way, and therein lies the unique greatness of his method.
Given Abhinavagupta's universalistic approach, e.g. with reference to language
and consciousness, it would be tempting to attempt a comparison with similar
themes in other traditions, e.g. the Kabbala mysticism of language or the Logos of
St. John's prologue and its mystical and theological exegesis in Christianity.26 But
this remains outside the scope of the present work. However, in spite of the difficult
and often esoteric nature of the VivararJa, this text has a great potential for
philosophy of language on the one hand, and for spirituality on the other. The
task of the interpreter is then also to extract these themes which do have a universal
meamng.
•

Many aspects of the Vivarar;a could not be dealt with in the present discourse, as
for instance, the relation of the cosmic spheres (arJqa) with the tattvas and phonemes,
as derived from the Agamas. The purpose of the present work has been primarily to
bring out the essential themes, giving examples of specific and central topics of the
hermeneutics of Abhinavagupta, in order to render such a difficult text accessible.
After all; the purpose of the text is samvido vimarsanam (p. 4), "reflective awareness
on Consciousness," and Abhinavagupta reminds us time and again that this has to
be done in a personal way and by spiritual practice.

I am conscious of the shortcoming of my venture, because, as Abhinavagupta
himself confesses, words are hardly adequate in expressing the mystery of Anuttara.
However, there is a consoling simi1e which he uses in the Malinrvijayavarttika:
26. Cf. a brief attempt: B. Baumer, "Logos and Mantra: Language Human and Divine", in: Co
worker for your Joy, Delhi (Vidyajyoti College), 2006, pp. 37-44.
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Even a small amount of water on the ground is invariably drunk up
by the rays of the sun, and through rain flows again into the ocean.
[In the same way] all knowledge and action in this world merges,
either directly on its own, or gradually through other [stages] into
MW 1.382
the ocean of Siva.27

Ultimately everything, as also my humble endeavour at understanding, merges
into the great ocean of Siva, whose shores I have only touched
hoping that one
day I will get merged in it.
•

•

1

•

•

•

•

-

Ll. Tr. J. Hanneder, Abhinavagupta's Philosophy of Revelation, p. 121..

•

•

•
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Appendix 11

•

uotations in the

List of

ParatrIsi a Vivarana
•

(Page numbers from Jaideva Singh's edition)
akara� siva ityukta

Somananda (Vivrti)

ajfl.anacchaflkate mu�ha

Sri Sarvacara

athasmakam jfl.anasakti

SD 2.1

adyapi yanna viditam
anantaih kuladehaistu
•

Pa 2.3.38

anadare sasthz
•

•

•

anuttaram tad hrdayam

,

Trikasarasastra

anekamekadha krtva
0

.

. . . aparasthitau

SD 1.20

api tvatmabalasparsat

SpKa 1.8

apravrttasya hi prai$e

Vakyapadzya 3.7.12

'a' bfjam suddha sivarupam

Somananda (Vivrti)

astastakavibhedena

SrI Trikaratnakula

asmadrupasamavi$ta�

SD 1.1

atmanasruyate yastu

SvT 2.146

atmaiva sarvabhavesu

SD 1.2

adyadharikaya vyaptam

MVT 2.50

•

•

•

•

•

•
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anandaprasara� paja

Trikatantrasara

ayudhanam ca saktfnam

S rf Trikahrdaya
•

alapad gatrasamsparsiit

•

iti va yasya samvitt*

SpKa 2.5

ityetanmatrkacakram

S rf Vajasaneya Tantra

ityevam sarvamasanam

MVT 8.68

idamityasya vicchinna

APS 15

iyamevam rtaprapti

SpKa 2.7

fsvaram ca mahapretam

MVT 8.68
,

ucciitane kakavaktrah .
•

•

udetyeka� samaloka�

IPW, ill

upasadya� samapatti
e-okaragatam bfjam

Vakyapadfya 1.83

ekacintaprasaktasya

SpKa 3.9

ekameva hi tattattvam
ekvaram pramaIJena

SD 7.6

ekam vastu dvidha bhatam
ekam Sr$timayam bfjam

KulacaqamalJi si vi p. 58

evam sarvaIJusamghiita

MVT 3.34

aunmukhyabhavatastasya

SD 1.25

. . . karananfva dehinam

SpKa 2.10

kamena kamayet kaman

Vakyapadfya 4.46

kalobhayaparicchinne

Vadyatantrarh, 16

•

kulaparvam na jananti
guruSi$yapade sthitva

SvT 8.31

glanirviluIJthika dehe

SpKa 3.8

•
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ghatadigrahakale 'pi

SD 1.24

ghato 'yamityadhyavasa

IPK 1.5.20

ehandoganam satyamugri

Mahabha$ya

jfLanam kriya ea bhatanam

IPK 1.14

jfLeya� saptaikadasanJa

MVT 3.60

-

-

•

tatkarmanirvrtiprapti

S D 1.60

tatra vijfLanakevalo
malaikayukta�

MVT 1.22, 23 .

. . . tatsaratprakrti� siva�

SD 3.94

tathapi citrakarmartha

SD 7.9

tathodfrya paso� praIJa

Guhyayoginftantra

. . . tadasti paramarthata�

SpKa 1.5

tadakramya balam mantra�

SpKa 2.10

tadunme$aviluptam eet
MVT 8.69

tasya . nabhyutthitam sakti
tasyapi saktirm rtpiIJ4a-

,

ta eva devadevasya
tutipate sarvajfLatva

S rfkallata

taistairalitigita� santa�

MVT 3.28

tyaja dharmamadharmam ea

MBh 12.316.40

trimsakarthastvaya prokta�

S rftantrasara

•

•

•

trailokye 'pyatra yo yava

StC 61

darsanam tu para devf
didrk$ayeva sarvarthan

SpKa 3.11

du�khe 'pi pravikasena

SD 5.9

dravanamiva sarfram
•
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S rftantrasara

dharayanti paso pasan
na tairvina bhavecchabdo
•

•

na pumsi na pare tattve

quoted by Jayaratha
on TA V.116

nara-sakti-SivaveSi

S rftantrasamuccaya

na sa gfrya na hrdayamga
magaminf

Abhinavagupta

nijottamangacchayatattvam

S rftantrasara

nityam visargaparama�

Trikah rdaya

nirodhinfmanuprapta�

•

•

•

nirvrk$agiribhittyadau

VBh 60

nilfnasakti

SD 7.28

ni$kale padamekanJam

MVT 4.11

paiicavidhakrtyatatpara

Somananda (Vivrti)

paiicaviparyayabheda

SaKa 47

padamadyarhprthak sarvarh

Vakyapadfya 2.2

paravyavasthapi pare

•

. . . paratparataram trikam
•

paraparangasambhata

MVT 3.59

param rtarasapaya-

SpKa 3.14

para* sarhsruyate yastu

SvT 2.147

pasurnityo hyamurto 'jiio

Kira�agama 1.12

pasyatyanyacchr�otyanyat

S rfka�thapada

pfthesvaryo mahaghora

Timiroddhara, Nitya$oq p. 28

peyapeyam smrta apo

S rfsarvacara

prakasamanabhasaiva

S rfsiddhasantana
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prakasasyatmavisranti

APS 22

pra1Javordhvardhamatrato

StC 7

preyo 'pi sa bhavedyasya

S ivad r�tyalocana

phe dharatattvamuddi�taril

MVT 4.15

brjamantra siva� sakti

MVT 3.11

b�ayonyatmakadbhedad

MVT 3.10-11

brahmadistambaparyante

MVT 1.40

bhagavatya ratasthaya�

Sornananda (Vivrti)

bhagavadbhaktyavesad

Abhinavagupta

bhiivanakara1Jabhyaril kiril

SD 7.10l

bhedita tu yada tena

MVT 3.58

•

bherrkarilsyaninado 'pi
manu�yadehamasthiiya
mano 'pyanyatra nik�iptaril

SvT 8.58

mantramahesvaresatve

MVT 1.21

mantra1Jaril kotayastisra�

1

MVT 1.41

mama yonirmahad brahma

BhG 14.3

malamajiianamicchanti

MVT 1.23

•

mayavidye ubhe tasya
mayopari mahamaya

•

S rrkubjikamata (Kha1Jqacakra
vicara)

mayordhve suddhavidyadha�
mrcchailadhaturatnadi

MVT 18.1, 3

yata icchati tajiiiituril

SD 1.19

yata� sarvaril . .

MBh 12.36.18

.

_
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•

. . . yatra trikar;am tritayam
samasti

Abhinavagupta

yatra sthitamidam sarvam

SpKii 1.2

yatsadasivaparyantam

SvT 5.5.48

yathecchabhyarthito dhiita

SpKii 3.1

yathe$taphalasamsiddhyai

MVT 3.35-36

yada tvekatra samruqha

SpKii 3.19

yannakimcana mameti dfnatam

Abhinavagupta

yasca sarvamayo nityam

MBh 12.36.18
,

yasmiitk$aramatfto 'ham

BhG 15.18

yasmmsarvam

MBh 12.36.18

ya� sarvam

MBh 12.36.18

•

•

•

yena rupam rasam gandham

KathU 2.1.3 .
•

radanamulamekesam
•

rasrutisamanyadva siddham

Pu�padanta

lehanamanthanakotaih

VBh 70

vahnervi$asya madhye tu

VBh 68

vamajanghanvito jfv.a�

MVT 3.54

vamamargabhi$ikto 'pi

S rfn isacara

vamamargabhi$ikto 'pi

S rfsarvacara

vijiianakevalana$tau

MVT

vitata iva nabhasyavicchidaiva

Abhinavagupta (Stotra)

visvatra bhiivapata1e

Abhinavagupta

vi$aye$veva samlfna

MVT 3.31

vfravratam cabhinande

S rf Bhargasikhii

•

•

•
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vedacchaiva tato vamam
vyatireketarabhyam hi

APS 12

saktyo 'sya jagatkrtsnam

Sarvamaflgalasastra

saktisa mgamasamk�obha

VBh 69

sabdarasisamutthasya

SpKa 3.13

sabdarthapratyayana

YS 3.17

Sivasaktisamapattya

S rUrikatantrasara

Si�ye1Japi tada grahya

MVT 3.57

•

�attrimsacchodhaniyani
sakramatvam ca laukikya�

IPK 2.1, 2

sa taya samprabuddha� san

MVT 3.27

. . . sarvatasca ya�

MBh 12.36.18

sarvabhatasthamatmanam

BhG 6.30

sarvasastrarthagarbhi1Jya

MVT 3.26

-

•

sarvarthasamkar�a1Jasamyamasya
sarve�am capi yaganam

Kramastotra

\

sarvo mamayam vibhava

IPK 2.12

sa yadaste cidahlada

SD 1.3

-

sarva paiiciitmakam devi

•

•

sa visargo mahadevi
•

sambodhanadika� priitipadikartha�
samrudhya rasmicakram svam

S rivadyatantra
•

samhatyakaritviit
sa tu saptadasi devi
sa triko1Ja mahavidga

S rivadyasastra
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sa buddhiryatpuna� suk$mam

SD 1.27

sar1Jena tritayam vyaptam

MVT 4.25

Sar1Jena1Jqatrayam vyaptam

MVT 4.25

sardhe1Ja1Jqadvayam vyapta

MVT 4.24

sukhe duhkhe vimohe ca

SD 7.105

sunirbharatarahlada

SD 7 (not found in the edited text)

susuk$masaktitritaya

SD 1.4

•

•

. . . snehiit kaulikamadiset
S rrsarv.acara

sprsyasprsyau smrtau
svatantra� paripur1Jo 'yam
svarupavara1Je casya

SpKa 3.15

svatantryamuktamatmanam

IPK 1.5.16

hayo he$ati yadvacca

Guhyayoginftantra

-

havisarjanryavurasyaveke$am
•

hrdaye ya� sthito granthi�

Trikasarasastra

hrdi ayo gamanam jiianam

Somananda (Vivrti)

•

•

•

Appendix III

ava u ta

Stotra Fra

uoted in the Vivarana
•

KSTS, pp. 22-23; }.S., p. 8,

d5'{jj � m -

Thin rain falling incessantly

fqdd � -;:r�PlFqf-iij�q
>ffiJ qd� fci"llOIl() 1:11(.'11bl : 1

is not perceptible in the vast expanse of the sky -

but it becomes clearly visible in the background of

,

dqq1d��1("'I1)��IIII-

��1(11 U �� f'il.i �: 1 � I I
... �
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li!1JOH'4j'qlfq1)' fqftj -a
�fcR1 *Ii)d�<cilllcs(j� : 1 1
.

trees of the forest and the roof of houses.
Even so the Supreme Bhairava,
who is extremely subtle
never appears within the range of experience.
But when associated with space, form, time,
\

order and state
that experiential awareness is generated in a moment
in those whose Divine Awareness was dormant.

KSTS, p. 59; }.5., p. 20

•

d5'{jj � 'm -

The thought "nothing is mine"

fCf#.l1 "'I�Fd <{l1di
511ljqf� \:if'5liHlcils
mf FCf#.l1 "'I"'1IRII flcff�

makes insentient beings miserable -

but (the same thought)

f1os;<i �!iqP"lqltl1'l1 1

means to me "I am everything. "

?ffl

"nothing is mine"
Thus I have attained a lofty position .

•
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KSTS, p. 80; J.S., p. 27
-

•

o$m
1"

-m
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KSTS, p. 163; J.5., p. 57
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KSTS, p. 198; J.S., p. 68

o$:ffi

fcJm

m 'q1cN'!t'l q11t'lJ"1JOt1011
I

In joy I bow to the DevI
,

whose wondrous delight blossoms everywhere
without break in the multitude of objects.

(f{ 'flf�flI�f
"lRi >r�1Pi'q1Cli

She is the I in the Fullness of being,

�ClfGR:�Ri' �ct<flo: lIIo1JOtIf"l

lustrous and illuminating all round.
Her abode is in one's own self.

KSTS, p. 222; J.5., p. 78
m
O$:ffi
'qCl�CfflII��11fu�1<:;0(fI'\ltloJOt1fIi

�o)�t1IC1�� (4l",c:JOtf�ClfI�CI MlI'{l l
,

,

Those whose mind is made utterly pure
by total inunersion in Your Love
their heart is clearly established in that state
in a moment.

,

•

•

Appendix IV

arison be

een the PT version of

Vivarana and La huvrtti*
0

•

,

v = KSTS

Vivarana
•

L = KSTS Laghuvrtti
S = Jaideva Singh
G = Nilkanth Gurtu
R

=

KSTS Lakshmirama (Vivrti)

anuttaram katham deva [VSG sadya�] [L svata�]
kaulikasiddhidam I
yena vijfiatamatre1'}a khecarfsamattl.m vrajet 11 1 11
\

etad guhyam mahaguhyam [VL kathaya sva] [S kathayasva] [G kathaya-sva] mama
prabho I
hrdayastha tu ya Sakt* [VSG kaulikf] [L kaulinf] kulanayikii 11 2 11
tam me kathaya devesa yena trrtim [VGS labhamyaham] [L vrajamyaham]
srfbhairava . uvaca I
Sr1'}U devi mahabhtl.ge uttarasyapyanuttaram 11 3 11
kauliko 'yam vidhirdevi mama hrdvyomnyavasthita�
kathayami [VSG suresani] [L na sandeha�] sadya� kaulikasiddhidam 11 4 111
•

*

1.

I am grateful to Mrinal Kaul for assisting me in compiling this comparison.

In L the order of verse 4 is changed. It reads kathayilmi na sandeha� sadya� kaulikasiddhidam I

kauliko 'yam vidhirdevi mama hrdvyomnyavasthita�

II

•
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athadyastithaya� [VSG sarve] [L sarva�] svara [VSG
bindvavasanaga�] [L bindvavasanaka�] I
tadanta� kalayogena Somasilryau prakrrtitau 11 5 11
prthivyadrni tattvanr pUrU$antani paficasu I
kramatkadi$u varge$U makarante$U suvrate 11 6 11
vayvagnisalilendrafJam dharafJanam catU$tayam I
tadilrdhve sadi vikhyatam purastad brahmapaficakam 11 7 1 1
•

amilla [V tatkramat] [L tatkrama] jfieya k$anta Sr$tirudahrta I
SarVe$am [V eva] [L caiva] mantrafJam vidyanam ca yasasvini 11 8 11
iyam yoni� samakhyata sarvatantre$u sarvada I
caturdasayutam bhadre tithrsantasamanvitam 11 9 112
I

trtfyam brahma susrofJi hrdayam bhairavatmana�
etannayoginrjato narudro labhate sphutam 11 10 11

•

I

hrdayam devadevasya sadyo [V yogavimuktidam] [L yogavimok$adam]
asyoccare krte samyan mantramudragafJo mahan 11 1 1 11

I

[V sadyas] [L sadya�] [V tanmukhatameti] [L sanmukhatameti]
svadehavesalaksanam I
muhilrtam smarate yastu [V cumbakenabhimudrita�] [L cumbake
niibhimudrita�] 11 12 11
•

•

sa badhnati tada [V sarvam] [L deham] mantramudragafJam nara�]
atftanagatanarthan pr$to 'sau kathayatyapi 11 13 1 1
praharadyadabhipretam devatarilpamuccaran I
sak$at pasyatyasandigdhamakr$tam rudrasaktibhi� 11 14 11

2.

In L the line iyam yoni� samakhyattl sarvatantre$u sarvada occurs as a part of verse eight. The
ninth verse ends in: trtfyam brahma susro7;li hrdayam bhairavi1tmana� which forms the first line of
verse ten in V.
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praharadvayamatre1;la vyomastho jayate smaran 1
traye1;la matara� sarva [V yogfsvaryO] [L yogesvaryo] mahabala� 11 15 11
vfra vfresvara� siddha [V balavafi.chakinfga1;la�] [L balavan sakinfga1;la�] 1
agatya samayam dattva bhairave1;la pracoditii� 11 16 11
yacchanti paramam siddhim phalam yadva samfhitam 1
anena siddha� setsyanti sadhayanti ca mantri1;la� 11 17 113
yatkimcidbhairave tantre sarvamasmiit prasiddhyati 1
ad r$tama1;lqalo 'pyevam
11 18 114
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

•

adr$tama1;lqalo 'pyevam ya� kascidvetti tattvata� 1
sa siddhibhagbhavennityam sa yogf sa ca dfk$ita� 11 19 115
anena jfi.atamatre1;la jfi.ayate sarvasaktibhi� 1
sakinfkulasamanyo bhavedyogam vinapi hi 11 20 11
avidhijfi.o vidhanajfi.o jayate yajanam prati 1 6
kalagnimadita� krtva mayantam brahmadehagam 11 21 11
Sivo visvadyanantanta� param saktitrayam matam 11 22 11
tadantarvarti yatkimcicchuddhamarge7 vyavasthitam 1
a1;lurvisuddhamaciradaisvaram jfi.anamasnute 11 23 11
taccodaka� Sivo jfi.eya� sarvajfi.a� paramesvara� 1
sarvago nirmala� svacchastrpta� svayatana� suci� 11 24 11

•

3.

In L. Verse 17 has only one line.

4.

Here L has rather retained the text of 18cd:
KSTS edition of L also records

5.

mantravrryasamtlvesaprabhnvtlnna niyantra1Jtl I The
the variant reading as mantravrryasamtlveSe na kadacinniyantra1Jtl I

The K5T5 edition of V has numbered two verses as 18. The above-mentioned verse 19 is
mentioned in V as 18. Numbering amended in Jaideva 5ingh's edition.

6.

V gives this line as verse 20 having only cd.

Z

Verse 22 ends here in V. The overlapping of lines continues. We follow the counting in V
(5).
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yathiI nyagrodhabfjastha� saktirupo mahiIdruma�
tathiI hrdyabfjastham jagadetaccariICaram 11 25 11

I

evam yo vetti tattvena tasya nirViI1JagiIminf I
dfk$iI bhavatyasandigdhiI tiliIjyiIhutivarjitiI 11 26 11
murdhni vaktre ca hrdaye guhye murtau tathaiva ca I
nyiIsam krtviI sikhiIm badhviI saptavimsatimantritiIm 11 27 11
•

,

[V ekaikam tu] [L ekaikena] disiIm bandham dasiIniImapi
[V yojayet] [L kiIrayet] I

tiIlatrayam puriI dattviI sasabdam vighnasiIntaye 11 28 11
sikhiIsamkhyiIbhijaptena toyeniIbhyuk$ayettata� I
pU$piIdikam kramiItsarvam [V linge] [L lingam] viI [V
stha1Jqile 'tha] [L stha1Jqilafica] va 11 29 11
I

,

caturdasiIbhijaptena pU$pe1JiIsanakalpana I
tatra sr$tim yajed vfra� punareviIsanam tata� 11 30 11
Sr$tim tu samputfkrtya pasciIdyajanamarabhet I
sarvatattvasusampur1Ja [V sarvabhara1Jabhu$itam]
[L sarvavayavasobhitam] 11 31 11
yajed devfm [V rnahesiInfm] [L mahabhagiIm] saptavimsatimantritam I
tata� sugandhi [V pU$paistu] [L pU$paisca] yathiIsaktya samarcayet 11 32 11
pujayet parayiI bhaktya [V atmanam] [L sviItmiInam] ca nivedayet
evam yajanamiIkhyatamagnikarye 'pyayam vidhi� 11 33 11

'.

•

-

I
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krtapaj4vidhi� samyak smaran brjam prasiddhyati 11 34 118
-

4dyantarahitam brjam vikasattithimadhyagam I
hrtpadm4ntargatam dhy4yet [V SOm4msam] [L som4msum]
nityamabhyaset 11 35 11
y4ny4n k4mayate k4m4msMnt4nchrghramavapnuym I
[V asm4] [L ajna�] pratyak�aMmeti sarvajnatvam na samsaya� 11 36 11
•

evam mantrapha14v4ptirityetadrudrayamalam I
etadabhyasyata� siddhi� sarvajnatvam [V avapyate] [ L avapnuyat] 11 37 11
[L sam4pt4 iyamanuttaratattvavimarsinr paratrrsikalaghuvrtt*]

•

1

•

•

•

•

•

8.

Only one line in V. L has the two lines as 33:

krtapajllvidhi� samyak smaran brjam prasiddhyati I

evam yajanamllkhylltamagnikD.rye 'pyayam vidhi� I

uttarastika .
•

•
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English Translation
•

Tr. Bettina Baumer1
•

1. There is no need of spiritual progress,
nor of contemplation, disputation or discussion,
nor meditation, concentration nor even the effort of prayer.
Please tell me clearly: What is supreme Truth?
Listen: Neither renounce nor possess anything,
share in the joy of the total Reality
and be as you are!

2. In reality no world of transmigration exists,
so how can one talk about bondage?
To try to liberate one free already
is futile, for he was never in bondage.
All this just creates a delusion like that
of the shadow of a ghost or a rope mistaken for a snake.
So neither renounce nor possess anything.
Enjoy yourself freely, resting in your self,
just as you are!
•

3. What words can describe the Unsurpassable? In the Absolute
can there be any distinction between the worship,
the one who worships and the object of worship?
How and in whom can there be spiritual progress?
What are the degrees of absorption?
illusion itself is ultimately the same

•
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as non-dual Consciousness, all being the pure
nature of the Self, experienced by oneself so have no vain anxiety!
,

4. This bliss is not comparable to that which is experienced
through riches or wine or even union with the beloved.
The dawning of that Light is not to be compared
with the light of a lamp or that of sun or moon.
The joy that is felt when one is freed from the burden
of accumulated differences2 can only be compared
to the relief felt while setting on the ground a heavy weight.
The dawning of the Light is like finding a lost treasure:
the state of universal non-duality.

•

•

5.

All states of mind like love and hatred, pleasure and pain,

arising and disappearing, to you appear distinct.
They are, however, part of the universal body,
their nature is not separate. Whenever you observe
any one of them arising, at once become aware
of their oneness, contemplate in them the form of pure Consciousness.
Filled with this contemplation, will you not experience joy?

6. The non-existent sudderuy is brought into existence;

•

Z

•

such are always the states of being in this world.
How, being intermingled due to deformation
of the intermediate state, can they possess any reality?
How to find reality in the unreal, unstable,
irt multiplicity of worldly things, a dream's confusion
or in deceptive beauty? Transcend the impurity
that causes doubt and fear and awaken!
It is not the Innate Being that gives rise to these various
states. They appear, created by you. Though unreal,
they become real through a momentary confused perception.
The glory of this universe is born from your will.
-

•
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It has no other origin. Therefore your glory
shines in all the worlds. Though one you have many forms .

8. Both the real and the unreal, the simple and the complex,
•

the eternal and the temporal, that which, due to illusion,
is impure and also the purity of the Self all shine in the mirror of Consciousness. All this
is seen as having the nature of pure light,
as consciousness arises in self-awareness.
Recognising your glory rooted in your own experience,
share in the universal power of the Lord!

•
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In ex Glossar
a.bhilsa, appearance, reflection, 51

agni, 145

•

•

abheda, non-difference, non-duality, 68

agnikarya, fire sacrifice, 245, 247, 254, 261

abhidheya, subject-matter of a text, 2, 26

aham, pure I-consciousness, see "I", 59, 74,

Abhinavabharatl (Ahinavagupta), 8
Abhinavagupta 7 and passim

abhya.sa, practice, 258
Absolute, see Anuttara, 11-12, 51, 67f£., 71£.,
132, 268f., 272

adhika.ra, authority, empowerment, 17-18
adhika.rf, authorised, empowered 16, 20
adhvan, "path", cosmic course, 14
advaita/advaya, non-duality, 62, 6S
Advaita Bhairavagamas, 5

Advaita Saiva, 21
Advaita system, 14

ahambhilva, lOS, 116
aharhkara, ego, limited I, 105
aisvaryam, sovereignty, glory, divine
power, 120

Ajagapramiitr Siddhi (Utpaladeva), 103, 116,
121

akasa, space, sky, void, 75, 91
akrtrima, "non-artificial", natural, 147
akula, unconditioned, absolute (see also
anuttara), 68, 79-80, 85, 89, 97, 146, 172,
235, 258

advaita.ca.ra, practice of non-dualism, 21

alayavijiiana, 138, 149

advaya sarhvid, non-dual consciousness,

alekhya, alekha, what cannot be written,

273

216n

adya vac, original Word, 120

amakala, the immortal kala, 145

aesthetics, 52, 132, 160

amrta, nectar of inunortality, ambrosia, 47,

aesthetic experience, 96

175, 241

aesthetic inspiration, 132

amrtabfja, "ambrosial seed", the mantra

aesthetic theory, 8

agama, 57, 126, 142, ISO, 198, 255, 274
Aghora, 72

SAUH, 208
•

•

•

82, 102, 115, 117, 123, 141, ISO-51, 159,
163, 178, 182, 198, 272

Amrtanubhava (Jnanadeva), 37
Amrtesvara Bhairava, 21

•
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-

anakhya, nameless, inexpressible, 76, 80,

Anu ttaraprakriya, the method, practice,
hermeneutics to reach the Absolute,
12, 268

175

ananda, bliss, 172ff., 178, 247

•

anandasakti, Energy of Bliss, 117

Anuttarasatra, name given to the PT, 3, 11

anapek$a, not dependent, 68f.

Apabhrarhsa, 17n

anargala, unrestrained, 68f.

apana, inbreath, 241£

Anasrita Siva, "unrelated" Siva, 14, 174, 176

apara, the lower, inunanent sakti; 3, 22, 52,

a1Java, a1Javopaya, the individual means, 98,
117, 204, 207, 220, 243

65
apophatism, negative theology, 67

a1Jq.a, cosmic sphere, 216

asana, seat, 245-46, 250

A ntarvedi, land between the Ganga and

asamketika, non-conventional (language),
59, 166

Yamuna, 265

a1Ju, lit, "atom ", individual soul, 153, 235,
anubandhacatu$taya, four principles of
composing a philosophical text, 16

anubhavasampradaya, the tradition of
(direct, mystical) experience, 269

anupaya, the "no-means", "non-way", the
highest of the four
liberation, 2, 73, 78

ways

atman, self, 103

•

Atrigupta, 265

avesa, pervasion, possession, 219
avikalpa, thoughtfree, 68

anugraha, grace, divine favour, 58
of

anusandhana, unifying meditation, intense
.

anusvara, "after-sound", nasalization after
a vowel, 178

A n uttara, Absolute, "Unsurpassable",
"that which has nothing beyond it",
7, 12, 24, 36, 44, 47, 67ff., 74, 116, 123,
125, 127, 141, 172-73, 178, 180, 198, 201,
206, 209, 229-30, 234, 245, 252, 255,
258-60, 268-70, 272f.

Anuttara Trika, 50
anu ttarapada, the unsurpassed, highest
state, 78, 79

asyana, coagulation, crystallisation, 83
Atharvaveda, 91

237

awareness, 220

•

Bahurupagarbhastotra, 189
beauty 96

bhii, verbal root "to shine", "to be
luminous", 51

Bhagavad-Gfta, 104, 106, 131, 207
Bhairava, 15, 57, 62, 65, 69, 74, 84, 88, 94,
114, 116, 126, 170, 172, 178, 183, 193f.,
201, 203, 211, 213-14, 217, 224, 226, 229,
240, 257, 260, 268

Bhairava bila, 70
Bhairava-consciousness, 96,195
Bhairava-nature, 97
-

Bhairava-ocean, 249
supreme Bhairava, 255

Bhairavastotra
Appendix

(Abhinavagupta),

•

10,

•
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Bhairavf, 197, 204

breath, see praIJa, 145, 182, 241

bhaj, verbal root "to divide", "to share",

BrhadIsvara temple at Tanjore, 43

"to participate", 253

buddhi, intellect, discriminating faculty,

bhakti, devotion, 25

70

para bhakti, supreme devotion, 252, 262

Buddhism, 122
•

three kmds of bhakti, 253

•

Buddhist concept, 138

BhargaSikhiI, 214

Buddhist Tantras, 27

Bhartrhari, 132

caitanya, consciousness, 28

Bhaskararaya Makhin, 37

cakras, energy centres in the subtle body,

Bhatta Dhanesvara Sarma, 240ff.
•

•

23, 70, 76

camatkiira, camatkrti, wonder, blissful

Bhavabhllti, 4

bhavana, creative contemplation, 66, 71
bheda, difference, separation, duality, 213,
229

surprise, 52, 61, 69, 74, 134
caste, 19, 72, 214, 232
cave of the heart, 91
Chakrabarti, Arindam, 8n., 127

Bhima Bhoi, 216n.

bhinnayoni, 185

ChiIndogya Upani$ad, 77, 91

bfja, seed, 151, 162, 169, 171, 180, 184, 198,

child learning language, IS, 164

•

207, 2n 238

Christian mysticism, 98

brjamantra, monosyllabic mantra, 16, 43,
180, 207, 213-15, 218, 230, 237, 272

bimba, image, 7, 90, 126, 191£.
bimba-pratibimba, image and reflection, 72,
129, 189f., 193, 269, 273

bindu, dot, point, drop, 116, 145, 178f, 180,
182, 212, 227
•

•

bindu-kala, 242, 244
bliss, ananda, 81
body, 31, 49, 70, 81, 91, 95-96, 114, 75, 77,
91, 92, 114, 186, 212f, 245
divine body, 184, 186

brahma 206, 211f.
Brahman, 196, 203-04, 207, 247
Briihmanas, 192
•

Cidambaram, 36, 40

cit, consciousness, 28, 164, 247
codaka, teacher, guru, "impeller", 237
code language, 202
conduct of life, carya, 255
•

consciousness, see cit, sarhvit, 28, 29, 81,
83, 86, 119, 133, 147, 149, 162, 165, 198,
204, 251, 271
pure Consciousness, 112, 134, 135
unity of Consciousness, 268f.

contemplation, see bhavana, 220
core mantra, see hrdayabrja, 201
cosmology, 271
cosmotheandric reality/ elements, see
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-

tattva, 69n., 126, 128, 141£., 169, 189,
269
Cukhula, father of Abhinavagupta, 265,
263

Dyczkowski, Mark, 30, 39, 92

daiva, fate, 215n.

Earth, category, 143, 194f., 196f.

darpa1Janagara, city in a mirror, metaphor,

eka, One Goddess, 50

191

Darsana, 224, 230
•

death, 21, 240

,

to the movement of breath, unit of
cakras, 243f.
dynamism of Anuttara, 92

ekavakyata, consistency of meaning in a
text, 16, 255, 268

decoding the Mantra, 206

Ekavlra, tradition of the "solitary hero"
or spiritual hero, 9, 24, 36, 205, 229

desildhvan, way of space, 14-15

emanation of the universe, see S[$ti, 141

Desai, Devangana, 227n.

emission, maintenance, absorption,
concealing, and grace, five acts of
Siva see srsti etc., 58

development of language in a child, 15

Devr, Goddess 6, 57-58, 60, 65, 79, 164,
203, 234, 268

dhilra1Jil, "holding", concentration, 94,
145, 151-53, 194, 205

o • •

emotions, 93-95, 97, 120
Energy, see sakti, 80, 147, 198, 203
enjoyment, bhoga, 163

dhvani, sound, suggestion, 118-19

enlightenment, 18, 48-50, 53, 55, 118, 132

Dhvanyilloka Locana (Abhinavagupta), 8

erotic, 203, 215

dialogue, 5, 57f£., 268
"binding the
directions", ritual of consecrating
space 245f.
,

disabandha,

digbandha,

drk$a, initiation, 21, 73, 196, 230, 232, 240
Sivadik$ii, Saiva initiation, 13
div, verbal root, "to shine", "to play", etc.,
58
Divine I-consciousness, 164
Divine Word, see vac, 167, 180
divinisation of the body, 188, 246
drum, 158f£.
duality, 70, 76

dvadasanta, "end of twelve fingers" related

erotic dharanas, 205n
,

erotic symbolism, 180, 226f.
esoteric interpretation of the elements
of ritual, 247, 255
essence, sara, 117, 119

evarhvid, the knower (Upani$ads), 234
extraction of the mantra, 202
false gurus, 266
feminine Absolute, Anuttara, 51£.
five acts of Siva, 58
five faces of Bhairava 247
four levels of the Word, Vac, 58, 164, 271
freedom, see svatantrya, 69, 80-81, 98, 115,
129, 147, 170, 197
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fullness, 144, 204, 211, 219, 230

ha symbolising sakti, 74

Fiirlinger, Ernst, 28, 132

Hadot, Pierre, 39

Gua, 107

Hanneder, J., 45, 127, 157, 222

GUarthasamgraha (Abhinavagupta), 104n

harmony, samata, 91, 93, 97-99

Gnoli, Raniero, 31f£., 40, 45, 53, 72n, 88,
203n, 209n, 210, 254n.

Heart, 32, 44-45, 47-52, 70, 76, 87, 113, 11720, 122, 161, 201-03, 205, 209-10, 214,
219, 225ff., 234, 236, 238-39, 242-43,
245, 259, 272

gnosis, 258, 260-61
God, deva, 63
Goddess, devf, 50-51, 58, 117, 167, 169, 203,
205, 247, 251, 266
Goddess consciousness, 61, 272

Divine Heart,'204, 208
heart of Bhairava, 232
heart-lotus, hrtpadma, 242, 244
Supreme Heart, 123

Great Goddess, 246
Goddess Malinf, 185-86

Heimann, Betty, 68, lOIn.

Goddess Para, 132, 197

hermeneutics, 12, 15, 26, 27, 57, 77, 79, 101,
141, 150, 193, 209-10, 244, 272, 274

Goddess Word, 128

hermeneutical key, 271

Supreme Goddess, 129, 252

hermeneutical principle, 270

three goddesses, 248

hermeneutical scheme, 164

Gonda, Jan, 68, 76n
Goudriaan, T., 107

hermeneutics of the Tantra, 273
,

grace, see anugrahasakti, saktipata, 19, 58, 65,
110, 135-37, 148, 164, 195, 198, 232,
260f., 266
grammar, 88, 110, 105, 161, 164, 171, 178,
262

granthfs, "kflots", 76
great mantra, 97

guM, cave, the heart, 115
Guhyayoginf, 158
Gurtoo, Nilkanth, 31, 40

guru, 11, 19, 53, 64, 73n., 126, 198, 237, 241,

hierarchies, 72f, 78, 269
highest non-dualism, paramadvaita, 70

hrd, hrdaya, 6, 16, 35, 44, 52, 73, 113f., 116,
120, 178, 201, 202, 209, 212-13, 259
•

hrdayabfja, "seed of the Heart", the mantra
Sj\�, 178, 206, 217, 236, 238, 242, 249, 255,
272, 248, 256, 261

hrdaya-japa, 243
hrdayakilsa, space of the heart, 47, 91, 117
hrdayavyapti, penetration in the heart, 204
"I", see aham, 102, 107, 112, 178, 198

guru-si$ya relationship, 63

I-consciousness, see aham, 59, 87, 96f., 109,
113, 116-18, 123, 141, 159, 162, 166-67,
226, 240, 272-73

Gurunathaparamarsa (Madhuraja), 9

I-feeling, ahambMva, 104

243, 256, 263, 266-68

•
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icchtl, will, impulse, 3, 22, 173, 211, 247
icchilSakti, energy of will, 65, 168, 172, 176
-

idam, "this", objective reality, 141, 150f.,
268

jfianopaya, way of knowledge, i.e. stlktoptlya,
235
Kabbala mysticism, 274
Kahrs, Eivind, 27, 77n.

idam sarvam, "all this", the total reality, 86

kala, portion, fragment, digit of the
moon, 145, 147, 151, 153, 159, 181£., 242

identity of guru and Siva, 238

•

Isvara, tattva, 64, 155f., 167-68

ktlladhvan, way of time, 145n.

Isvarapratyabhijfia, 11, 21, 25, 253

Kalagni, the all-consuming fire of time,

Isvarapratyabhijfia KJlrikil (Utpaladeva), 25,
112, 120, 132-33, 215

14, 236

Kalagrasa, absorption of time, 211

Vimarsi1J.i Kalasakti, power of time, 222
(Abhinavagupta), 25, 143n
Kalasarhkar$i1J.i, the Sakti attracting or

Isvarapratyabhijfitl
Isvarapratyabhijfitl

I

Vivrti

Vimarsini

(Abhinavagupta), 10, 137

condensing time, 24

KJlli, 23

illumination, 135

Kalidasa, 261

individual way, a1J.ava, 72

Kiilfkrama, 23

initiation, see dik$a, 21, 73, 78, 232f., 239f.,
255, 273

Kiilfkula, 21, 23

inner space in the heart, 92

kaficukas, the limiting powers, five tattvas,

interconnectedness of all things, see
sarvarh sarviitmakam, 196

•

Kalyat:la, 4
151£.
Karna, 18, 264
•

intuitive insight, see pratibha, 148
Jaina Philosophy, 84n.

•

Kashmiri Apabhrarhsa, 17n .
Kaula, 9, 24, 30, 49, 214, 226f., 271

japa, repetition of mantras, 243

kaulika, 204

Jayaratha, 25, 48-49, 63, 80, 83, 118, 119,
183, 220, 230, 267, 272

kaulika

jfvanmukti, liberation in life, 21, 36, 65, 82,
126, 240, 256

jfiana, gnosis, wisdom 3, 22, 167, 210, 247,
255

jfianasakti, energy of knowledge, 65, 162,
168, 172, 175, 223
Jfianesvara, 36

=

kula and akula, 85

kaulikasrsti, 125££, 129
o • •

kaulikasiddhi, the perfection of totality, 30,
79-81, 144, 226, 238

kaulikavidhi, the injunction of totality, 7,
89, 125, 144, 204f.

Kauliki, the sakti pertaining to kula/kaula,
80, 117, 204
Kaviraj, Gopinath, 132n.
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kha, space, sky, void, 91
khecarf, consciousness moving in the

138, 141, 148-49, 157, 169, 171, 186, 189,
192, 201, 215, 270-71, 274
language as convention see silrhketika, 161

, void, 30, 92
harmony with
the
consciousness moving in the void,
30, 91££.

khecarfsamata,

Lawrence, David P., 30, 191n
letter a, 74, 146ff.

KiraJJilgama, 236

liberation, moksa, 70, 82, 97, 163, 214, 230,
239

krama, order, sequence, 21, 23, 36, 48, 127,

liberation-in-life, jfvanmukti, 65, 198, 269

•

229
Krama School, 9lf., 240n., 270f.

life, 73f., 78, 208, 212, 269, 274
•

kriyil, activity, ritual, 3, 22, 167, 235, 247

Light (of Consciousness, prakil�a), 81-82,
84, 89, 103, 105, 155, 166, 193, 197, 241,
268

kriyil �akti, energy of activity, 65, 175ff.,

linga, symbol of Siva, 249

krama-pajil, 256, 260

177, 219

lipi, script, 130, 188, 253

Kr�z:ta, 107

Logos of St. John's prologue, 274

K�emaraja, 5, 13-14, 25, 35, 52, 55, 63, 83n,
110, 152n, 154, 179, 196, 238n, 245

Liiders, H., 77

k$obha, agitation, 172-73, 177
kU1JQalinf, cosmic and spiritual energy
lying dormant in the human body,
,
76, 96, 119, 182, 207

Kubjikilmata, 76
kula, energy, group, family 30, 47, 53, 7981, 146

kula/kaula, 21, 31, 68, 84, 230, 235, 260
Kulacadilmani, 216
•

•

Laghuvrtti, 32££., 153, 165n.
Lak�maz:tagupta, 25
Laksmlrama alias Lasakaka, 4
•

Lakshman Joo, Swami, 31, 35, 39, 41, 76n,
190n, 191

Lalitil Tripurasundarf, 37
-

language, 101, 107-09, 125-26, 128, 131-33,

Madhuraja, 9, 36

madhyamil, the intermediate Word, 10, 5961, 65, 125, 129, 159, 164, 166f., 184-85,
189, 193, 249

Mahilbhilrata, 85, 87-89, 270
Mahilmilyil, 151, 156
Mahapuru$a, 111
Mahartha, 36
Maharthamafijarf (Mahesvarananda), 36
mahasr$ti, "great creation", the totality of
all creations, 85f., 129, 174
Mahayana Buddhism, 193n.

Mahe�anf, 247
Mahe�vara, 133, 263
Mahima Dharma, 216n
Mahimabhatta,
. . 133
mala, impurity, 138, 151

•
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Mlllinr, mystical alphabet, 169, 183, 184,
186-89, 198

milyrya, empirical, limited by mllya, 161, 163

Mlllinr mantra, 248

mayrya� pramllta, empirical perceiver, 71

,

. Mlllinrvijayavllrttika (Abhinavagupta), 44,
127, 221, 271, 274

Mlllinrvijayottara Tantra, 1, 5, 11f., 22, 32, 109,
138, 157, 169, 176f., 183, 199, 207, 216,
229, 250
•

ma1JQala, sacred diagram, used in the
ritual of initiation, 227, 229, 231, 233

Mandala of the Trident and Lotuses, 233
•

•

auspicious
benedictory verse, 17, 43ff., 113, 134,
263

mailgala,

milyll, 115, 135, 151, 153, 155, 207, 236

mailgalaSloka,

meditation, 36, 44, 119, 133, 184, 194, 202,
208, 229-30, 241, 243, 251£., 258ff., 264
meditation on time, 220
memory, 220

•

metaphor of reflection, 191£.

Mrtyujit, "Overcoming death", name of
Netra Tantra, 21
mirror, 192f.
monisrn, monistic Saivism, 271

mudras, 206, 218£., 221

manifestation, 66,127

muharta, 220

Manoratha Gupta, 18, 264

mukti, liberation, 70

mantra, 16, 32, 36, 43, 114, 116, 120, 125,

Muller-Ortega, Paul, 29-30, 32-33, 68,
77n., 113, 121

126,
185,
218,
249,

130,
188,
220,
258,

144, 155, 157ff., 161, 163, 178,
198, 201, 203, 207, 208, 216,
229, 232, 234, 236, 241, 247,
272

mantra of para, 6
•

mantravrrya, 117, 159, 198, 272
•

Mantramahesvara, 154, 156
Mantramllrga, 21
Mantresvara, 155
mantric symbolism, 226
mantroddhara, the extraction of the mantra,
185, 202, 213

Mlltrkil, 157-58, 169, 183, 186, 188-89, 198
Mlltrsadbhava, 22
o

mystical illumination, 132

niida, sound, 118, 130, 157, 175
Nagarjuna, 71, 193n.

mantra sauh, 216, 251

Mlltrkil mantra, 248

music, 98, 159f.

Nara, 7, 22, 58, 62, 66, 107
Nara, Sakti and Siva, 109
Natyasastra, 8
nectar, see amrta, 47

Netra Tantra, 5, 21, 229, 244
Netranlltha, 21
nirvacana, "etymology", semantic analysis
of a word in Sanskrit, 68, 77, 89, 95,
115, 129, 134, 136, 142, 156f., 159, 206,
208, 213, 262

nirvana, 70, 239
•

Matsyendranatha, 23

nirvana-drksii, initiation for liberation, 239f.
•

•
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Parapara

Apara, the three

nirvikalpa, thought free, 162, 178

Para

nirvikalpa sarhvid, consciousness free from

Energies of Trika: the supreme
intermediary-non-supreme, 72

thought-constructs, 134, 137-39, 148
non-duality, see advaita/advaya, 76, 129,
133, 225f., 230
non-dualism, advaita/advaya, 21, 128, 245
non-dualist Tantras, 229
number sixteen, 76-77, 209

nyagrodha, banyan tree, 238
nyiisa, ritual imposition of mantras with
mudriis on p arts of the body to
divinise it, 114, 184f., 186, 245ft., 251

nyiiya, method of logic, 191
ocean of Siva, 275

parii sarhvid, supreme Consciousness, 163,
167

Para Viik, supreme Word, 11, 24, 58, 60, 116,
128, 131, 139, 148, 159, 162, 164, 166, 184

Para, Anuttarii, the Goddess Absolute, 132
•

pariibfja, the mantra of the supreme
Goddess, 244 .

Pariikrama, 24, 35-36, 229
paramiidvaita, supreme non-dualism, I, 21,
230, 269, 271

paramarsa, reflection, awareness, 80, 80n.,
118, 171

ojas, vital power, 95

Paramiirthasiira (Abhinavagupta), 25, 115

omniscience, see sarvajfiatii, 148, ISO, 257

Paramasiva, 155, 269

original sound, 146

Paramesvara, Mahesvara, 53

ornaments, of the Goddess, 252

pariiparii, the transcendent-immanent
energy, 3, 22, 52, 65, 185, 203n., 230

pada, 185 .

PariipraveSikii (K�emaraja), 25, 35, 238n.

Padoux, Andre, 29, 32, 33, 34n., 3911., 134,
142, 15On., 165n., 167, 171, 176, 183, 186,
189, 193, 208, 220, 260n., 274

parasaktipiita, grace of the supreme level,

Paippaliida Atharvaveda, 37

paraviigbhami, level of the Supreme Word,

19
146, 149

paficabrahma, 145, 156

•

Piificariitra, 20

paripar1Ja, full, 211

Pandey, K.c., 31, 33

parvans, festival days for particular rites,
260

Pandit, RN., 3n., 35
Panikkar, Raimon, 69n., 77n., 141, 268n.
Para, the supreme Goddess, 2-3, 8f., 22,
24, 29, 35ft., 50, 61, 63, 85, 113, 117, 125,
164, 185, 189, 193, 203, 207, 208, 230,
272

pasu, beast, the bound soul, 153, 230
pasyantr, the "visionary" Word, 10, 59, 60,
61, 65, 85, 125, 129, 131, 164, 166, 168,
184f., 189, 193

sthalapasyantf, the gross level of the

-

Para Sakti, 24, 65, 219, 226

visionary Word, 160

pasyantr

madhyamii

vaikharf, the three
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descending stages of the Word down
from partl, 72

and apana, exhalation
inhalation, 96, 145

and

Pataftjali, 93, 158

praIJtlma, prostration, surrender, 253

pavitraka, sacred thread, ritual, 260

prasarhkhyana, intuitive gnosis, meditative

personal pronouns, 102ff.

phalasruti, result of studying a sacred text,

reflection, 258, 260f.

prasara, flow, expansion, 154
.

prasna, question, 57, 65

255
•

praIJa

phonemes, 77, 129-30, 135, 142, 144, 146, pratibhtl, illuminating insight, 11, 38, 52,
ISO, 169f., 193, 201£., 247, 272f.,
117, 131-33, 134f., 139, 148ff.
273
. pratibimba, reflection, 7, 66, 126, 191, 226
phonic symbolism, 201, 208
interdependent
pra tftyasamutpada,
Platonism, 98

origination (Buddhism), 270

Pratyabhijf1.a, philosophy of recognition,

Plotinus, 98-99

4, 25, 29, 63, 69, 268

plurality, see bheda, 229
plurality of languages, 161
poetics, 132

154

prayojana, purpose (of composing a text),

Prajapati, 77
prakilsa, light, the Light of Consciousness,
30, 205, 219, 268

prakasa-vimarsa, light and reflection,

corresponding to Siva and Sakti, 29,
192, 269, 271

Prakrt, 17

Pratyabhijf1.a Hrdaya (K�emaraja), 25, 83n.,

•

prakriya,

method,
procedure,
hermeneutics, 12-14, 268

pralayakala, pralayakevalin one of the seven
perceivers (pramtlta), 155f.
pramaIJa, means of knowledge, 22, 76
pramata, knower, subject, seven subjects
or perceivers, 22, 76, 86, 151, 153, 156

prameya, object, 22, 76
pramiti, intuitive knowledge, 76
praIJa, vital energy, breath, life, outbreath,
70, 81-82, 180, 182, 184, 208, 212, 242f.

16-17, 20

•

present, 221£.
principle of exegesis, 16

prthivf, see earth, 151

•

pujavidhi, ritual rule, 256
pulsation, see spanda

166

purIJa, fullness, 80
purIJahanta, perfect I-consciousness, 105
Puru�a, person, individual soul, 77, 153
Puru�a-Sukta (�gveda 10.90), 77
puru�ottama, "supreme Person", applied
to Visnu, 110
•

•

purya�taka, the subtle body, 82, 213
question, 57

raga, passion, desire, attachment, 151, 153
Raghavan, v., 32, 34n
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Ramadeva, 18, 265

sahasriira, thousand-petalled lotus on the
crown of the head, cakra, 70

rasa experience, see aesthetics, 52, 160

sahrdayatll,

Ramal).a Mahar�i, 30n.

Rastogi, N., 23, 191n.
RaW!, Isabelle, 29, 74n.
Razdan, Pandit Maheshvar, 31, 41
recognition, see pratyabhijilll, 21, 132, 234,
262
reflection, see pratibimba, 258, 268f.,

spiritual

Saiva, 43
Saiva non-dualism, 192
Saivagamas, 8, 240
Saivagama cosmology, 269

Saiva Sllstra, 181, 265
Saiva Siddhanta, I, 4, 21, 73
Siddhanta Agamas, 141

relationship, 64, lOS, 107, 112, 268
masters

and

•

reflection, vimar�a, 89
relationships between
disciples, 54

aesthetic
sensibility, 96

and

sakalas, the lowest of the seven perceivers
(pramlltll), individual souls, 155
Siikinfs, 235

remembering, smaraIJa, 256

Siikta, 20, 235

repose, see vi�rllnti, 259
revelation, 20-21, 24, 27, 58, 64, 137, 201,
202
ritual, kriyll, 23, 188, 229, 234, 244f., 251,
255, 262
ritual action, 261

\

way of Energy, 72
Sakti, divine Energy, Power, 7, 22, 30,
48, 58, 65-66, 70, 79, 80, 82, 90, 92, 92,
96, 107, 113, 117, 146, 156, 164, 169, 170f.,
181, 183, 188, 206, 221, 234, 238, 249,
267

ritual union, 213

Sakti-trisula, 236

transcending, 229ff.

Rudra, 202, 217, 223

Sakti-kw;lI!-alinf, prlllJa-kulJ4alinf and paril
kuIJ4alinf, 182

Rudra and Rudrii, 258

Sakticakra, wheel of energies, 91

Rudrayiimala, 2, 50, 258, 263, 268

Saktipllta, descent of divine energy, grace,

SabdariiSi, the totality or mass of sound,

19, 135, 232, 242

'

the alphabet 183, 188f.

.

supreme Sakti, 230, 255

sacrifice, 245, 255, 261

S ambhu, 54
Sambhunatha, 9, 53-54, 241, 243, 266

SadiiSiva, 63-64, 154, 167f., 206

samiidhi, absorption, 122-23, 230, 261

siidhanii, spiritual practice, 137

siimiinya spanda, generic or universal

sacred space, 246

sadya�, at once, immediately, 34, 83-84,
89, 219

vibration 118, 223, 235

•
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samarasya, union of essence, 177, 205, 210,
226

samata, samya, equality, harmony, 92-94,
97f.

samavesa, absorption, union, 21, 23, 172,
219, 253

sambandha, relationship, S, 16, 57, 64
Sambhava, Sambhavopaya, the divine way,
•

78, 171f., 190, 192, 204, 242

samhara, reabsorption, dissolution, 3, 76,
154, 174, 223, 243

samharakrama, the order of reabsorption,
151, 186
Sarhkhya, 84n, 181, 269
Sarhkhya-Yoga, 121

sampradaya, tradition, 53
samputrkara1J.a, enclosing, done ritually
with mantras, 250f.
samsara, worldly existence, 70, 93, 94
samvedana,

experience,
insight,
perception, feeling, awareness, 240

samvid, Consciousness, 28, 60, 104, 131, 133
samvidadvayavada, doctrine of the non
duality of consciousne'ss, 25, 138
Sanderson, Alexis, In, 2, 4, 9, 20, 21, 2324, 28-29, 32, 34-35, 36n, 37, 43, 44, 46,
48, 49, 53, 67n, 112n, 117, 137, 145n, 179,
180, 229, 233n, 244, 262

saflketa, sign, convention, 135
saflketika, conventional (language), 147
Sanskrit grammar, 101

Sarvaciira, 202, 214
Sarvajnanottara, 142
sarvajnatvam, omniscience, 226, 257

sarvam, all, the totality, 85, 89, 248
sarvam sarvmmakam, "everything is related
to everything else, to the whole", 35,
84, 95, 101, 112, 131, 189, 239, 269f.

sarvasarvatmaka, sarvasarvatmakatva, the
doctrine of "all-in-all", every part is
related to the totality, 101, 131, 147, 148,
159, 167, 186, 193, 248, 270
•

Sastras, 204, 216

sat, being, 89
satatodita, "ever arisen", ever present, 69,
131
•

sattarka, true reflection, highest aspect of
yoga in the Saivagamas, 55

SAUl:!, brjamantra, also called hrdayabrja,
the seed of the heart, 6, 16, 35, 221,
229, 35-36, 120, 207, 219, 226, 232, 236,
239, 240, 242, 272
Sauri, 264
script, see lipi, 129f., 163, 188, 253
seed of creation, 216

•

sense organs, 92, 96
seven perceivers, prammii, 154
sexuality, sexual union, 95, 97, 205
Sferra, Francesco, 141
Sharma, Prem Lata, 8n.

siddhas, perfected beings, 23, 76
Siddfuzyogesvarrmata, 22
siddhi, perfection, yogic power, 81, 188,
218, 221, 224f£., 260

Siddhitrayr (Utpaladeva), 25
sikhii-bandha, "tying the top-knot", part of
Tantric ritual, 248
Silbul'll, Lilian, 29n., 39n., 132n., 15On., 186
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•

Spanda Kiirika, 25, 50, 55, 87, 94, 139n, 172,

silence, 180
Singh, J aideva and passim, 39
Siva, 11, 20, 22, 30, 48, 63, 66, 70, 80, 82,
94, 96, 107, 146, 153, 169, 171, 175, 181,
188, 193f£., 206, 237, 243, 249, 263-64,
270
Siva and Sakti, 50, 172, 180, 198, 268
Siva worships Siva, 245
Siva, the original guru, 53

Siva-Sakti-Nara, the three principles of
Trika, 102

Siva-tattva, the category Siva as the highest
of 36 tattvas, 150
Sivadr�ti (Somananda), 4, 25, 82, 94, 98,

221

sphuratta, shining, scintillating, 120
Srr Parva Sastra (Malinrvijayottara), 199
Srr Vadya Sastra, 145, 182
Srrdamara Tantra, 221£., 227
•

Srrvidya, 37
Sruti, Veda, 57
Suddhavidya, "pure wisdom", tattva of the
pure order, 151, 156

sr�ti, creation, emanation, 3, 6, 7, 58, 76,
127, 174, 223, 247f., 250

snti,

s thiti,

sarhhara,

emanation,
maintenance, reabsorption, 58, 129,
248

137, 249, 261, 271, 274
Sivadvayavada, S aiva non-dualism, 271
Sivajiiana, mystical knowledge of Siva, 14

sr�tibrja, " the seed of creation", the
brjamantra SAU!:I, 216, 272

Sivastotravalr (Utpaladeva), 25, 110, 122

sr�tikrama, the order of emanation, 151,

Sivasatras (Vasugupta), 25, 52, 216

167f., 186

Sivasatravimarsinr (K�emaraja), 179

Steinkellner, Ernst, 27

smara1;la, remembering, meditatirtg, 220,

sthiti, maintenance, 3, 76

225f., 230

stotra (Abhinavagupta), 72, Appendix

smrti, memory, 220
$oqasakalavidya, 77

suddhadhvan, "pure path", the tattvas from
suddhavidya to Siva, 151

•

sodhana, sodhya, sodhaka, purification, what
is to be purified, purifier, 188

suddha-vidya, "pure wisdom", tattva of the
pure path, 115, 155, 157, 168, 197f

soma, the moon, 145, 243

sala, trisala, trident, symbol of Trika, 177

Somananda, 4, 11, 25, 71, 82, 88-89, 94,
98, 101, 129, 130, 146, 149, 186, 256, 261,
266, 270f., 274

sanya, void, 211, 213

sound, see svara, 147, 157-58, 160, 180

sun and moon, 145

space, 75, 91, 122, 196

Sun of Consciousness, 95

spanda, vibration, pulsation, 81, 87, 118, 223,

Supreme Consciousness, 69, 126, 163, 191-

243

sanyaprami!ta, "experiencer of the void",
one of the seven perceivers, 73

•
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•

symbolism, 77, 91, 116, 129, 145, 168-69

93
supreme devotion, see bhakti, 247, 252

symbolism of the tithis, 182

supreme non-dualism, paramtldvaita, 230,
271

tan, verbal root, "to stretch, to expand" etc.,

Supreme Word, see Para Yak, 10, 119f.,
129, 162, 197

Tantrtlloka (Abhinavagupta), 2, 5, 12, 14,

Supreme Worship, 245
•

95-97, 119, 259

•

Satra, 10-11, 16, 150, 244, 267f.
Svacchanda Bhairava, 21
Svacchanda Tantra, 5, 12, 14-15, 21, 63, 152n,
189, 196, 229, 244

svara, sound, vowels, 144f., 157, 159, 178,
181

svarapa, nature, "own form", true being,
201, 209, 234, 272

svarapa-amarsana, awareness of the true
nature, 258

Tantrasadbhava, 22
Tantrasamuccaya, 109
Tantrasara (Abhinavagupta), 5, 22, 44, 46,
144n, 191n, 174, 179n, 192, 233, 251,
260n

tarka, reasoning, reflection, 150, 199
tattvas, elements, levels of reality,
categories, 6, 13-15, 69, 72, 115, 126,
128, 133, 141-43, 145, 151££., 154, 156,
164, 168f., 176, 186f., 189f., 192f., 194,
196, 201, 236, 239, 247, 193, 269, 273
temple, 41

svarapaprathana, revelation of the true
nature, 21

svasarhvedana, self-awareness, 126
svasvarapa-pratyabhijna, recognition of
•

one's true being, 262

svtltantrya, absolute freedom, autonomy,
69, 83, 129, 162, 192, 224, 250

svatantrya-sakti, the energy of freedom, 147,
•

172, 174

svatan trayavada, doctrine of absolute
freedom, autonomy, 191
symbol, 87, 113, 117, 119, 162f., 171, 205,
209, 234, 238, 249, 259, 272
symbol of Siva, 250

22, 25, 44-45, 48, 52-53, 63, 73, 78-80,
117, 134, 142, 160, 171, 182-83, 206-08,
219-20, 230, 233, 244, 271£.
•

sarya, 145
susumntl, central vein

142

temple sculpture, 226
theory of mantra, 271
third eye of Siva, 133

Tilakasastra, 214
time, 82-84, 120, 127, 129, 144f., 182, 220,
222f.

tithi, lunar day, 144-45, 209, 241
today, 60-61, 83
Torella, Raffaele, 10-11, 29, 60-63, lOIn.,
103n., 120, 133-34, 151n., 152, 270
triangle, 205-06, 227

•

Trisanku, 153
trident with lotuses (ma1J4aZa) 232
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Trika, 2-3, 7, 9, 12, 19-24, 47-48, 51, 58, 66,
73, 101ff., 113, 116, 184, 217, 227, 230,
245, 263, 265, 268, 271

Para rrika, 52
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Utpaladeva, 10-11, 25, 103, 110, 112, 116,
120-22, 127, 132-33, 215

uttara, the posterior, answer, beyond, etc.,
7, 69f., 85, 125, 201, 268f.

rrika Sastra, 186, 177, 214, 239, 260

uttarasyapi anuttaram, 84ff.

rrika Para, 229

vac/vak, the Word, 10, 15-16, 32, 58-59, 164

Trikasara, 76

vaikharf, the embodied Word, expressed

Trikasatra, 3

speech, 10, 38, 59, 125, 129, 159, 164,
166-67, 185

Trikatantrasara, 205
triko1Ja, triangle, 205, 227
Trisirobhairava Tantra, 14, 208, 220
trisula, trident, 22, 207
trpti, satisfaction, 126f.

tup, minute time unit, space measuring breath,
145

turyatfta, beyond the fourth, supreme
state of consciousness, 72

•

vai�amya, disharmony, 94,98
Vakyapadfya (Bhartrhari), 132
vama , "left" , 21
vamana-bhak�a1Ja, ejecting outside and
swallowing within, 224
Varadaraja/Kr�r:tadasa, 36
Varahagupta, 5, 26

var1Ja, see phoneme, 185

uccara, utterance of a mantra, upward
movement of pra1Jasakti, 202, 220, 226

var1Japaramarsa, phonematic awareness,

ullasa, joyful manifestation, exuberance,

Vasudeva, Somadeva, 32, 128, 138, 142,
143n., 184, 186, 261

167

127, 171, 226

•

union of Siva and Sakti, 97, 163, 172, 203,
205

Vasugupta, 25

universal vibration, samanya spanda, 118

Veda, 76,91

universality, 130, 149, 157, 273

Vedanta, 157, 181, 203f.

unme�a,

Vedic grammar, 216

"opening of the eyes",
blossoming,
manifestation
of
consciousness, 139, 148, 171, 173-74,
247

Upani�ads, 71, 75-76n, 115, 192, 207, 234

upaya, way of liberation, spiritual means,
72, 78, 190, 206, 208, 235, 269

urdhva kU1JQalinf, upward ku1JQalinf, 242f.

Vatsalika, 18, 264

•

vf1Jii, string instrument, 159
vibration, see spanda, 222, 235

vidhi, injunction, rule, 235, 268
vidya, wisdom, mantra, 151, 153, 201
Vidyaprtha, 21
Vijiiana Bhairava, 1-2, 5-6, 61, 75-76n, 83n

•
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94, 97, 118, 126, 134, 136, 149, 193n,
194f., 205, 229f., 271

Vijiitlntlkalas, level of the seven perceivers
(pramattl), 155
vikalpa, thought-construct,

ideation,
imagination, 71, 78, 138, 162, 214f, 218

vimarsa, reflection, self-awareness of
•

Water, 143, 249, 250n
Wezler, Albrecht, 84n., 269
Wilke, Annette, 37
womb, yoni, 163
wonder, see camatktlra, 69
Word, vac, 58, 61, 147, 168, 171, 193, 271

consciousness, 29-30, 162, 183, 205,
219, 249, 268

yajana, paja, worship, sacrifice, 245, 254

vimarSa-sakti, power of awareness, 170, 194

Yamala, 7, 50, 66, 206, 272

vrra, spiritual hero, 206, 213, 225, 240, 246,
260

Yamala Tantra, 2, 21
yantra, symbolic and ritual diagram, 227

vrra and yoginr, 241£.

Yasaskara, 264

Vrrtlvalr, 214
vrrya, power, sexual energy, 95
visarga, emission, thirteenth phoneme,
represented by two vertical dots, 65,
116-17, 145, 150, 178, 179f£., 180, 182,
192, 198, 212f., 227, 236, 242f.

visarga-sakti, power of emission, 180f., 183
vise$a spanda, specific vibration, 235
•

visrtlnti, repose, rest, 85, 126, 127, 175
visvatmakatva, universal immanence, 196
•

Vivarana, 10

yasmin sarvam . . . , " in whom everything
exists . . . ", 88f£.

yoga, 12-13, 50, 199, 205, 210, 224, 235, 258,
260f.
Yogacara, 149
Yogaraja, 25
•

Yogasastra, 215

Yogasatra (Patanjali), 81, 158
YOgI, 126, 132, 158, 172, 190, 198, 204, 207,
215, 221, 224-26, 231, 232ff., 257, 267
yogic body, 76

•

Vivrti, 11, 25
Vivrtivimarsinr, 25
•

Yajurveda, 77

•

yoginr, 22, 158, 202, 206, 213, 217, 232, 240
Yoginl cult, 21

void, see sanya, 70, 91-92, 155, 175f£., 21011

yoginrbha, "born from a yoginr", said of

vowel, see svara, 145, 163, 169, 171, 176

yoni, womb, symbolically standing for

Vrtti, 11
Vyaktiviveka, 133
vyoman, space, void, 91, 122

Abhinavagupta, 49
consonants, 169, 180f, 184, 198, 203, 205,
227

yukti, reasoning, 126, ISO, 274
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